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[Track 1]

Could you say a few words?
Mary had a little lamb, she also had a bear. Although I’ve seen her little lamb, I’ve never
seen her bare.

That seems to be working fine.
Good.

Right. Shall we begin? This is an interview with Geoff Tootill on Thursday, December
third 2009. So Geoff, shall we begin with just some sort of biographical details? What’s
your date of birth and where were you born?
Four, three, twenty-two, Chadderton, Oldham, Lancashire.

What were you christened as?
Geoffrey Colin Tootill – Geoffrey with a ‘g’, Colin with one ‘l’.

And are there any sort of significance to your Christian names?
I think my mother liked the names, that’s all. No, I don’t think there’s any other
significance, no close relatives with these names. In fact probably at that time in my
mother’s family, Geoffrey was a rather esoteric name, but that’s pure conjecture.

What’s your earliest memory?
Well, I remember that when I’m asked this question I say that I was climbing over the
back of an armchair observed by my father and I suppose clearly I wasn’t heavy enough to
overset this armchair because my father was quite relaxed about it. But that is what I
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remember as what I quote as my earliest memory. I can’t say that I actually remember
that any more.

Where would this have been? In your first home or…?
Well, I suppose I was two or three or four years old and so this would have been in
Birmingham and I can remember addresses where we lived in Birmingham, but I can’t say
where we were living when I did this acrobatic trick. So that was, I think 65 Solihull
Lane, that was the first address we had in Birmingham and then 493 Reddings Lane was –
spelt like the nearby town here – and I went to school first from Reddings Lane I think and
then my mother was fond of moving house, according to my mother, 16 Laburnum Road,
Bournville, which was in Cadbury Brothers’ estate, they were probably the leaseholders,
and then finally in Birmingham an address in… Pershore Road South and I can’t
remember the number. And that was the family home that I left when I went to college
and my parents moved from there to Manchester while I was attending college, because
my father got promoted from Midlands representative of the Co-operative Press to editor
of the Co-operative Press titles, there were four or five titles I think. The main one of
course was The Co-operative News, which was a weekly newspaper, a broadsheet – well,
yeah, a broadsheet – and that was issued to, I think, to local Co-operative Societies, I’m
not sure whether they may have paid for it with no doubt a bulk payment arrangement and
the local societies put their own enclosure in the middle of it, giving the local interesting
information about Co-operative Societies, Co-operative Retail Societies. I can’t imagine
that there was anything very interesting, but then there you are, some people will read
anything. So that was his main publication and then I remember the name Our Circle,
which I think was a little colour magazine for sub-teens I would say, in today’s jargon,
and there was a magazine for women, married women, and I can’t remember the title.
And that’s all I can remember about these publications. My father had various deputies as
editors of these different publications and I have no idea what the sales were. They would
be sold again by local retail Co-operative Societies. So what… we were on to places
where I lived and as I say, my parents, I was the only child, my parents moved to
Manchester while I was in the first year at Cambridge I think. [07:25] So I was at
Christ’s College reading maths and for the first term at least, probably longer, I was in
lodgings because it was reckoned to be a privilege to have rooms in college and there
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weren’t enough rooms for all the students. So I moved into college later. I was allowed
two years by the Joint Recruiting Board, I think it was called. This was – oh, what’s the
name – the ‘Two Cultures’ man?

CP Snow?
[08:13]
That’s right, yes. He was head of this graduate recruiting organisation. There was a war
on and eventually, well yes, as I say, it allowed me two years in which time I had to get
what is normally a three-year degree. I had to miss out the, a remedial first year, the part
one to the maths tripos. I went straight into the prelim to part two and I had to do that in
two years. I also had various distractions, I mean apart from the usual distractions for a
young man let loose on his own for the first time as a… and I suppose, let’s see, I must
have been nineteen – eighteen or nineteen – and apart from the usual distractions, as I say,
I was also in the Home Guard, or sorry, the Officers’ Training corps and the name was
very rapidly changed, that was elitist of course, to the Senior Training Corps.
[short pause – mic problems]
[10:45]
It’s quite strange sort of being on the receiving end of an interview isn’t it?
Yes, well I’m quite used to shooting off my mouth, as I believe I was saying.

Could I take you back to some of the things you’ve briefly sort of…
Yes, go on.

…mentioned along the way? You mentioned your father, he worked for the Co-op?
[11:07]
I think he was part of the Co-operative Wholesale Society. The CWS was the… the cooperative organisation – using co-operative with a small ‘c’ - of the local Co-operative
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Societies. It started off as a wholesale supplier to local societies, I think, and then it got
all kinds of extra oddments, like for example the Co-operative Press and my father was, he
trained himself as a journalist. When he got back home after the First World War he was
in the Royal Engineers Band during the 14-18 war and he played the clarinet. He’d taught
himself to play the clarinet and he taught himself journalism, including Pitman’s
shorthand in evening classes. I’ve forgotten where he was working but this was in
Failsworth. Failsworth is the extreme part of Manchester on the boundary of Hollinwood.

Maybe a little further out than I’m used to. What was his name?
Frederick. He only had one Christian name and that was Frederick with a ‘c-k’ at the end.

Where was he born?
Ah. I’m afraid I’ve forgotten, but presumably in Failsworth because families didn’t move
very much and in fact it would have to have been in that area to meet my mother who was
born in Hollinwood.

Oh right, okay. You mentioned your father had been in the First World War, the marines
rather, in the First World War.
[13:35]
No, the Engineers, the First World War and in fact he was obviously put into the RE Band
when he first joined up and later when the war became serious, the band’s instruments
were packed up and shipped back home and he became an ordinary Royal Engineer’s
soldier.

Did he ever talk about the war with you?
No, never. I remember he had two clarinets: A natural and B flat, but of course these were
both military band pitch, that is sharp pitch and approximately a semitone above what we
now know as concert pitch. And they were the simple sort of clarinets, simple action,
which is a technical term and it means that the transition from the chalumeau mode to
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the… or the bass mode to the chalumeau mode was very much more difficult in terms of
manual dexterity than with the later Boehm system clarinet. So in summary, when my
father died and I came into possession of his two clarinets, they were of no use to me at
all. No clarinettist could possibly use a simple system clarinet, and they were sharp pitch
anyway. I mean the A clarinet might have passed for a concert pitch B flat by jiggling the
joints a bit perhaps, but nobody would dream of bothering.
[15:43]
So do you play musical instruments yourself?
I tried to take up the trumpet, but that was just at the outbreak of war when I first went into
digs and no landlady is going to tolerate one of her rather unwelcome lodgers practising
the trumpet. So I never got anywhere much with the trumpet and eventually I gave my
trumpet – I’d got it from a pawn shop and it was worn out, that was why it had been
pawned I presume. A trumpet’s worn out when the slide valves, when they get worn so
that the air leaks round instead of through the valve ports. So in any case, no selfrespecting trumpeter would dream of using my trumpet. I gave it to my young grandson
when he was quite young and he progressed very rapidly and he got a decent trumpet very
quickly. In fact he, I think he got a shawm – God knows how you spell that – trumpet,
which is right the top class and he did that thanks to a benefaction from me or from my
wife and I, and he was able to buy it in New York for very much less than it would have
cost in this country. I believe it was second-hand. So he’s never looked back with the
trumpet; he’s now a gifted musician, plays gigs with a group which I think consists of
trumpet, the lead, drums of course and several guitars. And at this moment they are over
in this country, they’ve been touring the US and Canada, which is really their base, but
they’ve got a tour set up in this country.

Will you be going to see him?
When I get any information, then yes, of course. But it is possible to catch this trumpet on
the net. I’ve forgotten the references now. One would have to follow up Duncan Tootill.
His elder sister is on clarinet and sax.
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In the same group?
No. She is… a student and a junior tutor of some… I can’t, I don’t know the correct title,
at a northern New York state university. She’s earning enough to pay her fees from
teaching.

I think that’s quite common in the American system.
Indeed.
[19:32]
How do you remember your father?
Well I didn’t see very much of him when I was young because of course he was working
hard and got back late from the office and being very young, I had to go to bed early.

What sort of time, do you remember?
But yes, we, the family used to go for a walk on Sundays and they walked as far and as
fast as my little legs would permit.

Where did you go walking?
Well this would be on the Tops to the east of Oldham. Or, well, anywhere you could get
to by public transport. The family, well, very few families had their own motorcars in
those days and we were no exception and public transport was very much better of course,
more frequent.

Would that be bus or train or tram?
Yes, all of these. My father, when my father was the principal editor of the Co-operative
Press, we were living in Oldham at 150 Coppice Street, I think is the address, and he
would walk down to the end of Coppice Street and get a tram to the bottom of Hollinwood
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and then he would walk to the nearest station, get a train to Manchester and there was a
Manchester station adjacent to Long Millgate, which was where his office was.
[21:51]
What sort of neighbourhood was your house in?
It was an upmarket neighbourhood, the houses were all very large: three storeys with a
cellar and scullery as well as a kitchen and what are now called two reception rooms. And
we had, the kitchen was big enough I think for us to have all our meals in. And the front
room was a lounge and the so-called middle room, which was the back room in fact, was
hardly ever used. The upholstered furniture had a material covering which always felt
slightly damp and smelt rather musty. The room was heated by a gas fire but there was a
coal fire in the front room and I think there was a coal fire in the kitchen too – well, there
was a kitchen range I suppose. And there was provision for a solid fuel fire under the
boiler, the hot water boiler which my mother used for doing the laundry. I think I’m
correct in speaking about such a boiler in this house, but I can’t really remember.
[23:44]
What sort of other technologies were there, do you remember?
Well, we had gas lighting and I think when we moved to Birmingham… ah, yes. No, we
had electric lighting in this house in Grange Avenue - I’m talking about the period when
my parents had moved back to Manchester. My father was the Midlands representative of
the Co-operative Press, in other words a working reporter and journalist, and he had an
office in Birmingham and that’s where I went to school. Sorry, what was your question?

What sort of other technologies did you have around the house when you were growing
up?
Oh yes. Well, in the house in Oldham we had electric light and indeed my father was no
stranger to electric light. They had electric light in their family home in Failsworth and he
had learnt that in order to switch the living room light on and off it was essential to sit on
the wooden table, otherwise you got a nasty shock from it.
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Sounds quite hazardous.
Indeed.
[25:21]
What about your mother – how do you remember her?
She was a very caring mother because of course I was her only child, I was her little
darling. But she was an ex-schoolteacher. In those days if a woman married she naturally
had to give up her job, so she hadn’t been a teacher very long, but of course her father was
headmaster at the… the secondary school I think it was - I’m not sure whether it was a
grammar school or not – at… oh yes, it was a grammar school of course, it was at the end
of Grammar School Road, and it had a big playground paved with slabs and a
schoolhouse, which was where my mother’s family lived. My mother had three sisters
and three brothers and one of whom was killed in the war, that’s the 14-18 war. But she
came from a family of schoolteachers and she indeed herself was a schoolteacher for a
time, relatively short time because of this convention that married women did not continue
teaching. This went on until the second war. But she was a teacher and she made quite
sure that I was taught whatever was necessary and I was quite precocious and she was
very pleased with me from that point of view, but she couldn’t have any more children so
as I say, I was her teacher’s pet.

What was your mother’s name?
Alice. And again, only one Christian name. And in fact it wasn’t until many years later I
realised there were two Alice Tootills because my father’s sister was called Alice too. But
I never heard of any confusion caused by that. And of course it was clear to me because
one was my mother and the other was Auntie Alice, or I should say Auntie Alice.
[28:27]
You mentioned your grandparent, well, your grandfather a moment ago.
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Yes. Well, he was an old man when I first remember him. He had white hair, not too
much of it, and they lived in this schoolhouse that I have just mentioned. And my
grandmother was of course just the mother of the family and housewife. I don’t know
anything more about her, I’m afraid.

What about on your father’s side?
He had a sister and a brother, the sister was a chargehand in Ferranti’s factory. I think
they had a factory in the Hollinwood area – they lived in Failsworth, as I say. My father’s
brother was called Reginald, that was his baptismal name. He was a salesman and he
realised it was infra dig to have only one name so he called himself Reginald Cecil. He
became RC Tootill.

Right. Do you think you’ve inherited any attitudes and opinions from your parents?
Yes, I inherited my whole attitude from it.
[brief interruption]

Any particular qualities?
From my background in Lancashire where I - even after we moved to Birmingham – I
visited my mother’s family in Hollinwood and, yeah in Hollinwood, quite often and I liked
them. My aunts were rather indulgent of me. Two of them were unmarried – there were
four sisters, as you can work out from what I’ve said – and two of them were unmarried
and they of course spoilt me I’m sure. Emma was a schoolteacher and she always tried to
take me to her school and show me off to the class of the same age as me, telling them
what I’d done academically. Of course I disliked this intensely. And the other sister, the
other unmarried sister, Marjorie had two Christian names: Marjorie Mary Tetlow, and she
was the one who had to stay at home to look after her mother and look after her parents
and the house. The youngest daughter usually was forced to do that in those days. So
that’s my mother’s family.
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[32:23]
And your father’s family again, sorry?
Well yes, his parents were… I saw much less of them. I’m not sure why this was,
possibly because they… on my mother’s part there was perhaps a certain snobbishness
because my grandfather was – well he was retired when I first knew him – but I don’t
think he’d had much of a job and when I was much older I was told by my mother that he
was, he had the reputation of chasing after women. My grandmother was the source of the
auburn hair in my family. My father had auburn hair and I had auburn hair when I was
young. And none of my three sons have auburn hair. There was a suspicion that the
middle one might have been tending to have auburn hair but no, he didn’t.

… hope it skips a generation perhaps.
Well, it just gets diluted of course.

Were you aware of growing up in any particular social class?
Well, the boys that I knew at school were automatically in the same social class as me. I
wasn’t aware of, well I wasn’t very much aware of social classes when I was young. I
think we’ll have a break and I’ll get myself a cup of tea.

Certainly.
[pause]
[34:50]
…at all, so all my students were mad keen to…

Actually learn something about it.
…sit at my feet, as it were.
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Right, shall we… I’m trying to remember where we’d actually got up to. We haven’t
talked about your school yet.
No, well we’re not making very good progress. If you want to get on to the more
important and interesting stuff, then we ought to set some sort of a target to get to by the
end of this afternoon.

That seems a sensible plan.
But I’ve no idea. You would better set this target.

Okay, I think the latest I can sort of be back train-wise is about quarter past six to leave,
so where does that leave us? It’ll take me about half an hour to get to the station.
Yeah, well if you’re late I will run you down to the station. But it gives us two and a half
hours. Well already my voice is starting to weaken, so that’s not by any means too little.

Okay. How would you feel about sort of trying to get up as far as TRE today perhaps?
Yes, let’s do that by all means.

Okay. Right, so that gives us a few more childhood details, then your time at Cambridge,
then TRE. That seems very doable to me.
Very well.

Okay?
So where have we got to then?

We’re still in childhood, but shall we talk about your schooldays? That might be a good…
[36:50]
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Schooldays, well the…

Where did you first go to school?
I think I first went to school, College Road School in south Birmingham, but I can’t
remember anything about that, except I was bullied. And the next school I went to was
Bournville School and I was bullied there too, but not so badly.

Any particular reason or…
I was younger than all the rest of the boys in my class.

Why younger – were you ahead a year?
Yeah, I suppose I was at least getting on for a year ahead.

What sort of schools were they?
Oh, they were just, well the College Road School I don’t know anything about, I can’t
make any comparison of it with other schools. Bournville School was quite a good state
school, but most state schools were good in those days and Bournville was a reasonably
upmarket area. It was of course Cadbury’s… what’s the word for a model or something
they would show off?

Is it model village?
Well it was a model village, yes, and they were, yeah, they had a very paternalistic attitude
to the whole village and including the school. Of course the chocolate families; Cadburys
and Frys were Societies of Friends, Quakers that is, and the Friends’ Meeting House was
on Bournville Green, a very privileged position at the top of a little hill and near the
schools, which were also in a privileged position. But of course they caused a Church of
England church to be built, but this was lower down and in a slightly less desirable, a
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slightly less desirable site. But they were determined to be even-handed about this and
they succeeded very well of course.
[40:00]
Were you a Quaker or CoE or…
My parents were CoE and I was the same. I was sent to confirmation classes I remember
and the curate started off by saying, now I don’t want any of you to be confirmed just
because your friends are being confirmed or because you think it’s the fashion, or still
worse, just because your parents tell you you must do. So I thought, oh right, so I went
home and said to my parents, the curate says that I mustn’t be confirmed just because you
say I ought to be. And they said, never mind that, you get on with it. [laughs]

Did you have a particularly religious upbringing then?
No I did not. I became quite irreligious and I still am.
[40:55]
What were your favourite subjects at school?
In maths, physics, in languages. And I didn’t like geography much and I disliked history
intensely.

Any particular reason?
Oh, they’re boring subjects aren’t they, after all?
[both laughing]

Might slightly disagree there, but… What sort of people did you hang around with in
school? Who were your classmates and friends, were they…
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Oh, just ordinary boys. Not, well it was a mixed infant school I went to, but… and
Bournville School was… there were boys’ and girls’ divisions; they weren’t mixed at all,
ever. And the boys in my class, the boys that I associated with, I mean boys would
associate only with their own age; they’re contemptuous of the younger ones and they’re
patronised by the older ones and you can substitute bullied for patronised sometimes. So
they were just the ordinary mixture. Perhaps their parents were slightly better off than the
average Birmingham parent. It was one of the upmarket suburbs of Birmingham. I didn’t
know very much about any other areas. I did, when I visited my relatives in Oldham, yes I
was much more aware of social classes. Thing in particular which I remember was that
some of the boys wore clogs. You know what clogs are?

Yeah, they’re wooden shoes.
Wooden with irons nailed to the bottom. Clog irons were… my uncle sold clog irons in
his shop. He was, he had an ironmonger and hardware shop. Yes, so those, the children
who were less well off had to wear clogs because they were cheaper.
[44:03]
Why did maths, physics and languages appeal to you so much at school?
Maths and physics are inherently much more interesting than the soft subjects. Geography
is just about tolerable, but as I say, history is just dead boring.

[laughs]
I’m giving you the views that I had at that age. I am quite interested sometimes in history.
I’ve been forced to take an interest in history recently because people keep talking to me
about 1945, 6, 7 and yes, of course it’s interesting to try and remember what I was doing,
what other people were doing. But yes, the reason that I disliked geography and history
was that they’re intrinsically boring and maths and physics of course are fascinatingly
interesting. Chemistry, I was disappointed that I wasn’t able to learn any chemistry. I
thought that might have been quite interesting. Languages are another matter. The
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challenge of expressing yourself in another language was quite sufficient to overcome my
dislike of something as unsystematic as a language.

You said you weren’t allowed to study chemistry or was it not an option?
I was forced into the, yeah, my headmaster forced me into the classical side. He told my
father, I had a letter once, he wrote to my father saying, ‘Geoffrey will go far, but only if
he sticks to the classics’. And the result was I was in the classical upper middle and
started off in the shell form, then the remove form as the next year up, and the upper
middle forms were after that and a classical - specialisation started with the upper middles
and I was forced into the classical upper middle and then the classical fifth. So that was I
suppose only two years, but I rebelled and I got into the lower maths sixth. I was, I
suppose it was one of the maths masters which snapped me up, I suppose, I’m not sure.
But I don’t really know why I didn’t go into one of the science sixths. I wish I had done,
it would have been more interesting. I’m not really a mathematician. I’ve been to a
meeting this morning of the U3A maths group, Wokingham U3A maths group, and I was
taking quite a large part in the discussion and I was constantly putting forward the
engineer’s point of view. I thought, away with this hair splitting. Did I mention to you
just now about these two poles standing up against a wall?

No, no.
Oh well, perhaps it was George I was talking to. Anyway, there was this question of two
poles leaning up against a wall at different angles and what was the height above the
ground of the crossing point? And various ingenious ways of calculating this, each one
quicker and better than the last put forward. And I said eventually that it was a very
unsatisfactory formulation of the problem, there’s no mention of the co-efficient of
friction against the wall and against the ground and after all this discussion they thought
this was hilarious. They were mathematicians you see.

[laughs]
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Anyway, we are wasting time. We have just about dealt with my schooldays now I think.
I was in the lower maths sixth, the upper maths sixth and I was therefore forced to
compete for university places as a mathematician. Of course in those days I think
schoolmasters didn’t really understand that there was a respectable academic discipline
called engineering. They had perhaps the American view of the word engineer; he’s the
chap who drives a train. One of my former neighbours was telling me that yes, he suffers
from this a bit in this country. He reckons he’s an engineer and he makes a good living at
it and I said well, if ever I encounter this sort of prejudice I say well, I’m a chartered
electrical engineer, and he says yes, I wish I was. [laughs] But this is the American
snobbishness which exists in this country. I presume it was imported into America from
this country. Well, so…

Where are we now?
[50:58]
This deals with my schooldays and explains why I went, had to do the maths tripos at
Cambridge. And I had to do it in two years, as I was saying, because of the, because of CP
Snow’s outfit. So I had to miss the part one of the tripos which was to a certain extent a
remedial course.

Did that drop you in at the deep end then or was it…
Yes.

How did you choose to go to Cambridge specifically?
Well my form master told me to sit the scholarship exams for the different groups of
colleges and I got, I got quite a collection of awards. I got a Birmingham City Major
scholarship and a state scholarship and a school leaving exhibition and a college entrance
exhibition. This was… I’d got an entrance exhibition to Christ’s College, so that
determined that I would go to Christ’s and it was as a mathematician that I got these
awards so I had to do the maths tripos. If it had been peacetime, after a year I could have
demanded to change to a different subject, but I had two years and that was it, so I’d better
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jolly well get on with getting the best degree I could as a mathematician. It was a very
poor degree – well, it was a third. The maths tripos at Cambridge at that time, I think
probably still, doesn’t divide the second class at all; there’s just first, seconds and thirds,
no two ones and two twos. So third in the maths tripos at Cambridge was equivalent to a
two two.

Elsewhere.
In other universities.

What year did you start in Cambridge?
1940. At age eighteen.
[53:55]
Did the war have any effect on your life at this point?
Oh yes, well it had cut down my university career to two years instead of three or even
four. Yes, I’d, obviously I’d managed to get the finance to do three years. In fact it would
probably have – in peacetime – it would have stretched to four, I would have got a
prolongation of one or more of these awards. In fact the, I think the City Major
scholarship was honorary and I could have got some money out of them if I’d been able to
stay on beyond the two years.

How did you feel when the war started?
Well, interested and quite excited I suppose. The war was declared when I was alone in
the house in Pershore Road South, I think it was in King’s Norton, I’m not sure. Anyway,
it was very near Cotteridge, these districts or suburbs of Birmingham. So my parents were
away on holiday, I was seventeen, living alone in the house so I had to do something about
the blackout, which I did. And my parents of course weren’t quite satisfied with the way
I’d done it when they came back, but I had done it and the air-raid wardens didn’t
complain.
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What did you do? Did you just put blackout curtains up or…
Well, there were… I didn’t bother with the middle room because we never used that and I
just can’t remember any of the details except for the pantry and I stuck black paper over
the windows so that there was no daylight came in, and this was what my parents objected
to and eventually my father put up a curtain rail and my mother sewed a little curtain for
the pantry window.
[56:28]
Okay. So you started at Cambridge in, would it have been the autumn of 1940 then?
Yes.

How did you find your early time there?
Well, I remember that I was allocated lodgings because as I was saying earlier, you
couldn’t have rooms in college in your first year. I remember walking up to the door and
ringing the doorbell or knocking at the door, presumably, and the landlady came to the
door and I introduced myself and she told me later that she could tell that it was not the
first time that I’d been away from home because of my confident manner, and indeed I had
been evacuated with the school on the outbreak of war to Repton College, which is
halfway more or less between Burton-on-Trent and Derby. And Repton College I think
had been evacuated somewhere else but they had their accommodation left vacant and we
used the rooms, apart from some, there was one in particular I remember that the floor had
rotted away and we weren’t allowed to go in there.
[58:02]
So you were evacuated away as a whole school then?
Yes.

Was that common in those days?
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I think so, I’m not sure. You see these programmes on the telly about children who were
evacuated with other groups of children to quite long distances away from their parents.
This may have been all with the school, in fact I think it probably was, but sometimes it
wasn’t. Sometimes parents insisted on making their own arrangements and sending the
children to relatives who lived in safer, allegedly safer parts of the country.

Did your parents ever think about evacuating you otherwise, or was it…
I don’t think so. I think my mother was convinced that I should stay with the school
because it was a good school and I was doing well and my father would defer to my
mother’s opinion on matters of education, I suppose.

How did you find the experience of being away from home the first time like that?
Oh, I was quite happy. I was seventeen after all and I was very taken with my landlady’s
daughter. She was in her thirties actually. She was quite taken with me too. So yes, I was
very happy there. And we only had school on half a day. There weren’t sufficient
classrooms in Repton College to accommodate all the school and we had to share them
half a day each and I was billeted in Midway, the name of the village or the little
township, and this was quite a distance from Repton and I cycled in to Repton every day.
I was quite a strong cyclist. In fact I had cycled from south Birmingham to Oldham
several times and my school… my friend from Bournville – we were both at Bournville
School together – and he also cycled and we cycled up to Oldham together on one
occasion. That was ninety miles, ninety-odd miles. But from Birmingham to Manchester,
the last bit was up the Manchester Road in Oldham and that was cobbles. There were
stones about the size of a, about half the size of your fist and they were excruciating for
the backsides of somebody on a racing bike, quasi-racing bike. That was the big
disadvantage of that trip.
[1:01:38]
So were you a keen cyclist then, you said?
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I was keen on cycling because it got me from place to place where I wanted to be, but not
particularly, no I didn’t go in for racing. That was definitely just a means of transportation
and it had obvious big advantages over walking and paying bus, tram and train fares,
which I couldn’t possibly have afforded.
[1:02:11]
Did you get pocket money or an allowance?
Yes. I got a Saturday sixpence when I was young. I think it started off as a Saturday
tuppence and rose to sixpence, probably to a shilling later on.

What sort of things did you spend it on if not trams?
Probably sweets and chocolate, mainly, but I may also have bought comics. There were
magazine format comics. Well, purely newsprint, printed on newsprint and there were
some broadsheet format publications intended for children. There was The Children’s
Newspaper by Arthur Mee.
[pause for interruption]
[1:03:20]
Yes, so we’d got up to Cambridge and disposed of my degree class and of course at the
end of my degree course I was directed into work of national importance. I could have
gone into the forces if I’d insisted I think, but I, for some reason I’d got the idea that I
could get into research and I stipulated I should go into operational research because I
thought that if I went into a research establishment I should be a lab assistant. Nothing
was further from the truth of course. And anyway, as part of the background training for
operational research I visited various establishments including TRE in Malvern. TRE
allegedly stood for Telecommunications Research Establishment and this was of course
just misdirection, this was the place where radio location research and development took
place. And I was given a visit there as background briefing in the operational research
training and I realised immediately that if I went there I would not in fact be a lab
assistant, I should have a responsible position. So I realised I’d made a mistake, I realised
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at that stage that I was in fact an engineer and not a theoretician, not a mathematician. So
I agitated and I got transferred to TRE Malvern and they gave me a fortnight’s
introductory course. This was really just an explanation of the meaning of very a large
number of abbreviations which were current, like AI, ASV, and AI is Airborne
Interception, ASV is Aircraft to Surface Vessels and so on. There were literally dozens of
these - GCI, Ground Controlled Interception - and we had to be familiar with this stuff
because this is the equipment we were working on. [1:06:21] I was working, I was put
into the AI group – Airborne Interception – and they had been concerned with AI Mark V,
which was a one and a half metre wavelength equipment and it had an angled dipole,
dipole…

Could you describe it for the tape please?
It was a v-shape with the ‘v’ in the vertical plane and the point forward. And this was a
dipole antenna. That’s right, yes. And as I said, on one and a half metre wavelength and
AI mark VI, I don’t know what that was, I never heard anything at all about it. AI Mark
VII was a rudimentary wholly experimental installation on centimetre wavelengths. AI
Mark VIII was the first serious AI installation. It was installed in Mosquitoes and
Beaufighters and it required a rather large bulbous nose cone on the aircraft, much bigger
than the normal nose cone and the reason was that it had to, the nose cone had to
accommodate the S-band scanner. S-band is ten centimetre wavelength and the scanner
was, let’s say, seventy centimetres diameter, something of that order, might have been
eighty. It had to be several wavelengths in diameter. There was a paraboloid, metal
paraboloid reflector which of course was called a dish and the transmitting and receiving
antenna was in the middle and the thing could be moved around to point in different
directions, that’s why it was called a scanner. And on AI Mark VIII it had a very
complicated and difficult scanning pattern. The antenna was buzzing round in a circle of
the horizontal forward pointing axis and the, as it scanned round and round the centre line
of the antenna was nodding from the centre line dead ahead up to the extreme position so
that when you saw a target it came up as first of all as an arc of a circle on the PPI – well,
it wasn’t really a Plan Position Indicator, it was a specialist display for the particular
equipment and it first came up as an arc of a circle and the distance the angular distance
from the centro was the angular distance of the aircraft’s line of flight from the line to the
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target. And the length of the arc was a measure of the… it was determined again by the
distance off centre, so the pilot had this display, he had to fly, point the aircraft towards
the target and when he’d done that he could tell that he was right because the return was a
complete circle. So that as soon as he deviated from the line of flight to, no, not… from
the line to the target, a break appeared in this circle and he could correct it immediately.
So yes, this resulted in the fighter flying towards the target and this produces what is
called a curve pursuit. So if you had a vector picture showing the speed and direction of
both the target and our aircraft, then you could give our aircraft a course, an angle and a –
yes – an angle off and an angle round to direct it to intercept the target.

So the radar system effectively worked out where the pilot should be pointing the plane?
No. This is what I’m saying. It worked out a curve of pursuit, which is the least efficient
way of chasing a target. The most efficient way is to fly directly towards it where it’s
going to be when you get there and this is quite easy to predict in fact. You just fly at a
constant angle off, but it’s very difficult to do this when the target is manoeuvring,
specially if he’s picked up your radar transmissions and is jinking. So a curve of pursuit
was the best thing; this adapts itself automatically to the manoeuvres of the target.
[1:13:59] So I was the design authority for this equipment after a very short period of
experience. I had some knowledge of electronics because I’d been in the habit of making
audio amplifiers.

When?
Which was a thing one did in those days, it was fashionable, and I’d done that quite
successfully. Trouble was of course, it required money to buy the components, which I
didn’t have.

When did you get into building audio amplifiers?
Well, I was fairly knowledgeable about electronics by the time I was in the sixth form
because I remember at a so-called conversazione that the science side organised, I had a
toy train, an electric train, and I arranged a lamp and a photoelectric cell which the train
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interrupted, the train interrupted the beam of the lamp on to the photocell as it went round
its circular track and I could arrange it to stop the train.

Oh right.
So I did the circuit design of this, which was very simple and crude of course.

This was for science society, you said?
This was for the school, it organised something it called a conversazione and this was a set
of demonstrations of different things that the students could do. I suppose that I was
sixteen or seventeen when I did this and I was quite knowledgeable enough to understand
how to do it and to do it and to make it work.

How had you developed this knowledge of electronics?
The classic reply to that question is I picked it up from the dirty little boys in the street.
I’ve no idea really. I read a magazine called Practical and Amateur Wireless, but I can’t
remember at what age this was.

Did you read any other sort of technical materials or…
Well, I read whatever I could get I suppose. I might even have found something in the
free library, is what we called it in those days.

The free library, sorry?
Public library.

Oh right, yeah.
There were libraries run by bookshops which you paid a subscription and you could
borrow books just like in an ordinary public library.
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Oh right, got you.
But of course the books they let you borrow were more up-to-date and more interesting
than what you could get in the public library. I suppose the free library didn’t have very
much in the way of detective stories for grown-ups. There was of course a juvenile library
and I remember I found, I always found something interesting to read there. Who knows,
I might just have found some technical material too, but I can’t remember anything about
that.
[1:16:55]
And did the sort of electronics hobby continue through your time at Cambridge as well?
Were you actually taught electronics there as part of the course?
No, this was a maths course and quite a few of the lecturers said, oh yes, well you have to
go to the applied maths lectures, but never mind, it won’t do you any harm. [laughs]
[1:17:30]
So can we just quickly talk a little more about Cambridge and what was actually involved
in the maths part and what you actually learnt there?
I actually learnt quite a lot of mathematics, strangely enough, and I can’t remember
specifically what sort of maths. I seem to remember that I thought that applied maths was
very easy because it was just common sense application of maths, which was, the maths
was pure maths. Like these characters this morning worrying about the height of the
intersection of these two ladders propped up against a wall. In applied maths you just had
to use what you knew about forces and coefficients of friction, that was the extent of the
application, the rest was pure maths. And so I thought applied maths was dead easy.
Newton’s equations of course was a basic thing in applied maths: P = MF. Force equals
Mass x Acceleration. And once you learnt that, then that was it. Applied maths these
days is very much more difficult.

How was it taught? Was it lectures or tutorials?
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Lectures. And yes, I had tutorials. I suffered for a year from a chap who was a pure
maths mathematician and a very narrow specimen of pure mathematician anyway. I can’t
remember now what his speciality was, but he was not much good at any other, solving
my problems on any other part of pure maths and he steadfastly refused to have anything
to do with applied maths. Well my main interest was of course applied maths and so
eventually I achieved a most unheard of thing, I managed to change my supervisor. I got
a, J Howard Wilkinson was my second supervisor who was…

Oh, that’s a name that’s come up, yeah.
Pardon?
[1:20:24]
That’s a name that I’m familiar with.
Oh yes? Well he was at NPL after the war and I met him again there. He was a brilliant
man, a brilliant mathematician.

How was he in your time at Cambridge, what do you remember of him?
Only he was a brilliant mathematician and he was able to solve all my problems whether
they were pure maths or applied maths. I can’t remember much – oh yes, I do remember
that for many years he had mended his own glasses by taping a piece of matchstick to the
side piece. And he still had this same pair of glasses at the NPL I seem to remember.

That’s quite impressive. My prescription changes quite a lot.
Well yes, I mean it will at your age, if you don’t mind me condescending a bit.

Do you remember any of your other lecturers and tutors from Cambridge well?
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Yes, I remember the chap who lectured on determinants and matrices. I’ve forgotten his
name for the moment but he was a good lecturer and he knew his subject thoroughly and
of course he shovelled the stuff out to us very much more rapidly than we would have
liked.

Quite a steep learning curve then, by the sounds of it?
Pardon? Sorry?

Quite a steep learning curve, by the sounds of it?
Oh yes, it definitely was. Then there was analysis; this was this supervisor of mine. I’ve
just remembered his name but I won’t mention it. He used to lecture on pure maths. Oh,
and there’s Max Newman – MHA Newman – he was lecturing on topology.

What do you remember of Newman?
He was quite a flamboyant lecturer and all of us remembered with great glee one occasion
when he set off to prove a particular topological theorem and he set off with his usual
postulate, which was exemplified by a large closed curve on the blackboard, and he
plunged straight in and he was racing ahead and we were struggling to keep up, and
eventually he said, ‘Oh no, you don’t do it this way at all’. [laughs] And that was the end
of the lecture. Next time he had to go back to it and do it a completely different way. So
of course we were delighted at this. And that’s what I remember about Max Newman’s
lectures.

[laughs] What were the other students like who you were studying with?
It was a mixed class; there were girls from Girton and Newnham, which were segregated
girls’ colleges at that time, and otherwise they were boys from sixth forms, upper sixth
forms all over the country and most of them were better mathematicians than me.
[1:24:27]
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Did you do any sort of extracurricular activities at university or was it study all the time?
Societies or other things?
I was… was I not telling you about this earlier?

I can’t remember if that was on tape or off tape.
Well, I can’t remember. But anyway, I was, I had to work very hard to try and get a
degree in two years instead of three, and furthermore, I had the usual distractions of an
undergraduate, let loose for the first time as his own master, and there would be social
aspects of Cambridge. I was particularly fond of punting up the river and quite a lot of the
time, girls from the same school, from the girls’ school of… King Edward’s High School
for Girls in Birmingham, as I was from King Edward’s High School for Boys and
sometimes we had them on punting expeditions. But the girl that I was particularly fond
of was, started off as a language student I think and then became socially aware and
swapped to another arts discipline which was much more in tune with her political
outlook, which was communist, she was a member of the Communist Party of Great
Britain as I found out later and she tried to recruit me, but I was half-hearted and
lukewarm about this. And she was a vegetarian. Her parents - her mother was divorced –
her mother was a rabid vegetarian, I don’t know whether she was actually a vegan
vegetarian, she could well have been, she had a sister and the sister was as thin as a
skeleton, and obviously I inferred in my young man’s analysis, from a bad diet.
Obviously she didn’t have enough nourishing food. Cathleen, with a ‘c’, the girl that I
was fond of was in fact decently fleshed out, but she was not only a rabid communist but
also a rabid vegetarian.

Did you have any sort of political outlook of your own at this point?
Well, I was vaguely left-wing, but my school friend decided that he wouldn’t go into the
army, it was against his principles. He was not actually a member of the Society of
Friends, but he always went to their meetings and he went into the Friends’ Ambulance
Unit during the war. So I was quite sympathetic to his point of view but I refused to say I
was a conscientious objector and to go into the Friends’ Ambulance Unit. I didn’t have
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strong enough principles for that. I was convinced that we had to win the war, otherwise
the country would be in dead trouble. So I did what the recruiting agencies told me to do
and I went into radar – radio location it was then – radio location research and
development.
[1:28:49]
Was it expected of you, I mean you’re on a two-year sort of compressed course at
Cambridge, was it expected and anticipated that you would go on to some form of war
work in that area afterwards?
It was compulsory, not just expected. You went where you were directed. You could
always insist you wanted to go into the forces, and in fact I think you could probably insist
that you went into the air force or the army and probably you wouldn’t manage to get into
the navy unless you were very bright or had some family connection, because they were
well supplied with young recruits, they could afford to be choosy. But apart from that, I
didn’t have very much choice. I think I told you just now that I wanted to do operation
research until I found out what they did at TRE and then I changed my mind completely.

Had you not heard of TRE before?
Well of course not, nobody had ever… [laughs]

That was actually one of my next questions.
It was the, as I said, Telecommunications Research Establishment and that was…

Bit of a euphemism.
…misdirection. But yes, I was allowed, I was given a visit to give me the proper
background for an operational research scientist and I immediately realised I’d made a
mistake and I eventually was allowed to transfer to TRE and as I was saying earlier, I had
some rudimentary experience of electronics and I was reckoned sufficiently competent
after a very short time to be in charge of the deployment of AI Mark VIII into squadrons.
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[1:31:00] I was given the fully developed equipment, but of course the development had
been relatively hasty because this was the war and there were plenty of things which
needed rectifying because of either design flaws or because of operation, unforeseen
operational requirements. So I had to design modifications to the equipment and oversee
their implementation in the squadrons. The squadrons would of course have a competent
radio location officer with competent NCOs and technicians. These were recruited
obviously from what wireless, from a wireless background, either retail wireless or
production of wireless sets, including of course transmitters for various civilian and
military purposes so that there was a good nucleus, a reservoir of officers and technicians
for the armed forces.

Did you have to wear a uniform as part of your work?
No, I was a civilian. I was, when I had to go out on to squadrons – I did this at my own
volition and discretion because I knew, well my boss would get a communication from
some officer on a squadron that they were having this and this problem and could he send
somebody, and I was the chap he sent to sort out the problem. Sometimes of course the
sergeant knew bloody well what was the matter. I remember on one occasion I was sent
up to a squadron and there were, the pilots were complaining the AI was completely US –
unserviceable – and the symptoms that were described to me made it quite obvious that
there was a fault in the… between the transmitter and the aerial. And they knew enough
of course to replace the transmitter with a known good transmitter and the fault still
persisted, so the fault was in the antenna. And they’d worked this out for themselves, but
I had to go up there because the next step was to take the nose cone off the aircraft which
involved the wing commander putting the aircraft US. And they didn’t wish to take the, to
carry the can back, as the phrase went, for doing this. So I was drafted in to carry this can.
So I said, ‘Well, you’ve got to take the nose cone off’. They said, ‘Oh, have we? Oh
right, well we’ll do that then. We have to put the aircraft US, you know’. [laughs]
[1:34:41]
What were your relations like with the military generally? How were you seen as a
scientist?
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I got on very well indeed with them. Well, I knew my stuff and I knew it better than they
did and the fact that I was, well I wasn’t completely innocent of military drill because I’d
been in the Officers’ Training – Senior Training Corps – Officer Training Corps and the
name hastily changed to a less toffee-nosed Senior Training Corps. So yes, I’d learnt a
few drill movements and I’d learnt how to dismantle a rifle and put it together again and
I’d learnt the names of the parts of the rifle. I got Certificate A in the Senior Training
Corps and I told the commanding officer, who was in fact a physics master – I think he
was called Lambert, perhaps not – anyway, I told him I couldn’t possibly get my
Certificate A, Cert A because I didn’t know enough of the stuff. And he said, ‘Oh I shall
put you in for it anyway, you’ll have to do your best’. Well, we were queued up waiting
to be examined on the rifle and I heard two of my colleagues very worriedly going over
the parts of the rifle. I had an excellent aural memory at that time and I went in to be
examined by this visiting officer and he said, ‘Now, explain to me the parts of a rifle’. So
I just had to regurgitate my recent aural memory, which was several sentences, a good
paragraph long. And he was very pleased with this. I hadn’t a clue what it meant, it was
just a series of sounds that I’d memorised using things like trigger and butt and so on, but
other parts like the sear and various other things, I hadn’t a clue what these words meant
and I couldn’t have pointed out which was the sear if I’d been asked to, but I wasn’t
rumbled.

Sorry, was this at school or at Cambridge?
This was at school, I got Cert A while I was at school, so when I went to Cambridge I was
able to specialise, I went into the Signals and I got Cert B Signals. And if I’d gone into
the forces then this would have given me a good start, obviously. Well yes, I mean I knew
how a transmitter worked, more or less, and I certainly knew how a receiver worked. I
seem to remember that I’d given a talk once to some local organisation in Bournville on
how a wireless set worked. I still to this day remember the valve line-up in the typical
wireless set of a typical wartime wireless set, wartime vintage wireless set. It’s a triodehexode frequency changer, a pentode intermediate frequency amplifier, double diode
triode second detector and audio amplifier and pentode audio output stage. And the more
expensive sets would have a pentode radio frequency amplifier stage before the frequency
changer.
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[1:39:10]
So you had a radio when you were growing up at home?
Yes, my father made a wireless set. He got plans and a kit of parts, probably from, well in
association with some amateur do-it-yourself periodical and he assembled a straight set,
that is to say a set with radio frequency stage or stages. The one my father built just had
one… just had a detector stage and this would have been a triode and it had positive
feedback, which was known as reaction. And this was controlled by a variable condenser.
I can’t remember how it was controlled, but anyway, there were two variable condensers,
each with very imposing slow motion drives. One was the tuning condenser and the
tuning coil was about say, four or five inches diameter and my father purchased this
ready-made because he wasn’t confident of his ability to wind the coil correctly and the
right number of turns and the right distance apart. A tuning coil and a reaction coil, which
was the coil for a local oscillator, that was what was meant by reaction, you worked this
thing to the verge of oscillation so it needed a separate coil. And there was, yes a tapping
on the tuning coil, on both coils, for long wave and medium wave, which were the two
receiving bands on wireless sets of the time. But I didn’t understand anything about this
much. I remember my father’s work because it was quite novel and slightly interesting
and I remember the appearance of the different bits and in later years I’ve worked out
what they were.

Oh right.
Yeah. So I was very young when my father made this, it was well before the war,
obviously. It was probably in my very early teens or even eleven or twelve, I’m not sure.
So where have we got to?
[1:42:41]
I think we made a slight detour then didn’t we? One actually quick follow up question on
radio – did you listen to it often in the house when you were growing up?
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I made myself a wireless set for my bedroom. I made a crystal set first of all and I used to
listen to the late night dance music on the local regional station – they were called regional
stations in those days – and it was very irritating because the Midland region station dance
music programme – I suppose this was from ten thirty or well, perhaps ten o’clock or
eleven o’clock in the evening – it was always interrupted by the news in German and this
was how I picked up off by heart the closing sequences of the news in German: ‘Und das
ist das Ende unseren heutigen Nachtberichte in deutschen Sprache. Wir kommen morgen
um zwantzig Uhr fünfzehn mittlere europäische Zeit mit unseren Abendsendung in
deutschen Sprache wieder. Gute Nacht meine Damen und Herren, gute Nacht.” etc. Well
every night I had to listen to this, so it wasn’t all that long before I made a valve receiver
which I could tune to one of the other regional stations which continued broadcasting the
dance music and didn’t have the interruption for the news in German. But then arose the
problem of switching the damn thing off. Naturally I wouldn’t switch it off while I was
still awake and listening so I had to have a time switch. Well I had an old alarm clock and
I set it to go off at midnight I think and you know the old alarm clocks had a bell on top
and a trembler which hit the bell? I put a piece of string from the trembler to the switch.
Well the switch had to be capable of being operated by a very light pull from this…

The hand on the clock?
Yes, the hammer on the bell and any ordinary switch was far too strongly sprung, so I got
a… I had a switch from the Boy’s Electrical Set which was just a few bits of metal
screwed down to a piece of wood, and I used this as a main switch and the piece of string
was non-conductive so I could tie it to the knob on the switch arm and I would carefully
set it up so that the clock would pull the switch to off at midnight and I then switched it on
at the power point on the skirting board. And there it was, a dangerously lethal
installation at the side of my bed. But my parents didn’t know what it was and didn’t
understand how it worked so that was alright.
[1:46:18]
But were your parents interested in science at all?
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Not really. My mother was I suppose a typical elementary school teacher-cum-housewife
and my father was a reporter/journalist. And they were both good at their jobs, but
science in those days wasn’t reckoned to be the essential component of anybody’s
education.

Do you have any sort of strong impressions of what you thought about science when you
were growing up?
Well I thought… I don’t have any strong impressions, obviously I thought it was very
interesting and I didn’t… I wasn’t sufficiently motivated to avoid becoming a
mathematician, which was a pity and it was a lasting handicap to me in my career.

Did you build any other technical items?
…I can’t remember anything. I remember this wireless set I made for listening to the late
night dance music because I realised that it was rather, the switching arrangements were
rather dangerous and I hadn’t, I better not let on how it worked. But I can’t remember
anything else that I made.

It does sound a lot like you invented the radio alarm clock, in a sense.
Well, it’s a time switch that I improvised. Well I don’t think I invented it, I devised a
method of making one, but it was a very bad - from the engineering point of view - it was
a very bad way to do it.

Shall we return to TRE for a bit?
Er, yes.
[1:48:58]
What did a typical day’s work involve there if there was such a thing?
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Well, my job was in charge of Airborne Installations – AI in other words – that was
fighter radio location equipment and part of it was visiting squadrons as I’ve already
spoken about, part of it was visiting the works where the AI Mark VIII equipment was,
where most of it was fabricated. The transmitter was I think made somewhere in south
London and certainly the scanner was made by a firm specialising in hydraulics, because it
was driven by hydraulics. But most of the electronic units were made by EK Cole in their
Western Development Unit at Malmesbury, Wiltshire. So I had to visit EK Cole quite
frequently and protocol of course was that I visited the… AID – Aeronautical
Inspection… Aeronautical Inspectorate Department – and they had an inspector at any
works where a reasonable quantity of equipment was made, designed for the air force, and
this certainly applied to Malmesbury, so the protocol was that I visited the AID, I made
my number first with them and then of course I could go and see the firm. It was the
firm’s chief of test who was always concerned with my visit and… Of course I don’t
remember the detail of all the little problems that I had to sort out, but I do remember one
and that was the scissors effect on the beacon display. AI Mark VIII had an alternative
display to the actual radio location display and this was a display of the signal from the
homing beacon from the aircraft’s home airbase, airfield, and it was supposed to have two
vertical time bases: one with echo sticking out to the left and the other with echo sticking
out to the right, and you had to aim at your airfield, you had to equalise the signals on both
sides. Well, this was fine if these two time bases were nice and vertical and straight, but
they looped and crossed over. It was known as the scissors effect on the beacon display.
And I had some urgent phone calls from the squadrons – find out what causes this scissors
effect and find out how to cure it and tell us quick. So the first thing to do was get in
equipment which showed the effect, but I soon had one sent in to me, a negator unit it was,
from a squadron, and I put it on the bench and sure enough, there it was, the scissors
effect: time bases crossing over instead of running side by side and it was the work of a
moment to find out what was causing it. There was one valve which had two alternative,
well two simultaneous feeds to different parts of the circuit and there was one condenser,
one capacitor in the modern terminology, which fed both of these and the one circuit had a
second capacitor to feed it and it was loading the source and when the tolerances on the
source component, the valve on the anode load resistor, were adverse it had too big a
loading effect and the signal to the other circuit was being distorted. So all I had to do
was to disconnect the feed to this loading circuit from one side of the capacitor and put it
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on to the other side, the anode side, and that cured it just like that. The work of thirty
seconds with a soldering iron. So I telephoned Whitehouse, there was the…

Sorry, Whitehouse?
The AID inspector at Malmesbury, and he said, ‘Oh, I see, right’. And he communicated
this information obviously to the firm’s chief of test and the following day was my routine
Wednesday visit to EK Coles, so there I was and so Whitehouse said to me, ‘Right, well
the first thing is to deal with this scissors effect on the beacon display and we’ll go out
into the test area and find an indicator with the problem’. We looked at indictor after
indicator and none of them showed the fault. After a bit we twigged at the… it had been
modified already, thank you very much!

[laughs]
But it was such an easy modification and as soon as the firm’s chief of test realised what
the problem was, that was done immediately, no waiting for authorisation.

Yeah, just get on and do it.
[1:55:51]
So that was one of the little problems that I do remember very clearly. And the other little
anecdote I remember, again on a visit to Malmesbury dealing with Whitehouse, we were
working on an indicator unit and there were tag boards on either side of the cathode ray
tube. We’d got the cathode ray tube out because we weren’t actually using that, we were
working on the circuits on tag boards either side, and one common technique of course
when you have something which might be due to a spurious signal getting in somewhere
is to put a large capacity condenser across it and see whether that cured it. Well, we did
this once. We had an electrolytic condenser – it’s the right word to use in those days – and
we soldered it on and it was in a metal case, and I was holding the thing up and
Whitehouse had soldered the two leads on and I said, ‘We need something to hold this
up’, because otherwise I would have, if I’d put it down it would have shorted things out on
these tag strips. So Whitehouse said immediately, ‘Ah, I have here the minutes of a
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meeting, they’ll hold anything up’. So that’s the other little anecdote I remember about
EK Cole at Malmesbury. The other thing I remember was they gave you an extremely
good lunch.

How big a factory was it there?
Oh, moderate size. It was making three or four electronic units on… well obviously on
three or four different assembly lines. They would not be at all automated of course.
Each operative would have a good knowledge of the device and would be responsible for
a fair proportion of the wiring. And when he’d done his bit – well, he or she had done his
or her bit – they would just pass the thing down to the next chap along, by hand. I think
that was the sort of assembly line they were and there were three or four or half a dozen
such, I presume. I really can’t remember anything much more than that, apart from the
soup at lunch was renowned. All the visitors to the factory made a great point of being
there for lunch because they liked the soup, it really was excellent.

What soup was it?
Well it was always a good soup, it was a different soup.

Oh right, got you.
And I was – we queued up of course to get our lunch at the buffet – and I was astounded
behind… I was standing behind one of the regulars there. He said, ‘Oh, it’s this bloody
awful soup again’. [laughs] Now this was what we’d come for. So that’s all I remember
about EK Cole at Malmesbury. Oh no, I remember some more now. At Christmas, I had
arranged to visit the firm near Christmas, and I found that I’d arranged to go on the day
that the managers served Christmas lunch to the workers, so all I was allowed to do was to
assist in serving the Christmas lunch to the workers, which I presume that I managed to
get in a few, a bit of technical conversation with Whitehouse and the firm’s chief of test.
But I can remember that I was deprived of my soup and also had to waste quite a bit of
time.
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[2:00:35]
On the subject of soup actually, it brings me now to another question, wartime rationing –
what was that like for you?
I must… leave you for a moment.
[break in recording]
[2:01:04]
Yeah, recording again. That’s great.
Good.

Yeah. Where were we? Yeah, rationing – did this have much…
Oh rationing, yes. The first time rationing had any impact on my life was when I was
living with my parents in Oldham and we had our ration books issued and we started to
use these coupons for different sorts of food and my mother had connections up in the
Tops to the east of Oldham and this was a farm and she got butter and eggs I think from
them and she was able to save from the family’s sugar ration and swap the sugar ration for
butter and eggs. Then of course I left home and went down to… to Malvern. This must
have been in 1942. Perhaps it was ’43, it was in that time. I took my ration book with me
and we had to surrender the ration book to the management of the hostel where we lived
and we got individual issues of sugar at least, perhaps butter as well, I’m not sure, but the
bulk of the rations were used by the hostel kitchen. Thereafter… I suppose this regime…
oh yes, that’s right, I remember we could, if we didn’t have our meals in the hostel we
could have our ration books and if you were working in the establishment then you could
go to the canteen for your meals of course. That was breakfast, lunch and dinner as well.
It worked, the canteen worked long hours because of course there were night shifts
working and you didn’t have to give up any ration coupons for the canteen meals. I think
probably they were regarded as a legitimate lunch for working people and if they had their
lunch at breakfast time or dinner time, then that was just an artefact of the shift system.
So we could have all our meals without surrendering coupons in the canteen and what I
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used to do was I made myself a little aluminium frying pan – managed to get hold of some
aluminium solder from somewhere – and I made myself a little electric hotplate and I had
fry-ups in the office with a WREN petty officer that I was fond of at that time and she was
always ready for an extra meal. Yes, I presume that I would send the surplus coupons to
my mother, because I obviously didn’t need all my rations for these fry-ups.
[2:05:49]
What was your office like?
Well, my office in particular was a former bedroom of – this was Malvern College where
we were installed - Malvern College had been evacuated and we had the establishment to
ourselves and I was in House 8. The designations of the buildings were the same as the
ones that Malvern College used: Houses 1 to… House 5 was the hostel where I lived,
House 8 was one with a – which was right at the top of the hilly site that the college had
and the reason why we had this was that it gave a good view over the Severn Valley and
we could direct radar and radio location antennae and signals at the valley and you could
see moving traffic occasionally. It was very useful because it’s, not only is it very costly
in terms of, not just in terms of money but in terms of time of valuable air crew to do your
experiments with an actual aircraft, if you can do them on the ground that’s very much
better and for experiments for which you needed to use a real transmitter, a real receiver
and a real antenna, then you needed a high window to stick it out of. So that was why we
had House 8 and my office was, I think probably part of the flat of a residential
accommodation for one of the masters. I remember probably an apocryphal story from
one of TRE staff about a master from, a displaced master from Malvern College who
visited this chap and he saw that his bedroom had been turned into a laboratory and he was
very indignant about this and said, ‘I’ll have you know that my eldest son was born in this
room’. And this boffin said, ‘Oh I’m sorry sir’. But that’s the extent… no, well of course
there was a drawer, there was a rostrum at one end of my lab. Obviously it had been used
as a lecture room. That’s right, there were benches all the way round, it was used for
practical work and there were locked drawers in the dais, the bench that was on this dais.
Naturally the lock didn’t last long against the ingenuity of these research scientists and
inside the drawer we found a piece of cardboard with a graphic drawing of the elementary
duct of a frog. I’ve forgotten why we wanted that, but we did want something like that
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and it was stolen from this drawer which was then carefully relocked. And I had parts of
this drawing for many years afterwards. I’ve forgotten what happened to it, not that it’s of
very great interest. And yes, the… my office, I shared an office with someone who
became a great friend of mine, families friendly too, and we didn’t have any power socket,
power supply in this office. We had a hot water radiator of course and the whole building
was served by hot water radiators, but they didn’t work, the one in our office was always
cold so naturally we wanted some electric heating, but there was no power socket outlet to
plug it into. So we had to run a cable from the lab, and this had to be taken across from
the office window to a window in the lab. Now the authorities on the use of power outlets
were the Ministry of Works, known as Works and Bricks, and of course this was entirely
illicit from their point of view. We didn’t have a proper electric fire to connect to this
supply in our office, but of course in the course of our work we had access to large
ceramic, well yeah, they were ceramic resistors; wire wound and dipped in some ceramic
material and baked. So these were resistors about that long, say ten inches long, and
capable of dissipating 120 watts, I remember. Well, half a dozen of these resistors gave
you quite sufficient dissipation to warm your office appreciably, so we got half a dozen
resistors, Dick Field and I…
Mrs Tootill: Oh, you’re still going?

Still going.
…to, half a dozen of them to go directly across the mains and be loaded up to dissipate
their 120 watts each and we strung those across the ceiling of the office. These were, each
resistor had metal ferrules at each end which in this installation were live to the mains. So
there it was, highly dangerous; you could reach up and touch them. So the Ministry of
Works became cognisant of this and we said, ‘Oh no, that’s a dummy antenna. We can’t
install it in the lab, it’s too close to the receiver, so we have to bring the signal from the
lab over to the office here’. And, ‘Oh, I see’.

[laughs] They believed you?
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Well they didn’t have any alternative. [laughs] They couldn’t challenge this, they didn’t
want to spend too long on it and they, I suppose they had the view that minor
infringements were not worth pursuing. It was really substantial damage or misfeasance
that they were after.
[2:14:34]
How much sort of control and oversight was there over the sorts of things you were
working on at Malvern?
Oh well, I was supervised by my group leader who supervised work on AI Mark IX and
probably AI Mark X as well. I was the kingpin on AI Mark VIII, he presumably knew
enough about it to step into my shoes if I’d suddenly dropped dead, but he left me very
much to myself, I did what I wanted with the equipment. Occasionally I fell foul of the
headquarters section. I’ve forgotten what they were called, but if I wanted to introduce a
modification into a production radio location equipment I had to notify them what it was
and they would then in turn notify the firm and the firm would do it. Well of course I had
been told about this once, I never bothered with it thereafter, I just told the, well I told
Whitehouse of course because he was on my side, and together we told the works manager
or the chief of test or whoever and the thing was incorporated. But I did get rapped on the
knuckles once for doing this. I don’t know why it didn’t happen more often. I think
probably because the headquarters representative was there when I was giving instructions
to the firm. So my reaction was oh, you’ve got the details now, you’ve got the
information just as much as the firm, so will you now tell them please.
[2:16:43]
Where do you fit in then in TRE as an organisation?
TRE was divided into departments I think. One department would obviously be Airborne
Radio Location and inside the department there were groups working on different
specialised equipments like airborne interception inside airborne radio location. And there
was not too much ground radio location because there was a whole separate establishment
for the army’s radio location and that was at Malvern Link. It was, it changed its name
quite frequently. Well of course, since I left and since the war the establishment, TRE
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establishment has changed its name very frequently. I haven’t kept up with these
successive changes. So in addition to Airborne Radar, there was a department concerned
with countermeasures, which we were not allowed to – well, none of us were allowed to
know anything about the work of our colleagues, it was all secret and that meant it was
secret from other members of the establishment. There was a specialised group devising
new circuit techniques and they communicated these to all the other groups in the
establishment. This was FC Williams, Frederick Calland Williams’s group. And Tom
Kilburn was one of his bright young men. Then there were, there was the
countermeasures group which was top secret, not just secret, or most secret it was called in
those days, top secret was an American nomenclature which was, would have been
anathema to us if I’d still been there at the time. And that went on as radio
countermeasures work in a part of Malvern College which was completely separate from
the main perimeter which had its own security staff, Air Ministry constabulary, on the
gate. It was House 7 I think, 7 yes, countermeasures.

So what are your relationships like with these other groups if you’re not formally
supposed to know what they’re actually doing?
Well we were great friends with all the people, I was always great friends with the people
at my own level in these places. We met in the canteen and we worked a six day week;
Sunday to Friday, and that allowed us to do our shopping on Saturday. So there were two
cinemas in Malvern but we never, I never patronised them. I think one of them may not
have worked very much as a cinema at that time and in any case, the film didn’t change all
that often, so we had to make our own entertainment in the evenings. So we had
originally a concert party, the Flying Rockets Concert Party, and we used to have a
touring show which we’d take round the Worcestershire villages, do it in village halls.
Mrs Tootill: Have you got any voice left?
I’m a bit hoarse, I had to stop for a cup of tea.
Mrs Tootill: Oh. Well, you think I’m a good talker.
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I don’t get much chance of talking at home do I? So this Flying Rockets Concert Party
did a review, which was a series of individual acts and chorus acts. We had a very
flexible programme of course. I found one of the programmes recently and some of the
acts had got deliberately general purpose titles, so that whatever was available, whoever
happened not to be on outside duty could be put in. We had two magicians: one was
pretty good and the other was a magnificent, top professional standard. That was Alec
Tuchings. So of course, going round the village halls, he was in very high demand. That
was one of the individual acts we had and then of course there were singers, there were
chorus numbers. I can still remember some of the chorus numbers. I was a chorus boy,
amongst other things. Chorus boy and sketches was my role. We did sketches; we’d got a
repertoire of wartime themed sketches. We had one called The Pedestrian Test.
Obviously they were going to bring in a test for pedestrians now that they’d brought in a
test for drivers, so we guyed this up to the satisfaction of the village audiences.
[2:24:11]
What other sorts of things did you do for entertainment?
That was… we installed a variety of electronic equipment in Malvern College assembly
hall, of course.

What sort of equipment?
The first thing of course was stage lighting and the control of this was done by variable
auto transformers, not by resistive dimmers. And the lighting plot was wired up on a plug
board, I seem to remember. Now we could change from one lighting plot to the next with
a stepping switch such as is used in telephone exchanges, which was the province of the
telephone exchange equipment group of the establishment. There was a monstrous great
calculator installed in the chain radar stations which was worked by Post Office – Post
Office was the telecommunications establishment in those days – Post Office relays Post
Office uniselectors and the polar diagram of a chain radar station was mapped out and
was… had to be incorporated in a computer, a calculator rather, because it was a special
purpose device, to give the correct range and bearing information to the plotters in the
filter room. And this calculator was wired in on the backs of uniselectors, it stepped round
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to the appropriate, whatever parameter it was, I can’t remember, and it picked off the,
must have been a binary number, would you believe, and fed this to the plotting… the
girls who plotted it on the plotting table in the filter room. So that’s why we had a section
in, a group in TRE concerned with Post Office telephone equipment. They were using it
for different purposes entirely. So we profited from the presence of these people by
having this highly automated stage lighting, much more sophisticated than in any
professional theatre of the time. So that was lighting. My contribution was combined
telephone and queuing system. There were different stations, obviously one on each side
of the stage, and one in the dressing room, one in the electrician’s box, one for each spot
operator, and so on. So they had, spot operators for example would have head and breast
sets which was what the telephonist’s equipment was called, a pair of earphones and a
microphone on the chest with a horn angled up towards the mouth; that was a head and
breast set. So the spot operators had head and breast sets and my equipment fed these
with the instructions of the stage manager and there were probably – oh well, I mentioned
the dressing room, the electrician, spot operators, the two sides – prompt and off prompt –
sides of the stage and there may have been other terminals too. So all of these had a
traffic light facility. Green was when the particular person, spot operator or whoever, was
not urgently required to do anything, yellow warning is you’ve got to be ready to do your
next task and it changed to red on the instant when they had to do it.

Does this sort of recreational activity with …
Yes.

… electronics feed back into your work then?
Oh well no, the knowledge obtained in our work fed into the recreational activity. This
was all child’s play, chicken feed, compared with the technical aspect of our real day’s
work.
[2:30:05]
You mentioned that the system you were most involved in was AI Mark VIII?
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Yes.

Could you talk me a little bit through the sort of process and the history of it from your
own point of view and your own involvement with it, obviously?
From my point of view these things spread fully fledged from the womb of whatever it
was. I was presented with a complete working equipment already installed in squadrons
and I was told to supervise the production and I was told to solve any problems which
arose in squadrons.

Right.
I was hoping to get in a bit earlier with AI Mark IV but no, it never got as far as
squadrons. I did have AI Mark X, but again, this was a fully developed American
equipment. SCR720 was the American name for it and it was installed in squadrons and I
rapidly learned how it worked and I got various problems with the hasty installation in
British aircraft as opposed to American aircraft.

What sort of scientific working methods do you use as you’re going about your work at
this time?
Well I think we were aware of the scientific method and we could have explained it to
you, had you asked, but no, we just found a problem and solved it. [laughs]

So very hands on then?
Definitely.
[2:31:59]
We’ve talked a little bit about the sort of secret aspects of this. How secret was your work
then? How much were you allowed to talk about it if any?
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We were not allowed to talk about it at all outside the establishment and we were not
allowed to talk about it to our colleagues inside the establishments really except of course
that they had to know the nature, broad nature of each group in the establishment so that if
it became relevant they could call on them for advice and assistance. But we respected
this restriction very carefully and I remember I was really shocked by a chap who was
responsible for liaison with the American, with the Americans, who when I was in his
office he said, ‘Here, look at this Geoff’ and he showed me a picture of a PPI, a Plan
Position Indicator, with a little echo on it which looks a bit like the shape of an aeroplane.
So I thought, oh well, that’s a funny coincidence and he said… whisked this aside and put
another one on and it was a bigger blob, it was definitely aircraft shape. He went on and
on, bigger and bigger… and this was the first, I think ten millimetre equipment which later
had to shift to eight millimetres because ten millimetres was bad from the point of
weather, and it was the first such equipment which he had cognisance of, which was
working at these very short wavelengths and was therefore able to get detail of the shape
of the aircraft, not just a blodge, meaning there was an aircraft there. So obviously he
should never have disclosed these pictures to me, but he was quite well senior to me, I
mean he was a responsible chap allowed to talk to the Americans, which I probably
wouldn’t have been. Although yeah, there was a large American contingent I think in
House 7, which I’ve mentioned as being separate from… And of course they had
American components and spares, so this was well known and their storekeeper was well
known as being a very helpful chap who was quite lenient about the interpretation of the
rules and regulations. So we could get bits and pieces from him which were not available
from the legitimate stores.

Was parts supply a problem at all?
No, not really. There were never any shortage – well, I can’t remember any shortage of
anything I wanted in stores.
[2:35:39]
You mentioned the Americans being on base, how much involvement did you have with
American sort of technical personnel, if any?
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Well, none at all and when I got AI Mark X I think I just had the manuals and I didn’t… I
wasn’t expected to need any briefing from American technicians or other specialists, and
indeed I didn’t. It was two senior members of the establishment staff who had adapted
this equipment – SCR720 – into AI Mark X to be installed in I suppose Beaufighters and
what’s its name…? And the Beaufighter and the other one, the other two-seater aircraft,
had a generator, an electrical generator driven by the engine. This was the UKX
generator, that was its designation. The thing that was relevant for me was that it didn’t
produce a nice sine wave, which is what you expect a power supply to produce, it had a
square wave more or less, probably due to magnetic saturation here and there and as far as
most of the equipment that it drove in the aircraft was concerned this didn’t matter, the
equipment could tolerate a square wave and indeed most of our radar equipment could do
so too. But in the SCR720 there were some power supply… power correction condensers,
capacitors, and in designing the installation in British aircraft these two senior members of
the staff had connected these power factor correction condensers across the supply from
these UKX generators. And they’d got the HT and EHT – that is the 300 volts and several
kVs – supplies to the right DC values by connecting these condensers in position and that
was that, they were quite happy with that. Well, unfortunately, in AI Mark X, as it had
now become, the magnetrons failed very regularly and quite often… a lot more often than
they should have done and a lot more often than they failed in American aircraft. And it
turned out that this was due to these bloody power factor correction condensers. They had
turned the square wave from the UKX generator into a spike followed by a negative spike
and the boys had adjusted the power supplies to get the right HT and EHT supplies and
this meant that the magnetron heaters were getting far too little power and the magnetron
was not being properly energised, it wasn’t developing the full emission and the emission
that was available was sucked away and the cathodes were damaged and they became
unserviceable. So what I had to do was to remove these power factor correction
condensers and correct the HT and EHT supplies by other means and adjust the tapping on
the magnetron heater transformers to get the right heater voltage. Now, of course here
was a touch of theory of which we were all capable, it was the RMS voltage that was
important for the magnetron heaters – root mean square – whereas most of the meters that
we used worked on the mean of the wave form. So we hadn’t a clue what the RMS value
of the heater supply to the magnetron was and I telephoned round my friends in the
different branches to find out anybody who had got a proper hot wire RMS meter, a meter
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which worked on heating a wire, fed the current through a wire which heated up and
stretched out and worked a pointer, that’s a hot wire meter and obviously it worked on the
RMS value. So I telephoned round and I found one friend of mine, John Dain in the
hostel, he had one so I borrowed it and measured the magnetron heater voltage with it and
of course I only borrowed it and very extreme proscriptions about taking great care of it
and ensuring that it wasn’t exposed to any over voltage or anything like that. Anyway, I
got the magnetron heater voltage right and found that it was reading something completely
wrong on my average meters, took John Dain his RMS meter back and thanked him
profusely. So that was one of the things that I remember having to do. And then of course
I had to draft a modification to the squadrons telling them what to do with these power
factor correction condensers and how to alter the HT supplies to correspond, to
compensate I mean.
[2:42:44]
How much idea, how much communication do you have with the squadrons about what
the equipment that you’re working on is being used for?
Well, I had full communication with the squadrons. Anything I wanted to know, I could
ask them and find out and they would go up the chain of command if they didn’t know
precisely what I wanted to know. So it was completely transparent. But not outside the
limitations of my particular equipment of course.

How did, speaking more widely about your work at Malvern – how do you share ideas and
techniques in a sort of climate of secrecy like that?
Well ideas and techniques were not secret. I mentioned FC Williams’s group which were
devising new bits of circuit and so on and we were all, we all devised our own technique
for doing measurements and so on, which we’d talk about quite freely if necessary, or if
desirable. FC’s group published technical memoranda and technical reports which gave
details of the new circuits they’d designed.

Was this sort of technical memorandum circulation common amongst other groups or just
Williams’s?
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Oh, it was, any group could and did write technical notes and technical memoranda and
they were suitably graded according to the Official Secrets Act and anybody who needed
to know that information could have access to the report. At my level we were not
concerned with assessing anybody’s need to know. But I, my group leader I presume
would be able to dabble in that.

So did you work individually or as part of a team most of the time?
Well I worked individually. But there were little teams with perhaps up to three members.
[2:45:45]
How pressing were the sort of demands of the war on the work you were doing?
It was all required to be done and finished yesterday. It was all extremely urgent or no,
there were some things which were background tasks you could go on with. One
favourite task was designing your test gear.

Test gear?
Designing and constructing your test gear, yes.

What is test gear in this case, is this…
Well it could be anything, whatever you needed to test your particular equipment. The
obvious thing was an oscilloscope and there were lots of homemade oscilloscopes dotted
around the establishment and looking at a picture of one such in FC Williams’s group was
a really magnificent machine. It was not just a box that stood on the bench, it was a rack
which ran around the lab on wheels and stuffed with equipment and its performance was
very much better than any other oscilloscope in the establishment.
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You’ve mentioned a few colleagues along the way in the last hour or so. Could you give
me an idea of the sorts of people you used to mix with at Malvern? Who are your friends
and close colleagues?
Similar to me I suppose. They were all highly knowledgeable electronic engineers and
quite a lot of them were interested in the amateur theatre. There were quite a few talented
musicians. We had… one of our reviews, we had a skit in which a pianist came on and
announced himself, was announced to the audience and start to play something or other
and another actor would come storming in and elbow him off the piano stool, saying you
don’t want to bother with him, and he would get announced and he would play something
rather more skilful. And we managed to work this up for about four or five successive
pianists and the final pianist was a really gifted chap, Bob Gordon, he was a real
professional standard keyboard musician and at the end of the war we were discharged on
this last in, first out principle and he was a young chap so he was rather late in, so he was
one of the first out. He went back immediately to his home environment, cinema organist
in the cinema at Wakefield, a keyboard player whenever one was needed by the Halle.
When the Halle went on tour they did condescend to use an electronic keyboard and Bob
Gordon was the man who played it for them and he contracted a fiancée around this time
and she used to give recitals of lieder on the BBC Northern Home Service, he
accompanied her of course. And in his spare time he was doing his PhD in X-ray
crystallography. He was… his father was a GP and he was the only man I knew in those
days who was on tranquillisers.

How stressful was working at Malvern then?
Well our work was not stressful at all, we were very young, able to support very high
levels of stress, what would have been insufferable I think for somebody who’s age fifty
or sixty, but none of us were, only the group leaders. They were subject to less stress,
they just had to pass it on down.
[2:50:51]
What was the atmosphere like there?
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Friendly, convivial, enjoyable.

Conducive to work then?
Oh yes, we worked very hard indeed. Dinner in the hostels was set to seven o’clock and
of course we had to knock off work in time to go for dinner but it was known for us to go
back to the lab after dinner and we were always, well, service of breakfast in the hostels
ceased at eight thirty or something probably, so we had to be in to work at nine o’clock,
there was nothing else to do. But we thrived in this regime. We didn’t find it onerous.

How did you feel about science becoming a weapon of war effectively in the way that it
did at places like Malvern?
Radio location equipment was a valuable war weapon to defeat the Germans with and we
were strongly in favour of it.
Mrs Tootill: Now when are you breaking off?
I should think about now.

Yeah, I think we are probably coming to what has been a quite good session I think.
Yeah well, we’ve done all up to the end of my wartime service I think, so one more
session should be quite sufficient. [laughs]

Good. Right, shall we call it quits for today now?
Yes.
[end of track 1]
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[Track 2]

I think that’s all set up and recording. Yeah, that’s looking good to go. So, interview with
Geoff Tootill, seventeenth of December 2009. As I was saying, I thought it might be good
to start today with some follow-ups from last time and I’ve got, I think one or two
questions from your childhood, one or two from university and then a few more from TRE
that I thought would lead us into the Manchester days then.
Very well.

So, to go back to childhood to begin with, what did you do for entertainment as a child?
I played with the other children. I don’t think we had anything in particular to play with.
I had, no doubt – oh yes, a fairy cycle I seem to remember, they used to call them in those
days – but nothing special. We made up our own games and I can’t remember what they
were. I seem to remember there was the same game which we played and we had a new
name for it more or less every week, so that made it a new game. That’s right, they were
alliterative names, I can’t remember any of them. Used to, oh yes, I used to climb trees
and there was one particular piece of more or less waste ground with a stream running
through it. No doubt that it belonged to somebody and was awaiting development, but it
was within easy cycling distance of where I lived and my friend, Stanley Holland, and I
used to go there and dam this little stream. We did it very successfully and it started to
flood over the banks. We came back to it a couple of days later and somebody had taken a
spade to our dam and demolished it. Obviously that was disapproved.

What did you build the dam out of?
Oh, whatever was to hand; stones and the odd half brick, I don’t know.

And Stanley Holland, someone you were at school with?
Stanley Holland was yes, my childhood friend more or less, he lived round the corner
from where my parents and I lived and we went to the same elementary school. Then he
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went to a secondary school, I went to King Edward’s, which was a high school, that was
the nomenclature in those days. But we still remain close friends, in fact I still send him a
Christmas card, he sends me one. He’s a very literate sort of chap.
[03:24]
What sort of toys did you have as a child?
I had a box of Lott’s bricks I remember – that’s I think L-O-double T. They were just
quite nicely made chunks of presumably clay, coloured and baked. They were in modular
shapes and sizes and you could pile them on top of one another. [coughs] ‘Scuse me, oh
dear. And then later on I had a Meccano set I remember. You presumably know
Meccano?

I had a Meccano set as a child as well.
Yes, it’s still, survives I think. Mine was quite early, primitive stage of Meccano and
there were various irritating features of the Meccano set that I had, but of course this was
always the sales gimmick. If you could buy a supplementary set to the set number that
you’d already got then were up to the next numbered set and you had various extra things.
And one of the sets had a clockwork motor and another had an electric motor. I seem to
remember when I was getting quite old and almost too old to play with Meccano any
more, I did have a Meccano electric motor. [coughs] Oh dear. Not going to be able to
talk for very long this morning I’m afraid.

That’s no problem, I need to be on a train somewhat earlier this week than last week, so…
If I suck this lozenge this may help.

What sort of things did you build with your Meccano set, do you remember?
Well there was a little booklet that came with each set with models you could build, not
electing to put in the models that you could only build with the next more expensive set.
Vehicles, a crane and that sort of stuff.
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[06:30]
Did you read much as a child?
Oh yes. The newspapers I found too boring, but I had comics, they were called, I don’t
know whether they’re still called… children’s comics, but they were, there were large
numbers of them: The Rover, The Wizard, a few other titles.

You mentioned your father was a journalist, did you ever read any of his publications?
Well, when I was rather older I would look at them, but they were of course pretty boring
even for adults because they were the affairs of the Co-operative Wholesale Society and
some of the local Co-operative Societies. Did I say last time that my father had…
eventually he was… while I was living in Birmingham he was the Midlands representative
of the Co-operative Press and he had to cover a very large area of England and visit
various local societies, especially when they had some sort of event. And then Billy
Richardson was the editor of the Co-operative Press, that is to say in charge of the three or
four titles. There was Our Circle which was I think for older children, there was a
publication for women and the main thing was The Co-operative News which was weekly
and which was – any local society that published their own, well their own publication in
newspaper format would fold the Co-operative News into the middle pages, so they got
the national publicity from my father’s publication as well as the local stuff.
[09:09]
Did you father have any sort of political out view then, I was thinking working for the Coop?
He was a serious journalist and therefore of course didn’t have any political views. The
Co-operative movement was of course left-wing and supported the Labour Party, but my
father was definitely strongly against the Conservative Party, I don’t really know what his
reasons were, so he was a closet Liberal. But journalists on politically aligned newspapers
don’t usually have any political views that they express. It’s professional… it is part of
the profession, I can’t think of the appropriate word at the moment.
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Detachment perhaps? Professional detachment perhaps?
Oh yes, they were… well they weren’t detached, they had to understand the feelings,
motivations and so on of everybody so they would, just like you, they would produce
leading questions for anybody they were interviewing.

I try to avoid those actually, but… I’m still fairly new.
I don’t think representatives of local Co-operative organisations were at all bothered about
not expressing a preference, in fact quite the reverse, and my father’s job was to say yes, I
understand, and what about so-and-so then?
[11:07]
You mentioned in your time at Cambridge you were vaguely left-wing.
Yeah.

Could you elaborate a little bit on that?
There were political organisations for undergraduates at Cambridge. They were relatively
few in number, there were a very much larger number of other societies. The one I
particularly remember was the Tudor Club which was my old school club so all the former
students of King Edward’s High School in Birmingham were members of the Tudor Club
and we used to, in the summer particularly, we would have outings on the river, we would
charter a punt. What societies did I belong to? Well yes, there was also a society for the
group of colleges that Christ’s College belonged to and there was a mathematical society,
nearly all the maths students belonged to that.

Did you? Did you belong to it?
Yes, it was called the Archimedeans and the secretary was a woman from Newnham I
think, who was in fact a very strong communist, but definitely crypto, and because I was
sympathetic to left-wing politics she managed to engineer that I became chairman of the
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Archimedeans, so I had to introduce the speakers. We got the, at our regular meetings, I
suppose they were monthly, they certainly weren’t weekly, we used to get some
mathematician, there were plenty of professors around of course. I remember once Max
Newman who was professor of pure maths. He was some sort of a – no, he wouldn’t be a
professor at that stage – but he had a trick which demonstrated a topological theorem
which involved a long piece of string and tying it and looping it here and there and with a
surprising result – I can’t think what the hell the result was – but he did this in front of one
of the Archimedeans’ meetings and as chairman of the meeting I asked him whether he
would repeat his trick so that we could observe it more closely. And he said, ‘No, no’
under no circumstances would he repeat it, it had come off successfully once and that was
good enough.

A professional magician’s line.
Yes. [coughs]
[14:43]
You mentioned as well typical student distractions at Cambridge when we spoke. It just
occurred to me that typical student distractions for me were probably quite different for
you. Could you elaborate a little on that as well?
Well of course we never had any money so we didn’t go pub crawling and we didn’t have
coffee in the Kardomah Café.

The Kardomah Café, sorry?
The Kardomah Café was the well known rendezvous for people who could afford to buy a
cup of coffee. I met quite a number of girls of course. At that time there were the two
women’s colleges, there was strict segregation, not like these days. Newnham was not far
from the town centre and Girton was quite a distance further out. The girls visited the
boys of course, we were allowed to have girl visitors and they were allowed to have men
visitors. I knew quite a few girls and we invited each other back and forth, all extremely
innocent.
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Did you have any girlfriends at Cambridge or…
Yes, there was one, Cathleen Blackman, an Irish Cathleen with a ‘C’ and she indeed was
also a communist, although Communist Party members kept very quiet about it.

Why was it seen as… how was communism seen then in Cambridge at the time?
Pardon, what?

How was communism seen in Cambridge at the time?
Oh well, it was deprecated, you could say. It was definitely not acceptable in public life
and there were I suppose what you could call cells. I remember once, I think it was
Cathleen – she was a Cambridge woman actually, her family lived not far from the centre
of Cambridge – but there was in the London suburbs, there was the Unity Theatre which
was ostensibly a left-wing theatre, in fact of course run by communists and you had to be
a member to get in to see their performances, but any Communist Party member was
admitted of course immediately and I didn’t know that Cathleen was a communist and we
rolled up to this place which she had told me about and they wouldn’t let me in because I
wasn’t a member. So after two or three minutes Cathleen said, ‘Oh excuse me for a
moment’ and she nipped away, she came back and offered some sort of a card, obviously a
Communist Party membership card to the doorkeeper and we were let in. Obviously she’d
gone round the back and said look, I’m a party member and I’ve got a good prospect here,
will you let him in, and they said, of course. And it was a sort of review performance I
remember and they had one act which was a tab number. A tab number is on the front of
the stage with the tabs closed behind him while they’re changing the set for the next full
stage number. So this tab number was a trumpeter, he was a very gifted young lad and not
as old as me even. He played the trumpet in front of the tabs and that’s all I can remember
of this performance, no doubt there were sketches and no doubt they all had a left-wing
theme.

Were you ever swayed into joining yourself or…
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I don’t think so, I can’t remember clearly. But I would certainly have kept quiet about it if
I’d slipped.
[19:51]
Did you see Cathleen for long?
No. That’s right, she was a vegetarian and she invited me to her home. I met her mother.
Her mother was either divorced or abandoned by her husband and this lady was gaunt and
hollow cheeked and I thought this is what comes of being a vegetarian. And I met her
sister and she was really emaciated. I thought my God, I’m not having anything to do
with vegetarians then. So really that was the end of Cathleen. She was quite plump, but
obviously she was less bigoted than her mother and sister. And yes, I seem to remember
seeing a letter in The Telegraph once signed ‘C Blackman’. It was many years later, I’d
completely lost touch with her, but the topic of the letter was indeed consonant with what I
remembered of Cathleen’s views.

Do you have any idea what happened to her afterwards, or just lost touch?
Just lost touch. I mean there were very many that I just lost touch with. I mean not just
girls, but fellow students. Well, students from the same, in the same maths class and
students from the same college and students who were from the old school and there were
all kinds of different classes, if you like, of people that I knew.
[21:55]
As well, a couple of times when you were talking about Cambridge you mentioned CP
Snow.
Oh yeah.

I wasn’t sure if it was CP Snow’s lot you were describing the programme you were on at
or if you’d actually met him.
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I think so, but I can’t remember. After I graduated I dealt with CP Snow’s organisation.
He was the ‘Two Cultures’ man of course, so he was well qualified to find places for
students of all the different disciplines to forward the war effort and his assistant who dealt
with me was an RAF pilot officer. I never found out why he was in the RAF, but in fact
he was effectively just a civil servant deputy to CP Snow as director of the organisation. I
can’t remember the name of the organisation but it was… it explained, the title explained
it was for the purpose of placing graduates in jobs suitable for the war effort. I think I told
you last time that I was only allowed to have two years at Cambridge.

Yeah. How do you think those two years prepared you for what was to follow?
Well they were very valuable socially of course. My parents were a typical north country
family and both their families were not all that well off, so I met people who had a lot
more money than I had, while I was at Cambridge. I also got a good grasp of elementary
maths and some insight into the more advanced maths so that I decided that a maths
degree was a good foundation for a very large variety of jobs. Well, that’s fair enough, if
the child is intelligent then what he needs to learn is intellectual discipline and maths
certainly teaches you that.
[24:55]
How did you go into work – you said initially that when you moved from Cambridge you
went into operational research, I was just wondering what guided that choice?
I was directed into it by this organi… by CP Snow’s organisation. I think it was called
The Scientific and Technical Register, at least that was one of the organisations that
[coughs] I came in contact with. And they sent me to Stanmore, which was the
headquarters of the operational research section of the… I’m not sure whether it was the
RAF or whether it was only of Fighter Command. I think it was probably just RAF
Fighter Command. And they sent me to various Fighter Command groups. I remember
the one at Preston in particular and - did I speak about this last time?

I don’t think you mentioned Preston, no.
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Well, did I mention the filter rooms and the ops rooms?

No, not at all.
Oh well, the organisation that I was concerned with when I was in this brief period of
operational research was the chain, CH stations which were dotted around the coast and
they were on, I think a one and a half metre wavelength.
[Mrs Tootill interrupts to offer tea and coffee]
Yeah, so these chain stations had vast antennas which couldn’t possibly be moved and I
think they must have been on a wavelength of several metres. They were quite… the
reason they were so large was that they needed a reasonably narrow beam. The wider the
aperture of the antenna for a transmitter, the narrower the beam that it produces. So if you
want a narrow beam from a, let’s say a five metre transmitter, you have to have an antenna
which is several wavelengths wide and several wavelengths tall, which comes to quite a
lot of metres. So these were fixed installations. They transmitted pulses – this was radio
location, which was what radar was called in those days – and they received echoes from
all kinds of things, including the ground surrounding the station of course, and aircraft in
particular. And the aircraft, when they received a transmission of a particular type which
they recognised as a friendly transmission they would respond with a coded signal which
identified the aircraft as friendly. And the, at the station there were… there must have
been some sort of plotting table I think and no doubt there were WAAFS to work it, and
they sorted out the bearing, range and bearing of the echo target and transmitted this
information to the filter room. The filter room had inputs from several stations. The
stations round the coast were located so there was a certain overlap in coverage so that
you could get signals, you could get returns from more than one chain station. And the
filter room sorted these out and identified the range and bearing of all the different aircraft
and they discarded some of the input from the chain stations as spurious of course – this
was the whole point of the filter room, to filter out the genuine data. And the output of the
filter room, the position of the aircraft was fed to the operations room which also had its
plotting table. [coughs] The ops room would of course cover something like the whole of
the south of England. I don’t think there was much coverage on the west coast of
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England, it was all south and east coast. And at Preston it was a fighter group and
obviously they had some sort of input from filter rooms and they had an operations section
of course with its own plotting table. So doing operational research, this is what I was
sent up to see and obviously it was regarded as fairly typical so that I could learn what
went on from observing things at Preston. I was billeted there, course they didn’t pay me
sufficient subsistence allowance to allow me to stay in a hotel in general, but usually there
was some facility for people to take in visitors who had important war work. So I think at
one time I had a leather belt which the lady where I was lodged gave me, surplus to her
requirements, but it was looking a bit tatty and even in wartime she wouldn’t wear it. But
of course I didn’t have any qualms like that.

What was your impression of the sort of filter room Fighter Command set-up at Preston?
Well I can’t remember anything specific about Preston, but the whole… the Fighter
Command operational research section at Stanmore was quite an eye-opener for me.
[pause as coffee arrives]
[34:26]
And one of the visits they sent me on from operational research section was to this place,
TRE, in Malvern. TRE stood for Telecommunications Research Establishment. I think
we’ve gone over this before.

Yeah, I don’t think we went into it in much detail. I was quite interested in how you felt
about the prospect of working in operational research compared to what you saw at TRE?
Well, I understood the problems that operational research had to deal with, but in spite of
being a mathematician I didn’t really have much sympathy for purely theoretical
problems. When I went to Malvern and saw the work they were doing there I was
immediately convinced that this was the sort of thing that I ought to be into. Now we did
get an option, well we were offered alternatives, our choices didn’t necessarily have much
effect, but I had avoided radio location research because I thought I should just be a lab
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assistant. When I got to Malvern I realised that was not the case. In fact I should be
expected to be capable of directing lab assistants.

Ah, right.
So I immediately started lobbying to be sent to TRE and not to, well I was destined for
operational research, RAF operational research in the Middle East. And I’d no objection
to going out to the Middle East, but I certainly didn’t want to do operational research in
preference to electronic research and development. Electronics in those days was of
course valves or ‘toobs’, as the Americans called them. So eventually they realised that
not only was I serious about this but I was a reasonably good candidate for a post in TRE
and they sent me there.
[37:15]
How was your first day at TRE, do you remember?
Ah. The TRE had been at Swanage on the coast and the move from Swanage to Malvern
was really just taking place I think when I was pushed in there and I met Dick Field who
was – this is Richard W Field – who was already in TRE and concerned with windscreen
projection of radar images for fighter pilots. I don’t know whether that was all he was
concerned with because we didn’t discuss the details of our jobs. We would discuss
circuit details quite readily of course, circuits to do particular jobs. Anyway, Dick Field
and I became quite close friends and I remember that he had a van. We were all qualified
to drive mechanical transport and if we hadn’t got our driving licence then one of the
things that happened to me was that I was given a driving test. I don’t think I ever had any
lessons, but I had observed my father and my uncle’s driving, I could understand exactly
what you had to do, so I’d driven something or other once or twice. I took this driving test
and the object of the driving test was to pronounce me as fit to drive, not to determine
what degree of skill I had. So I remember they told me to do a U-turn and I made a
reasonable fist at it; I hauled the steering wheel round as I moved forward because I knew
you weren’t supposed to turn the steering wheel while the vehicle was stationary, and I
managed to do a three point turn, not the usual twenty-three point turn that the amateur
used to do. So I was qualified to drive. The vehicles that we had allotted to us were
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Hillman fabric-topped vans and I remember Dick Field had got one of these and he took
me somewhere or other in the Swanage area to show me something. It was probably by
this time the CHL stations – this was Chain Home Low – and they were on one and a half
metres so the directional antennae were only like twenty, twenty-five feet by fifteen feet
high. They were mounted on a turntable and they went round continually to scan the
surrounding sky. I think, hm, I can’t remember whether they had any lock follow facility,
I think probably not.
[41:35]
Lock follow?
Yes. If you have a good echo from a target then you can position a strobe on it; a strobe is
a repetitive signal at the same frequency as the radar transmitter which you could delay by
an amount under your control until it was at the same range as the target and you then
picked up from the target signals which told you whether it was going further out in range
or coming closer in, so you could use these signals to drive the range of your strobe so that
the strobe was locked in range to the target. Then it followed the target in range. And in
fact you can do a similar sort of thing in azimuth and elevation if you have some sort of a
split beam antenna which radiates two beams at a slightly different angle so that you could
move the antenna to point in the direction of the target and if the target moved off, then
the signal from one of these antennae became stronger and that was used to drive the
antenna round to continue to point at the target. And this was done in both azimuth and
elevation for a lock follow radar as well as following in range. But I don’t think from the
CHL stations there was any lock follow. [43:55] That’s right, I’ve now remembered the
other jargon – GCI – Ground Control Interceptor, and this was an antenna similar to the
CHL antenna, I think, but it was indeed devoted to locking on to one particular target only
and having done this the information was used by the controller, who was probably in the
ops room, to direct one of our fighters on to the enemy target. That was the purpose of the
GCI. [coughs] I haven’t done any serious talking since you were here last.

We did do rather a marathon session last time I think.
Yes, well I was going to say we must stop at two hours this time.
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That sounds perfectly agreeable, yeah.
Seems as though we may be stopping a little earlier than that. Anyway, this brings me
round to the particular group that I was sent to when I joined TRE staff, which was not
anything to do with the Chain or the Chain Home Low or the GCI, but was concerned with
airborne radar sets. There was a type of radar known as AI – Airborne Interception – and
this was the AI group and there’d been numerous marks, successive types of equipment,
mainly a development from the previous mark. When I got to this group they were just,
the Air Force was just changing over from AI Mark VII to AI Mark VIII. AI Mark VIII
was the equipment that I was directly concerned with.

Do you know why they chose you to work in AI?
Because there was a vacancy. They had a more urgent need than any other group for some
sort of a body.

That simple then, it’s just hands on deck? Right.
Mm. AI Mark VIII was a rather strange device. It had an antenna which just managed to
fit into a Beaufighter nose. Anyway, and it was a nodding antenna so that it came back to
the centre line and then moved off and then moved back to the centre line and moved off
to extreme position, but at the same time it was spinning round at a much higher speed so
that the beam from this radar antenna described a cone, circled round in a cone and the
cone had zero angle when the antenna was pointing dead ahead and the cone had
maximum angle when the nodding device was at maximum deviation. Well, they had a
Perspex nose which fitted on to the Beaufighter and also on to another aircraft which just
accommodated this monstrous thing whizzing round at a very high speed. The antenna
was really, the hydraulic drives to the antenna were really not strong enough to cope with
driving the thing round in the free air, but inside the nose cone then all it had to do was to
stir the air around so that the hydraulic motors were capable of doing that. So the return
the navigator, this was the two-seater aircraft and I don’t think the pilot had a display, he
may have done, but he certainly had a navigator to operate the radar for him, and the
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display would be an arc of a circle at a particular range from the centre of the circle and
the angular width of the arc would be a measure of how far it was away from the centre
line of the aircraft and as the pilot directed the aircraft at the target, this circular arc
became longer and longer and eventually became a complete circle so that the pilot could
fly the fighter aircraft constantly with the echo adjusted to be a complete circle and not
broken at all, and he could see that he was overtaking the target by the fact that the circle
became smaller and eventually he could see the thing and shoot it down.
[50:56]
What stage was – I think you mentioned last time that you acquired the system sort of
ready built, it sort of came into your hands – I was just wondering what stage it was at in
squadron service by this point when you became involved?
It was installed in several squadrons. I can’t remember how many. I don’t suppose that
there’s any official secrecies about this any more, because these techniques are all out of
date. So yes, I had to visit squadrons and did I tell you last time about the time that I was
called by the technical officer in one particular squadron?

The one who didn’t want to put an aircraft unserviceable?
That’s right, yes.

Yes, yes, you mentioned that.
Well the point was that this was AI Mark VIII and the antenna consisted of a little dipole,
it was a wavelength of approximately ten centimetres. We didn’t know at that time that
this was a particularly bad choice from the point of view of atmospheric moisture and
water droplets. So nowadays the preferred wavelength is eight point four centimetres I
think.

What were the problems involved then with this once it got into service?
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This was hard valve electronics. Valves were quite elaborate little assemblies of a heated
cathode, a cathode heated by an internal hot wire, surrounded by a wired grid, surrounded
by a second wire grid known as the screen grid, surrounded by a third wire grid known as
the suppressor grid, and then finally surrounded by a cylindrical anode. So this was a tiny
little gubbins supported on rather small stiff wires which were fused into the pinch of a
glass bulb and they were constructed on a production line of course.
[Mrs Tootill leaving]
And it’s surprising really that they worked at all and it’s not surprising that they failed
quite frequently. But anyway, they were sufficiently reliable to be incorporated in an
airborne equipment to withstand the shocks and vibration of the aircraft’s movement. And
in fact I’ve described the conventional valve with a pinch, which was a lump of glass a
fraction, well, say half an inch wide with all these stiff wires sticking up out of it to
connect to all these different grids and the cathode and anode and the heater connection
too. But there was coming out at that time the EF50 – have I mentioned this to you?
[55:01]
No, you haven’t mentioned EF50.
So EF was the designation of a particular type of valve and this was the fiftieth in, well
this was number fifty in the sequence, I don’t know whether there really had been fortynine others before and I think probably not. Anyway, the EF50 was a glass based device.
The pinch in the old fashioned valve was incorporated into a base made of some sort of
plastic which carried quite robust, quite large pins which plugged into a valve holder. The
EF50 had a glass base which was… an inch or so in diameter and these wires that
supported the different electrodes came out directly through this glass base, there was no
pinch and connection to robust pins. The pins which protruded through the glass base
were robust enough to plug into a special valve holder.

Right. Did this simplify your job then?
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Well, what I, the point I was coming to was this made the EF50 very much more reliable.
The EF50 was the Air Force Valve Receiving Number 91 and when the services were
forced, kicking and screaming, to have common electronic stores, it became the Common
Valve CV1091. It’s surprising how one remembers these facts which were important at
the time but of no importance these days. So I think that AI Mark VIII was the first
airborne interception radar which used EF50s. I can’t think why I know so much about
them if they weren’t incorporated in the AI that I was concerned with. [coughs]
[pause]
[58:38]
So AI Mark VIII was manufactured with several different units, several different
component units. There was the transmitter receiver, which on S-band, ten centimetre
band, it was necessary for it to be quite close to the antenna otherwise there would be too
much loss of power between the transmitter receiver and the antenna itself. So this was a
chunky little box about nine inches by fifteen inches by three or four inches and it
weighed a great deal because it incorporated the magnetron, which was of course a
completely new wartime development, the work by a chap called Boot in the UK is well
known now. Boot and another chap whose name I forget developed the magnetron and –
mind you, you don’t want an explanation of how a magnetron works, which couldn’t be
done without diagrams anyway. But there’s a well known story of how one of the very
early magnetrons was taken across the Atlantic in a transport aircraft and was shown to the
Americans and they latched on to immediately as to how the thing worked and how
valuable a development it was and they started to make it of course and supplied us, and
of course this was how we lost part of our post-war electronics industry to the USA
because they knew just as much about magnetrons as we did and they had far more spare
manpower and industrial capacity to make things than we had.

Did you know at the time about this sort of technology transfer to the US with the
magnetron or is this something you learned later?
Well I knew that the EF50, for example, came to be manufactured in the US and their
product was rather more reliable than the ones that had been manufactured in the UK.
This was a Mullard valve, the EF50, and it was given a cylindrical aluminium cam, it
wasn’t a fancy swan neck type valve, glass enclosure. A serious minded stumpy looking
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little cylinder about three or something inches tall and an inch and something diameter
with this big glass base and the pin sticking out. And Mullard painted the thing red so that
we were thoroughly familiar with the red EF50. The ones that were made in America,
they didn’t bother to paint it red, they didn’t have any commercial interest in having it
painted red to make it distinctive, so it was just plain aluminium, the same size and shape
of course.
[1:02:47]
I think you described some of the technical problems that you helped fix on radar last
time. I know you mentioned the scissors problem.
The scissors effect on the beacon display. Not only did AI Mark VIII have the centimetre
transmitter receiver for its main purpose of locating enemy targets, but it also had a
facility to switch the navigator’s display to a homing beacon which worked on a one and a
half metre wavelength.

Yeah, I think you described this last time, but what I was wondering this time was how
common were sort of similar problems – were there many of them?
Well, there were sufficient problems with AI Mark VIII to keep me occupied fulltime and
I had recourse to the workshops if I wanted equipment made so that I could test my, test
the equipment in, well in some sort of different configuration. I remember now that Doug
Shinn, Douglas H Shinn – S-H-I-double N I think – was in the AI group and he was for
some reason designated as the waveguide expert. At a wavelength of ten centimetres you
can use a waveguide, its dimensions are quite tolerable. Longer wavelength a waveguide
becomes so big that it’s far too cumbersome and in any case you don’t need to use a
waveguide, a waveguide has much less attenuation than a cable, coaxial cable.
[1:05:00]
What’s a waveguide?
A waveguide is just a rectangular metal tube.
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Right, okay.
And it was for S-band, for ten centimetres, it was like three inches by an inch and a
quarter, something of this order. And this couldn’t be accommodated from the AI Mark
VIII transmitter receiver box to the AI Mark VIII antenna, it had to be a coaxial cable and
coaxial cable to give sufficient, to give sufficiently low losses was a good inch in
diameter, a stout-ish centre conductor, the order of one or two millimetres in diameter. So
this couldn’t be much longer than say, four feet and that was why the transmitter receiver
box in AI Mark VIII had to be located quite close to the antenna in the nose of the aircraft.
But this didn’t apply to most of the other equipment and this was stowed away. It was
made in, the equipment was made in several different boxes because they had to be stowed
away whenever there was a little corner in the aircraft available to receive them. AI Mark
X, which was an American equipment, again on S-band, again on ten centimetres, did
indeed come in one big box as a largish cylinder about, I don’t know, twelve inches,
fifteen inches diameter and a couple of feet tall perhaps, covered with a black crackle
finish enamel to radiate heat better. And it had been found possible – oh I think even AI
Mark X had a separate TR box – but all the rest of the equipment was in this cylinder,
which they managed to find somewhere to stow in the aircraft.

From the point of view working on this stuff as an engineer, was AI Mark X an
improvement on AI VIII? Or how was it an improvement, I suppose.
It was an improvement because it was available in any quantity you desired from the US
and it was better engineered because of course it had profited from our experience and
therefore more reliable. So yes, it was an improvement from those two points of view. AI
Mark IX, as a slight digression, was in a lock follow radar on ten centimetres, which never
got into service in the squadrons. I don’t think TRE finished its development before the
war ended and all development of radar passed into commercial firms.
[1:09:17]
Over your years working on AI Mark VIII, how much do you think you sort of developed it
from its original out of the factory baseline when you first got it?
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Well I made quite a lot of changes that I could see were desirable but I didn’t alter the
boxes at all because of course they had their, each had their little corner in the aircraft and
to alter that would have been far too substantial a change unless there was a really cogent
reason for doing so. So AI Mark X was for several reasons an improvement and therefore
the installation people did indeed alter the installation in the aircraft. In any case the
aircraft had developed by this time. I can’t remember what aircraft AI Mark X was
installed in because I think the end of the war came before it was extensively deployed.
[1:10:50]
How do you think TRE changed over the course of your time there, if it did at all?
Yes, well it had, when I arrived it was just settling down from what must have been a
fairly traumatic removal from the south coast to Malvern College. So it, the staff got
much more used to the facilities at Malvern. [coughs] I mean the facilities in the
establishment. I think I mentioned to you last time, did I, about the power factor corrector
condensers in AI Mark X?

Was this the problem with the, something to do with the power supply on it?
Yes indeed, this was the UKX generator in the aircraft produced what was very nearly a
square wave waveform for the AC power supply and the installation people had these
power factor corrector condensers incorporated in the equipment by the American
physical designers and they, by some measurement or other they decided the right thing to
do was to connect all the condensers across the power supply because this was what they
were for and this would correct the power factor. I don’t know how they managed to
measure their power factor because, as I say, it was a square wave and the power factor
concept comes with sine waves. The result of this was that the waveform of the mains
supplied to the AI Mark X was positive and negative spikes following each other in quick
succession. I mean to say it was a spike is an exaggeration, it did have a certain rise time
and fall time, then there was indeed a certain zero time, time at zero volts and then
followed the corresponding negative spike. And yes, I’m sure I told you about this last
time…
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[both speaking together]

I think so, yes.
I said the RMS value of this was nothing like as high as it should be and the magnetron
filament…

Fail as a result.
… was very ill used and it failed far too frequently. So this was the problem that… this
was what I remember of problems, this was one of the ones I do remember because it was
so technically interesting. But… I can’t really remember much. Oh yes, I mentioned the
scissors effect on the beacon display. This was after the navigator had operated the switch
to display the homing beacon instead of the radar, the radio location target display. And
so this was a vitally important minor modification. Yes, I told you that I went to
Malmesbury to see the manufacturer who made the indicator unit.

Yes, Whitehouse I think you said his…
Yes, that’s right. Whitehouse was the AID inspector and we went round the production
line and we couldn’t find an indicator which had the fault. As soon as the firm heard what
the problem was and what the solution was, they’d modified everything in sight. So that
was another quite memorable thing that I did. The other things that I did I really can’t
remember.
[1:15:39]
That’s fine. To change tack slightly perhaps, what were the best and the worst things
about working at TRE for you?
Well this was my first job and as far as I was concerned, this was what jobs were like. It
was extremely enjoyable. I could understand the work, I could understand the problems
which arose and I was mentally exercised in finding solutions and knowing who else to
ask if the problem was not quite in my province. So I was very pleased indeed with this
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job and yes, I suppose I was delighted that I’d managed to avoid going into operational
research.

You mentioned asking colleagues for advice when you had problems.
Yes, well the, obviously the main structure of the TRE organisation was by project, by
equipment, but there were certain groups that provided common services to all the other
groups.

I think you mentioned FC Williams’ group last time?
Yes. FC Williams was a genius circuit designer and he talked to the heads of all the
divisions and found out what sort of problems they needed to solve, what sort of circuits
they were using to solve them and what were the problems and disadvantages of these and
he would then go away and have an idea for an improved circuit and do a certain amount
of development of it. You… development of a circuit means finding the optimum value
for all the components, having regard to the variability of components and variability of
the valves. Components came in three categories I think at that time, resistors and
capacitors – resistors and condensers we called them, resistances and condensers we
called them, modern term is resistors and capacitors – and the ones with the coarsest
tolerance plus or minus twenty per cent, they were allowed to be up to twenty per cent
positive or negative away from the nominal value. And then there was the plus or minus
ten per cent category and the highly accurate plus or minus five per cent. And then if you
wanted something more accurate than that you were into laboratory equipment which had
to be in a properly controlled atmosphere, constant temperature, if not constant humidity
and so on.
[1:29:14]
Did you have those sorts of facilities at TRE?
Yes, I think so, there was a test gear division. When you say it’s got to be accurate to
within one per cent then you are talking about a piece of laboratory equipment and not
something which you can fit into an aircraft. So yes, we had laboratory type equipment at
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our disposal if we really needed it. I think I mentioned that I called in John Dain, my… he
was the same year as me at Cambridge, he was obviously in the test gear group and I
borrowed this hot wire volt meter from him to check the heater voltage of my magnetrons.
This was how I found to my astonishment that it was far too low.

This was on AI Mark X?
This was, yes, this was AI Mark X, good. Well done. [laughs]
[1:20:33]
[laughs] You mentioned John Dain there a second ago, was there anybody else at TRE
who had been at Cambridge with you?
Oh yes, Doug Shinn. I think he must… yes he… I knew him. He was a highly skilled
pianist, almost concert standard and… hm. I’m just thinking of my colleagues in the
Flying Rockets Concert Party. Quite a few of them were of my vintage, but I can’t call
any more names to mind at the moment.

Are there any other colleagues from your days at TRE you particularly remember?
Yeah, well I mentioned Dick Field, he died quite recently and I’m just in the process of
correcting the address of his widow in my list, Christmas card list. There was an RAF
Flight Sergeant, John Tuckfield, who was also… he was in a uniformed… Air Force
member. He was working with Dick Field, I think, on display problems or something like
that.

Dick Field was your office mate I think you mentioned last time?
Dick Field I shared an office with. Did I tell you that the heating in our office didn’t
work?

And you built this wonderful contraption full of electrical… yeah.
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[both speaking together]
Oh yeah, we had these high wattage resisters strung across the ceiling. Quite illegal from
the point of view of the Ministry of Works.

I actually had a question about… you mentioned in the Flying Rockets group when you
were all sort of taking your work to your play activities almost and building electrical
devices, was there anybody there involved with electrical music?
No. There were several candidates, well Doug Shinn was one of course, who would be
interested in an electronic keyboard. I don’t think there were any in those days and
development of that sort of frivolity would be in abeyance of course. And another one,
Bob Gordon. I’ve mentioned him, have I?

I don’t think you’ve mentioned Bob, no.
[1:2
Bob Gordon was younger than me and he came from Wakefield, I think, in Yorkshire. He
was a highly skilled musician. He had a job as a cinema organist in the local cinema at
Wakefield and he was – and he had an interest in electronics – he was sent to TRE and of
course immediately gravitated to the Flying Rockets Concert Party. We had quite a few
reasonably skilled or highly skilled keyboard musicians and I remember one of our
numbers in one of our reviews was where we had a piano on the stage and a chap was
playing it ostensibly for an audition and before he could properly finish his piece he was
playing, another chap comes in and says, ‘Oh, I’ve come for the audition. What’s this
chap doing here?’ Shouldered him off the piano bench and sat down and played with
slightly more skill. And we managed to do this three or four times and Bob Gordon was
the one who came on last.

[laughing] Last and was the winner.
But we had indeed a Hammond organ as well as a piano. A Hammond organ was I think
the first of the electronic keyboard devices and it wasn’t like a modern electronic
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keyboard, just a little gubbins which you could put on the bench or on the table, it had its
proper organ console with pedals like as in a proper organ and two manuals I think, I’m
not sure, might have been three - I think it was only two manuals - and the usual array
which organists are familiar with of tabs and so on to select the tone quality of the sound
for each keyboard and Bob Gordon took to this like a duck to water of course. And I
remember once he was practising and he called me over and he said, ‘Geoff, I’m not
happy with this swell, the volume control’. And he was used to a swell pedal which
actually required a considerable effort and actually opened shutters to let more sound out
from proper organ pipes. Well the Hammond organ swell pedal was a volume control on
an electronic amplifier so its dynamic range was enormous compared with the range of a
conventional organ. So whereas Bob was accustomed to giving a dab on, a fairly hefty
dab on the swell pedal to respond to an emphasis mark on the music, when he did with this
with the Hammond it came out more or less like a machinegun. So I had to sort of teach
him how to moderate his touch on this pedal. He was a very quick pupil of course but he
couldn’t understand what the audience was hearing. I presume an organist gets certain
cues which are not necessarily the same as what the listeners hear.

Did the Hammond organ come in for any TRE style electrical modifications?
Oh no, it was on loan from a local landowner family. I don’t think they were actually
titled, but they’d had enough money to buy this thing before the war and the men who
played it had gone off to the war so the lady left behind with this important war work
establishment in her vicinity decided she would lend this desirable contraption to the
establishment. So there it was in our assembly hall and of course we had to take great care
we didn’t scratch the polished finish on the woodwork and…

Sorry, was the assembly hall actually at Malvern or was it…
Yes. This was the main hall of Malvern College.

Oh the school, right, got you.
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Malvern College had been pushed out or evacuated because it was too vulnerable and
TRE took it over.
[1:29:53]
I guess… you mentioned last time it was a very good place to do experiments with radar
from your window.
It was on the hillside and the AI group had a good part of House 8, which was the school,
one of the school residential houses – obviously there were at least seven other ones – and
we had not only windows looking out over the Severn Valley, but also a little hut which
we had constructed on the roof, known of course as the roof hut, and there we had an AI
Mark VIII installation, except that we didn’t have the antenna because as I said, it was
likely to shake itself to pieces if it wasn’t operated inside an aircraft nose. So yes, the
gentleman in charge of this bench set in the roof hut was having problems and he called
me in, said that the signal disappeared on its way from the TR box to the indicator unit TR’s transmitter receiver – and he said I can’t understand why it’s happened. Well, of
course there were all kinds of different bits and pieces which had their own cables and
plugs to sockets and he had a pile of cables on the floor. The cable from the TR box went
into this heap and came out again from the heap and went to the indicator unit. So I was
puzzled but I had the wit to delve into this tangled mass of cables and I found of course
that the cable that went from the TR box that went into the tangle wasn’t the one that came
out, so that solved this gentleman’s problem for him.

What did you use the system on the roof actually for?
Any measurements that had to be done of the results of any particular modification. You
couldn’t necessarily predict what the… how the particular modification would work in
operational use just from inside a laboratory. So we had this bench set in the roof hut and
we had lots of echoes, even though they weren’t… there were very few of them actually
from aircraft, but we could see moving traffic on the roads, for example. So the point
about radar signals is that they are accompanied by noise.
[Mrs Tootill arrives]
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[coughs] And you have a quantity called the signal to noise ratio.

Noises generated by things like the ground then for instance?
Noises generated by any electronic component and the resister is the standard thing to use
when you talk about the inherent noise in anything. And resister noise disappears at
absolute zero, you know, minus 273 degrees, but the hotter the resister, the more noise that
it generates. It’s a very small voltage regarded as an electronic signal, but of course this
was what restricted the maximum range of a radar set and the echo becomes so weak that
it’s hardly visible above the noise, then it’s difficult to find out to where it’s coming from.
So, we had realistic amounts of noise as well as realistic signals from the bench set in the
roof hut.
[1:35:38]
You mentioned laboratory facilities a moment ago and I was just wondering what sort of
equipment you would work with on a daily basis at TRE?
An AVO voltmeter. AVO Model 7 and Avo Model 40. I think Model 7 came after the
Model 40. It was a multi-range test meter like you have these days. I’ve got a little one
on the shelf there, the black box on the right is tools and then the next little black box is a
multi-meter.

Oh right.
And that was the principal instrument we had, but we also had an oscilloscope or so. We
had a Cossor, favourite one – it was the favourite because that was what we could get –
was the Cossor Double Beam Oscilloscope and using this we could display the signal at
any point in the circuit. But of course, when you take a piece of wire with a croc clip on
the end - you know a croc clip, it’s something like one of these things - you take a piece of
wire with a croc clip on the end and clip it on to a point in the circuit, then the circuit is
not necessarily going to work exactly the same way as before you clipped this thing on.
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The main change is the stray capacitance of the wire that connects the croc clip at the end
of the wire to the oscilloscope.

So the extra length of the wire compared to the wire that was in the circuit originally
then?
Yes.

Right, okay.
It’s got capacity to earth. [coughs] And with high impedance circuit, the capacity has a
big effect. In electronic circuitry there’s a thing called the time constant, which is the
product of a resister and a capacitor – resistance and a capacity – and strangely enough, if
you work out the dimensions of resistance times capacity, it comes out to be a time, shorn
of all volts or amps or whatever. So that’s time constant. So if you have a stray capacity
of this clip lead of say, ten puffs, that’s ten picofarads, that’s ten to the minus nine farads,
a capacity of ten puffs and a resistance of one megohm and the time constant is ten
seconds, I think. Anyway, of course I had all this at my fingertips in those days. I don’t
do any electronic development work these days and I’ve forgotten all these things. So the
time constant of a few microseconds was sufficient to upset the operation of these radar
circuits.

They were that delicate then?
They were that fast, I think you should say, rather than delicate. They weren’t delicate.
Our work consisted in making sure they were not delicate.
[1:39:51]
Talking about delicacy for a second or not delicacy, how did the RAF and the sort of
people you were talking to in the squadrons get on with the radar equipment?
Well, they got on very well, they were radio hams and radio technicians who worked in
radio shops till they were called up. Thank you very much.
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Mrs Tootill: How are you doing – are you nearly through? Is your voice going to last
out?

Yeah, I was going to ask.
GT: It’s not lasting, I’m afraid.

Shall we aim at wrapping up TRE this morning perhaps and then…
Yeah. Yes, so we were talking about the effect of the measuring equipment on the circuit
performance. This is what you have to watch all the time and I could mention FC
Williams’s group who had a monitor.

The best oscilloscope on the base I think was how you described it last time.
Yes. Well it had particular safeguards against excessive capacitative loading on the circuit
being measured and it was quite unique and Tom Kilburn managed to take it, well FC
Williams and Tom Kilburn took it with them up to Manchester University.

How much…
And we had it in our computer development laboratory.

Shall we aim at perhaps wrapping up your time at TRE with a few…
Yes.

… finishing questions…
Yes, go on.

…and that will…
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[1:42:04]
What do you think you gained from your time working there?
Oh I gained, I became a thoroughly experienced, thoroughly competent electronic
development engineer, able to develop electronic circuits. Let’s see. I also gained a
knowledge of Post Office relays and uniselectors, Post Office telephone exchange
equipment, which was a hobby of mine. I wasn’t, well, yes I was… my knowledge of
these things did come in handy in connection with AI Mark X, I seem to remember.

In what sense were relays a hobby?
A relay is a little device. It’s a switch which is operated electrically. You apply a voltage
across a coil winding in the relay and the armature of the relay is attracted to the coil and
operates various contacts and by this means the telephone system works, it’s got
thousands, hundreds of thousands – or it used to have – hundreds of thousands of these
relays and stepping switches, uniselectors. Well no, uniselectors were one sort of stepping
switch but there was a two-motion switch which was also a stepping switch.

Can I ask a very elementary question – what’s a stepping switch?
Stepping switch, a switch that steps. When you dial, in those days, when you dialled a
number the digits were stored and were fed into the telephone exchange circuitry and each
digit was picked out and by the time it got to the stepping switch there were two digits left
to finally select the called subscriber, so the switch stepped first of all from its zero, no,
from its rest level, stepped up to nought level one, two, three, four up to nine.

For each number in the telephone, right?
This is the third digit in the group of four in the telephone number, so it steps up according
to the third digit and it then steps along according to the fourth digit. So you’ve got a
matrix of contacts in the… at the back of the stepping switch and the switch picks out one
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out of a hundred in accordance with the last two digits of the phone number you’ve
dialled.

Oh, right.
It’s all done by electronics these days. The stepping switch is out of date.

And you used to build electronics projects out of these at TRE then?
Well, the main use of this sort of electrical – not electronics – any use of this sort of
electrical switching equipment was in the chain stations. The strength of the echo gives
you an indication of the size of the aircraft. If the echo is a certain magnitude at a certain
range, then you know the size of the aircraft. But, of course the characteristics of the
terrain that the chain station is looking over alter the beam characteristics and when the
chain station is first set up they fly an aircraft at a stated height on a stated course for a
stated time so that you can calculate exactly where the aircraft is and you can measure the
amplitude of the echo it is giving rise to and this gives you the calibration curves,
complete set of curves for the particular antenna, which was a stationary device, fixed. So
before the WAAF in the filter room can determine what sort of an aircraft it is – a fighter
or a bomber or a group of several aircraft – then she has to know the characteristics of the
chain station antenna. Well of course it was impossible for girls to hastily whip out a set
of graphs and look up something on a graph and then pick out the necessary little digits in
the box, so in fact [coughs] this table look-up can be wired into a telephone exchange type
of system using uniselectors and stepping switches, so that the information displayed to
the WAF in the filter room is of target, range, bearing and elevation, not some difficult
electronic measure. So that was why there was this telephone exchange group at TRE.
[1:49:06]
Ah, right. But your own work was on AI, so how do you know about the…
I wasn’t concerned with the… ah.

I was just wondering how you knew so much about the home…
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When I was being put into operational research, then I was concerned with the chain and
CH, CH and CHL stations and so I did know that there was a room full of telephone
exchange type equipment at the chain station to look up the calibration curves of the
particular antenna. This applied to the CH stations and not to the CHLs. I think CHLs
was… the beam was sufficiently narrow so that it didn’t vary very much according to
where it was pointed.

Right. And I was just wondering what you personally used things like relays and stepping
switches for and…?
I remember at one stage I made an antenna simulator. I told you that you couldn’t have an
AI Mark VIII scanner working in open air. Well it would have been damn dangerous if
you’d got anywhere near it, it would have caused a very nasty wound. But apart from that
the hydraulic motors weren’t intended to drive all the air in the laboratory around. It was
sufficient to make them stir up the air inside an aircraft nose. So I wanted something
which simulated the rotation of the scanner and I made it out of relays. I can’t remember
now precisely how I did it because I can’t remember what it was I did, but I do remember
that I had a lot of high speed relays. When I first switched this thing on they made such a
chattering noise that people came in from the next lab to see what the hell I’d got.
[1:51:46]
How do you think your work at TRE contributed to the war effort?
Well, it was very important for, the work of the establishment was very important for the
war effort. The AI equipments, there would have been, as I said, several precursors to AI
Mark VIII. The AI equipment managed to either shoot down or deter German bombers
from bombing not only military targets but also civilian targets in the UK and this was a
bit contribution to the war effort. Then the H²S group. H²S is a chemical symbol for
hydrogen sulphide, I think it is, that’s the gas that smells most unpleasant, and the
equipment was designated H²S, I don’t know why, but what it was, was a means for
bombers to find out their precise location over Germany mainly. And I can’t remember
whether H²S gave a Plan Position Indication which you had to correlate with a map or
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whether it gave you range and bearing information. I do remember that you got what they
called a cocked hat. This is three bearings from different geographical locations and if
they’re sufficiently widely spaced then these bearings would intersect at a decent angle. If
you’ve got three of them, then of course they didn’t intersect in a point, they made a little
triangle, which was called the cocked hat. And if all these bearings were of the same
accuracy then the best guess at the position was the centre of this little triangle. But of
course if one of them had a much better view than the others then you would put the
probably position closer to the bearing from that station.

H²S was… wasn’t Bernard Lovell involved with that, I remember reading somewhere?
Yes, I believe he was.

Did you know him at TRE at all?
I probably knew him by sight but he was higher up the oligarchy than me.

How sort of strict was the sort of chain of command at TRE then, or the hierarchy?
Well not strict at all. If you had a good idea, if it didn’t involve very much expenditure
you would go ahead and try it out in your own lab. If it involved co-operation with
another group then you would go and see your group leader and explain to him what it
was you wanted and he would either give you a proper answer, an insight into the
problem, or else he would ring up his opposite number and say, can you let Geoff Tootill
talk to some chap on, etc. It was almost completely informal by comparison with say, the
RAF. But we were well aware of the hierarchy and we made use of it of course, as we
were supposed to.
[1:56:36]
Who was your own supervisor at TRE – I don’t think you mentioned him by name last
time.
It was Bill Burcham. He was the head of the AI group.
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How many of you were in the AI group altogether?
Hm… there was AI Llewellyn who was an SSO. I think group leaders were mainly
principal scientific officers, I’m not sure that the grade existed, but that was approximately
what they were. Below them were scientific officers and below scientific officers were
junior scientific officers.
[1:57:25]
I was a junior scientific officer and there were no scientific officers subordinate to my
level, but there were experimental officers and technicians. In other words, the sort of lab
assistant that I was afraid that I would be letting myself in for if I had gone ahead in the
first instance with going to radio location research.

What did the lab assistants and technicians typically do, do you remember?
Well, whatever tasks could be delegated to a technician. Now when I first joined the AI
group, Jack Bilborough was my mentor and he was, I think a senior experimental officer
or something. All these grade names were changed with the post-war reconstruction, so
I’m not only vague about what they are now, but I’m also vague about what they were
before. But he was a relatively senior technical officer and this really meant just he didn’t
have a degree, he had night school type qualifications. So it didn’t mean that he knew less
than me, it meant that he had very much greater practical experience than me and he could
assist me in finding solutions to the problems that were posed to me. Now I remember
another problem that I was given. The transmitter valves in some equipment or other that
I was concerned with, they were in fact glass bottles and you could see the anodes inside,
they were quite sizeable, like five or six inches tall say, and you could see these anodes
were red hot. This shouldn’t happen. And, ‘Tootill, these anodes are getting red hot, find
out why and stop it’. That was a typical problem. And yes, I found out why and I wrote
out the necessary modifications to stop it happening, but I can’t think what the equipment
was and I can’t think what the problem was, but it’s just occurred to me that this was one
of the problems that I had. God knows why I was concerned with power levels of that
sort. Oh, that’s right, this was the modulator for AI Mark VIII; the magnetron was the
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actual transmitter valve, but this was a radar of course, so the magnetron had to operate in
a pulse mode.

Can you describe pulse modes?
It was operated at full power for one microsecond out of every 400 microseconds. In
other words, a duty cycle of one to 400. You know, one out of 400. And the magnetron
needed, to make it work it needed a voltage of several kilovolts, several thousand volts,
and of course if you were going to use it as a radar you had to transmit for one
microsecond and then shut the thing up sharp so that you could listen for the echoes. So it
was necessary to have an equipment which pulsed the magnetron for one microsecond
with a pulse of amplitude several kilovolts and then cut the excitation of the magnetron off
for another 399 microseconds.

Very small precise periods of time isn’t it?
Indeed. And the output valves of the modulator were showing their anodes red hot. They
were only working with a duty cycle of one to 400 and the calculations showed that they
shouldn’t get red hot, so why was this happening. And yes, I managed to find out why
and to stop it, but God knows at this stage what it was all about.
[2:03:15]
You mentioned technicians and lab assistants, I was just wondering sort of how useful
were they to you when you were going about your work?
Well, if I wanted something wired up to a circuit diagram then I could… there would be a
lab assistant who was competent and able to do it. I don’t… I don’t think I had any staff
reporting to me when I was at TRE. I’m getting a little confused with my role at the
Royal Aircraft establishment, which was later.

Okay.
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So lab assistants were available to do any tasks which the scientific officer or junior
scientific officer thought they should be capable of. One thing was wiring something up
that the scientific officer wanted constructed.

And you’ve mentioned that they typically sort of had night school level training.
Yeah. There were courses in electronics available in night schools for training radio
technicians. Radio… [pause] Wireless shops had technicians to mend wireless sets for
customers and these were the reason why there were training courses for such technicians.

Ah right.
And they were increased considerably and the scope of the theoretical instruction was
broadened as a result of the requirements of the war.
[2:05:48]
Right. So you’d started in TRE in 1942. Where were you when the war ended?
Erm… I haven’t thought about this for some time. Hm. Yes, I went to TRE in 1942 and I
stayed there for the duration of the war, I think till 1945 probably. [pause] Ah yes… I got
married. My wife was a lab assistant in the Monastery. The Monastery was one of the
Malvern College buildings and it was the TRE school where training courses operated and
Laurence Stoodley, LG Stoodley – S-T-double O-D-L-E-Y [the interviewee meant to say
Leonard Stoodley] – was one of the lecturers in the Monastery and after the war he
immediately got himself a teaching post at the Military College of Science. And he knew
my wife of course. This was my first wife, she’s dead now I’m afraid. So he heard from
her what her husband was up to and he realised that at the end of the war I would be a
highly desirable lecturer at the Military College of Science, so he headhunted me, to use
the modern terminology, and that was a direct result of my connection with TRE.
[2:08:22]
Ah right. How did you meet your first wife at TRE?
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Well through the Flying Rockets Concert Party.

Ah, right. Was she in the audience or part of the group?
She was part of the group, yes. She had been going round with a local band, a local group,
as a vocalist and… so I presume that – she was a Malvern girl, so she knew that the
establishment existed and no doubt she saw adverts for staff, or possibly she was directed
to work at TRE by the… by what was… by the Labour Exchange.

What was her name?
Pamela Mary Watson.

And she was a lab assistant at TRE?
Yes, she was in the Monastery, the TRE school.

It’s a technical school then?
Yes, she was, by this time she was sufficiently technically qualified to be able to construct
and dismantle equipment as required by the lecturing staff.

Did she have a technical education at all or was it on the job, do you know?
… She was trained as a shorthand typist and she did work as a shorthand typist very
briefly and she promptly forgot all about it, lost her shorthand. I don’t think she was…
she rose to a very high level of skill in shorthand typing.

When did you marry, was it when the war was still on?
Oh yes, sure. Well she was in this concert party, as I say.

How did you… sorry?
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I’m trying to remember the year we got married but I’m afraid I’ve failed. It was early
1940s anyway.
[2:11:54]
How did you feel when the war ended?
Oh, relieved and delighted of course. I didn’t worry about what sort of a job I was going
to get. I was very self-confident in those days, obviously.

Did you see yourself still carrying on to work for TRE?
Sorry?

Did you consider staying on at TRE when the war ended or…
Oh yes. [coughs] I think I stayed on until I received this attractive offer from the Military
College of Science. There were a large number of the scientific and technical staff who
were drafted into the atomic energy establishment at Harwell as they did a great deal of
electronics of course in connection with atomic piles. I don’t know whether or not I was
offered or would have been offered a job at Harwell. Quite likely, I just can’t remember
whether… But the point was that I was a junior scientific officer and I got a job as a
senior lecturer at the Military College of Science. This was a distinctly deceitful
nomenclature. In fact all it meant was I was paid on the senior scientific officer scales and
there was the principle scientific officer above the senior scientific officer, a scientific
officer below the senior scientific officer. So as a junior scientific officer, I was bottom of
the scientific officer hierarchy and I could have expected to become a scientific officer in
the new hierarchy, but then I think they started sniffing about my, the quality of my
degree, which I got a third in the Maths Tripos at Cambridge in two years instead of three.
Well, the Maths Tripos at Cambridge at that time, I think probably still, there’s no 2:1s
and 2:2s, there’s just plain seconds and then it’s thirds. So all I managed was a third in the
Maths Tripos. I think, did I say that it was a mistake for me to become a mathematician?
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[2:15:29]
I’ve wondered about this actually. You didn’t seem that pleased about having done maths
at Cambridge somehow and…
Well, because I got such a poor result and in fact I realised, probably during the war, that I
was basically an engineer and quite a competent engineer, whereas I was a pedestrian
mathematician, I still am a pedestrian mathematician. But I still take great interest in the
U3A maths group here.

Yes, yes you were saying. Was there a sort of moment of realisation when you suddenly
sort of gave up on maths and went into engineering or was it more a gradual process of…
No, I realised gradually that what I was doing was electronic engineering, design and
development, and I realised that in fact this was a respectable academic discipline, which I
don’t think the masters at my school had any idea that there was a respectable academic
discipline called engineering.

One other quick question I had was what did your parents think about you going to
Cambridge?
Well, I understood from my mother in much later years that my father was against it.
What’s the point, what’s the value to him of getting a degree? Mother was a
schoolteacher and she was strongly in favour of anything academic so she persuaded my
father that look, he’s earned his scholarships and so on, so we ought to support him.

What do you think your father would have preferred you to do, if anything?
Well, get a job presumably.

Was university sort of seen as…
Seen as diverting me away from gainful occupation, yes. [2:17:53] I have recently been,
yes, it’s probably in that letter. Chris Burton, I told Chris Burton I’d got a copy of the
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Ferranti Report, so there it is strewn on the bed there. This was the report I wrote at
Manchester University. Why have I launched into this?

Talking about your parents and how…
My parents’ attitude, ah yes.

To you going to university.
Yeah. Well, I realised gradually that there was a respectable academic subject called
engineering and indeed there was a school of engineering at Cambridge. It did mechanical
and electrical engineering, because of course any engineer should be competent in both
disciplines. I don’t think that’s the modern attitude. So, I was talking about the Ferranti
Report. Anyway, when I told Chris Burton I’d got a copy of this report, which was the
specification of the first computer that Ferranti had ever made, the one they were to build
for Manchester University, then Chris immediately said he wanted me to tidy it up and if I
didn’t want to do it, he would do it. So I said I don’t know whether you could really
understand the stuff, which probably maligns him, but there were quite a few parts of this
sixty year old copy which were difficult to read. So indeed I was the only one who was
qualified to read it. This is the point of this…

Oh, the newsletter.
…letter. I find that my memory of sixty years ago technical material is much better than
my memory of recent events.

I was struck very much so last time you were talking by the incredible ability you had to
remember details of circuit design and electronic device design. It’s quite astounding
really.
Well it’s no different from any other branch of engineering design. I mean a motorway
bridge, there are a fantastic number of different calculations on the elements of the bridge
which have to be done and they have to be done in perfection before the construction is
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started, whereas in electronics it’s easy enough to dash something off and have somebody
build it and then switch it on and find out why it doesn’t work.

Rather than sort of a process of then sort of fixing it till it does, then?
Yes. This was FC Williams’s great campaign, that it should be possible to design
electronic equipment just like mechanical equipment was designed, do the calculations
and specify the device and have it made and it works first time. Well, I think because it’s
so easy to lash something together and then try it, there’s still quite an element of suck it
and see in electronic design as opposed to mechanical engineering design.
[2:22:24]
What did your parents think you’d been working on in the war?
Well they knew it was secret war work. There were quite a lot of people who were
engaged in secret war work. They knew that I was working in an establishment at
Malvern and they knew that I couldn’t tell them anything about it.

And that was it, that was just normal?
Yeah. I told them how much leave I’d got and I could go and visit them when I had leave.

Did you see much of them over the course of the war?
While they were still in Birmingham I could cycle home and we just had Saturday off, as I
think I told you. So I had to reasonably take a few days’ leave before I could cycle home
to Birmingham, because it was, I suppose it’s of the order of fifty or seventy miles. So I
wouldn’t want to do it there and back in one day, I wouldn’t have any time at the
destination. So I saw my parents quite frequently I think, I suppose, but certainly not
every week.
[2:24:10]
So you’d been offered a job at Shrivenham, I’m guessing Military College?
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The Military College of Science is at Shrivenham, yes.

Right. And that was in 1945 at the end of the war?
I think it must have been, yes. Leonard Stoodley had already got himself a job there; he
was obviously as the war progressed as he could see the demise of the requirement for his
services in Malvern, he would be on the look out for another post and he would have
wished to be in the teaching or lecturing profession obviously, because this is what he’d
either been doing before the war – he was much older than me I think – or else during the
war he’d come to find this was his metier. So he was at Shrivenham on the staff. He
knew that they wanted computer experts and he knew there were only three or four in the
UK and not as many as that in the US. So to recruit one of them for the Military College
of Science was quite an achievement.

This was in 1945 or after your time at Manchester when you were first offered this?
This was after my time at Manchester because at Manchester I’d perfected my knowledge
of computers and this was what the Military College of Science wanted, somebody to
teach computing techniques.
[2:26:24]
So what takes you from TRE to Manchester?
I was offered a chance of working for FC Williams at Manchester and getting a better
degree and then they – that’s right – they’d offered me in the post-war reconstruction
competition, they offered me a post of experimental officer. This was not the most – I was
a junior scientific officer but I was to be downgraded to the experimental officer class.
Not the absolute bottom of the experimental officer class, that was the assistant
experimental officer, but not very much better and what I usually say is I was just drawing
breath to tell them what they could do with their post of experimental officer when they
said, we’ll send you to Manchester and you can get a better degree and get into the
scientific officer class. So I suppose I was paid as an experimental officer while I was at
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Manchester. I don’t think that that was… I don’t think the pay was much inferior, it was
probably better than the pay of a junior scientific officer. An AEO, an assistant
experimental officer started on £350, £350 a year. The EO was probably something like
five or £600 a year and this was in those days reasonably sufficient to keep a wife and a
child at this stage too. Yes, as a junior scientific officer I got £420 a year.

Was this a good deal by the standards of the time?
That was, yes this was much more than an artisan would earn I think. I really have very
little idea.
[2:29:05]
And you mentioned you had a child by this point?
Yes, Peter was born in 1948. So I’m… it was 1947 when I got married then.

What was your first wife like?
What was she like?

Yeah, could you describe her?
She was medium height with dark hair, quite pretty with a good figure I think. And
obviously she was bright enough to have picked up the work of a lab assistant in an
electronics laboratory, obviously very quickly. I don’t think it was particularly difficult to
pick up but she could switch from being a shorthand typist. The advantage for her of
working in TRE of course was that she could live at home.

So her parents lived nearby?
Her parents lived not far from the establishment.
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Could you talk to, well, obviously there’s secrecy involved but could you talk to her about
your work and would she understand it then, did she have that sort of level of technical…
Well, by the time I got married there was very little secrecy left really and we didn’t talk
about technical matters very much, if at all. We were newly weds and with a baby
coming, so there would be quite sufficient to discuss. I think… I think we had some digs
in Malvern when we were first married, so obviously I was still on the staff of TRE in
1947. That must be the case. 1948, our eldest was born. And… ah yes, of course, that’s
right. I was at Manchester University at that time – I was married by that time – and I
remember Pam told me she was very distressed. She put the baby out in his pram in the
back garden of the digs that we were in and in no time at all he got black smuts on his face
from the factory chimneys, so obviously she was delighted to go to Shrivenham which
was right out in the country and a much more congenial atmosphere.

Where we’ve sort of covered TRE really well and we’re sort of about the point where I
think we should be moving on to Manchester, but I wonder how much you want to talk
about that today or to save it for another time. It’s…
I’d like to save it for another time, because as you’ve noticed I’m losing my voice.

We’ve overshot, yeah.
In any case we’ve been…

Half an hour over budget actually. Right. Any final remarks on TRE before I switch the
tape recorder off?
[2:33:54]
Well, it changed its ethos - if I may use this disgracefully modern word - quite radically
and we noticed that it was changing and there was a magazine which was produced by the
officials which had a certain amount of technical information in it. This was towards the
end of the war so this magazine was classified under the Official Secrets Act and one of
the editorials I remember was something which we all really looked down on, we made
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very derisory remarks about it and it was to the effect that yes, now the war is over and
we’ve won the war partly by our efforts and what a marvellous thing, but now we are a
little rudderless and not knowing what we should do next. Well, there is an ideal which I
could put before you, said this stupid editor, and that is the ideal of service, service to the
hierarchy and let the hierarchy work out what the proper direction of your efforts is. And
we thought this is what was in one of these magazines, we thought this was absolutely
disgraceful rubbish.

How did it not square with how you felt at the time?
Well, it was too negative. If he hadn’t any positive comments to make like civil aviation
will require all kinds of electronic devices which our establishment is well qualified to
work on, if he’d said something like that we would have said, ah yes.

There’s a gap in the market.
But to say that we should just devote ourselves to serving the hierarchy was absolute
nonsense, what did we actually do to serve the hierarchy?

What was the mood like at TRE at the end then when, you know, it’s over?
Well, much the same as in the rest of the country I expect. We’re delighted we’ve won the
war and it’s left us in a bit of a mess but we’ll have to pick up from there.

That seems a good point to stop I think.
[end of track 2]
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[Track 3]

I think we’re all ready to go. This is interview with Geoff Tootill, January eighth…
Eighth.

2010. Right, so Geoff I think last time when we were talking we’d more or less finished off
talking about your days at TRE and I was just wondering if…
Go on.

…we could sort of discuss the transmission from being in TRE to being in Manchester a
little more, and then…
Yes. Well, it was no big deal. I went up to Manchester and I was able to stay with my
parents who lived in Oldham at that time, so there was no great upheaval and transport
from Oldham to Manchester was of course very good, there was an express bus which, it’s
about seven miles I think, and the university premises were quite close to the bus station.
So I very rapidly settled in. I’m not sure whether I told you that I replaced Arthur Marsh.

I don’t think you mentioned that, no.
Well FC Williams had started the work on storage of digits on the screen of a cathode ray
tube at Malvern so when he was offered the Chair of Electro-technics, it was called at that
time, at Manchester University, he accepted it and took his research on storage on the
screen of a cathode ray tube with him and he was a very shrewd practical man, apart from
being of course a first class theoretician, and he knew that electronic components and
devices were not available on the open market or at any rate, whatever was available was
of distinctly old-fashioned and rather poor quality. So he stipulated that to continue this
work on CRT storage he should have, he stipulated to the Ministry – I can’t remember
which Ministry it was, Ministry of Aircraft Production became Ministry of Supply round
about that time – and he stipulated to them that he should have free access to TRE stores
and the loan of two members of TRE staff. And of course the one obvious choice was the
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chap who had been doing this work at his direction at Malvern, that is Tom Kilburn, and
the other one was Arthur Marsh who was an assistant three grade, Tom Kilburn was a
junior scientific officer and the post-war reconstruction competition was about to start at
this time. It was I suppose then in 1946, something like that. So the names of these
grades were the old-fashioned ones. And anyway, Tom Kilburn and Arthur Marsh duly
went up to Manchester and Tom Kilburn immediately started living with his parents I
think in West Yorkshire. I’ve forgotten the name of the place for the moment, but I think
he took his wife with him and I think eventually they found their own place and probably
this was when they moved to north Cheshire, but certainly that was when… before then
Tom was firmly established in Manchester University and he was no longer a civil
servant. Arthur Marsh – this is going back a little now – Arthur Marsh didn’t like
Manchester. He thought it was wet and dirty and of course at that time it was probably
fair comment and the rain was, rainfall in Manchester was, I believe still is, above
average. So he wanted to go back to Malvern and my boss, superintendent Charles
Holtsmith, had the choice of somebody to send up to Manchester to replace Arthur Marsh
and he chose me because as I was saying last time, I had got a rather poor degree in maths
and Holtsmith wanted to give me the opportunity to improve my academic status. [06:35]
So I seized the opportunity and started working with Tom Kilburn, both of us under the
direction of FC Williams, and this went on for, I don’t know how long, twelve months,
eighteen months. It was more than twelve months, I’m not sure whether it was as long as
two years, something of that order. And at the end of this, all I could get was an MSc,
because of course my job was to assist Tom Kilburn and FC Williams and to get a PhD
you have to do independent research. Well, I couldn’t afford to fund myself for a couple
of years doing independent research because I had a wife and a baby to support, so I had
to accept that I was an MSc student. I got my MSc and transiently I was supervising
another MSc student until of course probably the dean of the faculty realised what FC
Williams was up to and said you can’t do that, that will not do at all. So I wasn’t allowed
to supervise any more MSc students. Of course I was thoroughly competent to do that job
because of my wartime experience and my substantial, quite deep knowledge of electronic
theory, which was thermionic valves in those days of course.
[08:43]
Who was the MSc student you supervised?
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Oh I can’t remember. [pause] No, that’s completely gone. I can remember supervising
an MSc student from one of the provincial universities while I was at the Royal Aircraft
Establishment I think, and that was after Manchester. Yes, I was in the Mathematical
Services Department of the Royal Aircraft Establishment after I got my MSc and left
Manchester. They couldn’t, FC Williams couldn’t offer me a position because he’d…
obviously I was the same status as Tom Kilburn, we were the same grade, we had the
same degree in maths and he was of course a newcomer and research and development in
electronics was quite new, it was heavy electrical engineering at Manchester University
before FC was appointed. So I couldn’t expect a job at Manchester University. Now I
can’t remember, I think I went to the Military College of Science before I went to the
Royal Aircraft Establishment. My wife had been a lab assistant in the TRE school which
was in the Monastery of the Malvern College buildings and so one of the lecturers there,
that’s Leonard Stoodley, Leonard G Stoodley – S-T-double-O-D-L-E-Y – knew Pam, my
wife, and through her he knew that I was, that I’d had an MSc in this new subject of
computer science and he realised that I would be a prime catch for the Military College of
Science, teaching military officers about digital computing. [11:55] So they offered me a
senior lecturer position and this is not as prestigious as it sounds because it’s just a simple
change of nomenclature for a civil service grade. The civil service had, after the post-war
reconstruction competition, junior scientific officers were abolished and they became
scientific officers and the old style scientific officer became a senior scientific officer and
a grade of principal scientific officer was created and the hierarchy was closely
assimilated and compared with the administrative grades. Needless to say, the
administrators ensured that there was one more step in the scientific officer scale than
there was in the administrative principal scale. But this is all one expects from civil
service administrators; feather their own nest. So, the Military College of Science adopted
the scientific civil service grades, only they called them lecturer, senior lecturer, principal
lecturer, and I was appointed as a senior lecturer having been a junior scientific officer
during the war, which was the grade that was assimilated to scientific officer. Now in fact
the civil services commissioners objected to the fact that I had a third class degree in
maths. There were no 2:1s and 2:2s in the Maths Tripos at Cambridge, if you didn’t get a
second, you got a third and as I’ve been saying, I was only given two years to do it. So
the civil service commissioners said ah, you’re not scientific officer material, we’ll give
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you an experimental officer grade. And I was, I think I was paid for a month or so as a
senior experimental officer, but I was protesting and in fact I left the civil service and took
a job with Ferranti, who were just starting in making digital computers. [14:56] So
obviously I was a prime catch for Ferranti and I explained to the Ferranti management
how much they should pay me, which was a lot more than they thought, but I was able to
quote my salary as a junior scientific officer and even my salary as a senior experimental
officer to convince them that they needed to top these figures, and in fact Leonard
Stoodley was agitating for me to go to the Military College of Science and he managed to
persuade them to give me a senior lecturer grade. So I went down to the Military College
of Science in Shrivenham, near Swindon, nice country area, little village of Shrivenham
about five or ten miles, I’m not sure how much, from Swindon where plenty of big shops
and other facilities. So I was at the Military College of Science for some years. Six years
perhaps. I tended to stay six years in one job. I didn’t wish to give the impression that I
was constantly changing my job and I didn’t want to become a lecturer and not capable of
a research and development job, so I managed to find a job at the Royal Aircraft
Establishment in the Mathematical Services department under Stuart Hollingdale. And
Stuart had had a computer development project. I can’t remember the name of the chap
who was doing it offhand, but he left and this project was in abeyance and Stuart recruited
me to, nominally to take over this task of developing a small computer. I looked at it and I
told him that it was a pretty worthless project. There were other projects going on and
none of them were going to be very much good because they all used delay lines of one
sort and another for their, what is now called memory, a high speed store we used to call it
in those days. [18:17] And I knew that some sort of direct access store was the coming
thing. Direct access as opposed to sequential access. With a delay line store you have to
wait for the item of data that you want to come out at the end of the delay line and with a
direct access store you say, address 573 and there is the contents of address 573
immediately on the following beat or the following period of the machine’s activity. I
knew that there were by this time several computers worldwide using cathode ray tube
stores. A cathode ray tube store is a direct access store of course. But I knew also that
they were being replaced by ferrite core stores, which also these days are – I remember I
got in a very good final word when I was giving a talk at some conference. I said of
course cathode ray tube stores and ferrite core stores are nowadays only a memory, and
sure enough they were in those days, they’d been superseded by these printed circuit…
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printed circuit flip-flops or binary devices and this is the case to this day. They started off
as being a computer run two or three printed circuit boards and very rapidly progressed to
a computer on one printed circuit board and a computer on successively smaller PCBs and
these days you can have a computer on a little chip no bigger than your fingernail. So I
knew that this work on storage was going on and I closed down this project that Stuart
Hollingdale had for making a computer using some sort of a delay line I think, I can’t
remember now. And obviously I found myself something to do. In fact I remember being
concerned with transatlantic flights. [21:42] I’ve forgotten precisely in what way, but this
was what I was doing and I was looking around for a job with more future and in 1963, I
think it was, I applied for a job with the European Space Research Organisation and I got
it.

Was this on the computer side of things again?
I was recruited to the European Space – ESRO – European Space Research Organisation,
because of my knowledge of digital computing and by this time there were commercially
available digital computers and my first job was to specify commercial digital computers
for ESRO. I could see that what ESRO needed was one largish computer at their data
processing centre and a smaller computer at their research and development establishment,
which was different. The data processing activity was located in Darmstadt, Germany,
and the research and development on satellites, space research, was located in Holland in
Scheveningen, I think it was Scheveningen - S-C-H-E-V-I-N-G-E-N – which is on the
coast, north-east of The Hague. So I first of all went to… it wasn’t to… it was very
briefly something was at Scheveningen, but there was another place further up the coast
where the buildings of the establishment were put up by the Dutch government. The
governments of course are very keen to get international research and development outfits
on their territory and they can usually be persuaded to erect a building for the receipt of
this international organisation and so it was with ESRO in Holland. And in Darmstadt the
data centre had premises in the Technische Hochschule, but of course without too much
delay the German government I presume, built a building specially for the European
Space Research Organisation data centre. [25:36] And I was in charge of the control
centre of ESRO, which was the part of the organisation which supervised the work of the
ground stations, which received data from the ESRO satellites and also of course, directed
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them. You could send commands to satellites and these were sent by my ground stations.
And also it was necessary to know exactly where these satellites were at any given instant
and the characteristics of the orbits were known of course, so you could do a prediction of
where the satellite would be, but in fact this was not highly accurate because of residual
atmospheric drag and the effects of solar radiation and all kinds of other cosmic effects. It
was necessary to measure the position of the satellite very accurately and for this you
needed an interferometer and this interferometer worked on frequencies of a few hundred
megahertz and that is to say, corresponding to a wavelength of one or two metres,
something of that order. So the interferometer had to be a sizeable installation and about a
hundred metres long, I seem to remember, with more than one receiving ray.
[27:44]
Can you describe what it looked like? I’ve never seen one so I’m quite curious.
No, I can’t remember at all, but nothing special, just a nice flat bit of ground. The
antennae were of the order of a hundred metres long and if you think of a satellite
receiving antenna, it’s got a dish round it and at the focal point of the dish there’s a tiny
little dipole. Well, our dipoles were a hundred metres, so the dish had to be a mile or two
across and all that you could do was to find a fairly, a quiet country location. When I say
quiet, I mean quiet from the point of view of radio noise, not too much road traffic with its
nasty ignition systems and not lots of buildings and certainly not lots of works with
machines and heavy electric currents which are being interrupted and causing sparking.
And furthermore, the terrain had to be more or less flat, preferably in a nice saucer shape.
So a suitable site was found for this interferometer in Holland. No. No, no, it was in
southern Belgium, completely rural environment. Of course I used to know the name of
this place, came tripping off my tongue, but I’ve forgotten it now of course. [30:08]
Otherwise, apart from the tremendous big interferometer, there were much smaller dishes
of the order of say, five metres in diameter, which could look at these satellite and receive
its transmissions and transmit commands to it. And the requirement for equatorial
satellites had been taken up. An equatorial satellite is a satellite which goes round more or
less at a constant height above the equator. [coughs] But ESRO was concerned with polar
orbits, that is orbits which passed quite near to the two poles. In order to make it easier to
receive transmissions from the satellite the orbits were not directly over the pole but ten
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degrees so or more, or something like that, away. The inclination of the orbit was about
ten degrees away from the polar meridian of the earth and this ensured that the satellite
passed over almost every position on the surface of the earth in successive orbits. The
orbital period was of the order of an hour or so and the earth turned once in twenty-four
hours underneath the orbit of the satellite. So every point on the surface of the earth got a
look at the satellite.
[32:34]
What was the satellite used for, do you remember?
It was used for scientific measurements. I had an outsider’s understanding of this at the
time, but that’s all gone. This is many years ago of course. But we had scientists, we
called them, who had devised experiments to be put on board satellites and to transmit
data from the space traversed by the satellite and each little group of scientists had its own
little highly miniaturised lightweight box of measuring and coding and transmitting
equipment on the satellite. There were say, half a dozen different experimental groups
who had an interest in each satellite.

What were your relationships like with the scientific groups?
Well, excellent. We were providing a service for them and they were grateful for it,
roughly speaking. And our national scientists of course were concerned so we had that
motivation to do a good job for them, but we were international civil servants and we
certainly wouldn’t dream of giving our own national work any sort of preference. The
scientists had their own committees and they decided priorities where it was necessary.
So this was ESRO.

Okay. We covered quite a broad sweep of different organisations and topics in quite a
short period of time. If it’s alright with you I’d like to go back and some detailed followup questions.
Yes, good. If you can ask questions I’ll try and answer them.
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[35:12]
You mentioned FC Williams had been working on the memory store during his time at
TRE. How familiar…
Memory, I would call it rather than a memory store, by the way. Yes, he started the work.
He stuck a metal mesh or foil on the fluorescent screen, on the outside of the screen of the
cathode ray tube, and he was able to measure charges induced in this metal screen by the
electron beam inside the cathode ray tube and he had just started getting this sort of result
when he was offered the job at Manchester, and this was the work that he took with him.

How familiar were you with this work in your time at TRE?
Not at all. There was, TRE was a wartime establishment and it had numerous projects for
the armed forces and they were all highly secret of course because the Germans were
obviously very keen to know what we knew, so the individual projects in TRE during the
war were compartmentalised and there were of course common services, obviously there
was canteen and hostels, but there were also common technical services. There was a
workshop, quite an extensive workshop which could do almost any, construct almost any
piece of mechanism, and it could also wire up electronic devices, because in those days
you, well during the war it was valves but quite soon after that we progressed to discrete
transistors and still they were wired up on printed circuit boards and the workshops could
do this sort of thing. Then there were also common services such as a service for
measuring the equipment. You could get your voltmeter checked by this measurement
services department and I believe I told you that I managed to borrow a hot wire voltmeter
from these people, from John Dain my colleague in the, co-resident in the hostel. The hot
wire voltmeter responded to the RMS value which I mentioned earlier and you asked what
RMS meant and I said root mean square and left it at that. Well, what it means is the
voltage which is effective in heating a load, irrespective of its waveform, so that there was
facilities for checking your measuring devices. And was this central circuit development
department under FC Williams. They were responsible for knowing that what all these
different projects were using in the way of circuits and for designing something which
would be helpful and useful. And they produced quite a few general purpose electronic
devices. [40:15] There was the Phantastron, so called – P-H-A-N-T-A-S-T-R-O-M –
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Phantastron. No, S-T-R-O-N, Phantastron. This was a single valve flip-flop, used a short
suppressor grid base valve and it was possible to get positive feedback from the screen
grid to the suppressor grid because of the high control that the suppressor grid had over
the screen grid current. And FC Williams’s group produced this ridiculous circuit which
would flip when you pulsed it and which would then flop back again after a length of time
determined by the circuit constants. And this was so fantastic and ridiculous an
achievement that it was called the Phantastron.

Fantastic and ridiculous – would you go into a little more detail on what that meant,
sorry?
Well, I’ve told you, it was positive feedback using only one valve. That is, of course you
can get positive feedback at high frequencies, this is in the very first wireless sets, you had
positive feedback, it was known as reaction and you turned up the reaction to increase the
gain of the radio frequency part of the wireless set and if you turn it up too far it oscillated
of course. You know, had to turn it down again quickly because otherwise your
neighbours would complain about interfering with their wireless sets. But no, the
Phantastron achieved positive feedback at any frequency no matter how low, by suitable
resistance capacity coupling.

Was there any particular application in mind designed for this thing or was it just…
Oh, this had dozens of applications in almost any piece of electronic equipment. Standard
requirement for a flip-flop, that is something which flops a determinate time after you’ve
flipped it, and also of course a trigger pair, which is also sometimes called a flip-flop, and
that is a circuit which will move from one state to another when you trigger it and will
stay indefinitely in this second state until you trigger it back again. And to do this you
need two valves, but a Phantastron could do it at quite low frequencies using resistance
capacity coupling. Whereas a proper trigger pair uses directly connected connections, DC
coupling and for this purpose you need a negative supply as well as a positive supply.
Anyway, you don’t want any details of circuit design I think.

I think thinking of me as the idiot in the room is always the best option on these occasions.
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[44:25]
How much contact did you have with FC Williams, and Tom Kilburn I suppose is in the
same group as well isn’t he, in your time at TRE?
Tom Kilburn was in FC’s group, yes. I don’t think I had any contact with them. I knew
they existed and I used their work probably. When they’d devised something like the
Phantastron and like the improved version using two valves, which was called a Sanatron
because it was more sanitary, I used these two devices and I’d been informed about them
by the circulation of a report from FC Williams’s group. So yes, I knew they existed and I
probably knew what the people looked like, yes, certainly, yes. I knew FJU Ritson for
example, because he was known throughout the establishment as a very keen amateur
gardener.

A very keen amateur gardener?
Yeah, well I mean we were not exclusively scientific and technical boffins. We had our
own leisure pursuits. Have I mentioned my own leisure pursuits?

I think you’ve discussed the Flying Rockets.
[both speaking together]
[46:08]
That’s the Flying Rockets Concert Party. This was, this put on reviews. We had a
talented producer who was also, who also used to write the stuff for numbers for reviews.
The Flying Rockets Concert Party, I don’t know why we were called Flying Rockets.

It seems a sort of odd name for the time, you know. What did rockets mean to you at this
point?
Well we were thinking of space rockets and the Germans had various, had heavy and light
rockets which they launched at us and I suppose that was why we called ourselves the
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Flying Rockets, give you an indication of speed and industry and quick results. And we
had of course a chorus, we had quite a few talented musicians.

Are you musical yourself?
No, I’m not a talented musician. I have a good enough ear for music to sing a part in a
chorus but I learn it by heart, I don’t read it from music and sing it immediately.

I’ve just noticed that musical instruments have come up quite a few times in the two times
we’ve been talking. I was just wondering if you actually played anything?
Yes, I tried to play a trumpet, but the trouble was that I took the trumpet up when I was in
lodgings and no landlady will tolerate a lodger, a barely tolerated lodger – she was taking
him in as a part of her war effort – but she certainly wouldn’t let him practise the trumpet.
And I never got very far with my trumpet and ultimately I gave it to my grandson.

Yes, you mentioned he’s a professional musician now.
[48:44]
Yes, he is. But he plays keyboards more than the trumpet although he’s a gifted trumpet
player. Yes, that was the musical instrument that I was concerned with. And, except one
time, Stan Holland and I acquired a complete set of brass instruments from a band which
had broken up. They were, ‘Any good to you, we’ll take them away’. And so, yes, I
learnt to play the E flat brass bass. They’re all much the same. They’re just like a trumpet
with three valves… and the only difference between the trumpet and these euphoniums is
that the pitch of each instrument is different.

What other… sorry, carry on.
Go on.

I was just wondering what other sort of leisure activities and social activities there were
at Malvern?
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I think they were, yeah, I mean obviously there would be a bridge club. I can’t remember
anything about it. And the usual amateur groups and societies that spring up in any
organisation. There was one part-time organisation that was a sort of café which was open
to all TRE staff members and I think it was the staff were volunteers, making tea and
coffee and probably providing biscuits or something like that as well. Yes, they had
premises on the upper levels of the town of Malvern and again, I’ve forgotten the name of
this outfit which was very well patronised by TRE staff. So that was a piece of public
service that some people did in their part, in their own time. I can’t remember really any
other… oh, well no doubt there was a chess club as well, but I wasn’t interested in that.

How… sorry.
Go on.

No, no, carry on, please.
Well I was just going to say the only leisure activity that I went in for was this Flying
Rockets Concert Party. We put on two or three shows a year in the main auditorium of the
establishment and we also had touring shows which went round all the village halls in the
neighbourhood and this was a very variable activity. All the TRE staff were liable to be
sent away on outside duty to where their job required them for a short time. I think the
later term for this, for outside duty, was missions.
[53:31]
What sort of places were you sent to personally?
Well, obviously I went to EK Cole in Malmesbury who were making the main
components, the main units of the equipment I was concerned with. And there was also a
firm in the London area, London suburbs, who were making the antenna dish. So I visited
firms. Also I visited… aerodromes where my equipment was installed in Beaufighters and
Mosquitoes, as I’ve already said.
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Were these all in the UK or further afield as well?
Never outside the UK. This is during the war that we’re now talking about and… at one
stage I was being trained as an operational research worker and in that case I certainly
would have been sent out to the Middle East because there was an operational research
activity there. The operational research in the UK was split into Fighter Command and
Bomber Command, but they were amalgamated in the Middle East I think. However, as I
believe I said before, as soon as I realised that the work at TRE was interesting and
demanding and not on the level of a lab assistant, I wanted to do this work and I
successfully transferred myself to TRE.
[56:05]
Towards sort of the end of your time at TRE then, the sort of 1945 onwards period, how
aware were you that the sort of, you know, the development of computer technology
during the Second World War?
Well, there were bits of analogue computing used. I seem to remember that I was… my
job at one time included developing some sort of a plotting table, but I left before I could
do any, get any appreciable results with that work. I left and went up to Manchester to
replace Arthur Marsh, as I’ve said.

When you moved up to Manchester, what did you know about computers?
I didn’t know anything much about digital computers because nobody knew anything
about them, except of course there were mechanical and electro-mechanical desk
machines. Brunsviga was the name that was well known. Got a keyboard, you could type
in a couple of numbers and press the button and the machine would add them or substract
them or multiply them or divide them in more elaborate electro-mechanical calculating
machines. I knew of the existence of those. I knew they worked directly in decimal
representation and I understood that they had wheels which were set to any one of ten
different positions to represent a decimal digit. But there wasn’t any other digital
computation. And the idea of using binaries, that is to say, radix II instead of radix X, was
very surprising. You can’t possibly do any computation if you’ve only got two different
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states, and of course since I’d been, since I had a good knowledge of mathematics I
immediately extrapolated and came to the conclusion forthwith that with four binary
devices you could represent one decimal digit and have six states to spare; two to the
fourth is sixteen.

What did they…
Go on.
[59:30]
What did they tell you on your transfer from TRE, what were you told you were going to
be working on?
… Digital storage I think. Yeah. And I got to Manchester and when Tom and I had been
working together for some time, Tom decided that there was no point in just making a
store, memory, in order to show that the memory worked properly you would have to
make a computer to use it and this was a fairly obvious fact. We were both of us
experienced development engineers and we knew that to show that something worked you
had to show it working in an environment where it was doing something useful. So since
you were making a memory for a computer, you’d better make a computer to show that
the memory was suitable for a computer. Well, it’s five past eleven. I rather fancy a cup
of coffee.
[end of track 3]
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[Track 4]

Interview with Geoff Tootill, session two, January eighth 2010. I was wondering if you
could describe the development of the computer in Manchester from the time when you
first arrived there?
Well when I arrived there were perhaps one or two Post Office racks. The computer was
built on these Post Office racks which were six foot six tall and just about two feet wide
with holes up the sides of the uprights on twenty-three inch centres, tapped to a BA size,
probably two BA. That’s, BA means British Association, who had standardised thread
sizes. So the equipment was made on a chassis two foot wide which could be screwed to
these fixing holes. The first few units that were made were, had a front panel and a –
vertical front panel – and a horizontal bit sticking out behind the front panel. The front
panel was put to face inwards towards the rack because what we were interested in was
the works on the back of it and there was usually nothing at all on the front except the
fixing holes at the side. So when I first arrived in Manchester there were probably a
couple such racks with half a dozen or ten chassis units fixed to them and we built up the
computer by drawing out circuit diagrams of further units, each using eight valves. We
standardised on eight valves on each chassis, so the chassis would have eight holes with
valve holders fixed in it and there was a sort of production line turning out such chassis
with the holes drilled on the front panel to fix to the rack and the valve holder holes in the
chassis with the valve holders mounted and the heater and earth wiring on these valve
holder pins already made. This was all required, whatever the circuit diagram to be wired
up on it was to be. So Tom and I would design an eight-valve circuit. Tom would do it in
the train on his way to and from Dewsbury where he was living, in Yorkshire. I would do
it at home usually, because my journey time from Manchester University to home was
only half an hour, three-quarters of an hour at the most.

Where was home at this time?
I was living with my parents in Oldham.
[05:07]
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How does one design a circuit in this context?
Well, one knows what he has to do. If it, for example, had a trigger pair then one could a
perfectly standard design. The… designing a circuit consists of indicating the
interconnections between valves and indicating where the input to the circuit is to go and
also indicating where the output of the circuit is to be taken from, and in between you’ve
got to specify the values of the anode load resistors, they’re almost invariably resistive
loads because we wanted the thing to work down to very low frequencies, in fact to a low
frequency, no matter how low. This is the circumlocution for a direct connection or DC
connection, which of course also means direct current connection. So specifying the
values of the anode loads, the screen loads and the connections of the grid of the valve –
we’re talking about pentodes and the suppressor grid and the cathode – were almost
always earthed. So this part of the design of the circuit was quite standard and indeed, one
could almost leave the wireman to do it without any further instructions, just tell him
standard anode and screen and suppressor grid connections. And we would then have to
specify what the grid, the input connections to the grid and the output connections to the
anode were to be connected to and this is where the design insight and specification comes
in. I really can’t make any comment about that unless I’m speaking about a particular
requirement. And it’s, this sort of thing is far better explained with a drawing rather than
trying to do it orally.
[08:48]
Would you sort of sketch out circuit diagrams on paper then as a way of working?
Yes.

You mentioned the wireman.
Mentioned what?

The wireman?
Wireman, yes.
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…a few moments ago. Who’s this?
We had, it was Norman. I’ve forgotten his surname. You’d give him a circuit diagram
and he could then wire up the chassis in accordance with the circuit diagram and I think he
got promoted in the university’s hierarchy and he was replaced by a young woman, Ida
Fitzgerald, I remember her name, who was extremely efficient. She understood what was
required from the circuit diagram and she executed the thing correctly and she did it very
quickly too. We thought, we congratulated ourselves on being so lucky to have Ida
working for us.

What sort of level of technical education would she have had, do you know?
Well, these days it’s some City and Guilds qualification level. I don’t know what it was in
those days. I didn’t concern myself with such details. I wasn’t concerned with such
details in fact. I realised that she had good technical knowledge for a wireman; she would
understand Ohm’s Law for example, and she would know that resistors and valves
dissipated energy which was measured in watts and she understood what sort of resistors
were capable of, what size of resistors were capable of dissipating a quarter of a watt, a
half watt, one watt, two watts and three watts and heavier loads than three watts were
rather specialised resistors. So she would know all that.
[12:15]
So just so I, sorry… So just so I’ve got the process correct in my head, you would specify a
circuit, you’d design it, you’d pass this on to the wireman who would construct the circuit
and then you would insert this into the Post Office racks, or are there other processes I’ve
missed?
We would screw it into a Post Office rack and connect it up to all the other units and then
start to find out why it wasn’t working properly. Reasons for not working properly are
classified into design errors and construction errors and design errors were by far the most
frequent.
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What sort of problems did you encounter building it?
… We would perhaps realise that a regime in which the circuit was working was not what
we had envisaged and we would have to find out why that was the case and modify our
design, modify the actual constructed unit to accord with what we now realised were the
circumstances. I really can’t remember any particular details of this, because this
technology is very, very old and very much out of date, of course.

So, were you working to a plan when you were building Baby or was it more sort of an
organic process that grew?
Well both. We certainly had a plan and as we… we thought it was very important to have
something that worked, did something or other at every stage as we built up these units.
The very last thing we could contemplate doing was to design the whole thing and have it
all built and wire it all up and then find out why it didn’t work. It was essential that the
whole thing would work together at every stage as you added one unit after the other and
this was one of the reasons why we were able to produce very quick results. We didn’t
waste time designing for a situation which would never arise and designing and having
constructed in the stage of testing, finding out that there was no point in bothering with
that particular bit of circuitry. It was necessary that the apparatus should do something
which we could see was correct, or if it wasn’t correct we could mend it until it was
correct at every stage, every chassis that we connected up.

Sort of a stepping stone process then, you build one unit, you check it works and then you
move on to the next?
Yes. And the next unit has to collaborate correctly with all the previous units.
[16:47]
How did you complete the first computer in the end?
How?
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Yeah, I’m just sort of… let me just think of a better way of wording the question.
Well, we went on with this process of adding the units and making the whole lot do
something together at every stage until we got to the stage when we’d made a computer.

And what did you do then?
Well, Tom and I commissioned this last unit and we laboriously fed in a few binary
numbers, switched it on and we saw the thing had done a computation. And we then, I
went up to FC Williams’s office and told his secretary to ask him to come down, we’d got
something worthwhile to show him, and he came down and we demonstrated the computer
working. What it was doing was, both of us had written little programs which were
suitable for a computer with hardly any proper input and output equipment and only very
rudimentary computation equipment in between. The first machine that we – this was the
Baby I suppose, yes of course – all it could do was subtraction, it couldn’t do addition.
The reason why we made it, gave it a subtracter and not an adder was that you can do
addition by two subtractions, whereas you can’t do subtractions by additions in any way.
So it just had a subtracter and it had a stored program and a means for picking out the
instructions from the program successively and a means for stopping the systematic
progress through the list of instructions at some, when some calculated criterion became
true and a means for going back to the beginning if that was what we wanted to do, or
stopping and displaying the result. [19:43] In other words, standard techniques of
programming, which we worked out for ourselves. Yes, there are various things that
programmers are told they must never, never do, like using a piece of data as an
instruction because it happens to be what was required and of course digital computation
goes in loops, iterative loops, which you iterate the loop until a criterion is satisfied and
then you break out of the loop and go into another loop, probably. A small loop is a
component of a bigger loop, and so on. And another thing that a programmer must never,
never do is to jump out of the middle of a loop or into the middle of a loop, so we did that.
We were extremely restricted for storage capacity; we just had thirty-two lines on a
cathode ray tube as our memory and as our back-up store as well for that matter, and each
line was thirty-two binary digits and we could use it as the site for an instruction or as a
number. So I wrote a program which used just thirty-two lines on one cathode ray tube
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which searched for prime numbers and Tom Kilburn wrote a much more pedestrian
program which solemnly divided one number by another by means of successive
subtraction. And the point about Tom’s program was that you could make it run for a very
long time, as long as you liked, by setting it to divide a high power of two by a smaller
number, by successive subtraction. So that the purpose of Tom’s program was to exercise
the computer and find out why it stopped working and allow us to diagnose this. But I
was more interested in showing that the thing could do a computation which would take a
person with a desk machine a very long time, like several days. My program would put up
these prime numbers much faster than anybody could calculate them using a desk
machine. Of course, tables of prime numbers existed which had been laboriously worked
out by mathematicians, so it was quite unnecessary to calculate them, but this again
demonstrated the power of the machine, whereas Tom’s machine – Tom’s program –
demonstrated the endurance of the machine.
[23:52]
How did you actually program Baby, how would you go about writing a program for it
and putting it in there?
Well we had a repertoire of instructions and one of them I’ve already mentioned, is to
subtract one number from another. But the machine had an accumulator, that is to say it
had a resident number in the accumulator store and facilities for writing a new number in
the accumulator store from the main store from the memory, or reading the accumulator
store and writing it in the memory in a nominated place, or subtracting one number, an
incoming number from the resident number and very important facility is test facility to
test the sine of the number, of the resident number in the accumulator and either if the
number was positive just to continue with the next instruction in the program, or if it was
negative to jump over the next instruction in the program and obey the next instruction but
one. So this power of discrimination allowed us to, obviously to repeat the same set of
instructions if the number in the accumulator was positive. The next instruction after the
test instruction in that case would be what we called a jump instruction to jump back to the
beginning of this little bit of program, or if it turned out to be negative, then the next
instruction but one would be starting some other portion of the computation or stopping to
display the result. In other words, the usual technique of programming which is well
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known these days, which we had worked out for ourselves of course. [26:35] Although I
think you can ascribe this to a British scientist and engineer whose name I should
remember, but it escapes me for the moment. But it was about a hundred years, about the
1840s when he was making various devices, he made…

Was this Charles Babbage?
Babbage, that’s him, yes. He made a machine which performed successive addition,
which of course allows you to generate quite a few mathematical functions. But before
he’d properly finished this he had the idea for a universal computer with… which could
perform, obey a list of instructions and it had a testing facility, but he realised it was
useless to proceed with the adding device. In other words, he was far too impatient to be a
development engineer. But he had worked out the basic lines of writing a program and
testing the result and jumping to something different as a result of a computed criterion.

Were you aware of Babbage’s work in the 1940s?
Well I certainly wasn’t, no. Probably FC Williams and Tom Kilburn were, but I never
asked them. Well, it was so patently obvious what one had to do that I never bothered to
enquire whether anybody had tried to do it. I knew very well that they hadn’t because
they didn’t have the electronics. The idea of doing it with mechanisms was, I would have
had an amused interest in that, but I wouldn’t have taken it seriously.
[29:40]
What was the significance of the memory on the Baby then?
What was the significance? Well it was a demonstration that a direct access memory
could work and you didn’t have to use a delay line as your memory.

Yes, you mentioned…
This was a big step forward.
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What was the problem with a delay line then, if any? What were the benefits of direct
access?
It was quicker. With a delay line memory you had to put up the pulse recurrence rate to
the maximum tolerable and you had to have quite a long delay in order to get a decent
amount of memory and this meant that you had to put up with this delay before you could
do the next, perform the next instruction. Of course, if you were terribly clever and
wangled it properly, you could ensure that the next instruction that you wanted to obey
was just popping out of the delay line when you finished obeying the previous instruction.
But this was, required a great deal of detailed work and programmers were often far too
impatient to bother with this. I remember one programmer who had written some sort of
high level interpreting code for a fairly high level instruction language and he didn’t
bother at all with getting his numbers to come out of the delay line just when he wanted
them, he waited for one complete cycle of the delay line for every instruction. And of
course, the point is that he was demonstrating that you could have what was in fact a
rudimentary high level programming language.

When abouts was this? Was this at Manchester?
When?

Yeah.
This would be in the 1950s probably. Yeah. And the late 1940s was when we’d got, or
when they, I should say rather than we, had got more elaborate wholly electronic
computers working. A delay line machine is not wholly electronic in my terminology
because it’s got this mercury delay line or some other sort of delay line which is electromechanical in nature.
[33:20]
Where did you build Baby?
Where did we build it?
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Yeah, where in the university was it?
It was in the electro-technical department laboratory. We had two rooms. I put the power
supply for the computer in the adjacent room. Power supply consisted of fifty volt Post
Office DC supplies. The Post Office worked its telephone exchanges on fifty volts DC. It
had plus and minus fifty volt supplies and a telephone exchange, which used
electromagnetic relays in those days, could comfortably work on five amps at fifty volts,
so they had fifty volt five amp units. I think they were five amps, it may have been fifteen
amps, I can’t remember now. This was a service that Max Newman provided us with.
Because of his wartime work at Bletchley Park he was in close touch with the Post Office
research department at Dollis Hill and he was able to arrange the supply of these Post
Office power supply units. So we had ten of them; six providing a plus 300 volt supply
with a tapping at plus 200 volts and four – no three, nine not ten – three providing a minus
150 volt supply. And I installed these nine boxes; they were about two foot square in plan
and fifteen inches, eighteen inches tall. I installed them in the next room, they made a
quiet humming noise when they were working so you could tell whether they were
working. And I arranged the switch gear to turn them on and off on the first Post Office
rack inside our computer laboratory.
[36:24]
Could you describe the computer laboratory to me?
It was dark and dirty, as were nearly all the laboratories in that part of Manchester
University. It had a high ceiling, I think probably a fifteen foot ceiling, and tall windows
with dirty window glass in them of course. And we were able to open these windows,
which was very necessary as the machine got bigger and dissipated more and more power
and heated the place up. But of course that brought in the dirt from the Manchester
atmosphere; smuts, small smuts, occasional large smuts.

Did this cause a problem for the machine?
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Not really, no. The hazard for electronic equipment is moisture and it generated quite
sufficient heat to evaporate any condensation which took place. I think there were hot
water radiators under the window in our lab, which were always firmly turned off. We’d
got quite enough heat from the equipment, we didn’t need any extra heat from the central
heating.
[38:15]
Could you describe to me how Baby sat in this room, what did it look like?
There are photographs. There was… I could probably pick one out from somewhere. Oh
yes. [pause] This is the classic illustration.

Ah, I’ve never seen it in this sort of high resolution before. I’ve only seen the… I’ve seen
the picture in The Times, 1947 in small but I’ve never seen a London News edition.
This is The Illustrated London News. So the line of… this is the Post Office rack with the
switching on it, it’s got meters at the top showing the voltage for the three supplies, plus
300, plus 200, minus 150, and the current being drawn from each of them. I’ve forgotten
what that one is, but it’s…

Sorry, which one was that, the…
Pardon?

Which one, sorry?
This…

The part down the bottom.
It’s got a couple of meters on, it’s probably something to do with the heater supply. These
heavy cables running across just under the ceiling were of course not only the signals
passing between two parts of the equipment, but also the power supplies and the heater
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power supplies, six point three volts AC, for the heaters of the valves and this I think is
probably concerned with that lower unit. Then this looks like a couple of variable auto
transformers – Variac was the brand name – and I can’t really remember what they were
for. I think the two units at the bottom of this fourth rack were concerned with the EHT,
the Extremely High Tension supply, the kilovolts to the cathode ray tubes. And this is the
monitored cathode ray tube and this array of press buttons underneath the monitored
cathode ray tube – the monitored cathode ray tube is in the fourth rack – and the press
buttons underneath the monitored cathode ray tube was our input mechanism. Output
mechanism was of course to read the spots on the monitored cathode ray tube as binary
numbers.

So these are all buttons underneath the cathode…
Buttons, yes. They are in fact sets of five press buttons which were used I think in
Spitfires for selecting the radio frequencies for the Very High Frequency – VHF –
communication. And we had, yes you can see there’s five rows, that’s because these
switches came in sets of five, so we had thirty-two of these sets of five switches. They
were of the sort of device, when you pressed one button it released the ones that were
already pressed. So we disconnected that little bit of mechanism so that we could press
any one or all of these buttons and they stayed pressed and to release them you pressed
them again - press on, press off, they were.

And you programmed the machine through this, then?
Yes, we loaded the program into the machine with those press buttons. And the last job I
did on this machine before I left for, to work in Ferranti’s works for a few months to
design their computer, the last job I did on this machine was to install punched paper tape
equipment just further out from the end rack on the right there.

So off picture then?
Well it’s not in this picture, it didn’t exist at the time this picture was taken.
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[43:34]
Ah right. What was the punched card? Sorry, punched card or punched tape?
Paper tape, not punched cards. We were… we worked in groups of five binary digits
because there were five holes, up to five holes punched in the standard teleprinter paper
tape, which was what we were using. The basic machine was a typewriter device, a
teleprinter, which sent a signal to a remote teleprinter and it was a five unit signal. The
reason it’s five units, five binary digits, is that five binary digits gives you thirty-two
different combinations and that is the first power of two which is greater than the number
of letters in the alphabet. So teleprinters had the full alphabet plus quite a few other
oddments: a space of course they had, plus an idling signal, plus an oblique stroke
probably, and various control signals, and that’s the teleprinter. Now, the teleprinter not
only transmitted this five unit signal to a remote teleprinter to send telegrams from one
Post Office to another, but also it produced a punched paper tape and punched paper tapes
were a storage mechanism, the Post Office had not only teleprinters but also a device…
called a re-perforator which punched a paper tape from an incoming five unit signal and
obviously it’s a re-perforator because somewhere a punched paper tape was feeding
through a tape reader transmitting five unit code to the remote point and at the remote
point you had the device which was punching the paper tape, in other words it was reperforating the paper tape. So that’s why it was called a re-perforator; it’s a paper tape
punch dealing in five unit characters. And there was also a tape reader that advanced the
paper tape through this reading mechanism - I’ve forgotten what it was called for the
moment – it advanced the paper tape through the reading head and transmitted a signal, a
five unit signal. So I had obtained these pieces of paper tape equipment and I installed
them just inside the door on the end of the right-hand row of Post Office racks.
[47:20]
What was the equipment used for on the computer?
What was the computer used for? It was… used to search for Mersenne primes. Marin
Mersenne I think was a Frenchman, in the 1600s perhaps, anyway, way back in history.
He was a mathematician and he published a famous conjecture, that of the numbers of the
form two to the power N minus one, that is not N minus one, but minus one plus two to
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the nth, those are so-called Mersenne numbers where N is a prime number. So the first
Mersenne prime is two to the power one minus one, which is one. One is a Mersenne
prime. The next one is two squared minus one, which is three, that’s also a Mersenne
prime. Two cubed minus one is seven, that’s also a Mersenne prime. Two to the fourth
minus one, by a piece of elementary mathematics you know it’s not prime. Anyway, it’s
fifteen; it’s five times three. Two to the fifth minus one is thirty-one which is a Mersenne
prime, and so on. And his conjecture was that of the numbers of the form, two to the N
minus one, Mersenne numbers, only a certain list of them were prime numbers up to a
certain maximum. Well, this was, nobody knows how he reached his result, but it was a
conjecture so it was a bit of a by guess and whatever. So his conjecture was not able to be
tested for many years, many hundred years, and eventually there was a chap called Uhler –
U-H-L-E-R – in an American university who was laboriously testing Mersenne numbers
by hand and, now coming to answering your question, what sort of computations did we
do, we tested Mersenne primes up to – tested Mersenne numbers I mean – up to a certain
limit which I’ve forgotten how much it was, probably two to the power thirty-two minus
one, something of that nature. Anyway, obviously two to the thirty-two minus one was
the limit of a certain stage of computation because after that magnitude of number you
would have to go to a double length, a double length arithmetic which involves more
elaborate programming. So we tested all the Mersenne numbers up to this limit with a
program that we had written, Tom and I had written, and we found there weren’t any
Mersenne primes in this range apart from the well known ones, the small ones. To do this
we had to work all night because interference from the trolley buses, Manchester trolley
buses, and also of ordinary motorcars, the ignition systems of ordinary motorcars was
troublesome for our memory, it occasionally picked up a random digit which of course
was fatal to any serious computation. There was no checking at every stage of a
calculation with our machine of course. So we worked all night and tested these
Mersenne numbers and didn’t find any Mersenne primes, what a pity. And I’ve written
somewhere where the first one is, I’ve forgotten where I’ve written it now.
[52:52]
Why did you choose that particular problem with the Mersenne numbers? Was there
any…
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Because it involved not very much input, not very much output and a lot of computation in
between, so it was a thorough test of the computer and it didn’t require anything more than
rudimentary input and output equipment such as shown in this classic Illustrated London
News photograph.

So originally when the computer had done something you’d read off the result of its
program where exactly?
On this monitor tube there.

Oh, the small circle in the middle above the buttons.
Yes, it’s the face of a cathode ray tube actually. The hole – it’s a big hole because we
originally intended to use a twelve inch diameter cathode ray tube, but we found that the
definition was inferior to a little six inch cathode ray tube, so we had tiny little sharply
focussed spots and dashes on the face of the six inch cathode ray tube.

And this would be the display, the just dots and dashes?
Yes.
[54:18]
Where did the components come from? You mentioned Post Office racks a moment ago,
but the other parts?
Yeah, Post Office racks we acquired through the good offices of Max Newman and the, as
I was saying earlier, we got the ordinary electronic components from TRE stores because
FC Williams had stipulated in the… he accepted a research contract from the Ministry to
continue the work that he’d started at TRE Malvern, to continue the work at Manchester,
and he stipulated as part of this contract that he had full access to TRE stores and since I
had left my wife and baby behind in Malvern I was delighted to be dispatched to TRE
every so often to collect large quantities of stores: capacitors, resistors, valves and valve
holders and so on.
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So TRE components were really important in this then?
Oh yes. We knew, well FC knew and we knew as well that the quality of components
available in the outside world, outside the Ministry establishments was very sparse and
inferior in quality.

So which components came from TRE?
Well all of them.

Ah right. So the valves, the cathode ray tube and the buttons and everything?
Yes. The press buttons, as I said, were components of a Spitfire and therefore Air
Ministry stores, we could get those from TRE stores. Yes, it was a big advantage to us I
think compared with some of the other computer projects. They must have had more
difficulty in getting their stores.
[56:50]
How aware were you of the other computer projects that were taking place at this time?
Were we aware of them did you say?

Yes.
Yes. We spoke to each other and told each other how we were getting on. The main, our
main competitors were the National Physical Laboratory. Jim Howard Wilkinson was a
mathematician who was trying to drive that project forward, and of course, Maurice
Wilkes at Cambridge who was making better progress than the NPL project, and both of
them used a mercury delay line store. I don’t know where they got their… I don’t know
where the Cambridge project got its components from, but obviously there would be, in
Cambridge University there would be well rehearsed and exercised channels for buying
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electronic bits and pieces, and certainly the same applied to the National Physical
Laboratory.

You mentioned the word competition a while ago, was there any sort of…
Yes, there was competition to get your computer working before the competitors. I
mentioned the three main competitors. There was also a chap using a magnetic drum as
his main store, that’s a serial, serial organisation just like a delay line.

This had been Donald Booth?
Pardon?

Donald Booth possibly?
Donald?

Booth.
Booth. Was it Donald? Yes, it was Booth, yes. Yes, now you’ve reminded me of his
name. Yes, his project used a magnetic drum and I don’t know whether he ever finished
it. When I went to the Military College of Science I acquired a magnetic drum and I had
an assistant experimental officer who I was directing to try and make some sort of a
demonstration computer for my students, but I never managed to finish it. I demonstrated
digital techniques by using Post Office relays and uniselectors, telephone exchange
components.
[1:00:11]
What sort of contact did you have with these other projects? You mentioned speaking to
them.
Oh we were able to visit them, they visited us and we, I presume FC Williams and Tom
Kilburn would visit the others. Not that I remember Tom ever visiting another project but
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we heard how they were getting on. We had Ted Newman from NPL visited – that’s EA
Newman – visited us once or twice and we showed him what we were doing and where
we’d got to. He was concerned with the NPL delay line machine. He was an electronic
engineer whereas Jim Wilkinson was a mathematician, a mathematician who knew how to
use a soldering iron in fact. He was my supervisor at Cambridge. Was a few years senior
to me in mathematics.

Do you have any contact with him when he was at the NPL at all or…?
Oh yes. Yes, I remember him being concerned with some aspect of my academic life, but
I can’t think what it was. This is, as you realise, sixty or seventy years ago.
[1:02:15]
You mentioned a moment ago engineers and mathematicians.
Yeah. The people who wrote programs for computers were called mathematicians
because it was invariably a mathematical problem that they were trying to solve and the
dichotomy was between engineers and mathematicians. The fact that Tom and I both
started off with maths degrees didn’t prevent us becoming thoroughgoing engineers and of
course we could understand mathematics. Any fool can understand maths.

What was the relationship like between the sort of two groups then, the computer
engineers and…
Oh, cordial. We pitied them slightly that they weren’t capable of doing a practical job.

You mentioned Max Newman at Manchester was playing a part in this project. What was
his involvement from your point of view?
FC Williams was determined that he shouldn’t have any directing role in this computer
project. FC had got ample sources of funds from the Ministry, whether it was the Ministry
of Supply or the Ministry of Technology, I’m not quite sure at the time, but this funding
provided this, Tom Kilburn and me and… and also paid for a contract with Manchester
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University and TRE stores provided the components so he was quite self-sufficient as far
as funding the project was concerned, so he’d no need to call on Max Newman’s funds.
He had a grant from the Royal Society and many years later, or several years later it was
used to provide a laboratory, a new computing laboratory for Manchester University on its
new site, I believe. So the reason Max Newman had this money was that he was
interested in having a computer and using it for mathematical problems such as the search
for Mersenne primes that I’ve mentioned. And there were other mathematical problems
which involved a monstrous load of computation and could scarcely be tackled by the
orthodox computing resources which consisted of a roomful of young women with
electro-mechanical calculating machines. There was a whole array of desks each with a
machine and a young woman to work it and…

You seem quite familiar with these sorts of data processing facilities then. Where had you
encountered them?
Where did I encounter them? I don’t think I ever did, I knew that they existed in theory.
Well, I must have had some knowledge of them as I could describe this sort of thing quite
lucidly when I came to lecture on the subject of computing techniques. But I’ve really no
idea how I knew anything about it.
[1:07:10]
Was there any sort of – you’ve mentioned FC Williams having a sort of desire not to have
Max Newman’s input too much on this – was there ever a source of tension between the
two groups?
I was never concerned with any sort of tension. I’m sure that Max Newman took great
pains to remain on good terms with FC Williams and Tom Kilburn to a lesser extent.
Probably Tom Kilburn didn’t come in contact with Max Newman. Ah yes, well that’s
right. This testing of Mersenne numbers was done at the instigation of Max Newman and
I remember that he found a vacant lecture room and stood at the blackboard and gave Tom
and I, the sole occupants of the students’ benches, a lecture on the… so-and-so’s test for
primicity of Mersenne numbers. I’ve forgotten the name of the gentleman who devised
this test, but anyway, he gave us a half hour or three-quarter hour lecture on the subject
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and we dutifully took notes and wrote a program. Newman didn’t write the program
himself, he left it to us engineers to write it. And later… Alan Turing was on the staff of
the National Physical Laboratory waiting for their computer to become available so that he
could use it. Looking for zeros of the Riemann zeta function, that was what he wanted to
do primarily, and to see whether there were any on the y axis, which has to do with the
distribution of prime numbers. Well I may have been able to explain it to you once, but
that was sixty years ago, and I certainly can’t do it now. I do remember it was the zeros of
the Riemann zeta function. Riemann is the non-linear geometry chap – Riemannian space
– and he had this zeta function and by enormous computation you could locate the xy
values that gave you a zero value for this function, zeros of the Riemann zeta function.
And if there were any such on the y axis, then this told you immediately that there was a
prime number. So when Alan Turing heard that the Manchester computer was working,
he arranged to be transferred to Manchester and have the use of our computer. Now for
some reason, which I won’t go into, FC Williams and Tom Kilburn had no time for Turing
and possibly because they knew of his homosexual tendencies, but I didn’t know anything
about that, I was a young innocent and it never obtruded itself. [1:11:46] So I was the one
who looked after him, was kind to him as it were, and helped him to input his program to
the computer. And yes, this was zeros of the Riemann zeta function but after Tom Kilburn
and I had written our program for searching for Mersenne primes, Kilburn [interviewee
meant to say Alan Turing] was interested in, he wrote his own much faster and more
streamlined program which he called Mersenne Express and he ran that too and no,
unfortunately the scope of his program wasn’t enough for him to find a Mersenne prime
either. So he was located in the maths department of Manchester University and he had a
couple of young ladies working for him. One of them was, had been in my year at
Cambridge, in my maths year at Cambridge, so I knew her and she was able to tell me
how Turing supervised his staff, which was he indicated some sort of a problem to them
and left them to it. And he didn’t give them a very firm or a clearly defined formulation,
he just left them to get on with it and left them to pester him to try and get more
information if they found they couldn’t possibly manage without it. So I had this little
piece of background information. But I tried to be helpful to Turing and he was obviously
struggling with something one day, he had a monstrous great tabulation, and it turned out
that it was a multiplication table for binary numbers up to a ridiculously large number of
binary digits, and he had written this out by hand and it had mistakes in it. So he said
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would I have a look at this and see if I could spot any of the mistakes. Well I knew very
well that if I computed these products in binaries by hand then probably one in ten would
have a mistake in it and it was no good for me to try to find Turing’s mistakes, which were
probably less frequent than one in ten.
[1:15:12]
What are your other memories of Alan Turing?
Well… he was of course very well known in popular press as an extraordinarily skilled
mathematician in some incredibly complicated and impervious branch of mathematics and
in fact there was some sort of a stage play put on about him. He committed suicide
eventually, you know I expect? So yes, he was a celebrity.

Even at the time?
Pardon?

Even at the time?
Even at the time? Well, he was known to a certain extent. Yes, I think he was probably a
celebrity. Certainly of course he was a celebrity amongst mathematicians and even
engineers.
[1:16:48]
Were you aware of his previous work at Bletchley Park, and Max Newman for that
matter?
No. They took great care not to mention that. That’s right. One day Turing asked me to
give him a list of the teleprinter, the five unit teleprinter code, which I did and a couple of
days later he knew it off by heart. I thought, my God, that’s a formidable achievement.
Well of course he knew it off by heart before he asked me for a copy and he went to this
length to make quite sure I didn’t realise that he’d been doing some sort of work with
binary numbers before he went to NPL. And the same applies to Max Newman. Max
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Newman admitted that he had good contacts with the Post Office and that was because the
Post Office research department at Dollis Hill had made equipment for Bletchley Park,
which are now well known, two particular types of equipment. But anyway, at… in the
1940s Turing and Newman did not admit to the slightest knowledge of any binary number
processing, any work on binary numbers before the computer work at Manchester. And I
think obviously FC Williams had some inkling that they were doing code breaking at
Bletchley Park and this is where Newman and Turing had come from and he probably
understood this was why Newman had such good access to Post Office sources for the
power supply rectifiers that I mentioned just now.

Would you like to take a short break?
Yes, let’s have a break.
[end of track 4]
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[Track 5]

Interview with Geoff Tootill, session three, January eighth, 2010. Geoff, before our last
little break you’d been talking about Alan Turing. I was wondering, could you describe
Turing to me?
Medium height, quite slim, dress always a little untidy. In those days many men wore
long johns and their trousers were held up with braces and you could see Turing’s hitched
to his braces above the top of his trousers. His hair was usually quite untidy. It had been
washed and brushed of course, but there was no attempt to make a parting or anything like
that. He was dark haired and that’s about all I can remember of him. But surely you have
seen photographs of him anyway?

How was he to work with?
Pardon?

How was he to work with?
Well, if you were doing something that interested him he was quite congenial to work
with; he would ask sensible questions and as far as working with him is concerned, I was
invariably assisting him with his work, not the other way round. And he was appreciative,
but he tended to over-estimate what I could do. Since I was a Cambridge mathematician
this should mean that I could do almost anything. I understand this attitude, quite
sympathise with it, but it didn’t mean to say that I had the same grasp of theoretical
concepts that Alan Turing had.

Had you encountered him at all before at Cambridge?
No.
[03:08]
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I was wondering again about the other people involved in the Baby project. The sort of
Manchester computing overall in this period – who else sticks in your memory?
Well, apart from FC Williams and Tom Kilburn of course, and there were these two young
graduates who deployed on the main computer project: Dai Edwards and Gordon Thomas.
Dai Edwards is in one of the classic pictures of the original machine in The Illustrated
London News. Gordon Thomas doesn’t appear. There was also… Thomas and Edwards
were MSc students, I think obviously, as I was. Tom managed to get his PhD, but there
was no scope for more than one PhD directly working on the machine. AA Robinson was
a PhD student and he was given a project of a multiplier to devise and construct or to look
into multiplication techniques, in electronics that is, and his picture appears in The
Illustrated London News June twenty-fifth, 1949. A handsome young man, as we all were
in those days.
[05:29]
Notice that you don’t seem to be in any of the pictures of the Manchester computer I’ve
seen.
Well, this was the great photographic session, the occasion when these two pictures were
taken and this classic one, and that was a day when I was in Malvern collecting
components. So it was not deliberate, just happened that way. The picture, The
Illustrated London News picture of the machine which is well known was in fact taken by
Alec Robinson who was an amateur photographer. I wasn’t because I couldn’t afford to
pay for prints to be processed, couldn’t afford to buy the stock to take them on anyway,
and the… Alec Robinson stood just inside the door of the computer lab and took a matrix
of photos with the camera at its maximum angle – what do they call it – the maximum
horizontal angle of the picture and he couldn’t get all, the whole machine in, he had this
matrix of photographs, which of course when you put them together they didn’t merge
properly, but The Illustrated London News paid an agency to produce this composite
photograph, which is well known. And in fact it’s the only, the earliest and the only
photograph of that machine as far as I know. The Illustrated London News was quite clear
that this was an important scientific development and they were going to publicise it for
the benefit of their readers and the benefit of their circulation of course.
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[08:26]
Do you remember much of the public reaction and public interest to the work in
Manchester, if there was any?
I didn’t… I wasn’t directly interested in finding out how much the man in the street knew
about the project. I came from a background of wartime secrecy so I very well knew that I
could talk to any Tom, Dick or Harry about the work if I wished, but that didn’t mean to
say that I thought it was desirable if I should do so or that I was particularly interested in
doing so.

You mentioned two MSc students a few moments ago.
Yes.

Gordon Thomas and Dai Edwards – what was their role on the computer project?
They took over more or less from me as the – well they started off of course as Tom
Kilburn’s dogsbodies but they were physics graduates, well yes, I think both of them were
physics graduates and the first job that Tom gave to Dai Edwards was to make a proper
census of all the circuit diagrams and copy the ones that needed copying and systematise
the whole thing. By this means of course Dai got a very good grasp of how the machine
worked. Gordon Thomas was given his own little project, which was the magnetic wheel,
which was the precursor of magnetic drums, and he had a small lab more or less to himself
and he was supervised by John Clifford West who was a lecturer, I think, in the electrical
engineering department.

How was the computer project seen in the rest of the electro-technical department?
I have no idea. I mean no doubt it was regarded as a respectable project which was… in
which the Prof was directly interested.

The Prof being FC Williams?
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Yes.
[11:35]
What was FC Williams’s own personal involvement with the computer?
Well he directed Tom Kilburn and me. He would spend say an average of an hour a day,
sometimes more and sometimes not at all, depending on the demands of his job as
professor, but he managed to hive off all the admin to his deputy who was more of a heavy
electrical engineer, so he would probably spend every morning in his office dealing with
professorial chores; correspondence and so on, and in the afternoon he would visit all his
projects. If we were engaged in installing something or other and we were quite clearly
making a good quick job of it and it would have bored him to have to participate, he went
off and directed somebody else. Like, for example, Clifford West. There was a
demonstration that Cliff West did under the close direction of FC Williams. It was a
balance of a big ball bearing, about an inch diameter say, on a beam of light. And when
he’d first got it working he showed it to the office cleaner, Mrs Winterbotham, Mrs Wint
she was called. ‘Look Mrs Wint, I’ve got this ball bearing sitting on this beam of light.’.
‘Ooh! Ah, you’ve got a magnet up there.’
[both laughing]
Well yes, it was a closed loop server mechanism and managed to arrange the response so
that it didn’t oscillate and yet it was quick enough to stop the ball bearing falling.
[14:11]
How did you feel when the computer was switched on for the first time and it worked?
Well we were delighted. We… it was a Monday morning. I think it was June, well it was
something of the order of June the twenty-first, 19… 1949, probably. [pause] And… I’ve
seen a description of this somewhere recently, I can’t think where it was.

’48 is normally the year I’ve seen in…
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Pardon?

I think ’48 is the year I’ve normally seen in writing for Baby.
Ah, yes ’48, that’s right, not ’49. Because I remember it’s 1998 we had the fiftieth
anniversary. Yes, we congratulated each other and we went to lunch together which we
quite often did anyway, that is FC Williams and Tom and I and any other research
students who were available and going to lunch at that time.
[16:09]
At this point, what did you think computers were going to be used for?
Weather forecasting, obviously. I think I’ve said to you before that a competent
meteorologist could forecast the weather for the following day quite accurately, except
that it took in a week to do the computations and he had to use today’s data to produce the
forecast for tomorrow. So a computer would be a complete step forward, a complete new
era where you could do the computations in time to make reasonably sensible comments
about tomorrow’s weather. This is what the Met Office is now doing of course as a
routine matter. And of course they push the technique to its limits and they can do quite
accurate general forecasts for several days ahead, but of course what people want is not
just a quite accurate general forecast, like the temperature is going to be within the range
so many degrees to so many degrees, and the sky will be probably more or less overcast
all day in the south of England. That’s the sort of thing that the meteorologists can do
these days, but we want to know is it going to rain when I have my outdoor barbecue party
and the Met Office is not too good at that.

So was meteorology something you definitely thought computers were going to be used for
at the time…
Oh yes.

… was it something you talked about?
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Yes. We realised that that was the case. Then there were calculations concerned with
atomic energy, about conditions inside atomic piles which were not very well understood
and with a computer that was capable of doing three-dimensional partial… partial
differential equations with quite small mesh sizes, then there would be some new
understanding of how atomic piles worked. And indeed, the atomic energy research
establishments do have very big, very powerful computers these days.

Did they make use of the computing facilities in Manchester do you know?
Well, after I left they did set up quite a respectable computation service and the people,
protagonists at Cambridge say that it was only very late that we started to do anything
useful with our computers and they’d been doing it for years of course. But we didn’t
start off with the idea of having a computer service, computation service, we started off
with finding out how to make better and more powerful computers and we certainly did
that. And the techniques we learned about making a large scale computer were carried
forward to the ferrite core computers and the computers using printed circuit flip-flops for
storage.
[20:50]
So Baby is up and running in 1948.
Yeah.

What happens from that point onwards, how does the machine develop and what’s your
involvement with it?
Well, I’ll take the last point first. My involvement ceased at the end of 1948. As I was
saying earlier today, my last task was to couple up some punched paper tape equipment to
the computer as it existed at that time. I then left for, well the first thing, I spent I think a
couple of months, perhaps three months, at Ferranti’s designing the Ferranti Mark I
computer. I dictated a report into a Dictaphone, which was the mechanism in those days,
and this was between ten and 20,000 words and dozens of diagrams. I’ve just recently,
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that is to say in the last twelve months, found a copy of this report and I told Chris Burton
that I’d found it. You know of Chris Burton do you?

Of the Computer Conservation Society?
Yes. He’s the prime mover of the replica Baby project. He’s the chap who organised the
whole thing. He recruited fellow retired electrical engineers, that is electronics specialists,
people who still knew how to hold a soldering iron. He scrounged premises and facilities
from firms and Manchester University, he scrounged components, that is to say fifty year
old components of course, and he drove the whole thing forward. So when I found this
stuff in my archives I told Chris Burton about it and he said the Manchester Museum of
Science and Industry would no doubt like to have this stuff and would I let him have a
copy. So of course I had to go through it and it was a fifty, sixty year old batch of
duplicated papers and they were just about legible when they were first produced and they
had deteriorated slightly in the intervening fifty or sixty years, so I went through the whole
lot and produced a fair copy, which I have in the store of this computer and I’m about to
put it all together, complete with copies of the diagrams, and make it available for Chris
Burton and the Manchester Museum. So… I’ve forgotten what your question was, but
that was the answer.
[24:53]
Talking about your involvement with the Mark I after the completion of Baby.
Yes. Well I did the design of the Ferranti Mark I, the logic design. I then left Ferranti and
went to the Military College of Science as a so-called Senior Lecturer, as I said. So I left
Ferranti to manufacture their Mark I computer and this is… oh, that’s it. This is what Dai
Edwards produced: photographs of the Ferranti Mark I under construction.

Right. It looks a very different machine to the original Manchester computer.
Yes, it was a properly designed and engineered and constructed machine. It wasn’t…
with the original machine all the circuitry was exposed and people could in theory come
along and put themselves across the 300 volt line. Obviously one couldn’t tolerate that
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sort of thing with a commercial machine and Ferranti put it nicely into boxes and arranged
all the cabling round the back out of sight instead of draped across the ceiling and down
the back of the racks and arranged a proper power supply, and I have just recently learnt
that they decided on 1700 hertz for the power supply frequency to cut down the bulk of
the heater transformers. Because this was all valves and several hundred valves required,
well each one required between either nought point three amps or nought point six amps
for its heater, so you needed several hundred amps at six point three volts and the idea of
doing it at fifty volts as we did for the original machine was obviously undesirable if one
could get away with something smaller and lighter and going to a higher frequency power
supply was the answer.
[28:03]
What were the concerns with making a machine for a commercial company as opposed to
an experimental model in the university?
Well they had to make it safe for young ladies to operate of course, and you can see in the
photographs that Dai Edwards produced, you can see the console with a couple of
monitors and well, some subsidiary monitors across the top of the console.

These small circles above the larger circles?
They’re small cathode ray tubes I believe. I never saw this in reality, I just did the logic
design, which was just a large sheet of paper: five foot by two foot six.

That’s quite a large sheet of paper.
Yeah. I managed to, for this report that I’m putting together for Chris Burton, I’ve
managed to cut the size of that down to half, half scale, and cut it into five pieces and it’s
still perfectly legible.

How did you… how do you go about designing a computer at this point?
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Well, you have in your head the idea of first of all the original – what’s his name, the
Victorian? You told me this morning.

Charles Babbage?
Babbage. The original Babbage components, the store of the mill and the control and the
store, the memory, this is cathode ray tubes, and you have input arrangements and output
arrangements. Each of the units has got its own regeneration loop and then all of them set
side by side have got a feed to the common output which any one can supply as it’s
activated by control signals, and input can go to any one of them, again as selected by
control signals. So you have this concept in mind. And then you come to Babbage’s mill,
the arithmetic unit, which is fed from the output of all these cathode ray tube stores, and it
feeds the input of the cathode ray tube stores and it also regenerates itself so that it can add
an incoming or subtract, or etc, an incoming number to the resident number. FC Williams
was dead against this nomenclature, but it’s the easiest possible way to get a grip on
what’s going on to have a concept of the resident number and incoming numbers, and
outgoing numbers for that matter. He particularly disliked me using the terms ‘addend’ ‘augend’ and ‘addend’. The augend is the resident number and the addend is the incoming
number. He said, ‘Augend, addend, stick it up your back end’. Typical engineer’s coarse
remark. [32:38] So yes, you have this concept of the accumulator which has got a choice
of different calculating circuits: addition, subtraction and then multiplication and even a
hardware division if it’s thought worthwhile. In other words, a hardware divider is quite
an expensive thing and is it really going to pull its weight or could you get the same
results much more easily by using a multiplier and a feedback program. And the answer
usually comes out that yes, it is worthwhile paying to have a hardware divider. So you
have this sort of concept in your mind when you’re designing the computer. And then of
course comes the control, which is very strongly influenced by the nature of the memory.

Control?
With a cathode ray tube memory, then you divide time into alternate periods, which we
used to call beats, and every other beat is used for regenerating all the stores
simultaneously and the intervening action beats were where you could have output from
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the store or input to it. Then obviously you needed storage for the instructions in the
programme and we were well aware that we could make the machine twice as fast if we
had a separate storage arrangement for the instructions and only rarely and by a
complicated manoeuvre would the instruction store have anything to do with the store for
numbers. But we… the mathematicians and also us engineers decided very firmly against
this segregation of instructions and data. We wanted one big store which could be used
almost entirely for instructions for a massive program which had a lot of processing and
not much data, or alternatively, almost entirely for data and a small amount for
instructions for a data processing program like a payroll.

Sounds very flexible.
Yeah, we intended it to be extremely flexible. We could use the memory, any particular
piece of memory could be used either for data or instructions. And a novice first learning
of this idea says, well how do you make sure that it doesn’t try and obey the data as
instructions. The answer is you start it in the right place and you tell it where to go next
all the time so that it never gets off the lead, as it were. And the layman says, well isn’t
that rather doubtful, liable to go wrong. Oh yes, certainly is, it does go wrong. So then
the control, as I was saying, is dictated by the nature of the store and cathode ray tube
store requires every other beat to regenerate itself and therefore you have the intervening
action beats and the first thing you’ve got to do of course is get an instruction and
configure the computation and the memory to obey this instruction. This you do in an
action beat but there’s no time left in this action beat to actually obey the instruction, you
wait for the next action beat to do that. So you get a unit of four beats needed to obey one
instruction, which of course we called four beats to a bar, common time. So this is how
you proceed with the design of the computer.
[38:07]
Were there any particular other technical considerations you had to bear in mind when
you were working with a CRT? Were there any problems for instance?
Well yes, there were problems with a cathode ray tube memory, but we solved those and
we gave the information to Ferranti and Ferranti made a nice engineered version of the
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cathode ray tube memory, one which was not susceptible to electrical interference from
the Manchester trams and so on, so properly encased in screened boxes. So yes, problems
with the cathode ray tube store had been solved and hived off into nicely engineered
commercially available units, so that we were at liberty to consider the more interesting
bits of the computer. And I may say as an interjection here, there were quite a few socalled computer research facilities in Continental Europe – I remember French ones
particularly because of course I could speak the language – and they were fascinated by
the problem of making circuits to do computations: addition, subtraction and so on, and
well yes, this was the difficult part of the job and having the memory available to produce
the numbers for the computation circuits was a pedestrian bit which could be hived off and
left to the technicians. So we had quite a few sophisticated computing circuits designed
and they had to decide whether to use binary or decimal, for example. And making a
decimal computation circuit is much more interesting than a straightforward binary one, so
they did that. And well yes, you can use binary coded decimal for storage, any fool can do
that.

By they, are you talking about the French or…
Not necessarily exclusively French. The ones that I knew about were French.

How did you know about them?
Well, they visited us and we told them how we did it. They went away and allowed
themselves to be persuaded, and persuaded themselves that the actual memory was a
problem that had been solved by those chaps at Manchester and they could go on to the
very interesting computation bit. It’s French that I know about. Yes, I can usually
remember some names, but I can’t remember them at the moment so that saves anybody’s
embarrassment.

It saves me having to spell them later as well, I guess, but if you think of them at a later
point I’d be really interested in knowing who.
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Yeah, Couffignal was one name. C-O-U-double-F-I-G-N-A-L. [incomp French – 42:19]
I don’t remember his Christian names and I don’t remember where, what organisation he
came from.
[42:33]
So did the computer project get many of these visitors from other places?
Oh, we had one or two a week I suppose. I remember once I was in the lab on a Saturday
morning – Tom never came in on Saturdays because he had such a long commute from
Dewsbury – and one of the physics profs, a very well known esteemed chap whose name
doesn’t come to mind at the moment, he walked in and, he knew me, he said, ‘Ah, Tootill,
I’m jolly glad to see you… I’m very glad to see you here, perhaps you could give…’ - this
was another very eminent visitor he had – ‘give a demonstration’. Well of course I’d got
the thing partially disembowelled and I was engaged in updating something, but
miraculously I managed to clip a few things together and make it work after a fashion and
gave the demonstration. Oh dear.

Is it Ben Lockspeiser, I’ve seen somewhere?
Lockspeiser, Lockspeiser, yes. I’m not sure whether this was Lockspeiser this Saturday
morning, but he was, yes, he was one of the visitors that we had at one time or another.
And I can’t think of the name of this extremely well known and reputed professor of
physics.

Was it Patrick Blackett by any chance?
PMS Blackett. Yes, I think it probably was. Hm. Yes, he was a tall, rather thin chap and
he knew me, as I said. So they were… I was very fortunate to be able to demonstrate the
thing to them. It no doubt created an extremely good impression. Well in fact I think it,
this visit unleashed another dollop of cash for the project, so yes, I could have made a
mess of that.

Do you remember what you actually made the computer do?
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Oh, nothing special, just… probably Tom Kilburn’s highest factor program, which was
one which we had constant recourse to to make the computer work intensively for as long
as we felt like while we were measuring and diagnosing and so on.
[46:19]
You mentioned you knew the physics professor beforehand, Blackett. How?
Yeah, PMS Blackett, probably it was him, yes. I probably had met him during the war at
TRE. I think he was concerned with operational research during the war, although I’m not
at all sure.

TRE seems to cast quite a large and important shadow over the Manchester computer
project.
Indeed.

I was just wondering if you had any more thoughts on that?
Well, FC Williams, Tom Kilburn and I were all at TRE during the war and TRE was the
source of all our components. It was a very influential establishment as far as the
Manchester computer project was concerned. We knew of course via FC Williams all the
circuit techniques that were in use at TRE, well we knew for… I knew what circuit
techniques were in use on my radar equipments, AI Marks VIII, X, primarily, and I knew
what circuit techniques had been invented by FC Williams’s group and made… described
in reports to all the other divisions of the establishment. TRE was the primary recourse
for anybody who wanted any electronic development done of course. The Post Office
telephone research and development establishment, Dollis Hill, also did work but that was
in a slightly different area where there was electro-mechanical equipment involved, which
was their speciality and which were a few… well there was one group at TRE that was
concerned with that sort of thing and which had ex-Post Office engineers recruited to its
staff. But there was a… TRE was the Air Force radar establishment. There was a military
radar establishment in Malvern Link just a few miles down the road, which was called
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ADRDE and I’ve forgotten what ADRDE stood for – Research and Development
Establishment. Army… Army something or other, Research and Development
Establishment. Then it became RRDE and then it became… it was amalgamated with
TRE and TRE lost its nice simple name – Telecommunications Research Establishment,
that was of course misdirection.
[50:36]
Could you… how do you think your time at TRE benefited you as preparation for
Manchester?
Well, it had taught me how to design and develop electronic circuits, how to run a project,
how to direct junior staff in constructing things and doing experiments, so it was my
complete professional training. I wasn’t just a green mathematician like - or some other
physics graduate or whatever – like some of the staff was. Well I mean Tom Kilburn was
a maths graduate and didn’t really know anything much about electronics until he started
working for FC Williams and he then had to pick it up very rapidly. But I had been
making amplifiers for music purposes and wireless sets, so I had a good clue about how a
valve worked and I was delighted to be able to work with the EF50, the universal valve
used in radar equipment. It was, it had a glass base with pins that at the outside end went
into the sockets on the valve holder and at the inside end carried the electrodes of the
valve. It was a big advance compared with the old-fashioned valve where the wires that
supported the electrodes to the valve came out to a pinch, which was a fan-shaped device,
and down from the pinch they were connected to some more flexible type of wire which
went to the pins of a plastic valve holder into which the glass valve was fastened with
some sort of cement and these wires went to the pins of the valve holder which were big
thick devices built up from bits of spring material.

Were these the same valves you used on computers later on or were these different?
The EF50 was ubiquitous; we used it for nearly every purpose in the Baby in small
scale… in the Ferranti Mark I, the Manchester Mark I machine and we used it until
transistors superseded valves. I should say they used it because by that time I had left.
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[54:38]
Now your MSc was on the Manchester computer – could you tell me a bit more about
that?
Yes, I was told to write up some of the earlier development of single line store… single
word memory with the number stored being altered continually as in a loop which fed
back through an adder. I was told to put in my thesis. The pictures of the waveforms
obtained in this role. [pause] I have a copy of my thesis, of course. I always keep a copy
of anything I write.
[re-attaching microphone, levels checked]
[56:40]
Thesis presented to the Victoria University of Manchester for the degree of Master of
Science, by GC Tootill MA. Universal High Speed Digital Computers: a Small Scale
Experimental Machine. And…

Did you type this yourself?
No. My wife was going to type it because she was a touch typist, but in the event
somebody else did it, I’ve forgotten who. [pause] Yes, it’s the appendices. [pause]
Writing in one attempt, this was… ah yes. [pause] Diagram of the computer, I used that
to great success when I was teaching the subject. [pause] There should be some
photographs of waveforms in here somewhere, but I can’t put my hand on them at the
moment.

How do you go about writing or producing a thesis in 1947, 1948?
Well, you wrote it out by hand and had a typist copy it. In the report, the description of
the design of the Ferranti Mark I, I was able to dictate the report into a Dictaphone
machine, I think it was called.
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What sort of technology would this have been? I’ve always thought of Dictaphone as a
relatively recent…
Well, I think that the device that I used was called a Dictaphone, although it may not have
been, but I think the speech was recorded on a wax cylinder. I can’t remember whether it
really was that one or whether it was something slightly more advanced. Hm.

Who was your supervisor?
My supervisor for my MSc?

Yeah.
Well, that would be FC Williams, or possibly he was able to delegate to Tom Kilburn
because – to a certain extent – because Tom was a PhD student and protocol was
observed.

What were the sort of arrangements for supervisor meetings, if any?
Well, Tom was thoroughly familiar with my work, every detail, and FC Williams was too
for that matter. So that was… I didn’t need much supervision anyway, I was a complete
master of the subject matter. Hm, I think probably it was in a published paper that I was
told to, what to incorporate, but I’m surprised, I thought that there were some photographs
of waveforms in my thesis. But… Storage experiment described in Reference 1.
[1:02:09]
You mentioned publication a moment ago. Did you publish any work on the Manchester
machines?
Yes. There was a series of papers published in the IEE, proceedings of the IEE, which
was Institution of Electrical Engineers in those days, it’s now changed its name to IETE I
think – Institution of Engineering and Technology.
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Was there any sort of pressure on you to publish?
Well, I would, I wanted to publish of course because, get my name known. [pause] And
FC Williams and Tom Kilburn would also wish me to make my contribution to their
publications. There’s, oh yes, can you reach that top one there? This is symposium
papers on digital computers; this is the survey paper, there’s Dai Edwards who I’ve
mentioned to you, who got his MSc on the computer. Brian Pollard was the manager of
the computer project at Ferranti and he was one of my wartime colleagues from TRE and
also a member of the Flying Rockets Concert Party. Hm, recent advances in cathode ray
tube storage. [pause]

This is from 1953?
1953.
[1:05:27]
So how easy was it to find out information about the sort of computing and electronic
issues you were working with at Manchester?
We knew what we were concerned with, we didn’t really have to get any further
information from anywhere. I don’t know whether you’re thinking of anything in
particular?

I was more sort of thinking about journal articles you may have read, conferences you
may have gone to, that sort of thing.
Oh yeah, well yes, we read the literature, we… we would have read the proceedings of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers as soon as the stuff came out, not… wouldn’t have had
to wait until three or four years later like this. But there was general background
information on electronic engineering which we were thoroughly familiar with and we
didn’t need to go searching for any further information. We would, as I said we would
read the proceedings of the IEE and we would learn of any new developments in
electronic engineering which were relevant to our work, but of course, there wasn’t
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anything very much except for development of the transistor, discrete transistor, and then
the printed circuit version of a transistor.
[1:07:53]
Was any of your work on the Manchester computer patented?
Oh yes, we had a visit from the patent officer of the Ministry. It was a separate Ministry
to, set up to, I think probably by the Labour government, post-war Labour government, to
exploit all the technology that, all the inventions that had originated in the UK. And I
can’t remember… actually you’ve come to me say five or ten years too late. I used to
remember all this stuff quite readily.

Was it the NRDC?
Yes, the National Research Development Corporation. Good. And it had a predecessor
and it was a chap from the predecessor of the NRDC that used to visit us, I seem to
remember every week, but it would certainly be more than once a month, let’s say.

That’s very frequent.
Yes. And we always had one or two developments which we expected him to patent for
us. The NRDC, or its predecessor or both, tried to, or succeeded in licensing our patents
to American firms, to IBM of course in particular, and American law does not permit you
to give away your patents so we had to sell them and of course for university staff, they
really did sell them, they got a decent price. But I was a civil servant and this piece of
American bureaucracy was extremely irritating to our bureaucrats and I had to have some
money given to me to sell my patents to the Yanks. I think they gave me half a crown a
patent.

Was that a…
No, no, that’s right. I had a dollar a patent, but I didn’t get the bloody dollar, I got four
and tuppence. [laughs]
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That doesn’t sound a very generous rate.
It was bloody miserly. Yes. I realised that FC and Tom Kilburn were getting away with it
but there was no way I could.

Were you still technically at TRE at this point then or…
I was on TRE staff still. Till I briefly worked for Ferranti and then I went to the Military
College of Science which was of course part of the War Department and not the Ministry
of Supply.

What did you think about the way that your patents were used? You know, benefiting
American companies?
Well they were paying for them, so fair enough. Obviously they could exploit, IBM could
exploit our ideas very much more thoroughly and extensively than any British firm could.
So we were pleased I suppose that IBM was taking an interest, it was quite a feather in our
caps of course. IBM decided first of all that there was no future in this computer
nonsense, they’d got all that was necessary for any reasonable office: card readers,
perforators, tabulators, that was all that was necessary. And there was the thing called a
calculating punch, which you fed two packs of cards in and it added numbers read from
the one card to numbers read from the other card and punched the result on the third card.
The height of sophistication.

Had you had much involvement with…
Directly in decimal of course. No, I had no involvement whatsoever with punched card
machinery, although… when I was at the RAE there were some punched card machines
used for the input to the English Electric Computer which the maths department had and
this computer I think must have been a mercury delay line machine.
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How, sort of working on a joint project with several other people you’ve already
mentioned, how do you decide who gets to patent what and whose name it goes in?
Well it was arbitra… at Manchester FC Williams got his name on every patent that the
university electrical engineering department took out and Tom Kilburn got his name on all
the computer patents. My name was on those where they couldn’t avoid having it [laughs]
and Alec Robinson and Dai Edwards, Gordon Thomas, their names were on other patents
that they were directly concerned with of course. So it was all sorted out by FC Williams
inside the electrical engineering department. I think Ferranti managed to take out a few
patents on aspects of the construction of the machine. They would probably manage to
patent the idea of higher frequency heater supplies, but of course all the patents to do with
the thermionic valves had a very… all the patents that were restricted to thermionic valves
had a very limited life before they were superseded by progress of events.

I think we’re probably approaching the maximum capacity of this card which seems like a
good place to stop.
Good. Well my voice is lasting out more or less.
[1:16:22]
I’ve got one final question, if I may, sort of contrasting Manchester and TRE. At TRE, the
way you’ve described your experience to me, it sort of, you were involved in developing
radar as it went along almost, you know, the system was given to you as an intact fully
formed product and you developed it over the course of its lifespan. At Manchester you’re
working on something fundamentally new. I was just wondering what your feelings were
on that difference and if it made any difference to you at the time?
Well yes, it was more interesting and I was doing a job of work, a necessary job of work
during the war at TRE looking after these AI equipments and it, the job did exercise my
inventive talents to a certain extent, I had to devise modifications to these equipments to
meet requirements. Well, if the requirement was to stop the thing failing in a particular
way then that was obviously an important requirement and I would certainly devise some
change to something or other which met the requirement to stop the thing failing so often,
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as with the magnetron heater voltage which I’ve mentioned to you. So it was a completely
different outlook – at Manchester – I didn’t have to worry about doing the modification in
such a way that it could meet the requirements of the aeronautical inspectorate. I realised
of course that these requirements were important, the equipment as modified by me
subject to their requirements had to be serviceable to go in RAF fighter aircraft and
must… not only of course must it not impede the correct operation of the aircraft, but it
also had to work ninety per cent of the time at least. So there was considerable constraints
and demands, requirements, placed on the work I did at, during the war at TRE. These
restraints were very much looser at Manchester and you can see by the picture of the
original machine, the Baby and the Manchester Mark I, that there was no attempt to make
a nice box that you could hand over to young ladies to operate. The electronics was
dominant and it was a test of principle. Did the principles that we had devised work
satisfactorily and could we give them to a firm to turn into properly engineered electronic
boxes.

I think that seems a good point to stop.
Good.
[end of track 5]
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[Track 6]
…talking about AM Uttley I think. No…

I don’t think AM Uttley has come up yet actually.
Oh no, that’s the chap at Canterbury, New Zealand.

Oh, is that Jack Copeland?
Jack Copeland, yes.

Yes, I think I’ve read his book on Turing’s computer, what did he call it? The Ace.
Pardon? Sorry?

I think I read his book on Turing’s Ace or the pilot Ace or the plans for it.
[pause]
Oh yes, I’ve got remarks on the birth of my son, Peter, marriage to my first wife. Yes,
okay. So I was…

Shall I just, for the tape…
…at a bit of a loose end at the end of the war, but very shortly my boss sent for me and
told me that FC Williams, who I knew of in the establishment, had moved to Manchester
and had a contract which involved him having the services of a member of TRE staff,
perhaps it was two members, I’m not sure, and the chap who had been sent up there who
was an assistant grade three had decided he didn’t like Manchester, it was dirty and wet
and he couldn’t see any future in computers anyway, so he wanted to come back to
Malvern and would I like to go up to Manchester and replace him and get a higher degree
in the process. So I accepted this with alacrity of course and I went up to Manchester and
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I became Tom Kilburn’s partner. We did the day-to-day work on adapting the storage
system that FC Williams and Tom Kilburn had developed in the establishment at Malvern
and had taken the continuing development of this system to Manchester with them and the
only way to test convincingly whether or not this storage system was useful for a
computer was to make a computer using it, which we proceeded to do. The logic design
of a computer was well known to the extent that it had been publicised about a hundred
years earlier, a chap whose name I always forget, who was very short-tempered and
versatile research worker.

Was it Charles Babbage?
Babbage, that’s right. And he had the basic design of the computer as comprising a mill,
which is what he called the arithmetic unit, a store and a control unit. And this is the
model that the first Manchester computer was built on.

When you were…
The store of course was the cathode ray tube store that Williams and Kilburn were
developing and the control unit also used such a store with a rather restricted capacity
because it’s important that the control unit has a record of what is going on and we had to
develop a few computing circuits. Well we started off by providing a subtracter, because
using a subtracter – I think I’ve said this before – but in any case, using a subtracter you
can do subtraction and addition, whereas using an adder you cannot. And incidentially,
there were a lot of people here and there, I think I mentioned Louis Couffignal.
[05:29]
Was this the Frenchman?
He was a Frenchman, yeah, and there were various others too who thought oh yes, the
problem of a storage system for a computer has been solved as the delay line store, which
is obviously perfectly satisfactory. What is much more difficult, what they meant was a
much more interesting logical problem, as to design the actual computing circuits. Tom
Kilburn and I rather took the view that this was an exercise for the bright student rather
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than a difficult research problem, [06:20] but Tom and I both set to work and dashed off a
design for an adder, or an adder/subtracter. They were quite different, rather surprising.
Mine used logic elements and/or a knot, and stringing these together you can make an
adder or an adder/subtracter. Tom used an analogue system; he generated currents which
were carefully controlled in magnitude and a method of adding currents together. So the
digital adder has three inputs: two numbers to be added together plus the carry from the
previous place in the addition. So Tom just added them together and he got a current of
either zero, one, two or three units and to generate the output carry from this input sum he
passed this signal over a threshold of two units, because of course in binary addition,
nought and nought is nought, nought and one is one, one and nought is one, one and one is
nought and one to carry. And you can have… it’s not just one and one, it could be one
and one and one, when you take account of the incoming carry, and one and one and one
is one down and one to carry. So this was of course immediately apparent to us and yes,
as I said, my adder used logic elements and Tom actually added them together and
generated the carry by passing the sum over a threshold and generated the output digit and
the, yes, the output digit by passing the carry… the input less twice the carry digit, that
becomes the output digit. This problem was, making a suitable adding circuit, was what
attracted all kinds of people. They thought the problem of storage is solved and the
difficult circuit design problem is to do the actual addition and subtraction.
[09:37]
Okay, so we made the Baby computer, which the journalists have called it, the small scale
experimental machine, we called it, and it had just a subtracter and it would do simple
computations. The program was stored on a cathode ray tube store which had thirty-two
lines on, it could store thirty-two numbers or thirty-two groups of binary digits so that the
maximum possible program you could write for it was limited by thirty-two storage
addresses and you had to allow some space for numbers as well. But I wrote a program
which searched for prime numbers and it searched up to two to the power thirty-two minus
one and Tom wrote a program which didn’t do anything of mathematical significance but
which really exercised the components. It was dividing, it was finding the highest factor
of a number by successive subtract… division by successive subtraction. And of course
we used this as a testing program to test the machine, we used it to find the highest factor
of two to the power thirty-two, which starting at two to the thirty-two minus one and
working downwards took a very long time. [phone ringing]
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[12:01]
So what next? I…

Could you just, I was just wondering, what’s the actual function of an adder unit?
It adds two binary numbers together. And the subtracter subtracts one binary number
from another. And yes, as I’ve just been saying, you do this, an adder has, it works on one
binary digit and you can have either a serial adder which goes through the number like a
zip fastener, if you like, or else you can have a parallel adder which has thirty-two copies
of the same circuit and which does the whole thing in one go, bang.

I think last time we spoke you talked about the process of actually building the small scale
experimental machine, but I don’t think we talked about so much where the plans for this
came from. Was there a sort of plan laid out beforehand or was it an organic process of
testing and just…
[13:25]
Well, Tom and I had the outline of the machine, what the various components were, in our
heads, and we designed the next bit that had to be built based on this overall plan for the
machine. Tom was commuting to Manchester from Dewsbury where, this was his family
home, and he did all the design work on the train. I went home to my parents’ home in
Oldham and I did it in the evenings and obviously Tom’s commute was a rather arduous
one so he didn’t go in on Saturday, but I did and I was able to satisfy myself about any
pieces of the machine which I was a little uncertain of and also test my own alternative
ideas if I wanted to. And I don’t know if I told you that one Saturday morning I was in the
lab by myself and the professor of physics whose name I forget for the moment…

Was it Patrick Blackett possibly?
PMS Blackett, yes, brought in his visitor whose name I also forget, he was a fairly high up
scientific civil servant, and I managed to demonstrate the machine to them, in spite of the
fact that I’d just partially dismantled it. I hastily soldered it together again and did a
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successful demonstration with my fingers carefully crossed all the while. So this
impressed the senior civil servant visitor and I understand that this was, to see that the
work was actually proceeding was the only thing which was holding up further funding
from the Ministry of – originally it was the Ministry of Aircraft Production, it became the
Ministry of Supply – but I can’t remember which one it was at that time. What next?
What happens after I left Manchester?

I’ve got a few more questions actually about your time at Manchester.
Yes?
[16:30]
Partly based on things that have come up today, but partly things that we mentioned last
time. You mentioned when you left TRE you went back to Manchester to live with your
parents. I remember you telling me a few weeks ago that your father hadn’t really been in
favour of you going to university.
That’s right.

Had his attitude changed now that you’d been and gone, you’d done war work?
Oh yes, his attitude had changed, his attitude was that he would not object. My mother,
being a schoolteacher, was strongly in favour of me taking a university degree and this
work at Manchester was of course a continuation of academic work, it was, I was a
graduate, a maths graduate and so was Tom Kilburn as it happened, we were in the same
maths class at Cambridge. And this was a project for a higher degree. Tom was in charge
of the project and he managed to get his PhD out of it. I was collaborating with Tom or
working under Tom’s direction, so this was clearly not PhD work, so I had to be satisfied
with an MSc. But of course I couldn’t possibly afford to sustain myself as a PhD student
somewhere although I had possibilities, because I had a wife and child to support I had to
continue receiving my civil service salary. So I was a civil servant on loan from TRE to
FC Williams at Manchester University and I think Tom originally was in the same
condition, but he I think advised by FC Williams very rapidly obtained a post as a research
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assistant to the professor or else as a lecturer, I’m not sure. He never gave any lectures
until a long time after I left the project. I started teaching the theory of computing,
automatic computing – that’s both analogue and digital computing – at the Military
College of Science immediately after I left Manchester. But you said you had some more
questions about Manchester.
[19:36]
Yeah, yeah. I was also thinking as well that you’d mentioned that your parents had just
been aware that you had been involved in some form of secret war work. When the war
was over were you able to tell them what you’d actually been doing?
I don’t think I was allowed to immediately after the war, but they knew what I was doing
at Manchester, there was no secrecy, no official secrecy about that.

What did they think of what you were doing at the University of Manchester?
This was something quite new to them, that you could earn a salary while doing research
work, and I can’t remember at all whether they were sufficiently interested in what I was
actually doing to ask me to explain it to them, but in any case I think at that stage I was
not very good at explaining things to complete laymen. When I went to the Military
College of Science I developed a complete spectrum of talks explaining the subject. At the
lowest level was a talk suitable for the Women’s Institute and suchlike, and the highest
level was an explanation of the work to the Chief Scientist [phone ringing], Chief Scientist
of the Ministry.
[pause for phone]
[21:32]
…time at Manchester.

Yes, I think we were just… let me just check this is running again. Yeah, that’s good to
go. Mic hasn’t moved, so… Yeah, I think we were talking about what you were telling
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your parents about what you were working on. How did you explain a computer, which is
something completely new in 1948, to your parents?
Well, I’ve… oh I can’t remember, but obviously the way to do it is to say this is a much
faster and much more sophisticated type of comptometer, desk type adding machine,
which would be familiar to my father certainly, and my mother probably have heard of the
things or seen them.

What did you think the longer term potential for computers was at this point?
Oh, yes, Tom and I had quite clear ideas about this. We thought the culmination of our
work would be a large scale computer with not only facilities for subtraction, but also
addition, multiplication and division, and a much bigger storage capacity and also a
capacity for storing big programs. Of course the important novel feature of our computer
was that the instructions and the data were held in the same store and if you think about it
a bit, you see it’s not at all difficult to ensure they don’t get mixed up. So we thought that
such a large computer would be required for several different tasks, like weather
forecasting for example, because we knew that a competent meteorologist could compute
what tomorrow’s weather was going to be based on today’s available data, but
unfortunately it would take him a week or a fortnight at the least. So the idea was that a
big computer could do this computation in time to give a useful answer about tomorrow’s
weather. And there were no doubt other tasks like atomic energy calculations, we thought,
so that we thought there would be scope for another, one or perhaps two big computers in
the UK and three or four in Europe and probably half a dozen in the US because they
always have big ideas in the US, and the… that was the eventual scope of our invention,
we thought. Any more?

That’s quite a small number of computers for the entire country, just two.
Yeah, well they were going to cost a million pounds each and a million pounds in those
days was a substantial sum of money.
[25:25]
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You mentioned before how you went around building the Baby, a series of sort of units, so
you would design the plans, pass them to wiremen and then get the completed units – am I
reading this right?
Yes, circuit diagrams. The plan of a device was its circuit diagram. Yes. Have I
answered your question?

Yeah, I was just sort of leading to wondering how do you test these units once they’ve
been completed?
Wire them up and see whether they do what they were supposed to do and find out why
they weren’t doing.

Were there frequent errors then?
Yes, yes indeed. There was obviously scope for mistakes in conception, mistakes in the
logic. This was serious but I don’t think it ever occurred. And there are in general with
any electronic device which doesn’t perform the way it’s supposed to, there are two major
sources of error: defective components and in the first instance before the thing has ever
worked, wired up incorrectly or using the wrong components. So this was a very fruitful
cause of failure to work properly and both Tom and I were skilled diagnosticians for faults
in electronic equipment. We had been doing this task of making electronic devices work
all through the war and it was nothing different to do the same thing with the units of a
computer.

You mentioned your war work then again at TRE and TRE of course supplied a lot of the
components for the computer.
Well, all of them in fact.
[27:54]
I was wondering if there was any other TRE influence on the development of the
computer?
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We were not aware of any specific TRE requirements for a computer or on computers in
general, but there was a separate computer project at TRE under AM Uttley and Uttley
had the idea I think – I think it was Uttley – that a very good fault finding technique in a
computing circuit would be to have separate representations of one and zero like a positive
voltage for one and a negative voltage for a mathematical zero, and zero volts indicating
the thing had gone wrong. So, three state system that Uttley had in mind. And again, he
was one of these people like Louis Couffignal who thought oh yes, the boring bread and
butter task of making a storage system had been done and the interesting thing now is to
get on and design the computing circuits. So that was, I think as far as I’m aware, the only
work on digital computers at TRE. Digital computers were not the primary task of the
establishment. It was radio location, or radar in today’s terms, radar research and
development and in particular of course, centimetre wavelength radar.

You, Tom Kilburn and FC Williams had all been at TRE hadn’t you?
Indeed.

I was wondering, did you bring any sort of particular way of working or mindset with you
from this?
Well yes, we were accustomed to working under extreme time pressure, almost
everywhere, whether there was some operational requirement for speed or whether it just
happened that whoever wanted the work done was in a hurry, we were accustomed to
developing electronic equipment with a deadline or if not with an actual deadline, we’d
like it yesterday please. So… apart from that, that was typical of TRE, otherwise the job
was just developing electronic devices which was quite a standard occupation for
electronic specialists.

You mentioned the time pressures at TRE, was time a factor in your work at Manchester?
Yes. We wanted to make sure we were first, but otherwise, no.
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So, there really was a sense of competition then or…
There was a sense of competition with us. I think probably other people also had this
same sense. There were computer projects all over the world I think. I mentioned the fact
that some research workers thought that the task of making an actual computing circuit, an
adder or whatever, was difficult, they would tackle that difficult task. There were other
projects, particularly in the US, for making the whole computer. There were quite a few
special purpose computers of course and this is where probably the first actual computing
circuits were developed. I can’t think for the moment of the precise special purposes that
some of these computers were intended to meet.
[33:17]
Did you see yourself as having any particular competitors at the time, were there any
other groups you were keen to beat?
Oh yes. There was the group at Cambridge under Maurice Wilkes. They were, they made
a delay line machine of course. And there was the National Physical Laboratory. They
were handicapped by administrative problems and they never really got anywhere. Then
there was Tom Pinkerton’s [interviewee meant John Pinkerton] efforts; Lyons teashop
computer, again using delay lines.

How do you think the computer that you built at Manchester stacked up against the
competition?
Well, it was not able to do a definite job. This has been ridiculed in the public press
several times, in the Wokingham Times quite recently. The Manchester computer
wouldn’t actually do anything, whereas our computer was doing a job of processing orders
and very successfully. Their computer processing orders, it just used delay line store and
indeed, it was considerably later than the Baby at Manchester.

Which computer was this, sorry?
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I can’t remember which one, as I say, it was a letter in the Wokingham Times, I don’t
know what provoked it, but it was certainly that the author was distinctly peeved that his
project hadn’t had more publicity, because after all the work at Manchester was obvious
rubbish because it didn’t actually do anything useful.

That seems a little harsh.
I think that was a reply to your question, I’ve forgotten what your question was.

I think we were talking about the other computer project and how the Manchester
computer compared to those at the time.
Yeah, well it was intended to produce a general purpose computer, which it did of course.
The Ferranti Mark I computer was completely general purpose and was quite powerful; it
had a multiplicity of cathode ray tube stores to store the data and the instructions and it
had a multiplier I think. Eventually it had a divider as well and it could tackle serious
problems which were brought to it, of course in the first instance by other departments of
Manchester University, but also by, later on by outside organisations who had heard that
there was a powerful general purpose computer and perhaps it could solve this problem
for us, and so on.
[37:15]
Where did you personally fit into the electro-technics department at Manchester?
I was on loan from TRE to FC Williams. He started off by taking the cathode ray tube
storage work with him to Manchester and he obtained a contract from the Ministry which
stipulated he should have the loan of two members of TRE staff and full access to TRE
stores, because FC knew that there was virtually nothing available in civilian life in the
way of electronic components. What was available was inferior in quality to the Ministry
supplies of electronic components: resisters, condensers. Resisters, capacitors and valves
in those days, thermionic valves.

Did you have your own office at Manchester?
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No, I had, office work I did at home in the evenings. We worked in a laboratory. Tom
didn’t have an office either. FC Williams of course, the professor, head of the electrotechnics department at first, he had an office and a secretary who was known to all the rest
of the department staff as the Fairy. This was a title that was inherited by successive
secretaries to the professor.

Any particular reason for the title?
Oh, because there were not too many attractive young women in the electrical engineering
department.

What other sorts of people were there in the electrical engineering department?
Oh there were quite a few engineers and quite a few technicians. Qualified electrical
engineers, graduates of course, I mean. As was FC Williams of course. Tom and I
were… we were obviously extremely competent in development of electronic devices, but
we were maths graduates and this was, I suppose, the other staff lecturers and so on
thought this was a little queer, that we’d managed to become competent in spite of only
having a degree in maths.

What did the other members of the electro-technics department think of the work you were
doing on the computer? How was it seen within the department do you know?
No, I don’t know. I never asked them specifically what they thought of it, but I should
imagine they thought oh yes, this is one of FC’s research projects and the two chaps who
are doing it were with him at TRE during the war. There were quite a few other research
projects of course, in particular there was the levitation man, whose name escapes me for
the moment, who is well known these days. He successfully, he made his name in Mag
Lev vehicles. I should have checked on some of these names to tell you. That’s the one
that immediately comes to mind as being completely separate from the computer project.
Then there was John Clifford West who was a lecturer probably, not just an assistant
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lecturer, and he was concerned with the magnetic drum digital store. I think that was his
research project, I mean university lecturers all do research and this was his project.
[42:40]
How much contact did you have with the other people who were working there?
Well we knew them and met them in the canteen, perhaps even went to lunch with them.
FC Williams liked to have a bunch of his staff round him at lunch for informal
conversation and a certain amount of discussion of research projects.

Was there much sense of hierarchy there or was it all informal?
It was all very informal. The only sense of hierarchy was that we were all, we all reported
to the professor and he would tell us what to do. He would, in fact in the case of the
computer work, FC Williams would contribute useful ideas to the project.

What was a typical day like working at Manchester University?
Well, we would be concerned with making the most recent unit work. We’d designed the
thing and given the circuit diagram to the wireman and he would have wired it up on a
chassis which carried eight valves, which was the unit, the equipment unit that we worked
to. We would have the latest such unit and we would connect it up and switch it on and
see whether it worked or not and find out why it didn’t work properly and rectify any
errors in… any defective components or any, most unusually, wiring errors. And
occasionally a fault in the logic we had in mind when we did the design would then
become apparent to us, but this was indeed unusual. So having made this unit work, we
would do that by providing it with input signals from the group of units which we’d
already made to work together, and this was the way we worked and this was the reason,
one of the reasons why we worked so quickly, that all the time we had something which
did a particular thing and you could tell that it was working because it was doing its thing.
The more units you had connected together as the thing progressed, the more elaborate the
things that the assemblage of units would do, until eventually of course we had, lo and
behold, the small scale experimental machine. The whole thing, all these units were
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working together. Not for all that long before something went wrong and we had to mend
it. But this is, as I’ve said, what Tom and I were highly experienced in doing.
[46:51]
You’ve talked a little bit before about the difference in mathematicians and engineers and
I’m aware that both groups were around the computing in Manchester. I was wondering
if you think there was a difference in outlook between the mathematicians and the
engineers who were involved with the computer project at Manchester?
Well yes, the mathematicians just wanted a computer that they could write programs for
and do interesting mathematical tasks. The engineers wanted to make a working general
purpose computer and have it exploited in the commercial world and sold to customers
who wanted a general purpose computer. That was the difference in attitude I think.

How busy was your time in Manchester, how long days did you work?
Oh frantically busy. We would do a… probably a nine to five day, it might be later, nine
till six, and then we would work in the evenings doing circuit design. We were intensely
busy all the time, it was really hard work.

So you had no time for other entertainments?
Very little.

What was the atmosphere like at the university?
Well, it was friendly and it would have been helpful if anybody could give us any help.
Yes, if we wanted something specialised then we could usually get it from somewhere in
the university. I remember our lab steward contacted the lab steward in the dental
department and got me fixed up with a senior student to have my teeth checked. And this
was the sort of thing which was possible.

Lab steward?
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Dental, a student dentist.

Oh right.
A senior student so that I would be quite happy to submit my teeth to his ministrations,
because of course there would be a demonstrator on duty who would inspect his work at
every stage. ‘I’ve prepared the cavity, Miss Snooks.’ ‘Oh right.’ ‘Oh, you’re putting an
amalgam filling in there, that wants an inlay.’ ‘Oh really? But it’s a very big inlay.’ ‘Oh
yes, well.’ ‘Very good, Miss Snooks.’ ‘These big American ideas, she’s an American
demonstrator on a Fulbright.’

Were there many people from overseas there then?
I suppose a sprinkling. I don’t think I really took very much notice. I would be, if
somebody spoke English with a foreign accent I would be interested at the time, but it’s
not left any permanent memory of them.

You mentioned that you had a lab assistant or lab steward.
The lab steward was the chap in charge of the labs. He was the boss of all the lab
assistants and the technicians and the small mechanical workshop. And his title was
laboratory steward. I normally have his name on the tip of my tongue, but there you go.

What sort of duties would they carry out for you?
Well, we had our own dedicated wireman who was responsible for constructing the
chassis that we had designed.
[51:43]
I think last time we spoke a little bit about how you went about programming the
computer. I was lucky enough to have a look at your notebook at the University of
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Manchester a while ago and I was having a little flick through and I couldn’t help but
notice that you’ve got a program by Alan Turing in there with additions by you.
Oh yes, Alan Turing was working at NPL and he was becoming frustrated by the fact that
their computer project was stalled for administrative reasons, as I said, so he got a copy of
the instructions for the Baby and wrote a program for it doing long division and sent it up
to us and I corrected it because it had an error in it, I’ve forgotten what that was, but I was
astonished that Alan Turing should write a program containing an error, but then of course
he was like that, he was extremely untidy in many of his habits. He always… he wore
woollen underpants and in those days they had a little tape loop at the top you put your
braces through and Alan Turing’s pants were always showing above the top of his
trousers. Yes, and as I’ve said, I was surprised that this division program had an error in it
and I corrected the error and ran the program and notified, well we notified I think
probably Tom Kilburn or even FC would telephone NPL and – no, it would be Tom –
Tom would telephone NPL and tell him the program worked.

Did you have much involvement with Turing after he got to Manchester?
Yes, he spent quite a time in our lab where we had the Baby machine installed. Tom
Kilburn didn’t seem to have much time for him. I’m not quite sure why. I think perhaps
they suspected he was a homosexual, which indeed he was, and at that time that was
anathema to all straight people. And also of course, he was untidy, as I’ve said. So I was
always left to provide him with the computer facilities that he wanted, so I got on with
him quite well. He realised that I had a maths degree and he was struggling with a piece
of paper one day and I asked him whether I could give him a hand and he said yes, would
you check this addition. It was an addition table and it was for radix thirty-two and he’d
written it all out by hand, like going, starting with nought plus nought equals nought,
nought plus one equals one and so on, up to thirty-one plus one equals nought and one to
carry. This was quite a monstrous great tabulation on quite a large sheet of paper and he
said, ‘Would you like to check that please?’ So I said, ‘Oh really? I don’t think I could
do much good trying to check that by hand. I should make just as many mistakes,
probably, well probably many more mistakes than you’ve made in writing the thing
down’. So he was quite surprised at this. [laughs] But that’s the only thing I remember,
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but no doubt I was able to assist him in other ways, well mainly to switch the machine on
for him and assist him in inputting his programs and mending the machine for him when it
broke down.

So Turing would come down and use the computer then and you’d have to be there as well
to…
Yes, only Tom Kilburn and I knew how to switch it on, for example.
[57:08]
Oh. Did you get many users like this then? People coming to use it?
Not in my time. There were more users later on. Actually Alan Turing had a couple of
young women to assist him. I knew one of them, she was in my year at Cambridge. I
can’t think of her name at the moment. Many people are bad at names and I’m no better
than… I’m one of the worst probably. And there was another young woman too, I
remember. Yes, she was quite interested in me until she found I was married. And they
were working for Turing and he did in fact delegate work to them, but he never took any
interest in them otherwise than giving them this job and accepting the finished result. He
didn’t show them where the canteen was, for example, when they first arrived and this
young lady that I knew was very surprised at this, because obviously she told me about it.
And he didn’t bother to find out whether they’d got any office space in which to work and
that sort of thing. They applied to the maths department authorities and looked after
themselves.

Were they research students then or just assistants?
Hm… I should think they were probably research students.
[59:23]
You mentioned, well you mentioned your marriage a moment ago and I think you
mentioned before that your wife had stayed down in Malvern when you first moved to
Manchester.
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Yes.

When did she join you there?
Oh well, as soon as I got an assurance that I had a continuing job at Manchester.

Was this with the university then or with Ferranti do you remember?
No, this was at the university. In other words, as soon as it was established that FC
Williams wanted to keep me, in other words, that I was competent to do the job he wanted
done, and as soon as my loan from TRE was designated as continuing, in other words,
permanent, but that word would not be used at all. So then she came up to Manchester
with the baby and we lived with my parents for a time, then eventually we got some
lodgings of our own.

Where did you live?
My parents’ home was in Oldham, in [pause] I think it was Coppice Street, Oldham. Yes,
98 Coppice Street, which was a three-storey house, large house, the sort which had a
kitchen and a scullery. Kitchen would be where the domestic staff were intended to live
and of course we didn’t have any domestic staff, I think my mother probably had a
charwoman who came in occasionally.

Where did you move to from there?
I can’t remember. I know that my aunt… we lived in… I think probably Coppice Street
was where my aunts and uncle lived. Oh yes, my parents lived in Grange Avenue, 98
Grange Avenue and my aunts and uncle were away at one time so we were, my wife and I
and the baby were allowed to live in their accommodation while they were away. I don’t
know where they were, they were on some trip or holiday of fairly… more than a month’s
duration. And apart from that I can’t remember. It was, my wife and I lived in various
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temporary lodgings of different types and we got a settled home of our own when I moved
to the Military College of Science.
[1:03:25]
What was family life like in Manchester?
Well, it was a burden on my wife of course, because I was working long hours during the
day and Saturday mornings at least as well and in the evenings. She took it as her duty to
keep the baby quiet so that I could work and it was trying and stressful for her, as indeed it
was for me. This was my first wife of course, not Joyce. Any more questions?

Yeah, I was wondering, obviously at this point you’re working for Manchester University.
How do you go from working there to working for Ferranti?
I accepted a job offer from Ferranti, which was, in retrospect I can see this was a serious
mistake because it interrupted my service in the civil service and I lost the value of my
wartime years which would have counted as to half, since I was only temporary during the
war, as we all were. So I went to Ferranti as a prospective permanent member of the staff,
in fact I was recruited and paid as a permanent member of staff. I think I told you that I
complained about the salary they offered me and got a substantial increase in it, and I told
them then when they gave me this substantial increase that this was not enough, I wasn’t
satisfied. But they thought of course that this was just all sound and wind and meant
nothing. I told them I should leave as soon as I could get a decent job with a proper salary
and I did, which was after four months, and I was recruited by one of the lecturers at the
Military College of Science.
[1:06:25]
How were you recruited into Ferranti?
Oh yes, I was recruited into Ferranti by the fact that Ferranti were going to make the tidied
up and commercialised version of the Manchester computer and I was the man who knew
how they had to do it. I was the man who could do the design for them, which I did in my
four months while I was there and they were thinking oh yes, good, Geoff Tootill will be
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able to supervise the construction of the thing now he’s done the logic design, which is
very difficult to understand but there’s no need to worry about that because he will be here
to explain it to us, and of course I wasn’t. I’ve still got a copy of the overall block
diagram, which is on a sheet of paper five foot by two foot six, and there it is in that
envelope there. But anyway, this won’t, if I get it out to show you it won’t come out in
this audio recording so there’s no point.

Did you consider staying on at the university?
I was not invited to do so. Point was that I was of the same standing as Tom Kilburn and
they didn’t have a vacancy for more than one senior lecturer, I think Tom became, and
they knew very well that I wouldn’t accept anything less. So this was a well paying
responsible and reputable job at Ferranti and I should be content with that.

So was the option of being sent somewhere else by TRE a possibility at all?
Sent to?

Sent somewhere else by TRE if you’d remained in…
I could… oh yes, there was the so-called ‘reconstruction competition’. We were all
temporary scientific staff during the war. At the end of the war we had to compete for
permanent posts and because of the… because of the fact that I only had two years to do
my maths degree I didn’t get a very good degree, so the civil service commission wouldn’t
offer me a scientific officer post, they offered me a senior experimental officer post I
think. In fact I was paid as a senior experimental officer for a month perhaps before I
went down to the Military College of Science.

And the fact you…
No, that’s… that’s right, before I went to Ferranti. And of course, by resigning from the
scientific civil service and then re-entering I got promoted from senior experimental
officer to senior scientific officer, which was an absolutely unheard of promotion. A
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senior experimental officer could serve his time of many years and eventually when a
vacancy for a chief experimental officer occurred with several senior experimental officers
reporting to him, then you could be considered for this promotion and there was no
possibility of transferring to the scientific officer class because you didn’t have the proper
degree. So the Military College of Science realised that I had a perfectly degree, it was
not a wartime degree except that I only had two years to take it. I had an honours degree
in mathematics from Cambridge University, no less, so I was extremely desirable as a
lecturer and I got a job as a so-called senior lecturer which was in fact exactly the same
salary scale as senior scientific officer and not what a university department would
understand by a senior lecturer.
[1:11:43]
How would your duties as an experimental officer have differed from a scientific officer,
what was the difference between the two classes?
An experimental officer was incapable of originating any scientific ideas and he worked to
the direction of scientific officers. And he was capable of running experiments,
obviously, so that he would in the context of developing electronic equipment, he would
take a circuit diagram from the scientific officer and translate it into a working electronic
unit.

And this didn’t appeal to you – why?
Well the salary scale didn’t appeal to me. I got a very much higher salary from Ferranti
and a very much higher salary again when I went down to the Military College of Science,
which these days by the way is called the Royal Military College of Science after a visit
by the Duke of Edinburgh…

It seems…
… on whom I succeeded on making an impression about the work of the engineering
physics branch. Go on.
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No, no, please continue.
Well this was the next stage in my career in fact, I went down to Shrivenham and I had a
family home, proper family home for the first time, it was a married soldier’s quarter and
married soldiers’ quarters occurred in blocks of four and there were two bedrooms for
each quarter of the unit and the first floor of these block of four married soldiers’ quarters
had communicating doors between each pair of quarters, a double door so that there was a
heavy wooden door on each side of the doorway between the two quarters which could be
locked on both sides to keep out the noise. So that you could either have two twobedroom quarters or one one-bedroom quarter and one three-bedroom quarter. And I
think that we were just about going to get a third bedroom in our quarter when they gave
me a married officer’s quarter which of course was very much more upmarket sounding
and appearing, had its much bigger garden, it was semi-detached and it was an absolute
swine to heat. The thermal insulation was very poor indeed and it had gas-fired central
heating and you had to keep it going the whole time so that it was a considerable drain on
my salary to… the upkeep of this quarter, in spite of the fact the rent was derisorily low.
[1:15:39] However, we were safely installed there and I was rather worried that I should
become typed as a lecturer, incapable of doing anything else except teach, so I was
agitating to get back to a research and development job.

Had you kept up with new computer techniques while you were at Shrivenham?
Oh yes. I read the literature, that was all that was necessary to do to keep up with
development of computers.

Anything in particular?
Pardon?

Any literature in particular you remember?
The proceedings of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, primarily of course for
hardware, but all kinds of scientific journals, I can’t remember specifically what they
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were. Oh, Nature of course, but it was rare for Nature to have anything specifically on
computers, but I always skimmed through it to see whether there was anything of interest
to me. I had it on circulation. That was later when I was at the RAE that I had it on
circulation. I went to look through the periodicals in the college library at the Military
College of Science.
[1:17:30]
Could we go back to talking a little bit about the post-war reconstruction a second? The
fact that you got a third at Cambridge seemed to weigh very heavily against you…
Indeed.

…despite the fact that you’d spent three years working on radar in the Second World War,
you’d got an MSc helping to build the first computer, it’s… I’m just quite surprised.
My wartime work was of negligible importance as far as academic progress was
concerned. The fact I’d got an MSc at Manchester was… I think I would have got into the
scientific officer class if I’d stayed, if I’d stayed in the post I was in at that time, but I
didn’t. I ungratefully resigned and went to work for a commercial firm – disgraceful.
And then, yeah, well the fact I’d got an MSc was quite sufficient to give me the status
required for a lecturer at the Military College of Science. Course, I’d forgotten the MSc,
so my… and I had an MA of course.

Oh yes, of course, it being Cambridge, yes.
Cambridge you could purchase your MA after a certain lapse of time after getting your
BA. Maths was an arts subject of course, as is well known. So that was how I got my two
university degrees: MA, MSc. And for a time I was MIEE as well – Member of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers - which in some circles carries much more status than
mere academic degrees and indeed nowadays I think I’m entitled to call myself MITE,
which is Member of the Institution of – MIET – Member of the Institution of Engineering
and Technology, which is its latest embodiment.
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When did you become a member of the IEE?
I was a candidate, was called… I was a graduate member I think. I was very well aware
of the importance of being a member of a professional institution and I accepted status as
a graduate, which is as I just said, a candidate for proper membership, full membership,
and after I’d been a graduate for the requisite number of years I was admitted to full
membership and I seem to remember there was an interview for that. Anyway, I certainly
remember an interview where Maurice Wilkes was the… now this was my MSc interview,
Maurice Wilkes was the external examiner. Well, I’ve no doubt if there was an interview,
which I seem to think there was, then no doubt suitably qualified members of the
institution would have officiated.
[1:22:00]
So this, sorry, the interview with Maurice Wilkes then was at the end of your MSc?
Was… yes, when I submitted a thesis and was… the interview was the final step. I
presume this was to ensure that I was the chap who wrote this thesis and I hadn’t
commissioned some trog to write it for me and to check with one or two suitable questions
that I did indeed know what I was supposed to know about automatic computers. And
I’ve still got a copy of my MSc thesis.

How did the interview go – do you remember?
I haven’t a clue, I can’t remember. It’s, ‘Well Mr Tootill, we have to interview you and
this is just a formality but let’s get it over’. That’s the only recollection of it that I have.

Oh well, my PhD viva was only a year ago now and I still can’t remember a thing that
happened, it was just… But it’s interesting that you mentioned Maurice Wilkes there as
an external, I suppose… why Wilkes in particular?
Well, there were very few suitably qualified academics. He was running a computer
development programme and he was an academic in good standing, Cambridge
University, and he was the obvious chap to get to do the job.
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Had you known him before the interview?
Yes, I knew him at TRE, he was in a very pedestrian job at TRE in charge of… in charge
of the maintenance organisations on squadrons and I think probably the interest in it for
him was the statistics, fault statistics. But nobody at TRE had a very high opinion of him
because of course it was a really pedestrian job he was doing, or so we thought, because
we didn’t really know what anybody’s, any other person’s job was in the establishment
because of wartime secrecy.

Was having a more interesting job seen as something good at TRE then?
For those people who found their jobs interesting it certainly, we certainly thought that it
was an essential thing to working at TRE and we realised there were lots of people who
didn’t find their jobs very interesting. I mean, for example, the girls in the typing pool,
but that was their affair and not ours.

Had you kept up with Wilkes at all when you were working on computers? Obviously he’s
got a project running at the same time as…
I didn’t keep up with Wilkes, FC Williams would probably keep up with him. Wilkes was
very conscious of his position and importance. I don’t know whether he really contributed
any ideas to the Cambridge computer work or whether it was just his research students
who had the ideas. I don’t think we shall ever find that out.
[1:26:20]
I was just wondering how aware were you of the work at Cambridge then in particular?
Oh, we were well aware of the work at Cambridge and of, also of John Pinkerton’s work
at Lyons and of John Howard – no, James Howard Wilkinson – at NPL. He was a
graduate mathematician and in fact at one stage he was my supervisor at Cambridge.
There was also a computer project somewhere, I can’t remember the name of the chap and
I can’t remember the name of his organisation, but it was somewhere in the London
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suburbs and he was using delay lines to make a computer. I don’t know what the
characteristics of his project were which made it… that’s right, he was using a magnetic
drum. I don’t know whether – you can make a delay line on a magnetic drum of course –
and I think perhaps that was the characteristic of his project, a cheap general purpose
computer. I don’t know whether it ever came to anything.
[1:27:59]
Could we talk a little more about Ferranti, and you mentioned a few minutes ago that
going from working in the scientific civil service to working for a commercial company,
that sounded like quite a jump to make.
Yeah, well.

It sounded like there was some connotation involved with working for a commercial
company and I was wondering how that was seen.
The first connotation is that there’s a substantial increase in salary. No, any scientific
research worker who has a product as a result of his research will obviously be interested
in having it developed by a commercial organisation, so there’s always relationship
between firms in the same speciality and scientific research workers. They know each
other and from time to time they co-operate on some project.

Was there a different atmosphere working in a commercial firm to…
Oh yeah, very different. I think I had to punch a time clock when I rolled up to work and I
think this was perfectly, yes, perfectly standard for the scientific staff, any staff who were
doing development work. They didn’t have specific scientific staff, they had staff who
were concerned solely with production and staff who were concerned with development
and I think possibly the whole of the establishment at Moston was doing development,
well, the major part of it, and the atmosphere, well I had a table, a desk in the corner of a
large room, a large laboratory perhaps. I didn’t have an office to myself. It’s only civil
servants who can rise to this luxury.
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Was it very different from working in a university then?
Yes, it was different from working in a university, different from working in TRE. In
TRE I had my own laboratory and indeed… yes, I think I had a little office as well when I
was in TRE, well at one stage. Yeah, Dick Field and I shared an office at one stage in
House 8 of Malvern College.

Did Ferranti have a particular company culture or company ethos?
Oh, very likely, I was not sufficiently familiar with commercial firms to notice whether it
had a different one to all the other firms.

What was your job title there?
Development engineer, probably.

Ferranti are essentially new to computers in 1949, how do they fit you in to their
organisation?
I had a title, Development Engineer, and a salary and I reported to a divisional manager, I
think he was called. Needless to say, he knew very much less about computers than me,
so… oh yes, that’s right, no I reported eventually to a section leader. I was on the same, at
the same level as this section leader, he was the one who was learning the job so that he
could take over from me. Well, it was so that he could take over from me when I left
Ferranti. I think I’d let the divisional manager know quite clearly that I wasn’t satisfied
with the salary and that I should be seeking the opportunity to leave Ferranti so an obvious
precaution they would take would be put somebody in with me to learn what I knew, take
over when I left. And I came across a reference to his name, which reminded me…

Do you mind if I just pop this off a sec? I mentioned last time, they’re trying to keep the
individual file sizes down a little bit. So I’ll just…
[end of track 6]
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[Track 7]

Right, we were talking about Ferranti. What did Ferranti consider the prospect for
computers when you joined?
They no doubt had this same idea that I’ve mentioned earlier, that there would be sales of
two or three computers, two or three of these million pound jobs, and this was something
that they would be interested in getting into commercially and who knows, there might be
further scope in computers, there might be the possibility of mass production perhaps.

What sort of numbers were they thinking of?
I have no idea. Whether they had any different ideas to Tom Kilburn and I, like, as I keep
saying, two or three big computers would be sufficient for the UK’s requirements.

Did they have any particular applications in mind? Was it general purpose?
Ferranti didn’t have any particular applications in mind, they were into the idea of general
purpose computers. This was novel of course. Not only did you need to have a computer,
but also you needed to have somebody who could write programs for it.
[01:51]
You’ve talked quite a bit about the development of computer hardware, I was wondering if
you had any involvement on the software side of things at this point?
Tom and I both considered that we had to be competent programmers as far as that went in
those days. We were in fact far more skilled than any other programmers because we
were the only ones who knew the computer and we both wrote programs. Tom wrote a
program which exercised the machine for hours at a time to test it for reliability. I wrote a
program which searched for prime numbers and did it with astonishing rapidity compared
with somebody beavering away with a desk type adding machine. But when the larger
computer with the bigger storage capacity was available so that much more serious
programming was possible, I had already left and Tom was certainly not going to write
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any more programs himself. He’s well known in the annals of Manchester computers that
he only ever wrote one program, and that was the first. [laughs] He was a hardware
development man, although I think he did condescend to direct a programmer or two from
time to time.

Sounds that even at the time there was a real split between the two fields?
Yes, there were mathematicians and engineers, ie programmers and hardware experts.

And Ferranti then were largely concerned with the hardware side of things rather than…
Oh yes. The idea was you developed a computer and sold it to customers and the
customers would recruit programmers to write programs in their own speciality whether it
was, I don’t know, weather forecasting of course, the example I’ve mentioned, and
programs where the… were part of the customer’s specialities and it was no use expecting
the computer supplier to write programs for each and every one of his customers.
[05:11]
So Ferranti didn’t see themselves as supplying software at all then?
That’s right. In those days one was not aware of the value and requirement for the
resident software – what do they call it? The operating system. So no, Ferranti didn’t, in
those days certainly, I don’t think ever, they didn’t have any systems programmers.

Obviously the computers you were working on at Manchester were experimental – how do
you go from that experimental stage to a commercially engineered machine? What are
the main concerns for you as the designer?
Well, as far as I was concerned, none. I did the outline logic design, this sheet of paper
five foot by two foot six that I told you about, and I then left and went to the Military
College of Science. So I wasn’t concerned with the hardware development. I’ve got some
photographs, of course, of the progress of Ferranti’s hardware development but it’s no use
for an audio recording.
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What’s…
They made a nicely engineered piece of hardware which was, which allowed you to do
easily the things that we found necessary to do on the experimental machine, like on the
Ferranti machine you could remove a unit and indeed replace it with a known good unit. I
presume they got to that stage, this is the obvious thing to do, but I was not aware of that
sort of thing.

What sort of people did you work with at Ferranti?
I worked very largely by myself. There was J Thomas, I think his initial was J, who I kept
aware of what I was doing and gave him all the explanations, all the diagrams that he
wanted. Apart from that I had, the drawing office did some work for me producing the
drawings that I needed for this big report I wrote for Ferranti and I wasn’t concerned with
any hardware development at Ferranti, neither electronics nor the mechanical engineering
of the first Ferranti computer, I’d left before that work started.

Were you under any pressure for deadlines?
There was no pressure on me for deadlines. There was pressure on poor old Thomas to
make sure he knew everything before I left. I can’t remember that I had to co-operate or
collaborate with any other Ferranti staff. I produced this diagram and this report and if I’d
stayed then obviously the next thing would have been to go through the report and explain
it and explain how it was to be implemented in hardware and so on, but Thomas was the
man whose shoulders this load dropped on.
[09:50]
Did you still have contact with the university while you were working with Ferranti?
Yes, I certainly checked with Max Newman and Alan Turing that the instruction set of the
Ferranti computer was to their satisfaction. I, no doubt I had contact with Tom Kilburn
and FC Williams possibly, to… yeah, I would definitely have submitted the logic diagram
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of the Ferranti computer to Tom Kilburn and FC Williams for them to check that it met all
their requirements. They were probably the only – well, Tom Kilburn certainly – the one
who was perfectly competent to understand what my block diagram meant and there were
probably nobody else who could really understand it. They were all working hard to learn
what it meant at Ferranti, groping towards a full understanding. They had a deadline,
certainly.

How did Ferranti management think about the computer then? I mean did they have any
particular way of describing it? Was it an adding machine, an electronic brain, a fast
calculator?
No, an electronic computer. It was big stuff, quite new. They didn’t try and allocate it to
any particular category of what they were familiar with, at least not as far as I’m aware.
Oh yes, of course it was in the instrument department of Ferranti because this was the,
these were the people who had the best aptitude for learning what it was all about.

So what sort of people were in the instrument department?
I really can’t remember any of them apart from vaguely the works manager and divisional
manager and J Thomas.

Where were Ferranti based at this time, where did you go to work, to put it another way?
Moston, which is a Manchester suburb. They had an engineering works in Hollinwood,
which was where they made big transformers, and I mean, when I say big transformers I
mean some transformers that weighed several tons and were used in electricity supply
substations. That was the Hollinwood works and my aunt worked there, she was a
chargehand. Transformer winding, yes. The Moston works, I don’t really know what its
function was apart from taking on this computer development.

So, the facility where you worked, was it offices or laboratories?
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It was a large laboratory, single floor where I had a table in one corner, a desk in one
corner.
[14:05]
You mentioned that you clashed somewhat with Ferranti about the amount you’d be paid
for your work there…
I didn’t agree with the divisional manager or the works manager, whatever his title was,
on what salary I was to receive. I told him clearly I should leave as soon as I’d found a
suitable job and he didn’t believe me. Right at the very last he called me into his office
and started working on me, preparatory to offering me a rise in salary which would be
sufficient to keep me on Ferranti’s staff. As I just said, he left it till the last moment, I had
given my notice, the statutory notice that I was required to give, I’ve forgotten what it was
– a month, perhaps two months, I’m not sure – so right at the end of this period when my
notice was about to expire and I was starting my job at Shrivenham, he called me in and
started to explain to me how well paid I was already and how ungrateful it was of me to
think of leaving, and so on. I think this is probably a standard interview that works
managers are practised in. So I told him that I had warned him originally when he’d
recruited me that he wasn’t paying me enough and now, sure enough, I was getting a
better salary and a more congenial job and more congenial surroundings, a better position
altogether back in the scientific civil service. And he was surprised that I was quite
obdurate about this and he was going to have a word with Professor Holtsmith who was
going to be my boss at Shrivenham, and I said no, I wouldn’t have that.

Doesn’t sound like a very easy meeting?
An easy what?

An easy meeting, it doesn’t sound like a very…
No, I suppose it was basically a hostile meeting, but I… didn’t become an argument,
certainly there were no rude remarks passed back and forth. I said, well I’m sorry, really
you’ve left it rather late. That would be the tenor of what I was saying.
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Had this been an ongoing problem your whole time at Ferranti?
I was well aware that my time was limited and I didn’t make any secret of the fact and
Thomas, as I’ve said, was put in there to ensure that they could carry on with my work
after I’d left. But this was to a certain extent a safety measure, they perhaps didn’t really
believe that I would leave. I was, after all, getting a tremendously good salary compared
with all the other people there and it was out of the question that I should ever get a better
salary anywhere else. And I believe I told you that this works manager chap had got a
graph showing salary versus age in the scientific civil service with points plotted showing
the salary of different staff members and he pointed to this cross labelled ‘x’ or whatever
it was, in his crib ‘x’ was Geoff Tootill and I was receiving a salary well above the
average in the scientific civil service. So I told him, not so, I am getting a higher salary in
the scientific civil service, your graph is for perhaps the scientific officer class where I’m
going as a senior scientific officer, or perhaps your graph is out of date, but anyway, I
assure you, etc.

What was your salary at Ferranti, do you remember?
£650 a year, I seem to remember. That’s right, an assistant experimental officer got
something like 300 and something a year. That’s the… yes, and the senior experimental
officer got 600 and something a year. And I can’t remember what I started at as an SSO.
[19:55]
You mentioned that, well, by the description of this graph it sounds like your manager had
quite a good idea of what was happening in the civil scientific service.
Yes, scientific civil service, yes.

How was the scientific civil service seen within Ferranti? How were you treated as an exmember of it, would perhaps be a better way of putting it.
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I was treated as a senior development engineer with a thorough knowledge of my subject,
which nobody else in the firm had. I wasn’t treated as anything to do with the scientific
civil service. Oh yes, Geoff Tootill was in the scientific civil service, but he’s none the
worse for that.

So it didn’t carry any extra connotations or anything within…
No, I don’t think so.

I was just wondering a little bit, you said you specified the logic for the Mark 1.
Yes. It’s lunchtime.

Oh, good point, so it is. I shall…
[end of track 7]
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[Track 8]

Right, this is interview with Geoff Tootill, January twenty-sixth, 2010.

Geoff, I had a few sort of follow-up questions on Manchester. One of the things I was
wondering is how different was your experience of the University of Manchester to your
earlier experience at Cambridge?
Well, I had no experience at Cambridge other than attending lectures and sitting the Tripos
exams. I never did any technical work at Cambridge, so working at TRE first of all, then
Manchester, was a complete contrast to my undergraduate experience. But working at
Manchester was very similar to my work at TRE, except that I didn’t have an office to
myself at Manchester of course. For that matter, neither did Tom Kilburn. I mean the
university buildings were more or less in the centre of Manchester at that time, they were
nothing like as extensive as they are these days, this is after all sixty years ago, so
individual lecturers, even senior lecturers, didn’t have offices to themselves in all
probability, probably had a table and a chair in the corner of the lab in most cases. So I
suppose we had the odd chair in our lab with the SSEM, somewhere to put – well, we had
laboratory benches I think in that room, I can’t remember accurately, so we would have a
stool probably so we could perch at a bench and make notes or bring circuit diagrams up
to date. So my experience at Manchester was very similar to my experience at TRE,
except of course that work at Manchester was more intensive. We were working flat out
all the time in the lab and any paperwork we had to do we would take home and do in the
evenings, or in Tom Kilburn’s case he would manage to do most of it on the train because
he commuted from Dewsbury to Manchester.
[03:28]
Talked about the technical sort of work you were doing at TRE and Cambridge, I was just
– TRE and Manchester…
No, I wasn’t doing any technical work at Cambridge. TRE and Malvern.

Yes. I was wondering what sort of technical training you’d had at TRE?
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None. They sent us on a two-week course, new recruits to the scientific civil service, as
temporary scientific officers of course, I was a temporary junior scientific officer and the
fact that I’d already done some work on electronics at home, namely building myself an
amplifier or more than one amplifier and a wireless set or two, that was… that meant that I
was quite competent to use a soldering iron, which is really the thing that was required. I
became, let’s say I knew which end to pick the soldering iron up by when I went to TRE
and I rapidly became just as expert as everybody else in the use of a soldering iron and
wiring pliers and side cutters, which were the principal tools in use for electronic
development in those days. This fortnight’s course that they sent you on really consisted
of nothing more than explaining to you the meaning of all these abbreviations which of
course were secret, I think perhaps only confidential, the actual names of the installations
like GCI for example, Ground Controlled Interception. AI – Airborne Interception. I was
working on AI equipments. There were lots of jargon phrases which were also explained
to us on this fortnight’s course. [06:10] The chained – the CHL stations – Chain Home
Low stations – and the GCI stations had rotating antennas and at that date there were no
rotating joints which would carry radio frequency signals, so there was a cluster of cables
came down from the actual antennas on the antenna framework and then were led off to
the hut or whatever where the receiving equipment was installed. And so these cables had
to put up with being twisted back and forth and it was very important that you didn’t try to
take the antenna array round more than plus or minus so many degrees and there was a,
apparently there were three cables I think from the antenna installation to the receivers and
they were spaced at the corners of a triangle and there was a stack of triangular spaces to
hold these cables and the, all these triangles were pivoted about a vertical axis and the top
one turned with the antenna, more or less, and the bottom one stayed more or less
stationary and thus the twist on the cables was accommodated and spread out so as to do
the minimum long term damage. And they told us that thing was called the cake stand.
This is a typical piece of jargon that I happen to remember, there were a few dozen more
examples of that nature which I can’t call to mind at the moment.

Did they actually take you to visit the radar sites or was this explained in classes?
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Oh yeah. There must have been a programme of visits during this fortnight. I don’t think
we… oh yes, we probably did see the chain station receiver installation and we certainly
saw the operations room, the Fighter Command operations room somewhere, I’m not sure
where. I remember going up on outside duty, it was called in those days, to Preston.

Yes, I think you’ve mentioned this before.
I have spoken about this before, to see the operations room, filter room and the operations
room.
[09:52]
How much… you’re being shown this radar equipment and obviously throughout your
career as well you were responsible for developing and maintaining it, but how much
contact did you have, if any, with the people who’d designed it in the first place?
They were more or less my colleagues in TRE, so yes, I had contact with them. I was…
my group… my first group leader in TRE was William E Burcham, Bill Burcham – that’s
–B-U-R-C-H-A-M – and I think he had a lot to do with designing the AI Mark VIII, but it
never occurred to me to seek out these people and ask them why they did this and that, I
would just check with the group leader and say I can’t see the point of this, I propose to
alter it like that, and he would say okay, go ahead. If it was, that’s if it was at all a
substantial a modification I wanted to make, minor modifications I just went ahead and
did them, and I communicated such modifications to headquarters section, this was
probably in the Ministry of Aircraft Production and… I was in fact allowed to speak to the
appropriate section in the Air Ministry and of course I could talk to RAF stations, Fighter
Command stations, and I had to visit some of them from time to time. I think I’ve
mentioned that to you anyway.

Yeah. I had a follow-up question about this more generally actually – were there any sort
of inter-departmental and inter-service politics you had to be aware of?
No. I presume if I’d been in danger of causing problems between two ministries – the
War Department and the Air Ministry for example, my group leader would have carefully
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steered me away from that. He would probably in those circumstances check with his
boss, not act off his own bat if it was something which affected not just fighter aircraft but
army radar installations. But it was very unlikely, very rare that I should have anything
like that. In other words, the organisation of procurement of radar for the RAF was well
organised and satisfactorily compartmentalised so that everybody had a clear job and
could get on with it without stepping on anybody else’s toes.

Was this compartmentalisation something that was obvious at the time or is this…
Oh yes, it was simply technical specialisation, which automatically compartmentalised
things. I have mentioned FC Williams’s role in developing new circuitry and this
obviously was done for the benefit of all the groups and divisions in TRE. I don’t know
whether he communicated his work to other ministries. It would be a pity if he didn’t
because he had some very good ideas – well, he and his people had some very good ideas.
[14:39]
Yes, actually there was a question I wanted to ask you about FC Williams and Tom
Kilburn that you touched on briefly last time, it’s when you were talking about the
computing at Manchester and I think you mentioned that you suspected that FC Williams
or Tom Kilburn had suspected that Turing was homosexual and I was just wondering what
gave you that impression?
This is hindsight. I did wonder why Williams and Kilburn were loathe to co-operate
closely with Turing and only in later years have I come up with a possible answer.

Right. When did you discover about Turing being homosexual, do you remember?
I think I heard rumours about it when he committed suicide. But even then it was
certainly not common knowledge.
[16:00]
I had another question about Manchester as well. You’ve mentioned before that –
obviously you did an MSc at Manchester and you raised the possibility of doing a PhD but
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mentioned that the funding wasn’t available - I was just wondering how seriously did you
consider doing the PhD there?
I considered doing a PhD anywhere that would have me and pay me a salary while I was
doing it and the result was a nil return.

[laughs]
When I got to the Military College of Science they were in some measure an external
college of London University, but they didn’t have the full facilities that London
University College would have. I think – oh, and of course it was probably thought to be
beneath the dignity of the lecturing staff to be PhD students. They were, they had to teach
serving officers who were in most – well in my case certainly – very few of them were as
young as me so there was, I did feel I had a problem in being a reasonably authoritative
figure. In fact I never had any trouble, no trouble whatsoever. They realised I knew my
stuff and that this was completely new, not only to them, but to most electrical engineers.

Were you treated ever differently at first because of the fact you were younger than them?
Did it affect me?
[18:26]
Were you treated differently by the other staff at Shrivenham because you were younger,
at first?
No, I was… I had the same very solid reputation amongst the other teaching staff. They
had their own specialities and my boss at Shrivenham in fact was a server mechanisms
man and he had no knowledge of even analogue computing mechanisms and my brief at
Shrivenham was to teach not only digital computing but analogue computing as well. I
think I’ve got a copy somewhere of a screed I wrote. I did a complete survey of analogue
computers. This in fact was a survey of methods of doing multiplication in a computer.
This is the bugbear of analogue computing; addition, subtraction, integration with respect
to current time, were all done to very high accuracy, like plus or minus point
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05 per cent was commonplace with analogue addition, etc, but multiplication you couldn’t
do electronically. One of the things that I did some work on, I can’t think where it was,
was doing analogue multiplication by using square law function generators. If you have
two inputs which you wish to multiply together then you form X plus Y and X minus Y and
feed both of these into squaring circuits; you get X plus Y squared X minus Y squared and
you take the difference, the X squared and Y squared terms cancel out and you get left with
four XY. So you have multiplication by use of a square law function generator. So this
ingenious trick got you out of making a device with two analogue inputs and substituted
the problem of making two devices with one analogue input, a square law generator in
other words.

Was this a technique you developed yourself or something you picked up from elsewhere?
I think this was common knowledge, but nobody had pursued it at all. I suppose it may
well be that I invented that, I can’t remember, but it was of no practical importance
because a digital multiplier was so much better. Have I quoted FC Williams’s comment
that digital representation was the first law of increasing returners that he’d ever
encountered? Every time you added another digital place you got twice the accuracy and
if you were working with say, eight digits - no ten digits – ten binary digits, if you went up
to eleven then you got twice the accuracy that you could get with ten binary digits.

In what context is this?
Well this is just one of the sort of remarks which might be passed over the lunch table.

Okay. I was just wondering if there was a specific technology it was involved in at all or
whether it was just general?
No, it’s a general remark which is true about all digital computing, digital representations.
[23:33]
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Your work at computing in Manchester had been with digital computing, but you
mentioned a moment ago that you also knew quite a lot about analogue and I was
wondering how you came across that, how you built up that knowledge of analogue
computing?
I just heard about it, casual talk in TRE, possibly in the canteen. I’ve no idea how I came
to learn. I remember at one stage – oh yes, that’s right, this was when I was proposing to
leave TRE and go to the Military College of Science, I found a report. Somebody had
commissioned a research contract with a firm, it may have been EMI, to list all the
possible ways of doing analogue multiplication. I read this, it was a library copy, I
couldn’t get a copy for myself but I made notes of all the different techniques and I used
them at the Military College of Science just to emphasise to my students that there really
was no way of doing, no satisfactory way of doing analogue multiplication.

When did it become obvious that analogue computing wasn’t the way to go and that
digital was going to win out?
Digital computing had already won out in some applications like payroll for example, you
couldn’t possibly get away with saying this is your take home pay plus or minus five
pounds. And in any case, even if the staff had been content with this the Inland Revenue
wouldn’t have been, they wanted to get the income tax to the nearest penny, if not to the
nearest farthing in those days, I’m not sure.

So analogue computing just wasn’t precise enough then?
Analogue computing was not precise enough when multiplication was involved and there
are very few practical computing problems where multiplication is not involved. Making
out invoices for your clients you have to multiply the unit cost by the number of units
involved, and so on.
[26:58]
What… could you describe what the Military College of Shrivenham was like to me, I
don’t know that much about it at all.
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Well it was centred on an old manor house, a substantial residence in very attractive
surroundings, and this was taken over for the officers’ mess of course. And I think two
Sandhurst blocks, they were called. These were buildings with an H plan on the ground
and they were built specifically for the Military College of Science.

What sort of teaching took place there? What subjects and to who?
There was a course for young officers, it was called the young officers’ course and it
taught them physics and chemistry, I don’t think they learnt any biology, physics for
vehicles and weapons, chemistry for explosives and other weapons.

So this was all sort of very much driven towards some military application at the end, it
was…
Oh yes. So they were… they were sufficiently knowledgeable to realise that digital
computing was going to be important for the armed forces and they were very keen to
recruit somebody who knew the subject thoroughly such as it existed at that time and
could teach. I obviously made a good impression. During the war I’d been in the concert
party at TRE and we used to put on reviews so this gave me self-confidence to speak in
front of an audience and it also gave me the self-confidence to speak to an interview board
of course. So the fact that I was obviously literate and could communicate was a bonus to
the fact that I was a digital computing expert, which they had to have and they might have
put up with almost anything. But I had a vague realisation of this at the time, but of
course I thought digital computing was such a simple concept that it wouldn’t be at all
difficult to find somebody who was prepared to lecture on the subject, but by going to the
Military College of Science I got promoted in the scientific civil service from the
experimental officer class to the scientific officer class. And I think in any case they
would have given me what I wanted because I was the expert on the subject, but in fact,
the fact that I’d got an MSc degree was quite sufficient to admit me to the scientific officer
class.
[31:07]
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I was struck a moment ago there when you were saying that you sort of had expertise that
nobody else really did at this point, I was just wondering how aware were you of what
other people thought of computing?
I was as aware as any other research worker I suppose. When I went to the Military
College of Science then I was not restricted by the Official Secrets Act, that is to say, all
the material I taught to my students was only restricted at the worst so I was able to tell
my parents I suppose a little more and in fact I’d been able to tell my parents what they
wanted to know about digital computing.
[32:16]
What did they want to know about digital computing?
Well, very little. I’ve told you, have I, about my father’s comment? I wrote this great
report for Ferranti on the design of the Ferranti Mark I computer and I showed it to my
father and my father was a working editor, he was the chief editor of the Co-operative
Press and he looked through this manuscript in the very rapid way that editors have of
appraising a piece submitted by journalists, and his comment was ‘Who on earth is ever
going to read that stuff?’ The point was, it was written mostly in the passive voice and at
that time this was more or less obligatory for scientific work, everybody used the passive
voice as much as possible, and of course, I have mentioned have I, The Old Man of the
Sea, whose author’s name I can’t call to mind at the moment.

Was it Hemingway?
Hemingway. He said that he had never written a sentence in the passive voice in his
whole life, and I didn’t learn that until many years later.

So your father just read through it purely on its sort of journalistic merits rather than the
technical stuff behind it?
Well I think he was interested in what I was doing and I told him that this report,
specification of the computer that Ferranti had to build, was the most important document
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I had written up to that time, so naturally he was interested to see what his – I was his only
son of course, my mother couldn’t have any more children after me – he wanted to see
what his only son was up to. He was sadly disappointed in this report I’m afraid.

What did your mother think of your work on computers?
Oh well I was her blue-eyed boy, obviously, her only child and she was extremely
impressed by the difficulty of my subject and the way I’d mastered it so fluently.

Sounds very much like teacher comments.
Yes. She was an ex-teacher of course. In those days married women had to stop work, it
wasn’t the done thing for a teacher to get married and continue working.
[35:56]
You mentioned getting married a couple of weeks ago, that your wife had been a lab
assistant at TRE.
Yes, in the TRE school.

I was just wondering, did she go back to work afterwards?
Yes. Yes, she went on working till her first pregnancy I think. She was a Malvern girl so
she was able to live with her parents when I first went up to Manchester and I think she…
I think she was pregnant at that time but she continued working and when we went up to
Manchester she – well, when I told her that I’d got a more or less permanent position, that
I wasn’t going to be sent back to Malvern, then we decided we would set up house in the
Manchester area and she came up to Oldham and we briefly lived with my parents in
Oldham. Have I told you that she was appalled at the dirt in Oldham? She put Peter –
that’s the eldest son – out in his pram in his new, brand… well, newly washed anyway,
shirt or whatever they call baby’s garments, and five minutes later he’d got a black smut
on his face. She put this down as a very black mark against Oldham. It was the cotton
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mills of course, some of them were still working around Oldham at that time and there
was no Clean Air Act.

Was there much pollution then?
Well, yes there must have been pollution, to the extent which was tolerated in those days.
[38:30]
What was Oldham like in late forties?
It was a typical small town, but what was typical of Oldham and Manchester area was
rows of houses, well council houses, and typically they would have one of these newfangled ideas, a water closet out in the back yard. They would have cold water at the
kitchen sink and this was more or less the only place with a water supply and a drain.
Upstairs was just bedrooms, there was no bathroom upstairs in those days in these houses.
But in the 1920s, late twenties and thirties I think, there were big improvements being
made in housing of factory workers and my parents had a house in Grange Avenue which
was one of, I think it was perhaps a detached house, it may have been just semi-detached,
but it was big and it had not only a kitchen but also a scullery and it had a hot and cold
water supply and a bathroom upstairs. That’s on the first floor, but the second floor was
an attic. I can’t remember what it was in spite of the fact nominally I lived there for a
time.

Was the indoor bathroom something of a luxury at this time then?
Yes, I suppose so. I took it as quite normal. I’d been accustomed to it more or less all my
life.
[41:05]
How well off were your parents?
Well, they were upper middle class I suppose. My father, as I just said, was the editor of
several titles and that was quite a prestigious position, he was one of the authoritative
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figures in the Co-operative movement, that’s, the Co-operative movement included a large
number of retail societies and the Co-operative Wholesale Society and the CWS had quite
a few factories making this and that product for sale in the retail establishments. So when
– that’s right – when we got married my father was able to get some old furniture that we
acquired refurbished, cleaned up and perhaps one or two repairs made to it and then the
whole lot spray polished so that it was all new looking and shiny. So this was typical of
the sort of service provided for the managers in different bits of the Co-operative
movement.

Did he have any other privileges for being a manager within the Co-op then or…
No, there was no rebates in Co-operative shops. In fact, there was a system of
membership of the Co-op. You became a member of the local Co-op and then you got a
dividend and every transaction in the shop was recorded on a Climax Check – this was a
proprietary system of duplicate record keeping –and a Climax Check was a little bit of
paper perforated all round, about three inches by one and a quarter inches, and you totted
up all the amounts on these checks and you were given a rebate of five per cent, typically I
think, so that in quite a literal sense the members did own the retail establishment.

Did your father’s job have much status to it then?
Yeah well, as I was saying, it had the status of a senior manager in the Co-operative
movement.
[44:28]
You mentioned a moment ago how you were, I suppose separated from your wife who
stayed on in Malvern while you went to Manchester – was that hard?
Well, it was much harder for Pam – her name was – than for me because I had a new and
interesting job to go to and I was working eight or, yeah, eight hours a day plus several
hours in the evening and yes, I would go into the lab on Saturday mornings as well. I had
the place to myself then. Tom Kilburn didn’t contemplate the commute from Dewsbury
just for a morning’s work. He of course pulled his weight because of all the design work
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he did. I don’t know how we allocated these different bits of design work, but we
certainly each of us did our share, produced a theoretical circuit diagram and the wireman
– Norman was his name – was, been trained, sort of night school route, to understand a
circuit diagram and be able to translate it into a piece of equipment. He wouldn’t, well,
there were drawing offices of course and they would clean up a theoretical circuit
diagram, but they wouldn’t add any instructions on how to construct the corresponding
unit and how to wire it up. The wireman was supposed to be able to do that for himself,
working from a theoretical circuit diagram. There is quite a big difference between a
theoretical circuit diagram and a drawing showing exactly how the unit was to be built and
to be wired up. So this was the job that Ferranti were going to do on the Manchester
computer, which they did of course.
[47:11]
Sorry, you mentioned the drawing office there and the wireman - what other sort of people
were there around who were helping out?
There was, at Manchester University there was a workshop and this produced for us a
blank chassis with – they probably inserted the valve holders – we had a standard design
of a unit to go into a Post Office rack which was twenty-three inches wide and had British
Association threads tapped into pairs of holes every three inches all the way up on both
sides of the rack, so the workshop would produce a front panel made of heavy gauge metal
and they probably bought them in finished with some sort of enamel, I don’t think they did
the painting themselves. They would make a chassis which stuck out from this front
panel, made out of bent tin, that is to say, tin steel plate with… they would punch holes in
it. Yes, you had various rather unsatisfactory devices at that time for making large round
holes in a sheet of tin, ring saws and there were circular cutters which are a bit like a lathe
cutter only mounted on a drill press so that you could make round holes of any size. If
they were a standard size then you would have a ring saw, which was a hacksaw blade
bent round in a circle. They’re still used I think. So the workshop would produce the
chassis, probably with the valve holders in it, and the wireman as his background task
would wire up all… would have one or two of these chassis waiting for his attention, he
would wire up all the heaters and various other standard connections on the valve holders.
The heaters were taken to a plug and socket on the chassis and the earth connections were
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connected to the actual tinplate and this left the – these are pentode valves – this left a grid
connection, the cathode grid, the screen grid, the suppressor grid and the anode for the
wireman to connect according to the diagram, theoretical circuit diagram.

So did they work on other projects in the department as well or just the computer one?
Well, Norman was specifically allotted to our work so that we in effect had priority in
getting things wired up. There were other wiremen, probably part of the workshop, who
would make electronic units for the requirements of other departments of the university.
But of course other departments in the university didn’t have very much demand for
tailor-made electronic equipment. Norman I think must have got promoted, anyway he
moved away and he was replaced by Ida Fitzgerald who was something like twice as
quick as Norman at wiring things up. She’d obviously been the very eager recipient of
some technical training, I don’t know whether it was night school or something else, I
can’t remember what technical training facilities there were available in those days. So
she, nothing much to look at, but an excellent worker and we were absolutely delighted to
have her services exclusively for the computer project.
[52:19]
I think Ida might be the first person you’ve mentioned to me you’ve worked with who’s not
a man.
Yeah. Yes, she was unusual. The usual problem with the female staff is that there is no
lavatory provided for them. This is a problem which was constantly coming up in those
days. Well, it was a wartime problem as many women were employed in jobs when no
women had worked before, so that all accommodation managers had to deprive the men of
one of their toilets and have the appropriate facilities installed for the ladies.

Did you think it was unusual at the time having a wireman who was in fact a wirewoman?
Yes, we thought it was unusual and we said well yes, shall we give her a trial, and we
were delighted. Perhaps to a certain extent she thought she was carrying the flag for the
whole of the female sex. It wouldn’t be at all surprising if that was the case, because in a
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certain sense she was, although I think the barriers had been broken down during the war.
The university of course was a very conservative place.
[54:07]
Even at Manchester?
Well, not conservative in the political sense, but in the sense of sticking to the tried and
trusted procedures. No advantage to be gained from arbitrary changes. If they showed
some hope of being an improvement, then yes of course, in a university particularly, the
change would be tried out. But nevertheless, unless you could see some definite, fairly
substantial benefit, then you wouldn’t alter your methods.

Was there any sort of political culture to Manchester University you noticed?
I didn’t notice any political culture. I didn’t really notice any political culture at home.
My father was working for a nominally socialist, Labour and socialist establishment, but it
was a perfectly respectable establishment, it wasn’t in any way substantially different from
the facilities in a Conservative newspaper or printing works and many editors had
different personal politics to the politics of the publication they edited. They were
sufficiently skilled authors to ensure that there was no bias which would offend the
proprietor.

Do you remember your father having any particular political outlook then?
Yes, he was a Liberal because he couldn’t bring himself to be Labour and being Liberal
was quite acceptable to both sides.

Why couldn’t he bring himself to be Labour?
Why couldn’t he?

Yeah.
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He never told me. My mother, well this was after he died, my mother said that to a certain
extent the fact he was Liberal was a compromise.
[56:58]
What did your parents think about you getting married?
I remember very clearly after I’d got married and so I said to them at mealtime, ‘What do
you think of the idea of being grandparents?’ and my mother said, ‘Being grandparents?
How would that come about?’ [laughs] So this really surprised them. Sorry, what was
your question again?

It’s just brought me on to another question actually which is… my original question was
how did your parents take to you getting married, but how did they take to becoming
grandparents was the question I’d like to ask now.
Oh well, my mother was delighted of course. She… my wife didn’t really get on very
well with my mother, she was, as far as Pam was concerned she was a bit of the
conventional dragon mother-in-law. She was an ex-teacher and she had strong opinions of
course, which she was accustomed to voicing. She, I think she taught infants and this is
not the best training to win over a daughter-in-law new to being married and very new to
being pregnant. So the fact that we lodged with my parents for a time must have been a
real trial for Pam, but we, eventually we, we found lodgings. In fact this was from my
mother’s sister who heard of a family that were going on a long holiday for several months
and they wanted somebody to live in their house, so we became their lodgers. I can’t
remember where this was and this was of course where the episode of the baby getting a
smut on his face after ten minutes took place, in the back garden of this house.
[1:00:05]
When exactly did you become a father?
Peter was born in 19… 48. Colin was born in 1950. Now wait a minute. Yes, I got
married in 1947 so Peter was born in 1948, Colin was born in 1950 and Steve must have
been born in 1953.
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Did you get married in a church?
Yes, we were married in a church in the… Malvern church. I think it was called The
Abbey, but I’m not sure. I can’t remember this very well.

Your first son, where was he born then?
Pardon? Where was my son born?

Yes.
In… in Worcestershire. In Worcester, in a nursing home there I think. Pam wanted to be
near her parents of course and I was still working all the hours God sends and not a very
satisfactory husband for a newly wed mother. However, I think Pam understood that my
future salary would be considerably improved by me getting a further degree.

Did becoming a father change your outlook on life at all?
Well yes, it obviously required a more responsible attitude. Yes, I would not… I would
not spend any money that I could avoid spending I suppose.
[pause]

Was it expensive, keeping a family then?
…While I was at Malvern, before I married, my salary used to mount up in my bank
account. I used to…
[Mrs Toothill offers refreshments]
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And after I got married and after of course Pam stopped work, then my salary stopped
mounting up. It was perfectly adequate, we were never in danger of getting into debt, but
I was… the problem of what to do with my money was solved for me.
[1:04:22]
What sort of expenses were there with having a child then?
Oh well, obviously the baby wasn’t a very expensive acquisition, he would grow out of his
clothes very frequently of course and his food would be a negligible expense. The main
thing of course was that I was now supporting another person on the same salary. That
was the increase in expenditure. Well, the usual expenditure under the usual cost of living
headings, which you can find in the Sunday newspapers usually.
[1:05:26]
Would there be medical costs as well or is this after the NHS? I’m just a little bit fuzzy on
dates at this point.
Yes, the NHS came into operation after I was married and this was a big relief to me to not
to have to pay medical bills. Not that I had many of them to pay, but I was worried of
course that I might have a big bill when there came a necessity for an operation, if that
happened. So I was extremely relieved by the introduction of the NHS and this must have
been, I suppose, while I was still at TRE. That must have been before 1947, but no, I
don’t know, it was post-war, obviously. [pause] Yes, it’s been on the box recently.
Andrew Marr’s spoken about it.

As a historian of science I really should know. Did it make any sort of, have a personal
impact on you? You’ve sort of spoken about being worried about the cost of operations
beforehand, I was just…
It didn’t affect me directly, it just reassured me.

What was your son like? Peter?
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What was…?
[1:07:36]
What was your son like, Peter, as a child?
Oh, he was very bright and quite reserved. It’s a big contrast to the second one, Colin,
who was definitely extroverted. Yeah, well Peter was introverted and still is of course, as
indeed I am basically.

And you had a third son as well you said?
Yes. I don’t really think Steve is either introverted, strongly introverted or strongly
extroverted. All three of them have started their own businesses. Peter was more or less
first on the market running a, what we now call a web page. There was a certain amount
of scope in those days for being your own internet service provider, there wasn’t any
internet really to speak of, but bulletin boards, that’s right, that’s what they were called,
and Peter ran one and he told me why he did it, well mainly because it was interesting and
he enjoyed doing it. It didn’t bring him much money, but yes, he had the right idea of
enterprise. Colin of course started work as a salesman for a company that sold sticky
labels and he of course had to take an order for sticky labels from a client and then pass
the order to his boss to be amalgamated with other orders and sent to the factory. He got
into the habit of sending his orders direct to the factory and bypassing his boss and he got
sacked for that, so he gulped a bit and went ahead, ran his own business thereafter and
he’s still doing it. In… in the neighbourhood of Toronto of course. He found there was
much more scope in Canada for this sort of enterprise. And Steve started off…
[arrival of refreshments]
[1:11:28]
Steve started working for a firm, an Australian firm and he was in Australia, he came back
to this country and he too – well, of course Colin tutored him and Steve set up his own
business on cleaning name and address lists – I don’t know if you’ve heard of this
activity? Firms who are going for supplying quite small retail articles, not highly priced
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retail articles, they accumulate lists of possible customers. They, in fact they can buy
name and address lists and they have their own name and address list of customers. So the
problem arises to eliminate duplications in these lists when they’re consolidated. And you
might think that this was a straightforward clerical task, but no, there’s always mistakes in
name and address lists, like Knox, Mr Knox, for example, may be spelt with a ‘K’ or not,
and this has a profound effect on the alphabetical list. And there are quite a few examples
of this nature which Steve is willing to quote to a potential customer and his software will
sort this out. In fact I wrote one of the key pieces of his software at the time, which was to
make a phonetic version of surnames. The point is that if you make a phonetic version of
the surname then you standardise it and you eliminate variations in spelling. So when you
get two names in a list which have the same phonetic spelling, then you, well you program
your software to go into it further – do they have the same address? Of course, if that’s
the case then they are identical and you strike one of them out. I’ve never really
understood how Steve decides which one to strike out, but he’s got this taped too. I think
this is also done by the software.

When did you write the piece of software you’re talking about?
Oh, quite recently, that is to say after my retirement. I think you can, if you look up Geoff
Tootill on the net you’ll find a note of this software, but it’s since my retirement, which
was in 1982 of course, but it was probably in the 1990s that I did it.
[1:15:29]
Did you have any strong memories of your children while they were growing up? Or any
specific ones that stand out, might be a better way of putting it.
I remember once I was taking Colin home in his pushchair and there was a step in the
front path up to the front door. I thought he was fastened in his pushchair and I hoicked
up the pushchair to mount the step and tipped Colin out on to the path. Fortunately he
was, as many young children are, perfectly relaxed so that he didn’t hurt himself much.

If you had to describe yourself as a father, what sort of father were you?
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Conscientious.

Do you have any sort of particular aspirations for your children or things you wanted
them to do?
No, I wanted to help them to find out what they wanted to do.
[1:17:19]
So when you moved from Manchester to Shrivenham your wife and children went with
you?
Yes. We had a married soldier’s quarter to start with. Have I mentioned this to you
before?

I think you mentioned a little bit of it last time, but…
Yeah, this was… I don’t know whether the… I think they must have been built for
married soldiers but they were on the lines of council houses, but the bottom grade of
council house. And at a later stage when they did indeed become council houses, they
were taken over from the War Department by the local authority, then the local authority
combined two of these married soldiers’ quarters to make one council house. They didn’t
come up to scratch if they were used individually. They were in pairs anyway. There
were four bedrooms for each two houses and the two bedrooms that were adjacent in the
two houses were arranged with double doors and locks on either side so that one house
could have three bedrooms and the next door house only had one.

What sort of technology did you have in the home by this point?
A washing machine, this was… I can’t remember the brand, it was a very little one, this
was mainly a tub with some sort of agitator in it, and a little mangle mounted on the top of
the tub. That was a washing machine in those days. It was very cheap but we could…
and this is the sort of thing we could afford, the very cheap ones. And of course washing
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nappies, it was a very big labour saver, in spite of being rather primitive and crude by
today’s standards.

Did you help do the washing as well or was it your wife?
I didn’t help with the washing, I would help with certainly the washing up from the
evening meal and well, I would always do all the DIY because we couldn’t afford to pay a
tradesman to do little jobs. In any case, I was quite convinced that I could do a better job
than most tradesmen. Probably fair comment, the sort of tradesmen we could afford to
employ.

Was money a problem at the time then?
No, there was no problem. I had a regular salary coming in every month and a routine
increment every year in salary and I think we thought we were quite well off. When my
name came up on a list after I’d been at the Military College of Science for some time, I
was offered a married officer’s quarter, which was semi-detached, not in a row, but there
was no business about sharing a bedroom, each quarter had got its own number of
bedrooms, I can’t remember how many that was, but it was quite a nice home but it had
been built without any regard to thermal insulation and it was cold and draughty and there
were gas fires, I suppose gas fires in the bedrooms. That’s right, there’d been gas fires in
the married soldier’s quarter. The main heating in the living room was an ordinary coal
fire, in the married soldier’s quarter, I think that was probably the same in the married
officer’s quarter, but in addition there were these gas fires in… possibly there was a gas
fire in the dining room and the gas bill, my gas bill was I thought exorbitant because of the
complete absence of insulation. Single glazed windows and no insulation in the cavity of
the cavity wall, but no ceiling insulation in the upstairs rooms, so there was a tremendous
heat loss through the ceiling and tremendous heat loss up the stairs from downstairs. They
wouldn’t be passed by the building regulations these days if they were built to those
standards.
[1:23:50]
What was family life like outside work when you were at Shrivenham?
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We had quite a good social life. There was a dramatic society which we joined. I met
Pam through the TRE concert party and so we were both keen to go in for amateur
theatricals as far as family commitments permitted. When we went to Shrivenham and
there was this dramatic society, it just did straight plays, my terminology is of course, oh it
only, it just did straight plays, very little in other words, initiative involved. Our concert
party, we wrote our own material. In fact there was one, the producer was the chap who
wrote most of the material, but we all had a go. I remember making a suggestion to him
which we developed. I’m talking now about the TRE concert party, the Flying Rockets. I
said instead of having a straight man interrupted by successive comedians, have a
comedian doing his patter and having him interrupted by successive straight men. And we
worked this up quite well. I remember my straight man was, I had a dog collar and a
black suit, I came running on to the stage, leapt in the air and fell flat on my face and I
said, I got up, ‘Oh dear, I could have sworn I left my bicycle here’. And this was quite
typical of the gags that we put on. I remember one entirely unscripted one which I
irritated the producer with intensely, he was not accustomed to this sort of
insubordination. I had a device with a candle held, it’s a t-piece, it was a candle with both
ends’ wicks exposed and I lit the candle and when it was burning nicely I’d march on to
the stage saying, ‘I can do it, I can do it’. And of course he was quite clued up enough to
pick up his cue, ‘You can do what?’ ‘Burn the candle at both ends.’

But there was none of this frivolity when you got to Shrivenham then, it was all straight
plays?
That’s right. Well, I mean yes, some of them were comedies. They did Arsenic and Old
Lace, I was a New York policeman and I had to practise my American accent. I hadn’t…
I don’t know if you know, one of the big features of the American accent is that mesial ‘t’s
are converted to ‘d’s. Accommodation… no… becomes accommodation. No, that’s a
completely false example. Think of a word with a ‘t’ in the middle.

Tootill.
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Well that would become – Toodill. The mesial ‘t’ would become a ‘d’. And then of
course there’s the slurring of the vowels as well. So since that, since taking that part I’ve
taken more interest in the American accent.
[1:28:12]
Did you have any sort of particular sources of inspiration when you were practising your
American accent there?
No, no. I proposed to the president, I think he was called, of the International Federation
of Information Processing for… International Federation for Information Processing –
IFIP – which was an association of as many different national computing societies as
possible, I proposed that there should be a terminology committee and I’d assimilated
what was called the Holmstrom Principle. Holmstrom was a Brit with a Swedish name
who developed a method of writing multi-lingual vocabularies by fastening on the
meaning of the terms and show, tell two computer engineers the definition of the term and
they would – of different nationalities – they would tell you the word for it in their own
language. Of course this necessitated translating the definition first and this can, if you’re
not careful, become a circular process. And in fact there was software beginning to be
written about this time for process control. No, for – not process control – but project
control, let’s call it. There’s a large number of different jobs which have to be done for a
project to proceed and of course some depend on the results of earlier jobs, so you can
draw a sort of diagram showing the output of one job constituting one of the inputs to the
next job. And of course, some jobs are… don’t require any special inputs particular to the
project, but others do require a lot of preliminary work in the project. So you’ve got to
ensure that these things progress properly in good time. You mustn’t have things ready
too soon because then you have to stock the product and keeping a stock, as any retailer
will inform you, involves expense. So you had this… eventually this developed into the
just-in-time, which the Japanese are very good at because of course in Japan you can rely
on your subcontractors to deliver at the time they said they would. You would almost
commit hari-kari if they don’t. So this was quite a novel idea for British companies, but
there you go. And this project control software was just what you wanted for checking on
definitions in writing a vocabulary. If you found in the software that one particular job,
the output of one particular job went through another job or two and then was required for
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the input of the job you were started with, then this is equivalent to a circular definition in
a vocabulary. So I was able to use this software to check for circular definitions and this
involved disciplining the writing of definitions and this applied of course to any language.
So that was one contribution to this vocabulary work. I was eventually put in as chairman
of the terminology committee of IFIP, the International Federation for Information
Processing, and they told me they were putting my name forward and it was a hell of a
long time before anything happened and Isaac Auerbach who was president of the
association - needless to say he was an American, with that name – was checking on me,
he found it difficult to find anybody who’d worked with me and naturally from the
distance of America, but he had to be assured that I was a competent chap who would
drive the thing forward. So that was the reason for the delay.
[1:34:23]
How did you get involved with IFIP?
Through the British Computer Society. I was one of the founders of the British Computer
Society and I wrote various screeds on what activities the Society would get up to and I
was one of the original members and I dropped out of membership when I went to Holland
because I didn’t see the point of paying my sub when I got nothing whatsoever back for it.
But before I went to Holland I had been concerned with international terminology and the
Holmstrom process was to get somebody to write definitions of all the technical terms
which needed to be translated and translate these definitions of technical terms, which is
where the difficulty and the circular definition business comes in, but once that had been
sorted then you submitted the definition to the native speaker of the target language and of
course in computer, in the computer world, nearly everybody speaks and understands
English so that we were lucky, we could write our definitions in English. And I drove my
international committee forward writing definitions and I was able to speak French. This
was not because there was somebody in the committee who didn’t understand English, but
it was really a specimen foreign language so that if the… if I could more or less translate
the definition into French, then it had a good chance of not being circular.
[1:37:06]
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You mentioned you were one of the founding, well founders of the British Computer
Society – can you tell me a bit more about that?
I can’t tell you much. All I can remember is one particular meeting where we decided that
we would set up a computer society and we talked about what it would do and I remember
I wrote something on this subject. But all this is lost now. The British Computer Society
is a bit toffee-nosed now, I don’t think they think very much of me because I’m not a
paying member any more. They send me their publication – do they? No, not their
publication, it’s the – that’s right – it’s the Computer Conservation Society which was
started by the BCS and of course I’m a member of that, they send me all their publications
and I read them conscientiously but some of them are a little boring.

Who else was at this meeting you mentioned a moment ago?
The inaugural meeting for the British Computer Society?

Mm, yes.
All I can remember is that there were about twenty of us sitting round a long table. I was
putting in my two penn’orth, as was everybody else, but I really cannot remember the
particular remarks that I made or anybody else made. Obviously we said this is going to
be a learned society, we can model it on other learned societies and we shall have a
publication which will be quite sketchy in the first instance and won’t come out very
often. This is the sort of thing that obviously we would have discussed.

What was the plan at this point? Do you remember what you sort of hoped the society
would bring? Or the reason why you needed a society for computers?
To spread information amongst practitioners. People who had to manage a computer
installation obviously would like to know how their fellow computer installation managers
organised their shift system, if they had to have one. Things of this nature, which are
peculiar to computer installation managers and you wouldn’t find in… being of interest to
other industrial and commercial managers. But managing a computer installation is just
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one aspect of the British Computer Society. There’s also of course research and
development of computers. There’s very little in the… Of course the Americans went
through the same sort of process as we did and having very many more computer
installations, naturally they had a bigger input from their members and more diverse input
too.

So, this information wasn’t readily available before then in Britain?
That’s right. If you’re, obviously the society wouldn’t publish a paper which just
recounted something which was standard practice elsewhere and was well known and
covered in existing publications and trading manuals for novice works managers and so
on.
[1:42:08]
What was your involvement with the BCS from that point then?
I can’t remember, I think… that’s right. I had moved to the Royal Aircraft Establishment
from TRE and my boss in the RAE, Stuart Hollingdale, was head of the mathematical
services department and he had written a book on the origins of computers and he was
approached to write a book, a more up-to-date book on computers and he realised he
wasn’t sufficiently au fait with the details of computer hardware to do it justice in a
paperback book. It was going to be called a Pelican book at that time, this is what
Penguin called their pale blue technical books. So he co-opted me as a co-author and we
churned out this book, of which I’ve got copies of successive printings up there, and it
was, it filled a long felt want, the market wanted a book which explained computers in
easy language, and this we did. And the book was translated into Spanish and partially
translated into Japanese, but I think the translator gave up. Perhaps it killed him off, I
don’t know.
[1:44:28]
You mentioned that there was a market need for this book then?
Yeah.
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How so? Why?
Why was there a need?

Yeah.
Because people were having to use computers; more and more computers being installed
and they were getting cheaper of course so that more people could install them, it’s a
circular process. Stuart Hollingdale and I undertook to survey both analogue and digital
computers, which we did. It’s quite a substantial paperback.

I’ve actually got a copy somewhere myself. I think it’s the 1971 edition.
Yeah. When I went to Holland I was still doing proofs, page proofs of the book. I find it
difficult to work out what year this was. Anyway…

Did you have any problems in trying to communicate your science and general expertise
to the general public?
No, I found that my experience at Shrivenham had stood me in very good stead for
spotting what the audience found difficult and explaining it. I must sort out my… [pause]
No, I thought I’d got a note somewhere of the date that I joined TRE… when I joined
RAE, but I can’t put my hand on it at the moment.
[1:47:23]
What were your main concerns when you were writing the book, the key things you were
trying to get across?
How the device worked and what it was used for. What a user would need to know about
it. I shall have to re-read or at least scan through one of the later printings of that book. I
can then answer that question more readily.
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[1:48:10]
You’re sort of writing a book for a larger audience, you mentioned before in one of our
first meetings about CP Snow and ‘The Two Cultures’.
Yeah, he was the chap who set up the… Scientific and Technical Register – I think it was
Scientific and Technical, not the other way round. And pilot officer… he was a serving
pilot officer was his deputy who I encountered on several occasions.

I was just wondering what you thought about ‘The Two Cultures’ idea specifically?
Well I thought there is another culture and a lot of people are just as interested in that as I
am in the scientific and technical one. I thought to a certain extent anybody who wanted a
soft option for their degree would go in for probably history, or not maths, physics,
chemistry or languages because there was a great deal of hard learning by rote involved in
all those subjects, whereas in history, I was thinking particularly of Pam’s cousin who
adopted a topic, a subject for her degree which involved the least hard work as she could
see it at the time and this, her subject was literature in some respect and she said as far as I
could find out, all it entailed was reading lots of books and I was doing this anyway so I
thought it would be very congenial. Well, this is, obviously this is a remark I’ve
remembered for many years. This is part of my attitude to the softer options for degree
subjects.

When you were writing the book did you think you were reaching out to this wider
audience who might be a softer option then?
Mm. Oh yeah. I was thinking of my military officers, some of whom found the stuff I
was teaching them very difficult indeed. But of course the Signals and REME officers had
no problems with the little bit of electronics that I put into these lectures. The technical,
well the hardware content of my lectures at Shrivenham was restricted to logic of digital
circuits and the outline principles of analogue devices, like of course I would mention the
best analogue multiplier was one which used a potentiometer and a server mechanism to
turn the spindle of the potentiometer to a distance equal to one of the input variables and
the second input variable was connected across the element of the potentiometer so that
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the output from the slider was the product of these two quantities, input quantities. Well
that is, I would explain that to my lecture class with a diagram or so and tell them that the
maximum accuracy you could get with this sort of thing was limited by the accuracy of the
potentiometer which was a fairly well established technical quantity and of course the big
disadvantage was that the server mechanism only turned the potentiometer very slowly by
electronic speeds. So that was the big disadvantage of the best available analogue
multiplier. That would be a summary of half a lecture. [phone ringing – conversation
about phone call]
[1:54:17]
Can we talk a bit more about your work at Shrivenham? What exactly did your job
involve?
Well the main job was giving lectures and supervising student laboratories and of course
devising experiments to be constructed and installed in the student laboratories for
students to use and measure and play with.

And the students would typically be military officers then, or other ranks as well?
Yes, they were exclusively military officers, except for one course. There was a guided
weapons course which was again for military officers and most departments at
Shrivenham had a few lectures to give to this guided weapons course where their
speciality was involved in guided weapons, and then the success and prestige of
Shrivenham in this and other fields was beginning to be well known, we were asked to put
on a guided weapons course for civilian development engineers, which we did and this
was a real eye-opener for me. I found that I could go twice as quickly with the civilians as
I could with the military officers, so, well (a) these civilians were all specially picked out
as those who could certainly assimilate new stuff and benefit from a probably rather
expensive course of lectures, and secondly, my military students quite often were devoted
to their army task and there’s a lot of admin involved in a commanding officer, even lower
ranks. Their real job is to know the technical speciality well enough to be able to, for
example, assist a sergeant or even a sergeant major with the speciality, but mainly to be
competent to do army type admin, or navy type admin. I did get one or two naval officers
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on my course, very few, they ran their own college of course. The air force similarly had
its own educational establishment, but nevertheless they did send quite a few and I’d have
probably up to three or four RAF officers in any lecture class. And a mixture of a large
number of different army officers, principally of course REME, Signals… weapons
specialists, I don’t know what… artillery of course, gunners, yes. Quite a few gunners.

Sounds like a very broad range of specialities. What were the military hoping they’d gain
from this?
Well, they knew very well that as their officers soldiered on through the years they would
come across all kinds of novel computing devices and they needed to be able to
understand how they worked so that they wouldn’t make fools of themselves in front of
their other ranks. But of course, there was nothing to prevent a military officer from
making a contribution to research and development. Quite a lot of them were bright
enough to do that and, well, not only bright enough but also sufficiently motivated to think
well, if it was like this would it be any better. At TRE there were a large number of RAF
officers.

Did you ever encounter any problems dealing with the military mind as opposed to the
engineer’s mind?
No, no problem at all. They were all leaning over backwards or else coming forward more
than halfway to understand the civilian expert’s attitude. I had been in Senior Officer
Training Corps at school and they changed the name because obviously Officer Training
Corps was begging a question, it was class biased, became the Senior Training Corps and
there was a Junior Training Corps at schools and the Senior Training Corps at college and
I was immediately into the Signals of the Senior Training Corps, at Cambridge this must
have been. So in spite of the fact I only had two years to do my degree, I was still
required to join the part-time soldiery in order to avoid conscription.
[2:01:15]
What was a typical lecture like that you used to give at Shrivenham? What sort of
teaching techniques did you use?
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Stand in front of the class and talk to them. I used to give them printed lecture notes
because I thought it was stupid making them rely on writing their own notes, which
probably contained sometimes even substantial errors. So the word was that yes, if you
can be bothered to do printed lecture notes, then fine, but give them out after you’ve given
the lecture. Well I sometimes did that and sometimes I didn’t bother. There was one chap
who was I think perhaps a Gunner Major and he wrote beautiful notes; neat and small
handwriting, and of course from time to time he was falling well behind the lecturer and
his technique was then to ask a question which would – I would always accept questions
during the lecture – and he fooled me at first, till I saw his notes and I realised what he
was at. So I was explaining, I remember, the technique of adding analogue signals, direct
voltages representing variables applied to the free ends of a fan of resistors all connected
to a common point at the input of an amplifier and feedback from the output of the
amplifier to exactly nullify the sum of all these, so that’s an adder. So I wrote, sigma, you
know, capital sigma, the conventional mathematical sign for a summation. I wrote sigma,
VI over RI, probably said VN over RN, equals, etc. Peter Lodge piped up, ‘What’s that
sigma?’ So I just gave him a look, said nothing and carried on. Even so, I suppose the
slight pause while I did that was probably enough for him to catch up.

How did you get on with your students generally?
Oh, very well indeed. They were all older than me, as I said. They had end-of-course
parties of course, to which I was invited with my wife, which we enjoyed going to. I’ve
probably still got the odd menu for a dinner somewhere with… it was a little verbal
caricature of each lecturer. I think one of them quoted… there was a talented artist too,
usually involved in producing these menus and mine was a succession of a long queue of
students and the caption was ‘The animals went in two by two’, because of course they’d
been hit with binary notation, which was quite novel to them.
[2:05:54]
Was there a practical element to your classes as well, or is it all theory?
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Oh yeah, there were student labs and I can’t remember what my labs consisted of but I do
remember that I had a little computing device, we called it a computer, it wasn’t powerful
enough to be called a computer, it was based on Post Office telephone exchange
techniques. I had a program wired up on the back of… no, no, that’s right, I had a
uniselector, a stepping switch this is, and a two-dimensional array of toggle switches
which you could set to either up for zero or down for one, so you could set a program on
these switches and then obviously, that’s right, I had a circuit for doing binary addition
using relays, Post Office relays, which I think had been developed by ST&C for use in the
tote, so it was binary coded decimal, but I just used straight binary, I didn’t break it down
by groups of four binary digits to make a decimal digit.

So did you actually have a computer to teach them computing with?
Yeah, well no. In those days a computer was a big installation taking up minimum 500
square feet, probably a thousand square feet, as much as a married soldier’s quarter, and
the Military College of Science didn’t get its own computer until many years later after I’d
left. But yes, I had this relay computer and I’ll just explain how these instructions for this
program could be set up on the switches. And the adder or adder/subtracter was this
circuit that I’ve mentioned from ST&C, so they could program a succession of additions
and subtractions and so on. It never worked very well because the little switches that were
supplied by stores – I checked with stores of course that all these things were available –
and they were extremely poor quality, they were always going wrong and this really I
think caused if not me, it caused my successor to junk this device because it could never
be made to work because of these bloody switches. That was a big disappointment to me.
However, it did allow me to wire up a binary adder/subtracter which I’ve mentioned
recently. [2:10:08] Oh yes, the fiftieth anniversary of the Manchester computer, I
mentioned this in the short contribution that I did to the proceedings.

So these devices then would allow you to teach the functionality of a computer without
actually having it there?
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This would be what my rudimentary computer would do at Shrivenham, yes, but it wasn’t
really possible to do anything to teach digital computing without a proper computer. On
the practical side I mean.
So your course [bell ringing] sounded like it mainly consisted of hardware then, rather
than software, sort of technical development?
In those days there was hardly any software, but yes, I certainly talked about software and
I no doubt gave them…
[brief interruption from Mrs Tootill]
I would… I would give them the program that I used in my thesis, my MSc thesis, which
was a program to search for prime numbers based on a single cathode ray tube store,
thirty-two numbers, thirty-two words that is, including the instructions for the program as
well as the data that the program would use. So I was quite pleased with this program, to
pack it all into thirty-two lines was quite an achievement and I broke two of the cardinal
rules which programmers are told they must never, never break. The one is that I jumped
into the middle of a loop and the other was that I used a constant number as an instruction.
These are things you must never, never do, but I managed to cram it into thirty-two words,
like I said.

I’m guessing it wasn’t obvious that you should never do those things at the time though?
No. Well, in any case, even if it… yes, sort of etiquette or the ground rules of
programming were reasonably clear, that is for the benefit of somebody who’s going to do
fault tracing when the program fails to work, you want to have a very clear
correspondence between different operations in the aggregate program and individual bits
of program and you should ensure that every program module was self-contained and had
an input point and an output point. So jumping in the middle of a loop broke this rule and
then of course it was clear that if you used a constant as an instruction, then when you
wanted to alter the constant because the ground rules for the computation had changed,
then you wouldn’t be able to because that would upset the operation of a particular
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program module. So these were all commonsense ideas and I presume yes, they are
taught, part of the first lecture on programming in any programming course.

But you broke these rules anyway – why?
Well, because I couldn’t cram the thing into thirty-two words otherwise.
[2:15:23]
How much did you keep up with computer development more widely while you were
teaching at Shrivenham?
I read as much of the literature as I could get hold of. And the… the publications of the
British Computer Society, I suppose, yeah I was still a member of the British Computer
Society at that time, so anything that they published I would read and I would read three
or four magazines, publications. I read Nature, in those days there was only one volume
of Nature and very rarely did it have anything of direct relevance to my work, but even so,
it was almost required reading.

Do you remember any specific things you got out of reading these journals?
No. I have a lot of professional knowledge, you could call it, concerned with analogue
and digital computers and I picked this up in different places, mainly through reading
publications I suppose. To a certain extent having ideas myself and trying them out,
testing them and finding that yes, they were valid. Yes, not necessarily ideas fit for
publication, I’m talking about fairly low grade ideas, like I’ve just given you an example
of why you mustn’t jump into the middle of a loop and why you mustn’t use, you mustn’t
confuse recorded instructions with recorded data. These sort of things are quite obvious to
anybody who thinks a bit about it. It’s about the ultimate objective. If you’re writing, as
one did in those days, for early computer installations, writing programs to do
multiplication and division, then it was quite clear that this was a general purpose program
and it would be able to have an area of the high speed store reserved for it and it must not
go outside that, it would get its input from a particular address in this high speed store and
put the output in another particular address.
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[2:18:45]
Were there any other benefits of BCS membership?
Well, I was… I think I was chairman of the British Computer Society Terminology
Committee and this is why I was selected for chairman of the IFIP Terminology
Committee and I suppose the reason why I was interested in terminology was partly
because of my father being concerned with writing and with words and also that… no…
sorry, I’ve lost this idea.

Just briefly, what did the BCS Terminology Committee do? Did they decide the meaning
of computer words or…
It produced a vocabulary, I think is the correct term, for this word book. It’s… one thing
that I worked out and I worked on based on suggestions by Holmstrom was that you can’t
just write an alphabetical list of words like a dictionary and provide a definition for each
word, you need to refer back to previous definitions very much more than in an ordinary
dictionary of a normal language. So if you group together cognate definitions then you
could read through them and you could use what you’d just learnt about one or two
concepts in the definition of another concept. So the proper form for a vocabulary of any
subject is definitions and an alphabetical index to the definitions. And the function of the
IFIP Terminology Committee was to write these definitions and associate a word in each
language with this concept. So we worked in definitions of concepts and we were, I think
we were generating an alphabetical index at the same time, but it would be in fairly large
lumps. I can’t remember very much about that work now anyway.

Do you remember who else was on the committees?
Ian Gould was secretary of… I think of the International Committee. That’s right,
because one of the French speaking members of the committee inadvertently left behind a
score sheet for the intelligibility of all the members of the committee and Ian Gould got
two scores; one was with pipe and the other was without pipe.
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[2:23:20]
How was it, working on a committee? How did the committee function then, would be a
better way of putting it?
Well, we, some of us had done homework and submitted if not actual definitions then lists
of concepts or explanations of concepts which ought to be defined and incorporated in the
vocabulary. So we discussed the definition, we picked the definition to pieces and put it
together and mended it as far as we could and we came to the conclusion, which was
unanimously believed by everybody, that a definition, a formal or logical definition was
useless without specific examples which allowed you to understand what the hell the
definition was talking about. So examples at the end of the definition were mandatory and
eventually the IFIP vocabulary was produced – I don’t think I’ve got a copy any more, and
all the national computer societies set to work to produce their own monolingual version
and the British Standards Institution took the thing, well it’s in English already so we
don’t need to do anything about that, now what’s these examples and all this cluttering up
the ends of the definitions with these examples, we don’t want those. And sure enough
they went ahead and published the damn thing without the examples, which were the only
possible way you could understand some of the definitions. So if asked what is the special
expertise needed to write a vocabulary of a subject I will quote that as an example. You
must have your examples, illustrations of the general thing that you’re defining. And
when I was… I came back to the UK and I was put into a headquarters position which I
didn’t like very much, but I couldn’t get in to any of the establishments at a salary which
was anywhere near what I’d been receiving while I was abroad.

Is this when you were in Holland and Germany?
Yes. So I was, for some reason or other, I was concerned with a vocabulary of process
control, so I got together a few experts on the subject of process control and I drove them
through writing a vocabulary using the techniques that I had learnt. And it surprised me
how much technical expertise there is to actually writing a vocabulary of this nature and I
got one or two complimentary comments on the result of this vocabulary of process
control. So there is something in it.
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What was the significance of having these vocabularies now?
They’re issued as British standards and they teach novices the subject and they standardise
the terminology so that subject specialists in different organisations can talk to one
another without misunderstanding.

[2:28:06]
Okay. A few other quick questions I’ve got about Shrivenham. Who are your colleagues
there? The other lecturers?
I can’t remember their names now. But we were all subject experts of course.

What sort of people typically were they?
Well, graduates from… graduates in different disciplines with experience in some job or
other in their discipline. Very few I think would be purely lecturers with no practical
experience of their subject. They would all of course be competent academics.

How did you find the process of teaching?
I found it quite congenial. I was… obviously my students regarded my lectures as useful
and valuable. Did I tell you about one of these end of term parties? No, that’s right, the
end of course, each student pair had a project and they had to talk about it to all the other
students and of course the lecturing staff sat at the back of the room and listened to what
their students thought of their subjects. So at one of these, I was invited to one of these
dos and I had to apologise, I couldn’t attend for some reason, I said I’m very sorry, I did
want to sit at the back of the class and play battleships with this chap from heat engines
branch. And the riposte, ‘Geoff, we never played battleships in your lectures!’ [laughs]

So this was right at the end of the course then, they’d do these…
Yes, yeah.
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What else was on the syllabus over the…
What else was on the syllabus of the…

Yeah.
…of the course, technical staff course.

What other topics and classes would they have all the way?
Heat engines, mechanical engineering. Radio and radar. Obvious technical specialities. I
cannot remember the complete list of subjects of the different branches of the college at
Shrivenham.
[2:31:56]
So were students typically there to do a whole bunch of them or just one course?
There was more than one course. There was the technical staff course which I was almost
exclusively concerned with, then later on towards the end of my tenure they introduced
this guided weapons course which was really to bring students up to date with stuff they’d
already learnt which had changed over the years, the military and civilian guided weapons
course I’ve just been talking about. There was also the young officers’ course, which was
a science degree course in which Military College of Science acted as an external college
of London University, but it didn’t have quite the status or prestige of London
University’s own internal colleges so that I wasn’t able to get a PhD at that stage, so I
gave up the attempt after that because I was far too busy. I think, yes the main activity of
the Military College of Science was the technical staff course when I first went there, but
they were teaching degree courses too in scientific subjects. I think that started quite soon
after I went there, but I was not concerned with that. And then the guided weapons
courses came along later and they became well before the… well, quite soon after I joined
the staff there – I was there for six years – the guided weapons courses came along and
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there was always one running or else imminent, even though they were shorter than the
technical staff courses. The technical staff courses took two years and they didn’t overlap.

Other than your experience with amateur dramatics, did you do any other preparation
before you started teaching?
No. I had a little coaching in maths. This was private coaching, which is quite different
from lecturing. I had one or two who were complete duffers at maths and their parents
wanted them to be coached to pass their school certificate exam, it was in those days, it
became O level and the standard was decreased I think.

When did you do the tutoring, sorry?
One I remember in particular was while I was at Manchester and probably was the only
place where I did this work because at Shrivenham, the Military College of Science, there
were very few non-MCS personnel around in the village of Shrivenham and environs.
[2:35:58]
Did you enjoy your time at Shrivenham?
Oh yes. Yes, I enjoyed my work. Every job I did I enjoyed until it came to a headquarters
posting. I didn’t enjoy that because I think probably I wasn’t very good at it. I was not
happy to have a good idea and delegate it immediately to somebody. And of course I
thought that the reason why headquarters civil servants didn’t miss the exercise of
developing their own ideas was that they had very few ideas.
[interruption by Mrs Tootill]

I think we have just about finished. Could I just ask one final question actually?
Go on.

I was just wondering, what did you enjoy about working at Shrivenham?
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Walking at…?
[2:37:03]
What did you enjoy about working at Shrivenham?
I enjoyed the work and there was the dramatic society which was, at least it was a
substitute for the Flying Rockets in that I had to learn lines and appear on the stage. But
the social life at Shrivenham I thought was inferior to that at TRE. It was bound to be
because TRE was a collection of highly intelligent, motivated people with all kinds of
different ideas and they decided to make their own amusement in the evenings and
weekends and they did a very diverse and interesting job of it. Right.

So why did you decide to leave Shrivenham? That was actually the final question I had,
just to finish off this chunk.
Well, let’s postpone it till next time, I’m sure you’ll be coming back.

Yes.
[end of track 8]
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[Track 9]

And we’re good to go. Right, this is interview with Geoff Tootill, March the second, 2010.
Geoff, I think you were talking about Stuart Hollingdale a second ago?
Yeah. While I was at the Military College of Science I was very worried that I might be
typed as a lecturer for the rest of my life and I didn’t want that. It was quite entertaining, I
had very good lecture classes, very good attentive lecture classes because of course they
were all serving officers and going on a course was really relaxation for them, on the other
hand, their career prospects would be improved by knowledge of this new-fangled digital
computing. But although I did have time to do a certain amount of research and mainly it
took the form of building, devising and building equipment to teach students some of the
practical aspects of digital computing, I was of course by this time a skilled electronic
engineer, skilled in development of equipment but I couldn’t do very much at Shrivenham
because first of all I was short of time and secondly I was short of support staff. So there
was some sort of a list of civil service vacancies or scientific civil services vacancies
which went round and I applied for vacancies I think, but I think again it was a bit of
headhunting. Stuart Hollingdale was head of what was then the Mathematical Services
Division at the Royal Aircraft Establishment and he invited me to apply for a vacancy he
had in his division and needless to say, I got the job and was appointed as I suppose a
principal scientific officer. This is nominally the equivalent of an administrative principal
but of course the assistant secretaries in the administrative part of the civil service were
not very keen on having somebody with a mere knowledge of maths and electronic
engineering recruited to a high grade in the civil service, so it was almost impossible to
get in as an assistant secretary which was one step up from administrative principal. And
there was a constant – I’ve forgotten now the details – but probably the pay scale of the
principal scientific officer was more or less the same as the administrative principal.
While I was at Shrivenham they had a grade called principal lecturer which was just the
equivalent of – pay scale equivalent – of principal scientific officer, but I was one notch
down from that, senior scientific officer, a senior lecturer. And of course senior lecturer in
a proper university has much more kudos than a mere senior scientific officer. [04:11]
Anyway, I succeeded in being transferred to a research and development job away from
lecturing. I had demonstrated my ability to lecture and I’ve no doubt that there was
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feedback from my students to the management staff at the Military College of Science and
this would have been favourable because I did take the trouble to ensure that they
understood what I was talking about. And of course, I think I’ve mentioned before, that
my wartime experience in the Flying Rockets Concert Party meant that I could stand in
front of an audience and articulate clearly, which so many people these days seem unable
to do. [05:09] So I was settled in at the Royal Aircraft Establishment in Farnborough
working for Stuart Hollingdale and my first duty was to cancel a computer project that my
predecessor had started. It was perfectly clear that it had been passed by. It was using a
valve called a decatron, which was in fact a neon tube, just like a neon tube for advertising
display purposes or even for lighting, but instead of having just one anode and one
cathode, it had one cathode and ten anodes and the electrodes were shaped so that you
could cause the discharge, the glow, to step from one anode to the next. So it was a radix
10 storage device, stored one decimal digit. And it was a development machine of course
and it wasn’t working very well, which is quite normal with development machines. And
it was quite clear to everybody at that stage that there was no point in struggling to make a
decimal device. Four binary devices could do the job and have four, that’s sixteen states
of course – two to the fourth is sixteen – and have four, six states left over for representing
other things. And I’m not sure whether I’ve mentioned Dr AM Uttley at TRE, but he too
was making a computer and his was a three-state device, a negative voltage represented a
zero I think, positive voltage represented a one, zero voltage represented a fault condition.
So this was extensive fault checking and really it was quite unnecessary to lumber
yourself with all this extra equipment just for the sake of localising faults. It turned out to
be quite easy to localise faults. By that I mean of course that once you’d had practice at it,
it became second nature.
[08:16]
How does one localise a fault?
You visualise a chain of cause to effect going through different pieces of equipment at
each stage and you check that the input to the first stage is correct and then you check that
the output of the last stage is not correct, pick a point in the middle and see whether the
signal there is the correct one and if not, the fault is in the first half, if it’s okay at the
middle then the fault is in the second half. And you then find the faulty quarter and so on.
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This is a fault diagnosis technique which was indeed the result of quite a lot of careful
thought and development. The obvious way to diagnose faults was if the input to a stage
was okay, then was the output to that stage okay and you just progressed through the chain
one stage at a time. Whereas to do, if you had ten stages, then it would take you ten tests,
ten diagnoses to check each stage. Well on the average you would only do half of those
perhaps, but then by the law of perversity, which it’s called in polite society, it would be
the ninth stage which was at fault and you’d get to that more or less last. By the binary
system of fault finding with only ten stages you could localise the fault in four tests.

What piece of equipment would you use to actually test this, is there something built into
the machine itself or would you…
It depends what sort of equipment you’re talking about. I’ve been talking of complete
generality; it applies not only to electrical or electronic devices, but conceivably
mechanical devices too. So with electronic devices your diagnostic tool was a cathode ray
tube oscilloscope. If you were unlucky and didn’t have a suitable one to hand then you
had to go round using a voltmeter and I remember a chap who had been recruited into the
RAF, he’d been a television repairman and he showed me a few very brutal techniques,
take a screwdriver and short down the anode of a valve to the chassis. If it makes a spark
then you know there’s volts on the anode. And a few similar tricks like that. So I did
develop my fault finding skill quite a bit while I was at TRE during the war. Needless to
say, this ex-radio and television technician was suitably scornful of my ability.
[12:20]
What was the plus of the oscilloscope over the voltmeter then?
Pardon?

What was the advantage of the oscilloscope over the voltmeter?
Well, the oscilloscope displays a waveform and usually the fault was shown by absence of
waveform and not by absence of DC volts or anything as simple as that. Mind you, of
course, absence of DC volts indicated that there was no waveform there either, so the
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brute force system of testing was just slightly quicker, you could poke down with a
screwdriver in a small fraction of a second, whereas to connect up two clip leads for your
oscilloscope took rather longer. So, we were on to generic fault testing and I’ve forgotten
what triggered this off, but anyway we were talking about…

Talking about AM Uttley’s machine I believe.
Pardon?

You were talking about Dr Uttley’s machine.
Oh yes, that’s right. [13:45] So it was clear that binary machines were the way forward.
It was rather a waste of course to use an electronic valve just to represent one binary digit,
either the valve was full on or it was full off. It was capable of a very large number of
intermediate states which could be recognised and indeed, I remember at one stage I did
devise a stage which would store one decimal digit using binary techniques. I had a series
of diodes – diodes were, even if you were using thermionic diodes, ie little valves, they
were very much cheaper than the same number of full valves, well pentodes usually – but
in any case you could get quite good quality diodes, solid state devices. When I say good
quality I mean the back resistance when the voltage applied was in a non-conductive
direction, the back resistance could be very high, almost up to megohms, the forward
resistance would be of the order of a hundred ohms, so there’s a very sharp distinction
between conducting and non-conducting in a diode. And I made a function generator, it
would be called, a device which when you input a steadily increasing voltage it would, the
output would proceed in jumps like a staircase and I arranged some feedback so that
whichever stair of the staircase the thing had settled on, that could be maintained
indefinitely. But although this was better than a decatron because it was more reliable –
pentode valves had been very much more highly developed than these decatron valves –
nevertheless, the extreme brute force use of a valve as a binary device won the day in
those days and of course it continued over into transistor circuits and transistor circuits
became capable of being printed from the draughtsman’s circuit design and there was
never any more effort expended on a direct decimal storage.
[17:07]
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So I had a growing family while I was at the Royal Aircraft Establishment and I was
anxious to earn a higher salary and I kept applying for vacancies, in fact I could see that if
I left the UK I should be much better off and eventually partly through the old boy
network, actually it was Freddy Lines, Dr Lines – that’s L-I-N-E-S – who had known me
at TRE and he was recruiting for the European Space Research Organisation, ESRO – ES-R-O – which had its headquarters in Paris of course. Any international organisation
gets its headquarters in Paris unless it fights very hard not to, and of course the official
languages of ESRO were English and French, these days English, French and German.
ESRO has continued but now it’s ESA – E-S-A – the European Space Administration,
because that’s what the Americans have, they have administrations, not organisations.
And of course European Space goes forward by placing contracts with commercial firms
in the member states and the term agency is much more appropriate than organisation. It
was still an organisation when I joined and I spent a brief time in Paris at the headquarters
and I can’t remember much about that. I was, that’s right, I was doing some planning for
the technical establishments of ESRO and there were already in Paris quite a multi-lingual
collection of officers. I remember one of them was quite sure that I hadn’t written this
document because it used a comma as a decimal separator instead of a full stop. So I was
English, so I wouldn’t know that.
[20:20]
However, everybody leaned over backwards to be friendly and helpful to their foreign
colleagues. I was, yes, I went to the establishment in Holland. This was my own choice
really, I wanted to go somewhere where there was good schooling in English for my sons
and that was The Hague or very near The Hague, The English School it was called, TES capitals. And there was of course also in The Hague an American school and the
headmistress of The English School took great pains to demonstrate that her students were
very much better behaved than the yelling, screaming American kids. So my eldest and
youngest sons went to The English School. The middle one wanted to go into the navy.
No, he wanted to go into the air force but he realised that his eyesight wouldn’t let him do
that, so he wanted to go into the navy, so he went to Pangbourne Nautical College in
England. So I got transferred to the European Space Technical Centre, ESTeC – E-S-Tlittle e-C – which was an establishment at Noordwijk on the coast very close to The
Hague. And Noordwijk – do you want the spelling?
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I think I can look it up.
N-double-O-R-D-W-I-J-K. N-double O-R-D…

D, yeah.
W-I-J-K. I think. And there I was put in charge of the control centre, which was the
organisation which was going to manage the ground stations of ESRO. There were of
course ground stations for space satellites. The Americans had their own chain and the
French set up their own chain as well of course, but these were both aimed at more or less
equatorial orbit satellites, whereas ESRO was interested in more or less polar orbits, so
there was a shortage of ground stations in the northern and, high northern and high
southern latitudes. So I had the home ground station, as it were, in the south of Belgium.
This was as near as we could get to Holland. It was a rural location in the south of
Belgium and this was necessary because in built up and industrialised areas there was a
great deal of electronic noise from any, well any electric motor radiates electronic noise
comparable in strength with the signal from a spacecraft. So I headed the home station at
Redu – R-E-D-U – in southern Belgium and that more or less duplicated quite a few of the
American and French ground stations, but thing was, Redu was close to the technical
centre in Holland, it was as close as we could get, and furthermore it had an
interferometer. In other words, a device for locating the position, the angular position that
is, of the spacecraft which was not necessary at any of the other stations. So I had a
station on the Falkland Islands and one… there was a British ground station in the south of
England, I’ve forgotten precisely where it was but we certainly had the use of that when
necessary when it didn’t conflict with UK priorities. And of course we had the use of the
French stations and the American stations when it didn’t conflict with their priorities.
[26:30]
How did you decide where to actually place the stations?
Well, I didn’t do that, it had been done before I came on the scene, but it’s quite easy to
work out with a map where you would like a station approximately, and you see which
country that’s in and you go and talk to the scientific authorities and say would you like to
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have a ground station in your territory, and they say oh, delighted, where would you like
to put it? Well, what we’d like is a nice saucer-shaped depression in the ground with very
little industry and no road traffic. Oh well, we haven’t got anything like that. So I
imagine this was the way it was decided where to site the stations. As I was saying, I had
one in the Falkland Islands and one in Spitsbergen to the, quite close to the North Pole,
relatively speaking. That’s three stations. I can’t remember where the… there were four
altogether I think. I can’t remember where the fourth – oh – Fairbanks, Alaska. We were
going for Anchorage but then there was a big earthquake I think which did a lot of damage
in the Anchorage area and the Canadian, no, this is America up there, the American
authorities said they couldn’t tolerate us in Anchorage at that time and since we were in a
hurry they said why not Fairbanks and we said okay, Fairbanks was a little farther north
but not as far north as Spitsbergen of course. So I had four ground stations plus liaison
with ground stations of other nationalities and it was necessary to tell them where to point
their antennas. The ground, telemetry ground station antenna, which was what… these
stations were telemetry stations, telemetry and telecommand. Their function was to
receive and record signals from the spacecraft and to transmit commands to the spacecraft.
Most of these spacecraft could do different things and they had to be commanded from the
ground. So the antenna at these ground stations was a steerable large diameter paraboloid,
paraboloid of revolution, and it could not only receive signals but it could transmit
commands and the control centre had to tell it where to point its antenna at what time and
what commands to send to which spacecraft.
[30:20]
So I built up the organisation. My main job of course was to recruit staff for different
jobs. I knew what the Americans had in the way of control centres, I’d visited the US to
find out and I also was on good terms with the French. I think I probably mentioned to
you before that I had a French colleague and we used to meet every Wednesday evening
and I would speak French with his wife and he would speak English with my wife, so we
got on very well like that, so my French became quite fluent and surprisingly I haven’t lost
that.
[31:18]
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I’ve got a quick follow-up question on this actually. You mentioned a few minutes ago
how you also worked with NASA and the French space agencies – what sort of working
relationship did you have with them?
Well, cordial. Of course, I offered reciprocal facilities. They could use our stations for
their spacecraft if they let us use their stations for our spacecraft and of course this is all
fixed up by the national delegates, it was not for the lowly engineers and technicians to
deal with diplomacy in this way. But the engineers had indicated to the diplomats which
stations of which countries would be of interest and use to the European organisation.
Yeah, I had the development of the necessary equipment, specially communications
equipment of course, in hand and I had the recruitment of the staff in hand too and the
national delegates to the high level committees, councils and so on, then decided that the
control centre would be moved from Noordwijk to Darmstadt in Germany and I said, but
I’ve got to support a launch in so many months. And they said, we’re sure you’re quite
capable of doing that. So I had to move the whole outfit to Darmstadt and I had to retrieve
my schoolboy German and try and forget the Dutch. Dutch and German at that level of
linguistic ability are confusingly alike.

Why did they decide just to move the control centre to Darmstadt?
Because Germany had got hardly anything of the ground stations and commercial
contracts, hadn’t got very many of the commercial contracts that their contribution to the
organisation entitled them to. And this was a deal done of course after extensive argument
and grudging concessions, in other words typical diplomacy, and I was handed the dirty
end of the stick. Well, of course we did it in time and I had sometimes quite tearful
interviews with some of my Dutch staff who were… one chap I remember told me that his
wife had dug her heels in, said no, you’re not going to Germany, don’t you remember,
during the war you used to wake up having nightmares shouting ‘Gestapo, Gestapo are
coming’. And so that was a Dutch member of staff I regretfully had to leave behind.

Were memories of the war still strong in Europe at that point then?
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They were much stronger in Holland than in the UK of course. They had been more or
less starved, they were literally starving under the German occupation.
[36:00]
Well, I was on loan from the British scientific civil service and I’d been given leave of
absence of three years. And of course I was earning a very high salary but in fact giving
myself credit for more, higher motives, I wanted to see this establishment that I’d devised
and started to set up, I wanted to see it finished and working, otherwise of course the
obvious comment to make was, oh well, Geoff Tootill bailed out and left us to sort out the
mess. So after a lot of pleading I got an extension. I think eventually I was there for two
years and I saw the control centre working with its first ESRO satellite. But then if I
continued with ESRO I would sacrifice my British civil service pension and of course the
ESRO delegates said of course we’re going to have a pension scheme for our international
staff and of course it will be very generous compared with national schemes. Oh well no,
it’s not yet set up, but you can be confident that it will come into existence given time. I
thought, mm, to hell with that. So I went back to the UK and I got promotion. I had been
a principal scientific officer in the UK scientific civil service and I got promoted to senior
principal scientific officer and of course I had to be penalised for having enjoyed the
fleshpots of Europe for five years and the penalty was that I had to go to a headquarters
post, which was anathema to any competent scientific worker. It meant he couldn’t do
any more scientific work, he had to think of how to direct and cajole establishments into
doing the work that he wanted done.

Could we pause at this…
He had to sit on boring committees and so on.
[38:57]
Before we go any further could I go back and ask some follow-up questions about ESRO?
ESRO, yes.
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Yes. I actually have quite a few which I’ve jotted down along the way. You mentioned the
sort of diplomatic/political level involved with working for ESRO, how much say did you
get in this as an engineer who’s doing things on the ground?
Well, my boss would have direct input to the diplomacy level, to the national committees
and so on. That was Freddy Lines as I think I’ve just mentioned. I was keenly interested
in this and of course whenever I was in Paris, which was the seat of ESRO, the siège, the
headquarters, yes, is the English term, I used to attend meetings of whatever council or
committee was having meetings. I got, eventually I got rebuked for wasting my time
attending these meetings, but I did find out what the national sentiments were and how I
could best get my own way while appeasing their national sensibilities.
[40:40]
What were the specific national sentiments? Do you remember any in particular?
Well, the French of course had already won the argument that the French language should
have equal status of the English language in the organisation and ground stations, sites of
ground stations and contracts for equipment should be placed in France and sometimes I
had to argue against this. The siting of the station at Redu in southern Belgium was an
example of this. The French would have been very pleased to have extended their
facilities at a station they had somewhere in the north of France, I’ve forgotten precisely
where now, and they could have installed the interferometer and any extra equipment that
we needed. But the Belgians of course also, to a certain extent, needed to be propitiated
and south of Belgium was nearer to Noordwijk than anywhere in France and what is more,
Redu was a rural area with the approved dish-shaped depression in the ground. When I
say a dish-shaped depression I mean something like ten miles across, not something to be
found in every street corner. So I was aware of national sensibilities and requirements, but
there wasn’t very much I could do to fall in with them, that was Freddy Lines’s
department. I remember I had some interesting discussions with his personal assistant
who was a former French army officer or French… I’m not sure whether it was French
army or French air force, but he was a linguist, he spoke English, French and German
certainly and he had a horrible accent in all three, very difficult to understand. He didn’t
have a good musical ear at all. And I remember I was very amused one day, he was
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talking in my presence to a French colleague of his. They both looked at me – they knew
I was reasonably fluent in French – and one said to the other, ‘Yes, Mr Tootill could be
taken for a Frenchman’ and the other said, ‘Yes, he could. Until he opens his mouth of
course’. This was the personal assistant who had this atrocious accent in any language he
spoke, but it wasn’t an English accent.
[44:55]
What other nationalities did you work with at ESRO?
I’ve forgotten. I had the complete list off of course, but Norway and Sweden, and
Denmark I think. Germany, Holland, Belgium, France, Italy.

Did working with people from all these different countries cause any problems?
Spain as well. No. Everybody is very keen to speak English and to practise their English.
I’ve told you about the two Italian engineers who shared an office have I?

I think you mentioned it briefly in passing once.
Walking past the door of our office in the corridor you could hear them shouting at each
other one day and it sounded so bad that somebody went in and said, what’s the matter.
The nub of the argument was that one of them said you should introduce a subordinate
clause with ‘which’ and the other said you should introduce a subordinate clause with
‘that’ and they appealed to me to arbitrate. My judgement of Solomon was you use
neither when possible, use ‘that’ whenever it’s necessary and ‘which’ when that is
unavoidable. And of course this didn’t tell them anything because they didn’t have the
sense of whether or not you could use, can introduce a subordinate clause without any
conjunct... not conjunction, whatever it is grammatically, but that was sufficient to stop
them coming to blows. They were waving their arms about and they were all red in the
face, I understand, and my arbitration came later because it wasn’t an Englishman who
stopped them coming to blows, so he couldn’t give an authoritative answer. So I’d got to
the end of ESRO and I was talking about returning to the UK.
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I’ve actually got one or two other questions I was going to…
Oh yes, go on.

…quickly pop back to a second. So Freddy Lines, your boss, what sort of person was he?
[47:45]
Very competent manager and quite skilled in high level diplomatic type contacts. He was
quite pleased with me I think.

Was he a scientist or diplomat or…
He was an engineer, I don’t know what his degrees were. Yeah, he had a doctorate.
Yeah.

Where did you fit into the ESRO organisation?
I was the head of a division which was a recognised part of ESRO and underneath division
you had départment, which is not a good translation of the English word ‘department’ of
course. Department tends to be more vague and higher than division, but in ESRO it
wasn’t. There wasn’t any use of the word department or department. And I had sections
in the division. One section was the computation section. Given my expertise in digital
computers I was required to take a key role in selecting the computers to be purchased for
the different ESRO establishments and I had to recommend IBM because they had a
range, a range of computers of different powers, all with compatible input and output
equipment and codes.

Is this System 360?
System 360, yes, that’s what they called it. And so I could have a little one in Noordwyck
and a much bigger one in Darmstadt, which was the data processing centre of the
organisation. And I was a big customer of course of the computer because I needed to do
the orbit calculations. I headed a section which was responsible for this and I lost the
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argument with the German head of admin in ESDAC, was the name of the – European
Space Data Centre – ESDAC was the name of the establishment in Darmstadt and I lost
the argument with him for custody of the big computer. He promised of course that it
would work three shifts and that I could have access to it, priority access for operational
calculations and of course, being a German and having German staff, he carried out his
promises to the letter as I realised he would do, no objection I could legitimately raise.
[52:27]
So if you’re heading a division within ESRO it is your, your day-to-day job then, is it more
technical, managerial?
More managerial. I was never, I never had the opportunity to do any technical work,
except I had to appraise the technical work of heads of sections. I recruited an
Englishman as the, yeah, the head of data reduction. I had a section devoted to data
processing as opposed to orbital calculations. Data processing means reduction of
spacecraft data to a form where it could be given to the experimenters. Each ESRO
spacecraft carried a number of scientific experiments and these were, each experiment was
devised by a team in one or other of the national countries and they had the raw data
coming from their equipment, from their experiment, which was almost certainly
analogue. And it had to be converted to digital form and the data from the different
experiments in the same satellite had to be assembled and transmitted to the ground. On
the ground they had to be sorted out again into data for each experimenter and put into a
form that he could understand and transmitted to him. So this was what my computer staff
were concerned with. I was hardly concerned with orbital calculations at all. The
Englishman who was in charge of this did tend to wish to avoid having me poke my nose
in, as he would put it. But he did a good job and sleeping dogs applies of course. Any
more questions?
[55:33]
Yeah. You sort of mentioned that one of the main parts of your job was setting up the
control centre for ESRO. How does one actually go about setting up a control centre? It
sounds like a fairly large scale operation.
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Well you need accommodation, equipment and staff. Accommodation was provided for
probably a nominal rent by the host state and my staff told them precisely what
accommodation we should need and this included accommodation for the computers of
course at the different sites. But the first thing to do was to recruit staff who realised what
was required and could drive forward the provision of this, whatever it was. So I had to
be very careful not to recruit too many Englishmen and in fact leaning over backwards to
the maximum possible extent, in fact I got two Englishmen as senior engineers in fact in
equipment and programming, more or less. Or programming, data reduction and I think
the German who was responsible for orbit calculation was the same level as me so he
wasn’t on my staff, but I’m still friends with him, we send each other Christmas cards and
we meet whenever possible.

How did you recruit staff?
How?

Yes.
By asking national scientific civil services to find us people with a certain specification.
There was never any shortage of candidates because the salary scale and allowances were
very tempting indeed. Did I tell you that when I came back to the UK with promotion my
total emoluments dropped to less than half what they had been. I’m sure I’ve told you that
I got salary plus an expatriation allowance. This was a married man’s expatriation
allowance, not a single man’s, then a dependant, allowance for dependants, apart from the
wife, this was children of course and each child also got an expatriation allowance. I think
probably I got rather more for the one that was in school in England than I did for the
other two. And the result of all these allowances was, as I’ve just said, I dropped very
considerably in spite of getting promotion when I returned to the British civil service.
[1:00:10]
How had life in Holland, then Germany, compared to life in Britain?
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Well it was a closed clique of expatriates, mainly British expatriates, although there were
quite a few of other nationalities. There were French in Belgium who were expatriates of
course, in spite of the fact that French is one of the official languages of the Belgian state.
And Germans of course, and Italians. Ah, Spanish, yes. And one Spaniard who was a real
disaster.

In what sense a real disaster?
Well he was not up to the level of post that he had to be appointed to. He was appointed
by the Spaniards and he had a doctorate, which wasn’t in my opinion, it was quite
worthless, it wasn’t anything more than a school leaving certificate and it was supposed to
be a doctorate in physics. So the working life was, for me, was long hours and arduous.
Social life was this little closed clique, but I did learn a certain amount of Dutch and I just
started with a new dentist here and he turns out to be South African, so he of course is
fluent in Afrikaans and this is his wife’s mother tongue anyway. So yes, I was able to
produce a little bit of Dutch for him, which amused him extremely of course.

So this little clique you mentioned, was this mainly ESRO people as well then?
Yes. There were a few other foreigners. Where there was an English speaking
organisation the British Embassy would put us in touch with it, but it didn’t seem to
happen very much. The Embassy told us about The English School in The Hague of
course.
[1:03:38]
What was social life like, what sort of things did you do?
Nothing much., I was too tired. But just drinks parties, lowest level of getting together.
Of course for expatriate Brits the cost of alcohol was extremely attractive, it wasn’t taxed
anything like so heavily in Holland, France, Belgium, Germany as it was in the UK.

Are there any other comparisons you’d draw between life in the UK and what you saw of
the Continent?
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Well, we were almost always in rented accommodation. In fact in Germany owning your
own home is relatively unusual, it’s something you aspire to when you’re really getting on
in life and what you do in Germany is you have a house built for yourself and you have it
built so that it really consists of two or even three separate flats and you rent out the one or
two that you don’t want to occupy. Naturally you pick the… you’ve designed it to your
own taste for the best of these flats, but this is the way it seems to work.
[1:05:30]
So what sorts of things took up your working day at ESRO?
It’s a long time ago and I can’t remember very clearly, but I had to try and keep abreast of
the activity of the management, the councils and the other management organisations so
that I didn’t put a foot wrong. My main responsibility, the most important responsibility
was recruiting staff of course, and my job really was to recruit somebody then delegate to
him so that I could get on with recruiting somebody else. But I did some work on
coverage of ground stations, I remember, and I devised a method of using a particular map
projection, because of course Mercator’s no use for high latitudes and I remember I
produced little graphs with ellipses on them and an ellipse turns out to be a good
approximation to the coverage of a station, that’s a circle, the coverage is a circle on the
ground. I remember I did that work myself. And I can’t remember any other individual
work that I did. The rest was just management and administration, which doesn’t differ
very much from one country to another. And from an international organisation to a
national one.

Was there a lot of bureaucracy involved then, within ESRO?
No, not really. Everybody was very keen to get on with the job and show the other
nationalities that they knew how to get the job done. And of course when I was concerned
they were particularly anxious to show the Brits they knew how to do the job.

What was your managerial style?
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Relaxed. I didn’t know any difference between different managerial styles at that time,
but the open office door. I had a secretary of course. And… yes, I tried to ensure that my
visitors passed through her office so she knew who was with me, but otherwise I was
always ready to talk to people.
[1:09:03]
What was your office like at ESRO?
The establishment, the accommodation was donated by the Dutch government and it was
modular. The module, the smallest space was an office which was only just big enough
for two people and I really can’t remember, I probably had two modules, perhaps even
three, and my secretary had one. Yes, I remember now. The marvellous new building
was burnt down at an early stage in its use and we moved into – this was in the winter and
there was a vacant, more or less vacant Dutch hotel, the Huisterduin – H-U-I-S-T-E-R-DU-I-N, I think – and I had a hotel room with an annexe room for my secretary. But I
packed my people in and I told them, you’ve got to put up with it, it’s not every day or
every organisation that has to sort itself out with a tight launch programme and temporary
accommodation.

What sort of other problems did you encounter, aside from your office burning down?
Usual little problems, the things that go wrong in any organisation. I really can’t
characterise them, it’s just what any manager would expect to have to do to manage. And
what I was managing was a highly technical organisation so it was essential that I had
good quality technical knowledge.

What was the flow of information like within ESRO? How did you communicate with the
other parts of the organisation?
Well telephone calls in the first instance and writing memos. I say, just like any
organisation.

Were there many meetings?
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Yes, I think so. You can sort things out in a face-to-face meeting and then go away and do
what has been agreed, and this worked very well I think. But really I can’t remember, as I
say, it’s a very long time ago. I was talking about 1963 I went to ESRO and 1968, well
towards the end of the 1960s I came back to the UK and that after all is fifty years ago.
[1:13:03]
My, well my reading of the sort of history of ESRO is that most of the stuff that’s there at
the moment is quite political history and it looks quite turbulent to me as a historian who’s
reading it, you know, arguments over funding, arguments over satellite programmes, all
sorts of things.
Yeah.

I was just wondering, how much does that affect you as an engineer working on the
ground?
Well, I would be handed down a launch programme. The scientists, as we called them,
had sorted out payloads for spacecraft so that it was known, the characteristics of each
spacecraft and the experiments in that spacecraft were known, were handed down to me
and I immediately delegated them to the data processing staff.

What was the relationship like between the engineers and the scientists?
Cordial. Except there was one launch where the scientists were disgusted and impatient
with me and my staff. The spacecraft blew up on launch and one of the scientists was
immediately on the phone to the launch site, whereas of course he should have left the
lines clear for me and my staff to communicate, and he, having blocked communications
for a time, he came back and told us the spacecraft no bloody good, it blew up on launch.
[laughs]

How many launches did you actually stay at ESRO for?
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I think three. ESRO I, ESRO II and the Highly Eccentric Orbit Satellite – HEOS.

What’s the atmosphere like in the build up to a launch?
Oh, quite tense. I was one stage removed from the true excitement. The scientists, the
experimenters had been working for years developing their equipment, the experimental
equipment to the stage when it could be fitted into a spacecraft with a very tight budget on
the space and weight, weight particularly. So they were very much more tense and
worked up than I was. I was very much more on the lines of, well, we have done our best,
we have done every possible thing we can think of and now we just wait and see whether
it all works okay.

So would you actually be present then in the launch, in the control centre for launches?
Yes, I would… I would be present. I would be in the office if there was any central point
for the particular spacecraft launch and I would be there.
[1:17:15]
You mentioned you’d had a trip to America to see their space facilities.
Yes, I had a trip to Goddard Space Flight Center before I started setting up the control
centre. Goddard Space Flight Center had, all the organisation corresponded to what I
needed, except my needs were very much less, less ambitious in quality and less in
quantity as well. What I had to do was to go over there. I remember I wrote a report
which was well received, even by the Americans, on what a control centre was. And the
Americans tended to have a control centre for each spacecraft, whereas I wanted a control
centre which economised in facilities that could be common to more than one spacecraft.
So my job at that stage was to particularise and simplify the American model to fit the
European means.

How do you think the European space programme compared with what the Americans
were planning?
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How did it compare?

Yeah.
Well it was much more modest and the Americans tended to go for equatorial orbits, as I
said, and the gap that ESRO was going to fill was then polar orbits, or quasi-polar orbits.

Did you communicate much with NASA after that point?
Yes, well my staff had presumably, yeah, they had routine contacts with NASA. We each
wanted to know what the other person’s spacecraft were doing, when you’re going to
launch and what facilities will the thing need and can we help or can you help us. This
applied to NASA and to CNES, the Conseil National d’Études de Spatiales – the National
Council for Space Studies in France, CNES.
[1:20:21]
You mentioned a little while ago about choosing computer equipment and arguments
about work share and that sort of thing, I was just wondering what was the relationship
like with the private sector then, the people who were supplying you with equipment?
Well they were potential contractors of course, and we were potential customers, so they
were very polite and helpful to us of course. Quite a normal relationship.

So you went, the decision to go with IBM purely for compatibility reasons or…
For the fact that IBM could offer big and little computers which were compatible. No
other firm could do this at that time. There were… we did have some French mini
computers. I’ve forgotten what they were for and where they were located, possibly one
in each ground station, I can’t remember at all.

I was just thinking, it’s curious that ESRO’s a European project and yet you’re buying
American computers and I was just wondering was there any pressure on you to buy
European?
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I didn’t experience any pressure, I just realised that I should buy European if at all
possible. And I explained, I’ve no doubt I explained to anybody who would listen,
particularly national delegates, that their computer firms couldn’t offer compatible
computers and it was essential that I had them. And they were, these national delegates
were not just politicians, they were… they had a scientific background in general. They
understood the pressure of scientific and technical requirements, which were not
something you could discuss away with other national delegates.

I was just wondering as well, was there any sort of particular political ideology with any
of the people who were working at ESRO? You know, it’s this European project, I was
wondering if that was reflected at all?
Was it what at all?
[1:23:32]
If the fact that it was a common European project was at all something that people
thought about or how people thought about it?
People thought about that constantly of course. Their environment forced them to
anyway.

What were the opinions on it?
Oh, it was extremely interesting and quite a privilege to be associated with an
international project. Particularly as the salaries were very attractive.

You mentioned that when you moved back to Britain afterwards, the fact you’d moved
away had somehow counted against you when you’d ended up in a headquarters position.
Yes.
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Was there any sort of particular connotation to this or was it just the fact you’d moved
away and come back?
It was that I had managed to get away to the fleshpots of an international organisation and
to a certain extent, managers in the British civil service who had not been so privileged
were jealous of me. So as I said just now, I was to be penalised by being forced into a
headquarters position, which all scientists detested because the interesting scientific and
technical work was done in the establishments.

Where did you actually live when you were in Holland? Was it on site or nearby?
Where was what?

Where did you actually live, where was…
Oh, we lived in Holland in a block of flats in Leidschendam – L-E-I-D-S-C-H-E-N-D-AM – Leidschendam, and this was I think within cycling distance of my office, I think I did
bicycle as much as possible although I would take the car if forced to, well particularly if
the weather was bad of course. And the same applied in Germany. I found a flat and I
could cycle to work. Of course being a division head I had a reserved parking space and it
amused me to lean my bicycle against the post which designated the reserved parking
space.

Did being a division head have any other privileges to it?
No, just higher salaries than the more junior ranks.

Shall we take a short pause for a moment?
[end of track 9]
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[Track 10]
So you’ve got questions about RAE I think?

Yeah, yeah, I was just wondering why you joined the RAE in particular?
Because there was a vacancy. Yes, it was attractive to me because it was a research and
development organisation and I, my objective was to get away from lecturing and very
poor research and development facilities.

What did your job at the RAE actually involve?
My first job was to cancel this rather pathetic computer project. The chap who had started
it off had left and gone to a job in industry and it was quite clear, in fact it was clear to the
RAE management that the project had been left behind and all I had to do was to say
certainly there’s no point in continuing, it should be closed down. And after that, to a
certain extent this is what I was recruited for to do and one thing I did in my spare time
was to write this paperback with Stuart Hollingdale, but that, I didn’t do any of that in
working hours. I was concerned with air traffic control. I can’t remember when I started
on this and how long it lasted. I think probably most of the time I was at RAE.

Was this actually devising a system for air traffic control then?
Trying to solve the problems of air traffic control. Across the Atlantic there was a big
problem, there was a gap between communications coverage from the UK and
communications coverage from the US and the aircraft had to fly without the ground
knowing precisely where they were and it was necessary of course to extrapolate the
course and speed and altitude of the aircraft from its last known position to make a guess
at where it had got to and to warn it of course if there were any aircraft calculated to be
dangerously close to it. There were separation standards agreed. The most important one
was height separation of course and to maintain height separation depended on having an
accurate altimeter and this depended on having it carefully calibrated, carefully set to zero
before you took off and this depended on Met Office forecasts for air pressure at different
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places and air traffic control was waiting for one or two brilliant ideas which would solve
all these problems, and I certainly didn’t have any.

So was this a sort of a theoretical problem then, or was it actually connected with certain
items of equipment or programming?
It was a theoretical problem, if anybody, whatever solutions or palliatives were produced
to the main problem would require suitable equipment which would then have to be
specified and procured.
[05:30]
You mentioned that you’d cancelled one computer project when you’d got to the RAE –
what other computing facilities were there or was that it?
Well the RAE was in fact engaged in buying a computer and it was, they had settled on an
English Electric computer. I forget the name of it.

Was it a DEUCE?
Yes, that’s right. This must have used delay lines for storage, mercury delay lines. I
suppose the DEUCE did that, I really can’t remember.

Did you use the computer much yourself there?
No, I didn’t use it at all really, except to the extent that I made sure that I could write
programs. Yes, obviously I had the name of being a computer expert because I was a
member of a team of three that made the world’s first computer, so any computer problem
automatically I should know the answer, which of course was not always true. But yes,
the DEUCE was the equipment used to provide the service that the mathematical service
department was supposed to provide, it was its role, the reason it was set up, to provide
support, computational support for all the other departments of the RAE. And Lighthill,
that’s the new director’s name - Lighthill spelt the obvious way, I’ve forgotten his
Christian name now - he was a year junior to me at Cambridge, reading maths of course.
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James Lighthill I think. And he was a skilled pianist, up to concert standard. That’s right,
he married a girl from my year in maths at Cambridge, so he was rather younger than his
wife, I knew his wife better than him. But yes, I heard various stories about him. We had
them in for drinks one evening and he noticed that I had a Ford 10 saloon car, which he
drove up in a Ford 10 saloon car, only his was post-war and mine was pre-war. So he
consulted me, he said, ‘There’s something underneath the running board which flaps about
and makes a noise, I wondered what it is and whether I could mend it or get rid of it, does
it have any function?’ So I was able to tell him, ‘Oh well, that’s the aerial for the car
radio’. And he said, ‘Well I don’t have a car radio, it doesn’t work anyway’. So I said,
‘Well you can just tear the aerial off and throw it away’. He was very pleased with my
advice, this is the only time I was able to advise the director. This story I had, presumably
via his wife, was him shaving in the morning, presumably with a cut-throat razor because
he could hear his two daughters separately practising the piano. And he would shout out,
‘No, no, B natural not B flat!’ while he was shaving.

And Lighthill was your boss then at the RAE?
Well, he was my boss once removed. When he took up his post as director of the RAE he
was brought round of course and introduced to all the heads of department and he made a
point of being introduced to me as well and asked me what my job was, and I was able to
give him a better answer no doubt than I’ve just been able to give you.

Where did you fit within the RAE then?
Well I was in the mathematical services department and when James Lighthill became
director he changed the name of the mathematical services department. He didn’t like to
think of mathematics being in a subordinate position just providing a service, so we were
renamed mathematics department. Of course all the other departments said oh yes, well
it’s quite clear why, you’ve never provided anybody any service.
[12:18]
You’d served in one of the research establishments before at TRE, how did that experience
compare to working at the RAE?
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Oh, I was in one of the most junior responsible positions at TRE, I was a junior scientific
officer and yes, I had two, three or more staff reporting to me in that position. I had an
RAF Flying Officer attached to my section at TRE to find out how airborne radar worked night fighter radar this was, not any airborne radar, it was quite specialised by that time and I had experimental officers, and probably a lab assistant, and during the post-war
reconstruction competition I was awarded the grade of senior experimental officer because
I had a poor degree – I think I’ve told you that before – my experimental officer staff
member was probably given an experimental officer grade. He was fed up with it and he
left of course, but it took him some time to find a proper post. Lab assistants became
assistants, brackets, scientific. Oh yes, that’s right, experimental officers tended to
become assistants grade three, AIIIs, Roman three of course. Grade being devised by
assistant secretaries in headquarters posts.

How did the atmosphere at the RAE then compare to TRE?
Well, at TRE we always thought RAE was very stodgy. It was much older established of
course. There’s stories in the RAE about the very first aircraft being landed on the RAE’s,
on the Farnborough Airfield and I think some pilot called William Cody who tethered his
aircraft to a tree in the Farnborough perimeter and this tree had been carefully preserved
and in fact it by rights had rotted away and fallen down but it had been preserved by
injection of transparent plastic, known as Cody’s Tree. I may have remembered this
wrong.

Why did you think of the RAE as stodgy when you were at TRE?
Because it didn’t have the same attitude to progress. Progress was a thing we’d made
automatically and we could envisage all kinds of hare-brained possibilities and analyse
them carefully. They never seemed to do this at the RAE.
[16:50]
How did you feel about the situation when you actually started working for the RAE?
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Well I was delighted because I’d got away from teaching. And I had a solid scientific
civil service grade, I was never going to drop back from that.

Did you have to do any more teaching when you were at the RAE or was it all
development?
It was all development but of course I had student apprentices and my staff and I were
responsible for teaching them a little about electronic development. Student apprentices
were contrasted with craft apprentices. A student apprentice was one who was engaged in
the progression through the technical exams. They’ve changed them all nowadays and
I’ve forgotten what they were at the time.
[18:20]
You mentioned that you’d done a bit of programming when you were at the RAE. How
had computing moved on since the very early days in Manchester?
Well it had become established and recognised and of course it wasn’t as advanced and as
powerful as it is nowadays, computers were not as fast. But problems that were suitable
for computers were cropping up right, left and centre.

You mentioned before that, well, when we were talking about computers a few weeks ago
you talked me through the process of actually sitting down and programming the Mark I,
had it got any easier by the time you’d got to the RAE?
Oh yes. At Manchester there was… a chap whose name I have had in my hand quite
recently. [pause] Tony Brooker. He was developing a high level programming language.
I’ve forgotten what he called it, but it was the first I think of what we now think of as the
normal computer language and I think at RAE the programming that I did was in machine
language, in other words, the lowest level. These days programmers who can write
machine code are obviously of course specialised for a particular machine and they’re, to a
certain extent, looked up to by programmers who only know how to use a high level
language. Their jobs are rather more pedestrian in fact, but much more difficult than
programming in a high level language.
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Had you known Tony Brooker when you were at Manchester?
I was acquainted with him, that’s all.

So how did you go about programming the DEUCE? Was it still entering through the
toggle switches like on the Mark I or was it something different by this point?
No, DEUCE was a punched card machine and you punched your program on cards and
then took the pack of cards to the computer operator who fed them, who put them in the
card reader at the input to the machine, the machine would punch a few cards for your
output and you would get these and you would feed them through a card reader which
would either, you know, which would print out the numbers that the punched card
represented. Punched cards make very good bookmarks. I’ve still got a few in use.
[23:05]
Speaking of books as well, I was going to ask you, you wrote your book with Stuart
Hollingdale – how do you go about writing a book with somebody else? Did you…
Well, you need to be in frequent contact with them. Stuart Hollingdale had written a
book, I’ve forgotten his publishers, it was not The English Library. It’s… the name was
similar to that. And he had written about electronic computers and he’d been approached
by Penguin to write a book on computers suitable for beginners and he didn’t reckon he
knew enough about the hardware so he brought me in as co-author. So it was quite clear,
Stuart would do the historical bit, in fact he’d already written a historical bit for his
previous book, and a little about programming I think - there was very little about
programming in that book – and I would describe the hardware of a typical computer.
Since we were in daily contact if necessary, working in the same building - I was on his
staff in fact – there was no problem about communicating and we wrote our… wrote the
chunks that we’d agreed we would write and each submitted it to the other for information
and for correction and emendation if necessary, which worked both ways.

Was it an instant success?
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Yes, I think so. I worked out once how many thousands of copies it had sold. I’ve
forgotten the figure, I’m afraid. But it went through – well, you can see the half a dozen
or so different copies of it up there and the pale blue ones. These were successive
printings first of all and then we would do a revision after a certain time and there were
two or three revisions before Stuart died of course, because he was much older than me.
And Penguin asked me whether I would do a further revision. [coughs] By this time you
couldn’t really pack a proper description of electronic computers into one paperback and I
was too busy to write what I thought, well too busy and not necessarily sufficiently
knowledgeable to write what I thought was required, so I told them that it should, no
further revision was reasonable.
[27:20]
What sort of person was Stuart Hollingdale – was he a mathematician…
Yes.

…or an engineer?
He… the achievement, his achievement that I remember particularly was to devise a
system for collision avoidance. You – this is for aircraft and it’s really a generalisation of
a system which was in use more or less semi-unofficially in surface vessels. Surface
vessels, it’s quite clear when you see a vessel and its bearing from your vessel doesn’t
change as you get closer and closer, then you know that you’re going to collide. So
Stuart, well Stuart’s rules were that if the constant bearing – it’s only constant bearings
that matter, if the bearing is varying then you’re not going to hit him – if the constant
bearing is to port then you steer one way, I’ve forgotten which way it was, if the constant
bearing is to starboard, then you steer the other way. And if both ships operate this rule
then they steer away from each other and what he did was to generalise this to aircraft
where you’ve got height as well as, well, variations in climbing or diving as well as
steering left or right. So this was published in I think Mathematical Gazette and this was a
substantial improvement on aerial navigation and in the absence of air traffic control,
which as I’ve said just now was the case in the middle of the Atlantic and is still the case
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over large portions of Africa, then it’s most important that you have a very good visual
and radar watch for oncoming aircraft and you know precisely what to do when you find
one on a constant bearing. It means almost certainly that means that you’re at the same
height, but in theory of course it means that if you are descending and he is descending too
then you can have a constant bearing up and down as well as left and right.

And Hollingdale came up with this system while he was at the RAE?
Yes, I think so.

And this was actually implemented in aircraft then?
It was, this was research and it was published and drawn to the attention of people who
might be… who might find it useful and I don’t know whether this is now the standard
training of pilots. I get the impression that they don’t really ever expect to see any
potential collisions, but if they do then they’ll see them in good time and they can tell air
traffic control, what about this, or it’s not supposed to be like this. Air traffic control
would then tell them what to do.
[32:07]
What was the outcome of your work at the RAE on this?
Nothing much, I didn’t achieve anything in particular I think. That was another reason for
wanting to get away.

Did you publish much at all when you were there?
Yes, I wrote RAE reports, technical memoranda. So these were different levels of
circulation. Oh yes, I was doing some, well, I was directing some work on magnetic
recording and the experimental officer who was doing this work for me managed to write
a, well he wrote very much, nearly all of a report and all I had to do was to help him to
tidy it up so there was a technical report with him as the first author and me as a second
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author. I can’t remember anything else that I wrote and of course it was all officially
secret or subject to official secrecy so I didn’t bring away any copies.

Do you remember what the work on magnetic recording was for? Was it computer
related?
Yes, this was for the magnetic tape storage devices that you found in, around all
computers at that time.

And the experimental officer then had carried out these experiments himself and… or
were you directing him?
Yes, I was directing him. I can’t remember what experiments he actually carried out. But
the thing about my work at RAE was that I had not only a lab, but also an office, which I
hadn’t had at TRE.

What sort of equipment did you have in the lab?
Magnetic tape recording equipment, obviously. Whatever else I needed to pursue the
ideas that I had at the time, whatever they were.

How do you actually go about directing a member of staff like this experimental officer in
their work? Is it…
You say, what happens when so-and-so, and no I don’t mean… I mean when etc. Give
him precise, you ask him precise questions like that. You tell him, if you do so-and-so,
so-and-so, then you’ll be able to find out. That was the style as far as I’m aware.

So that’s quite a close working relationship then?
Oh yes, indeed, very close. And I could have of course at any time have gone in and
continued if he’d been off sick for a long period or a road traffic accident, something I
could have gone in and continued his work from where he’d left off.
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But he’s actually doing the hands-on stuff to your direction then?
Yes.

Were there many other sort of lab assistant technical people available to you at the RAE?
There was a workshop and a drawing office and I could get whatever I needed drawn by
the drawing office and constructed in the workshop. But of course there was necessarily a
bureaucracy concerned with this to ensure that the workshop was not over-burdened with
possibly frivolous projects.
[37:29]
Now I just have a clear mental picture of a particular bench in a particular lab with a great
collection of Post Office relays that I’d devised, which was simulating a switch which was
driven by the antenna of a radar. Yeah. So I did some individual work, I think this was
certainly at the RAE.

What were your colleagues like at the RAE?
Oh, friendly and helpful. But older and less ebullient if you like than those I’d been
accustomed to at TRE. Much more like the military hierarchy that I had been used to at
the Military College of Science.

Was TRE in comparison a bit more free and easy going then?
Oh yes. It was wartime, everybody was mad keen to produce results to get on with the job
and to a certain extent that evaporated at the end of the war. There was a magazine which
was written mainly by senior staff in TRE which promulgated technical ideas and other
things that all staff needed to be aware of and… I was going to mention something
specific but it’s… Well, yes, there was this magazine and at the end of – oh yes, I
remember – at the end of the war the, one of the deputy superintendents, in other words,
just one notch below the chief superintendent, wrote what everybody considered to be a
very stupid article saying now that we have more or less lost all our military targets and
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programmes, we should substitute for them the idea of service to an ideal and this should
keep us going, encourage us to maintain our professional expertise and to discipline
ourselves not to allow ourselves to… what he meant was go to seed and debauch
ourselves. So we thought it was absolute bloody rubbish. But yes, of course we did have
this problem of what to do and I solved it by getting a job in Europe.
[41:42]
While we’re back to the subject of TRE for a moment, I’m aware we’re probably running
out of time today, I had a few questions about a couple of your co-workers who later went
on to work in computers. You mentioned that you’d known Maurice Wilkes at TRE.
Maurice Wilkes, yes.

Yeah. I was just wondering where he was in position to you?
Well he was the head of a small group or section or something concerned with introducing
radar equipment to the services, mainly the RAF of course. But of course it wasn’t like
the… he got the technical knowledge of the equipment from the people who’d developed
it and then communicated this technical knowledge to the air force as they got the
equipment. There were contacts directly between the people who developed the
equipment at TRE and the people who were going to use it, usually in the RAF. So I don’t
know what Maurice Wilkes had to do at TRE but I don’t think anybody thought very
much of him at the time.

No?
I can’t imagine what he could do which couldn’t have been done by the normal technical
hierarchy in TRE and the normal military hierarchy in the RAF and the army.

So just let me sort of put this… I’m trying to build up a mental picture of TRE in my mind,
I’m finding it quite hard. So Maurice on this sort of side would be one of the people
introducing the equipment to squadron service and your role would be afterwards then
making it work? Is that a fair summary?
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Maurice Wilkes didn’t have any role in introducing the equipment I was concerned with to
the RAF. Any modifications required to these different Marks of airborne interception
equipment, I would instruct the manufacturer how to make the change, I would do this
only with the knowledge and consent of headquarters of course, the Ministry of Aircraft
Production or Ministry of Supply were two of its names, and the people on the squadrons;
the sergeant, sergeant in charge of maintaining the equipment and their, perhaps up to
flight lieutenant, their bosses, would communicate with me and I would visit the squadron
if necessary and find out what was the matter, what the problem was, and I could
sometimes tell them that the solution had been devised to their problem and it would be
coming along shortly.
[46:08]
Did I tell you about the time I was called in by one squadron technical officer, that he had
an aircraft which didn’t seem to have any results at all from its radar? This was a
Beaufighter I think, they had a scanner in the nose and this was AI Mark VIII which was a
ten centimetre equipment. So I went, I visited the squadron and they showed me the
equipment in the aircraft which was not performing and they showed me that they’d done
everything possible, they’d changed every unit except of course the scanner because they
couldn’t change the scanner without bringing in the riggers and the mechanical experts.
And it was immediately clear to me that there was something wrong with the antenna. So
they said, ‘Oh, is it necessary to take the nose off the aircraft then?’ I said, ‘Yes’. ‘I will
have to put it US then. And you’re quite sure that it’s absolutely essential?’ So then I
immediately realised why I had been called in, because I could carry the can for putting
the aircraft US and there would be no skin off their nose. So anyway, they had the nose
off in a twinkling, they’d got the riggers standing by and there was a shapeless lump of
insulation, that stuff that is very cognate with candle wa... [incomp – 48:26]. I’ve
forgotten what it’s called. And it was quite clear what the problem was, so ‘Oh thank you
very much Mr Tootill, that’s very good’. [laughs] But obviously the technical officer,
flight lieut, was scared of what the groupie would say if he put this aircraft US, yet another
aircraft US for the technical radar, obviously it was a serious reflection on the ability of
the technical staff, etc. He obviously had a group captain who was not very good at
management.
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Did you feel any sort of, how shall I put it, professional pressure to make things work
properly then?
Did I apply any professional…

There seems a sort of certain pride in getting something working a moment ago.
Oh well yes, no this happened automatically.

I think I’m probably…
Yes, it’s six minutes past one.
[49:52]
I probably have time for one final question if that’s okay? The other colleague I was
going to ask you about was Tom Kilburn and you talked quite a lot about working with
him on the Manchester Baby but you haven’t really told me anything about what sort of
person he was and I was just curious what he was like to work with?
He was a dour Yorkshireman. That was his façade, he’d never say two words when one is
sufficient. But in fact he was very excitable. I remember one little incident very clearly
which quite surprised me. We used to get connecting wire in great hanks, about two foot
six, which had been produced on a big drum and there was fifty or a hundred loops in this
big hank and of course the right way to use this is you hang it up and you find the end, you
pull out a length appropriate to your requirements and then snip it off and then you solder
it in. One day we were anxious to connect two things together to test an idea and Tom
went up to this hank, seized one of these loops and snip, snip, he cut a bit out of the
middle of one of these loops. I thought my God, I didn’t realise how impatient you could
be. [laughs]

Was he like that to work with as well?
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He was very good to work with I think, except of course that it took a great deal of
persuasion to get him to alter his ideas. His ideas were usually very sound indeed, it was
most unusual for me to have a better idea, but of course when I was designing something
that he was not designing then my design was obviously better than his because his was
nothing, he was doing something else. And he would give intelligent comments on my
paper circuit diagram, I would do the same for his. So we worked together very well and
many years later, in fact he had the dour Yorkshireman, he was in the dour Yorkshireman
mode, but there we were standing side by side to be photographed and he grasped my
hand firmly to, obviously to show his feelings.

Was this on the anniversary of the Baby?
There’s one of them, yes. I can’t remember which. Probably the fiftieth because there
was nothing much before that.
[end of track 10]
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[Track 11]
So yes, the organisation chart of TRE in 1948 was it?

’44 actually.
1944, yes. I didn’t know very much about the organisation of the establishment other than
I knew where the admin was and I knew that the canteen was run by the admin and I knew
where one or two other groups worked. I had to have liaison with some of them, I’ve
forgotten what about, except I do remember I had to borrow a hotwire voltmeter from
John Dain’s group in the tuck shop. John Dain was a chap from my year at Cambridge
and I wanted a hotwire voltmeter to get an accurate RMS value for the heater voltage of a
magnetron. I think I might have mentioned that before. Anyway, if I searched through
this document I might just find John Dain’s group - Dain was D-A-I-N – but I’m not sure
that it’s worth bothering. I can’t remember the name of his group. Well, test gear I think
probably. It might have been under a GWA Dummer, but there again it might not.
[Mrs Tootill arrives with tea]
[02:30]
How much contact did you have with the other people who were actually working in your
own group?
We met in the canteen and the main contact I had with other members of the staff, the
organisation, apart from those in my own group or my own area of work was with the
members of the Flying Rockets Concert Party, which of course drew its membership from
all over the establishment. Quite a lot of our chorus girls were typists of course, because
in those days there was a big typing pool and a few typists in each division or group. The
primary course for recording, for writing something was to either dictate it if you had
access to a stenographer, which most of the junior staff didn’t of course, or else write it
out and send it to the typing pool and they would send you a draft back and you would
correct any typing errors and then it could be printed and circulated.
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Did you have any contact at all with the people at the top of the organisational chart,
people like DI Dee, AP Rowe?
I knew what Dee and Rowe looked like, but I never had any official contact with them. I
might have passed them in the street and said good morning to them, but that’s all, nothing
more than that.
[04:52]
What were the, do you remember what the opinions at the top of TRE were and people at
your sort of level in the organisation?
Well, they were… you probably know that we were regarded as boffins by the air force,
but we thought that these people at the top were boffins, whereas we were troglodytes. I
came in direct contact with the head of admin because we were engaged in pilfering some
iron tubing. There was a Ministry of Works store adjacent to the building that held the
stage and we wanted some of this tubing which was rather poor quality stuff, it wasn’t
even waterproof, certainly not gas-tight, so it couldn’t have been gas pipe. But we needed
it to hang drops from, you know, sheets of canvas, painted canvas on the stage and there
was a Ministry of Works store, separated from the basement of the assembly hall where
the stage was only by a frosted glass partition which providentially had a broken pane in
it, so somehow or other we got into this store and were passing the piping through and that
was… then I presume that somebody, probably Arthur Wolleter, observed that we’d got
this piping in the assembly hall and alerted the Ministry of Works, so next time we were in
there to pilfer some more we were surprised to find ourselves accosted by the head of
admin and we were allowed to keep what we’d got because obviously this was running a
concert party and entertaining the staff of the establishment was a good thing from the
point of view of the authorities, so we were given quite a lot of rope. But that was the,
that’s my only contact with the admin that I can remember. Of course we had contact with
the admin to keep our passes up-to-date to get in and out of the establishment. I don’t
think our passes had photographs on them, which these days that would be regarded as a
surprising lack but in those days producing little photographs was very much more
expensive and although of course the establishment had the capacity to produce them and
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stick them on to passes, nevertheless, this was expensive, expensive in manpower, that’s
the main thing I think, so it wasn’t done as far as I can remember.

How much was security day to day a worry then? Or was it…
How much was it a worry?

Yeah.
Not at all. We accepted it, we co-operated, except when we wanted to pilfer the Ministry
of Works’ property.
[09:42]
I think you were talking in one of the earlier interviews about another run-in with the
Ministry of Works with your office central heating system.
Oh yes. Well the central heating system never worked, the radiators were always cold.
We regarded this as a feature of central heating, that it never worked. And I told you, did
I, that Dick Field and I had managed to acquire a collection of 120 watt resistors I think
they were, that’s to say a resistor which was capable of dissipating 120 watts without
overheating and burning out, and we had a string of these, we selected the correct
resistance, that’s the number of ohms, and we connected them in a series and put them
across the mains strung across the ceiling of our office. This of course would have been
regarded as hair-raisingly dangerous by the health and safety these days, there was
exposed metal at mains voltage. Well of course this is something that we had every day
on the benches in our labs, so have it there in the ceiling of our office didn’t worry us in
the slightest.

Did you have any other run-ins with the Ministry of Works, apart from these two
occasions?
We never had any problem with the Ministry of Works about our office heating, the
resistors strung across the ceiling. I think the point was that we didn’t plug them into a
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socket outlet in the office, that would have been too obvious, we carried a thick flex across
a gap, the window of our office was at right angles to the window of a corridor near our
lab and we plugged them in in the lab and the Ministry of Works were quite accustomed to
all kinds of funny things being plugged into their socket outlets in our laboratories so it
didn’t cause any comment. The fact that the flex went out through the window would not
be regarded as exceptional, we did all kinds of funny things. And I remember there was
some occasion when… oh yes, we had to be inspected occasionally to make sure we
hadn’t got illicit electric heaters plugged into the mains and the Ministry of Works came
into our office and looked at all the socket outlets, they were only used for legitimate
purposes, then looked at that thing across the ceiling and said, ‘Oh that’s a funny sort of
aerial isn’t it?’ And said, ‘Yes it is rather, isn’t it?’ Yeah, so much for the Ministry of
Works.
[13:25]
A moment ago you referred to the people at the top of TRE as boffins, but as you pointed
out you were popularly regarded as boffins yourself.
That’s right, yes.

Why did you think of them as boffins despite being seen as boffins yourself?
Well, the term boffin had an aura of superiority about it. I suppose that’s why we might
have called them the head boffins or something like that. Or we might refer to, well
particularly to another establishment, we might say well, that the top boffins there want
etc, etc.

Did you ever attend any of the Sunday Soviets at TRE?
No, these were for nothing lower than a group leader. I don’t even know that our group
leader attended those. They were high level gatherings.

Did you actually know they happened at the time?
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Well, we knew that the heads of departments talked to each other and no, I didn’t know
about Sunday Soviets until I heard the term used very much later.

Before we move on from talking about TRE, are there any other strong feelings you have
about being there you’d like to share?
None that come to mind immediately.
[pause]
[15:56]
I also have one or two follow-up questions about your time at the RAE.
Go ahead.

I was thinking about you’re in the maths division there?
The…?

Maths department at the RAE, or mathematical services.
It was mathematical services department until James Lighthill became director. James
Lighthill was a chap who was a year junior to me at Cambridge. Have I told you this
before?

Mm.
Anyway, he disliked the idea of the only mathematicians, the only specifically
mathematical specialists in the establishment were written down a bit by being called just
a services, so he insisted we became the maths department.

Were there any other changes in the RAE after Lighthill joined and took over?
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After Lighthill joined?

After Lighthill became head of the RAE.
I can’t remember anything. Oh yes, he was very keen on democracy. He held a meeting
all the junior staff were invited to attend and he explained in simple language what his
policy in running the establishment would be. In other words, he was a pure blood
academic and he thought that he would run the R&D establishment just like a university
department. I think that his immediate juniors; heads of departments and divisions, soon
put him on the rails.

Did he have any particular management style apart from that when you were there?
I can’t remember anything like that. I didn’t take too much interest in the management.
When some change was promulgated as going to take place I observed it with interest, I
suppose, but I can’t remember anything about any of the changes.
[18:53]
How much contact did you have within the maths department with the other departments
at the RAE?
Well, I personally had very little contact, official contact. Of course I knew a large
number of people, again through the Operatic and Dramatic Society, I think it was called.
I can’t really remember very much about my time at RAE.

The only other question I had actually regarding the RAE was analogue computing there.
Do you know anything about TRIDAC?
Yeah, that was something that I was quite interested in. I don’t know anything about it,
no. It was an electronic differential analyser I think. TRIDAC. It was a threedimensional analogue computer was it?

So I’ve heard, yes.
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Something like that. No, I had nothing to do with it. I knew of its progress. Perhaps I left
RAE before it was officially finished.
[21:13]
On the subject of computers actually, you were talking in some depth last time about your
choice of IBM computers for ESRO. I was just actually wondering, one thing I forgot to
ask was what were the computers actually used for?
Well two main activities: data reduction of data from satellites translated from the
redundant form used for transmission from spacecraft to data that had been checked using
the redundancy – the redundancy was deliberate of course and suitable for use,
consumption by the experimenters, by the university research groups that had designed
experiments, had them constructed and had them installed in the spacecraft. That was the
first major job of the… job for computers in ESRO. And then of course orbit calculation.
These were all close earth satellites and therefore the departure from the theoretical
elliptical orbit, the earth at one of the foci, the departure from the theoretical elliptical
orbit was quite, was very important, it was due to perturbations, not only due to the
tenuous fringes of the earth’s atmosphere but also straightforward… you call it somebody
or other’s law, the gravitational attraction between massive bodies. The orbits were
perturbed by the gravitational force of the sun and even by other planets. So it was
necessary to have an extremely accurate calculation of the position of the satellite or, yes,
they were almost all satellites, I don’t think we had anything that the word satellite
wouldn’t apply to at the time I was there. Well, you had to know the position very
accurately so as to be able to instruct the ground stations where to point their antennae.
And this was the job of one of the groups in ESRO that used the data from tracking
stations. In addition to the telemetry stations which had steerable paraboloid antennas,
there were interferometer stations. The interferometer was a fixed installation on the
ground consisting of a large number of dipoles so that it had a polar diagram with a large
number of lobes and it could measure the angle. One interferometer consisted of a number
of dipoles laid out on the ground parallel to one another, and they gave you an accurate
angular measurement in the plane perpendicular to all these dipoles and then a second set
of dipoles at right angles which gave you an accurate angular measurement in the plane at
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right angles, so you got an accurate angular position in two dimensions for the satellite.
You could only get the range of the satellite by triangulation of course. If you’d got more
than one of these interferometer installations, although there were only something like half
a dozen total in the world I think, whereas there were dozens of steerable antennae for
reception of the data from the satellites. Next question?
[27:12]
Talking a little bit about satellite orbits a moment ago, before, you mentioned HEOS –
Highly Elliptical Orbit Satellite?
Highly Elliptical Orbit Satellite. This was a probe sent out to a long range from the earth
and in order to, for it to sweep a volume of space it was put into an elliptical orbit, a
highly eccentric elliptic orbit, that is to say, a long thin ellipse, and the earth of course one
of the foci, which of course is near one end of the ellipse, so the satellite came in quite
close to earth, like a few hundred miles, at the perigee and went out to the apogee at
thousands of miles from the earth. And it moved round. That was carefully adjusted by
the launch angle and probably it had a few little thruster rockets mounted on it and it was,
the orbit was adjusted so that it progressed round the earth I think, so that you got data
from space over quite a large volume, not just in one particular plane.

Were there any extra difficulties tracking something with an elliptical orbit rather than
one that was just going round the earth in near orbit?
The Highly Elliptical Orbit Satellite was more or less not tracked at all at its apogee, or in
that area, I think, I can’t remember. But of course you could rely on it being more or less
where you calculated it was when it was a long way away from the earth. When it was
near the earth then the perturbations made it necessary to have many more measurements
to… and of course, once you’d got a really accurate determination of the trajectory near
the earth, then you could extrapolate to great distances from the earth.

What sort of preparations do you have to go through before supporting a launch?
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Well, of course it’s an extremely complicated device and you had to have various
specialists on hand to ensure the launch rocket was going to work and it was going to
separate properly at the desired instant. And you had to… well, there was a principal
American launching range more or less on the equator and ESRO had a sounding rocket
launching range at Kiruna in northern Sweden. A sounding rocket is something which is
shot up and falls down and again and that’s just as it wants, whereas a satellite of course is
launched with higher velocity and in fact leaves the earth and enters an orbit round the
earth. The French also had a launching range somewhere near the equator in one of the
French colonial possessions.

Was it French Guyana?
Pardon?

French Guyana?
Yes, very likely. I can’t remember. Yes, I think the French launched most of the ESRO
satellites. Well, when I was there, there were only three: ESRO I, ESRO II and the
HEOS.
[32:43]
Do you have any particular memories of any of the satellite launches and supporting
them?
There was one launch which was abortive, I think… it either detonated spontaneously or it
had to be broken up because the launch parameters were all wrong and it was in danger of
falling to earth and doing some damage somewhere. This spacecraft carried one of the
ESRO satellites, I can’t remember which. I can’t remember whether or not there was a
replacement available. Usually two satellites were constructed. They learnt from putting
together the first one how to make the second one better. Having made the second one
better they would probably modify retrospectively the first one so that there was a back-up
satellite available which could be launched should something go wrong with the first one.
And this indeed happened. One of my staff was very keen to do a good stage type
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presentation of the launch with what meagre details were given to us by the Americans
and we’d got an audience of not only ESRO top management, but also people invited from
the towns, the Germans from the municipal organisation of Darmstadt. So we’d got all
these people sitting there, being regaled by explanations of what was going to happen and
then, as I said, a break in the continuity and we didn’t know what was going on. One of
the experimenters, that is to say, one of the scientists who’d devised and constructed one
of the experiments to go in the satellite became impatient and telephoned one of his
friends in the US at the launch base and told us that the spacecraft launch had been
abortive, for one reason or another, as I’ve just said. We just got this information
somewhat later from our official source which didn’t tell us anything very much, so we
were embarrassed by this.

You mentioned getting data from the Americans a moment ago – how were they to work
with?
Oh, very friendly and helpful. I’ve visited the US, shortly after I was recruited to the
position of… I’ve forgotten what my position was called, but I was in charge of the
retrieval of data from satellites, including retrieving measurements of the orbital position
and so on. And of course we knew that the Americans were doing this sort of thing so I
went over there to find out exactly how they did it. They treated me very well indeed. I
wrote a report on what I’d learnt, which was very well received by the Americans. It’s not
the sort of thing they go in for, writing a comprehensive literate report. This is my cynical
comment years later.

Did you notice any cultural differences between American science and British and
European science?
No, I don’t think there were any cultural differences. Difference is solely due to the
different scientific projects.

When you were in ESRO did you have any contact with ELDO at all? The Launch and
Development Organisation.
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No. I certainly had no contact with them. I don’t think that, well the launcher, European
launcher, was not ready before I’d left ESRO anyway. I don’t know whether this was due
to a policy decision to close down the work and rely on some other organisation, probably
not, it was probably just due to the usual delays in any research and development
programme.
[39:13]
And you left ESRO in 1969?
Something like that, yes. Yes, I was there ’63 to ’69.

What was your destination when you returned?
I returned in order to safeguard my pension. I was a civil servant on loan, a British
scientific civil servant on loan to ESRO and I was loaned for a period of three years and of
course at the end of the first three years all the planning that I’d been doing and had been
starting to set in place was just going ahead and I didn’t want to leave this to somebody
else to complete because of course that would have meant that this is what Tootill did, I
had to rectify this, and they hadn’t thought of that, and so on. I knew very well this would
be the result, so I managed to wangle another three years, a three-year extension so that I
could supervise the completion of these plans myself and just demonstrate that they did
indeed work, which I did quite satisfactorily.

Then you returned to the UK to work where?
Yes. Now I had been tasting the fleshpots of a job in Europe and it was quite an attractive
job from the point of view of salary and allowances. I think I mentioned to you before
that not only did I get a dependant’s allowance for my wife and children, but I had an
expatriation allowance myself and so did my wife and children individually. And with all
the allowances my total emoluments dropped to something like a third when I came back
to the UK, with promotion from principal scientific officer to senior principal scientific
officer. The new salary was only one-third of what I’d been used to. And I’d tasted the
fleshpots of Europe for six years, which is very unusual to be allowed off the leash for so
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long and so I was given an unpalatable posting for a scientific officer, to headquarters, and
the tiny little section of the Ministry, I can’t remember which Ministry, which dealt with
computers. And there of course I was prevented from doing any useful research and
development work and I didn’t have what I would call a proper job. Some people take to
that sort of position much better than me. One of my staff who was responsible for data
reduction of the ESRO satellites also came back to the UK and he did very much better
than me in the… in headquarters and after I’d retired, well no, not quite after I’d retired,
while I was quite near to retirement and I was working at the Hydraulics and Research
Centre and he offered me a job working for him in the Ministry, headquarters of the
Ministry.
[44:23]
But fortunately, I’d got an alternative post which did have a flavour of research and
development and this was through the old boy network of course, Derrick Barber who was
ex-National Physical Laboratory, he had been made director of the European Informatics
Network Project and he was desperate for knowledgeable staff of course, so he offered me
a position and I took this position up. I was still a British civil servant and I retained the
same grade and indeed Derrick Barber was still on loan from the British civil service in
the same grade as me, but he of course was director and I was, I think an assistant director
in the hierarchy.

What was your civil service grade by this point?
Senior principal scientific officer. SPSO. There’s no, at that time there were no useful
numbers attached to these grades like we had in ESRO. There were scientific officers,
senior scientific officers, principal scientific officers, senior principal scientific officers,
deputy chief scientific officers and chief scientific officers. That was the hierarchy.

So you’d risen quite far up from your early days as a JSO then?
Oh yes. Well, a JSO was abolished during the post-war reconstruction and I became an
SO and this was only just the equivalent of my previous position, if that, but I had a wife
and family to support so I accepted it, I didn’t want the uncertainties of a job in industry.
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Even at that time I realised the value of a civil service pension. Well, having a wife and
children to support it does make you think about these things.

What else did your work at the Ministry actually involve? Did you actually work in
London then?
Yes. At Thames House I think. Well, it was what I would call a non-job. I really cannot
remember anything much about it except that I was delighted when I got anything with a
slight scientific or technical content. I had become an authority on writing vocabularies of
technical subjects and this was recognised by my boss and I was told to organise a
vocabulary of some industrial type activity, I can’t remember what it was I’m afraid.
Anyway, I went in there and formed a committee and showed them how to write
definitions and warned them about circular definitions and other, how to avoid this by
various tricks of the trade, and we produced a vocabulary and this was very well received
and it was used as a contribution to an international effort. And an earlier international
effort that I had run, I was the chairman of the International Terminology Committee of
IFIP – you know IFIP?

Yeah.
…was taken by the British Standards Institution and specialised for the UK and the British
Standards Institution Committee took my vocabulary and stripped out all the examples to
the definitions. An example to a definition is almost always the thing which really allows
you understand the definition and in some cases the definition is just vacuous without the
example, or examples. So they really produced something which was quite useless and
valueless by this simple action of stripping out all the examples.
[50:17]
What was day-to-day life like as a civil servant in London?
Commuting by train to the centre of London, having one’s own mug to make tea in, going
to the communal tea urn, going to lunch in the canteen. The canteen was located in a
completely different building but there was an underground warren of corridors and
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passages so that you could get to the building with the canteen in without going out in the
rain.

Sounds very civilised. Did…
Yeah, well civil servants do tend to organise things to make themselves comfortable.

You mentioned lunch in the canteen at the Ministry in London. This has come up in other
places before. Was the quality of conversation different at headquarters to your previous
posts?
It was, as far as technical content was concerned it was grossly inferior. There was no
possibility of discussing interesting technical problems over lunch, not like TRE canteen,
but that was during the war of course.

So you were working with Derrick Barber when you were actually still working at
headquarters?
No, that was after I left headquarters, I was working at the National Physical Laboratory
with Derrick Barber, so I was commuting from Farnborough to Teddington by car, in fact
I was in a car pool, there were three of us from Farnborough working at NPL.

Who else?
Pardon?

Who else?
[pause] Yes, I can visualise these two characters but I can’t remember their names any
more I’m afraid. One chap was childless and he had dogs and I was in his home once to
find out why he wasn’t at the rendezvous I suppose, and as soon as I entered the hall, as
soon as his wife opened the front door to me there was a stink of cigarettes and dogs.
[laughs] That’s what I remember principally about this chap. He was a fairly senior staff
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member of NPL and so was the other chap who was… all I can remember about him was
that he was extremely short-sighted and he had very strong astigmatism so that the
slightest misalignment of the lens in his glasses rendered them useless. That’s
astonishing, what you retain.
[54:12]
How did you find working at the NPL?
It was congenial.

How so?
The only thing I didn’t like was commuting, and indeed I – that’s right – I bought a flat in
Teddington. I was allowed to claim expenses for the travel to work because I think my
official station was the RAE in Farnborough. So I didn’t claim the travelling expenses
each day, eventually I bought this flat and this threw the admin at NPL into consternation.
‘He’s bought a flat! He’s not claiming travel expenses every day, he wants to claim for
the expenses of buying a flat. How do we deal with this?’ I’ve forgotten what the
outcome was. I don’t think it was very much to my advantage. I kept the flat for some
time and I remember my youngest son was living there at one time and he supervised
selling it for me. This was after I’d retired I think.

What were your children doing by this point?
Pardon?
[55:50]
What were your children doing by this point? I think we’ve discussed their eventual
careers, but I’m just sort of wondering where they are at this point in the 1970s.
Peter, the eldest, was born in ’47. Colin, the next, middle one, born in 1950 and Steve, the
youngest, in 1943. So Steve was… 1970s you said? Well he was in his thirties. I don’t
know what he was doing at that point.
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Did they go to university or…
Yes, he was at Imperial College and he read maths, but he decided that was a mistake. I’d
advised him to read maths because it was a good preparation for almost anything, but he
disagreed with this. Well, after having taken my advice and tried it. Of course it didn’t do
him any practical harm. He went off to Australia in the first instance after he graduated
and he joined a firm there and they sent him back to the UK as their UK representative, so
he was, this is probably the time that you’re enquiring about. He eventually left this firm
and set up his own firm. All three of them have had their own firms or Colin and Steve,
the middle one and the young one, both still have their own firms. Peter, the eldest, has
now got a salaried position. Steve runs a firm for cleansing name and address records. He
wrote specialist software for this purpose and he’s built this up into an organisation which
employs oh, a dozen people or so.
[59:05]
Oh yes, I think you’ve discussed this in detail before.
Colin also has his own firm with probably half a dozen employees and he has mastered the
techniques of transfers – decals, they call them in Canada. He’s a Canadian citizen now,
lives in the Toronto area; Cambridge, Ontario. And he will analyse a requirement for
transfers, stickers, decals, and he can find the firm best qualified to manufacture them at
the best price for his client and this has been the major part of his work but he’s now
getting into membrane switches. As far as I know this is a sheet of plastic with buttons
printed on it, so the plastic is stretched taut and you can press it down and underneath each
printed button on the surface there is a contact and membrane switches are also used for
other things beside keyboards.

Why did he emigrate?
Because he could get a decent job in Canada, whereas he was – he’s a salesman – he was
in sales. I’ve forgotten the name of his firm in the UK and he was driving round calling
on clients. At one time he was calling on retail establishments and persuading them to
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install something that his firm made and a friend of his, in fact he is the husband of the
daughter of one of… close friends and neighbours of my first wife and I and we’re still
friendly with them, we have been having regular Sunday lunch parties with these two and
another couple. So Colin met the husband of one of the daughters of this couple who
persuaded him that Canada was a good place to work as a salesman, and indeed he found
this was perfectly true. He did very much better and he very soon decided that rather than
put up with the delays and inconveniences of getting an order from a client and then
having it manufactured, having his firm getting it manufactured somewhere, he’d do far
better if he contacted the manufacturer directly and of course once he’d done this once or
twice his bosses found out what he was doing and sacked him. So he sort of gulped, he
wasn’t really ready for this, but he leapt forward into the breach and he’s never looked
back.

What do you think your children have actually inherited from you as a father? If
anything?
Perhaps a cynical attitude. [laughs]

Anything else, any other outlooks on life, ways of looking at things?
Well, I suppose they have a similar attitude to me, which is not much different from many
professional engineers. I regard myself as a professional engineer and indeed I’m a
chartered electrical engineer.
[1:04:29]
How would you define professional engineer?
Professional person is somebody who to can supervise and dictate to technicians or
anyway, that is the definition of an engineer, an electrical engineer, and he is eligible for
membership of what is now the more or less solitary engineering institution, the Institution
of Engineering and Technology. When I joined it was the Institution of Electrical
Engineering and it’s acquired all kinds of lesser bodies, lesser in terms of numbers of
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members, and now it’s more or less the only engineering institution which can award
corporate membership and call its members chartered engineers.

We’ve talked a little bit before about the difference between mathematicians and
engineers for one, but…
No, this was in the old days at Manchester. We called mathematicians, they are now, they
would now be called programmers.

Do you think there’s a difference between engineers and scientists?
Oh yes, certainly. A scientist is concerned with discovering facts, putting together a
theory, testing the theory. An engineer is concerned with taking existing, established
theories and using them for practical purposes.

What weight does being a fellow of the Institute of Chartered Engineers – that gets you
letters after your name doesn’t it?
It gets you letters after…?

That gets you letters after your name…
It does indeed.

…I can’t remember what they are.
Nowadays I’m not too sure of the details, but I am a member of the Institution of
Engineering and Technology. In the old days when I joined I was given the grade of
graduate of the Institution of Electrical Engineers and there was a separate organisation
for technical engineers, technicians in other words, but they’ve now been assimilated into
the IET, engineering and technology, as a designation of chaps who are at a lower level,
they have different, well, technicians’ qualifications. Dear me, it’s such a long time since
I had any dealings with this that I’ve forgotten these designations, but the City and Guilds
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qualifications are the ones that I remember and I’ve forgotten what their precise names
are.

I was just wondering, as a professional engineer, what is the weight of those letters after a
name mean for you?
Well, when I was with ESRO I successfully argued the case that corporate membership of
the IEE was equivalent to a degree and it is, roughly speaking, yes. Certainly by
comparison with Spanish engineering degrees, it’s a very much higher profession – a very
much higher qualification.
[1:09:23]
To return back to the NPL for a bit. What was the atmosphere working there like?
Congenial.

How so?
Well, it was not the same as the wartime atmosphere at TRE and of course it couldn’t
possibly be. It was very similar to the peacetime atmosphere at the Royal Aircraft
Establishment. The NPL has a higher prestige than the RAE and the people you meet in
the canteen were likely to be much better qualified, got their doctorates in many cases.
But I can’t remember anything specific that impresses me as the ambience of the place. I
remember a chap I was acquainted with from various contacts before I went to NPL and
he was, either was or had been a staff member of NPL and I told you NPL was a very old
established institution, and this chap, this acquaintance of mine, discovered some very old
statutes and so on and he discovered he was entitled to have his horse stabled in the NPL
at the expense of the NPL admin and he was, he drew the attention of the admin to this
and told them what he was going to do. [laughs] But I can’t remember what happened,
I’ve no doubt he was persuaded to withdraw. No doubt he got some sort of benefit from
this.

Where did you fit into the hierarchy at the NPL?
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Well I was on loan to Derrick Barber’s project, so I was an SPSO and of course most of
the staff at NPL had not progressed beyond PSO because they didn’t want to go to
headquarters. So I had gone through this baptism of horrible experience working in
headquarters at London and not having a proper job to do, so that I was comfortably
established as an SPSO, so there was a certain amount of jealousy amongst people who’d
insisted on remaining at NPL and had not progressed beyond PSO. But I got on very well
with them otherwise. Just a… already… ‘Alright for you bastards from headquarters, you
bastard SPSOs from headquarters’. But they realised they could have done the same if
they’d been prepared to commute to London and do this non-job.

So headquarters was a requirement to advance beyond PSO grade then?
Yes, more or less. As far as I was concerned, this was the penalty imposed on me for
having been in the… having had the fleshpots of Europe.
[1:14:10]
So Derrick Barber’s your immediate boss, who else is in your department?
Well there was only Derrick Barber and me, plus a few secretaries, in the UK. The
European Informatics Network was established and it had five stations or terminals or
whatever and the NPL was the UK terminal. The French one was at the French R&D
establishment outside Paris, I forget its name. I might… I’ve probably got a report
somewhere up there which gives you the details. There was an international organisation
had a terminal in northern Italy and there was also the Italian terminal at Milan, the
university, which was quite close. That was ISPRA, that’s right – I-S-P-R-A – was the
name of the international research and development establishment which had one of the
terminals. Then there was a German one. UK, Italy, ISPRA, Germany and there’s a fifth
one somewhere.
[1:16:10]
What was the purpose of the network?
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To do research and development on message handling. Packet switching was the
technique that Donald Davies invented for transmitting data. You would think that there
was a station or terminal in Scandinavia somewhere but I can’t remember anyway. If it’s
of great interest I can easily find out when I’m unhooked from the apparatus.

No, I was just wondering how the network functioned, was it…
Yeah, well it had data to transmit, I can’t remember where the data came from, but this
was an important requirement that it should have something to practise on and Donald
Davies and his staff had worked out the technique of dividing data into packets, providing
each packet with a header and a footer, header and a tail, so that it was self-sufficient,
could be sent over a network and as it went through the network at every stage its
destination would be recognised by the header and it could be sent on by the most
effective means, that is the most effective means at that particular moment which took
account of any build-ups of data or any delays or any breakdowns in a particular link.
This network was intended to have multiple links so it was always more than one data
path from any nominated station to any other nominated station. So the, each packet was
capable of being sent to its proper destination based on information it contained in its
header and when it arrived at its destination it was able to be reassembled into larger
chunks of data, several packets assembled in the correct order as specified in their headers.
So the point of the project was to get all this up and working and to resolve any bugs and
so on, like in a normal research project, except of course this was perforce an international
research project.

Do you remember what sort of problems you came across?
Well if we came across a problem of course, then we would delegate it immediately to
NPL because they were the technical experts.

Right.
So I was not directly concerned with technical matters, but of course I had to know about
them and understand them.
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[1:20:22]
I remember one of my principal duties was explaining to visitors what it was all about.

Did you have many visitors then?
Yes, quite frequent visitors like two or three a month. They came in pairs or sometimes
more than two.

What sort of people?
Oh, research workers. Representatives of government departments in different countries
who had to appraise the idea of either setting up research in their own country or finding
out what use the research that we were doing could be to them.

You mentioned that technical matters weren’t your direct concern, but showing the system
to these groups was. What other things were your direct concern at this point?
Oh, international liaison of course. This was the reason why Derrick Barber was so keen
to get me to work with him because I had international experience as well as fluent French
and fair German. Also I could tell him what I thought were the prerogatives of a director
of an organisation which was in theory quite independent of the NPL hierarchy. He was a
little bit of a parochial chap, no experience other than UK scientific establishments.

And your international experience was helpful here then?
Oh yes, indeed. I was quite at home talking to foreigners.

How does one actually liaise with these different groups? Did you visit or phone them,
write?
Oh, by visits and by teleprinter messages, we didn’t have email at that time. We were just
of course building up to what eventually became email. Yes, telephone conversations. I
was not so deaf in those days, I wasn’t deaf at all so I was quite happy with the telephone.
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And the purpose of the European Informatics Network then and this network that you’ve
got set up there – is this something that’s actually providing a service at this point or is it
just research?
No, it was research into techniques of packet switching. Yes, I’m sure it did occasionally
provide someone with a useful service and of course I presume people were very happy
that it should do this because this proved that it was useful.
[1:24:05]
You mentioned Donald Davies a few moments ago – was he somebody you worked with?
Yes, he was the head of the NPL division which was the UK representative of… which
was the UK station terminal of the network.

So you had day-to-day contact with him?
Well I didn’t have day-to-day contact with Donald Davies particularly, I had day-to-day
contact with three or four members of his staff who were concerned with the network.

What do you remember of Donald Davies?
He was very quiet and restrained and he had a brilliant mind, or still has, as far as I know.
He was, I think he was very happy as head of an NPL division and didn’t want, certainly
didn’t want to go to headquarters. He’d managed to get promoted to DCSO I suppose
without going to headquarters and in fact eventually a post was created which relieved
him of all his admin responsibilities for running his division, somebody else did that, and
he was an independent research worker, sort of honorary staff member, retained his civil
service grade and this was quite sufficient to make him happy.

What contact did you have with him when you were working there?
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Oh, very little. I pinched his terminal once and I had to give it back to him quick.
[laughs]
[1:26:40]
At this point what did you think the future of networking was going to be?
I thought that obviously it would supersede telegrams, it would be a far more efficient and
cheaper and quicker than the telegram service. And indeed, emails have completely
ousted telegrams these days. So what was your question?

I was just wondering what you thought the future of networking was going to be at this
point?
Yeah well, I thought that it would go on developing and obviously it was an important
thing for the future.

Did you have any other applications in mind apart from just sending messages at this
point?
Well, that’s what it’s for, sending messages. The messages could be all kinds of things.
Messages could be automatic data transmission from remote outposts like transmitting
water levels in remote lakes or anything of that nature. Like a managing director of a firm
sending a message to a remote subsidiary. I don’t think we thought about it in detail, we
decided it was obviously going to be a very useful thing.
[1:29:06]
Were there any problems co-ordinating an international project specifically?
No, there were no… there were technical problems of course, but usually they, the people
who were concerned at the particular centre would solve the technical problem and would
tell us what it was and what they’d done about it and we would, I presume we would
check that they’d informed all the other centres in case they had the same problem. The
Milan University terminal had problems due to ingress of dust into their equipment
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because it wasn’t properly housed in our opinion. Some of the other places kept their
equipment in – what do you call it – climate controlled, in air-conditioned equipment…
installation rooms, laboratories. And the Italians we expected to have problems because
of dust and vibration and so on, crumbs from people’s lunch and that sort of thing, but
they didn’t seem to have. Of course nobody would bother to, just because it’s electronic
equipment, no-one would bother these days to put it in an air-conditioned enclosure. So
the Italians were pioneering this, if you like.

You’ve mentioned that a lot of your work was liaising with different people, different
groups from different countries as well – liaising about what exactly?
Well, about running the network and what had been learnt and had this been properly
passed on and was it likely to recur or occur in different circumstances, I suppose that’s
the sort of thing. But I really can’t remember in detail what my job consisted of.

Is there anything else you were involved with at the NPL or is it just this?
No. Nothing else. I was commuting from Farnborough to Teddington and this took quite
a chunk out of the working day.
[1:32:19]
What other interests did you have outside work at this point?
I had a wife and three growing sons, so… actually I think they’d probably all left home by
that time. So I don’t think I had any particular interest outside work.

How did work on the European Informatics Network Project continue?
How did it continue?

Yeah, how did it progress from the time you joined till you left?
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Well, I think the eventual intention to have five centres and links round the periphery and
one link across the middle, I think that had been decided, the topography of the network
had been decided before I joined and it was just being set up when I joined. It was starting
to work and it was working when I left the project.

Do you want to take a short break?
If you like.
[end of Track 11]
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[Track 12]

I’ve one or two other quick questions about the NPL. I was wondering what your opinions
of packet switching were as a technology at the time?
I thought it was interesting and obviously had a great future. I said just now that it was
obviously going to replace telegrams. So yes, I foresaw that something would come of it.
In fact it’s emails that have developed from packet switching, but of course I didn’t
envisage the detail of emails. But eventually anybody with a, well, eventually an internet
connection would become quite commonplace. I certainly didn’t realise that, that
individuals would have an internet connection in their home. I didn’t envisage the
development of the internet to the extent that it has in fact developed.

Talking about internet in the home there, I was wondering at this point where – were you
working with microprocessors at all?
Microprocessors?

Or microprocessor technology as part of this system?
Yes. We used the technical facilities that were available at the time; printed circuits and
microprocessors were… I presume they came in. Each of the centres on the European
Informatics Network had a mini computer, not a… [Mrs Toothill returning]
microprocessor. They were devices about the size of a couple of filing cabinets standing
together and I think they probably had a few printed circuits inside them but they used
valves and not transistors. It was a French mini computer that was used, the French
managed to, by their usual technique I suppose of threatening to stall the whole project
unless their equipment was used, they managed to secure the contract.

Were there any disputes between the international partners of that type you were aware
of?
Possibly, but I can’t remember them now.
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[03:42]
Do you have strong memories of any other colleagues you worked with in your time at the
NPL?
I remember some of the NPL staff. I remember Donald Davies of course, and one or two
of the PSOs who worked under him. Yes, I remember one or two of the secretaries that
we had from time to time.

Did you ever come across a chap called Christopher Evans?
Yes. Chris Evans, he’s dead isn’t he?

Yeah, died in about 1980 I think.
Mm, he died young. I can’t remember in what context I came across him.

It was interesting because I know he did some recordings with computing pioneers in the
late 1970s. I was just wondering if you’d come across him in your time at NPL and what,
if anything, you remembered of him?
I can’t remember anything about him but I certainly knew him. I mean there are probably
getting on for, well, let’s say certainly more than twenty and less than a hundred people
that I knew through contacts at international meetings and colloquiums and that sort of
thing. Then Chris Evans was one of those.

Do you still keep in contact with any of them?
Derrick Barber. That more or less extends just to sending Christmas cards these days. I
can’t think of anybody else that I keep in contact with. It is a very long time ago.
[06:31]
When did you decide to retire?
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When did I decide to retire? Didn’t have to take any decision, I was told that I retired at
sixty years of age and I started to draw my pension at that age.

Were you sorry to stop working?
Well, the job was not terribly congenial so I wasn’t loath to give up that job. I was a little
bit worried about whether I’d be able to live comfortably on my pension, this is an
absolutely standard worry for people just before retirement and invariably they find they
can manage quite well on a very much smaller income, as I did. One doesn’t realise how
one’s liabilities have decreased. One has paid off the mortgage by this time and children
have left home and are self-supporting, so one has very much less in the way of outgoings.
[08:16]
So what did you do after you retired?
[pause] Well, my wife had died a short time before I retired, so I started… I was thinking
about what I was going to do, I decided I wanted to get married again, I didn’t like living
by myself and I joined an organisation by which I met Joyce and we decided we were
congenial, we interviewed each other very carefully and we got married and I moved to
Wokingham. So that was the main thing I did after I retired. And I joined the U3A, I
think I’ve probably mentioned it to you before. I set up the computer group of the
Wokingham U3A. There were three of us, members. It’s a real going concern now, it’s
computers and technology and it’s got oh, probably thirty members. It gets a good turnout
at meetings, too many for anybody’s living room, we have to hire a room for meetings and
we seem to be able to produce a speaker for one meeting a month from our number. And
you were asking me about the meeting that I had here, that was the U3A computer group,
computers and technology.
[11:03]
When did you actually get a computer of your own in the home?
This was one of the early Amstrads. I suppose it was 1980 something, I’ve no idea really.
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I think Amstrad start making computers in about 1984.
Yeah, well Joyce informs me that I havered about spending the money for far too long in
her opinion.

Why did you leave it so late? It’s surprising. I imagined that someone who’d been
involved in building the first computer would have been an earlier adopter later on as
well, and yet I’m surprised you left it a few years.
I didn’t want to spend the money and I didn’t see what I was going to do with a computer
anyway. Well yes, word processing, I knew that, but I could manage quite well with
classical techniques for drafting documents.
[12:20]
When does the Baby rebuild come into this?
Well, Chris…

Burton?
Chris Burton, yeah, started about, more than twelve months before 1998, before the
fiftieth anniversary date, June the twenty-first 1998, and he contacted Tom Kilburn and
me and we gave him our enthusiastic support and he went ahead with incredible drive and
industry. He recruited retired engineers or somebody who knew how to solder and
understood valve circuits. He located original vintage raw materials. That was an
incredible feat really. The six foot six by twenty-three inch Post Office racks and by
twenty-four inch, the chassis they held were twenty-three inch, he located sufficient
number of those. He found one a chap was using to hold up the bank of the stream which
ran at the end of his garden and he accumulated a collection of the things. Of course they
were extremely scruffy, but he persuaded firms to sandblast them, clean them up and paint
them, drill and, well, tap out the holes and he persuaded firms to manufacture chassis for
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him. He located supplies of vintage valves and other components; resistors and
condensers, they’re authentic in the SSEM replica.

What did you think when he first came to you and said I want to rebuild Baby?
I thought oh, jolly good, I wonder whether you’ll ever in fact manage it. But he surprised
me. I presume the same remarks apply to Tom.

What help did you provide along the way?
What prompted me…?

Did you provide any help along the way?
Only long distance consultation, the work was going on in the Manchester area. Chris
Burton lived in, just inside the English border in north Wales and not all that far from
Manchester and the assembly of the replica went on in various borrowed accommodation
in the Manchester area so there was not much I could do, actual help. And I gave him all
assistance short of actual help, the well known phrase.
[16:33]
What did you think of this growing interest in computer history?
I was surprised. I was astonished that anybody would be bothered. [yawns] You say you
had two questions?

Two questions about the NPL. I’ve got another, another four maybe.
Well, I’d like to pack it up as soon as maybe, I’m tired.

Okay. Then in that case I’ll move quickly on. What do you regard as the high points of
your career?
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Well in retrospect, obviously the completion of the SSEM was a high point. The
successful support of ESRO’s first satellite launch was another. I suppose you could call a
high point of my career the… getting a job with… yes, getting a permanent civil service
job with a… in the salary scale of senior scientific officer at Shrivenham. This was
another notable point and was a substantial change in my situation. I demonstrated that I
was competent as a lecturer.

Do you have any regrets in your career?
Oh yes, hundreds.

Any in particular?
I can’t call any important ones to mind at the moment.
[19:18]
It’s occurred to me that you spent most of your career in the scientific civil service, I was
just wondering how you saw it change over that time?
Well it changed because I moved to a different job, a fairly different environment, so I
wasn’t really aware of how it would have changed if I’d stayed in the same job all the
time.

So were there any sort of broader changes that seemed common, well, can changes seem
common, but thinking sort of wider changes that you noticed?
Well there was the reconstruction after the war. That was obviously a widespread
upheaval. A large number of people were, a large number of deserving people didn’t get
jobs. And another upheaval was in 1963 when I joined ESRO. You could say that was a
high point of my career. It’s the start of a completely different job and a completely
different experience and learning completely different attitude to work. Well, partly due
to promotion of course. I became even more of a manager of staff than I had been before.
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How else different, sorry? How else was it different?
Well it was in a foreign country. I learnt a few words of Dutch. And of course I had to
practise my French because English and French were the official languages of the
organisation. I think I told you that I met every Wednesday with my French colleague and
his wife.

Why did you decide to stay in the civil service your whole career, apart from that short
stay at Ferranti?
For the pension. I regarded that as more or less cast iron. There are mutterings these days
that the country can’t afford to pay pensions to these people, but I hope that nothing comes
of it in my lifetime.

That’s an interesting sort of long term perspective on it.
Yeah, I was… well, as soon as I got married and started having a family then I
immediately started thinking about security.

That career, civil service, seemed a safe option then on that score?
Yes.
[23:11]
What advice would you give to someone starting off today in electrical engineering or
science more generally?
Well, decide what you want and go for it and don’t be afraid of standing on your own feet
and take all the chances you can think of before you get married and tie yourself down.

What qualities do you think equip someone for a career such as yours?
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Well adaptability, obviously. Well that’s really just another word for intelligence. But
there is more to it than just basically being bright. You’ve got to be prepared to face up to
something completely novel and to learn it quickly and not to think that this is all wrong, I
can’t possibly put up with this.

Is there a particular way of thinking then?
Yes. I suppose I’ve always been ready to adopt new ideas if I could see that they were
beneficial.

Where, what’s your sense of where science and technology’s going to take us in the next
ten years or so?
Oh I haven’t a clue. Obviously there’s going to be much more stress on low pollution
from transport. It’s mainly transport that the public is concerned with which is a polluter.
So the public is going to get the message and I think probably air travel will become
relatively much more expensive. It ought to, from the point of view of lowering pollution.

Do you think that computing’s got a part to play in environmentalism?
Think what?

Do you think computing’s got a part to play in environmentalism?
Oh yes, a computer is a necessary tool in almost any profession these days.
[26:37]
You mentioned a little while ago your talk about the Baby computer that you’d given to
the University of the Third Age. Can you tell me a little bit more about that?
Just pass me that… thanks. Yeah, well this is a Powerpoint presentation which clocks up
say, eighty slides, so what… this is the talk in question – what is it you would like to
know about it?
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I was just wondering what the reception was like?
Oh, it was well received. They, a couple of them left before the end but they… I think I
viewed their apologies as very sincere. [laughs]

What was the basic story you were trying to get across? What do you think the important
parts were of it?
The main thing I started off by saying was that it was important to realise that in the
1940s, right up to the end of the 1940s, as far as technical devices were concerned, there
was nothing that held data for… held data permanently apart from punched cards or
punched paper tape and when you spoke of electronics you meant something which was
being continuously renewed, like the picture on the television or the echoes in a radar set.
So the thing that it was difficult for people to understand in that, well, it was difficult for
professional electrical engineers to understand was that you could put something into a
particular state and when you came back to it later there it was in the same state, without
any intermediate refreshment, refreshing. Of course, at low levels sometimes there was a
regular re-establishment of the previous state but this was quite automatic and it went on
until you stopped it. And of course there were other things like flip-flop circuits, EcclesJordan trigger pairs, which didn’t require any re-establishment refreshing or whatever. So
the cathode ray tube store was surprising in that you could feed a number into it and hours
later perhaps you could get the same number back, completely unimpaired.
[30:57]
How do you feel now about how the work that you did in Manchester in the forties is
seen?
Well I’m astonished and gratified.

Astonished?
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I was astonished that people take such an interest in it. It’s unusual from… that the
inception of a particular piece of technology should be noted so widely, but I suppose the
point is the computer has had such an influence on society.

Gratified?
Yes. Of course it’s gratifying to be asked to talk to people about this subject and to write
articles and have them received with interest and respect.

How did you feel about taking part in our project?
Well, I was surprised that you should pick on me to take part. Did you say that you had
200 bodies in mind?

Eventually, yeah.
So I was surprised to be included in the 200.

How have you found the interview process?
Oh, quite congenial. Perhaps time consuming of course.

Do you have any other thoughts about how you’ve thought it’s gone? Any thoughts on the
way I’ve asked questions?
I thought you did very well to think of questions to ask.

Do you recall you said at the end of our first meeting, ‘Well that’s it, one more, that’ll do
it’, and that was some time before Christmas?
Yeah, well I realised I was being optimistic, but I thought I might steer you in the right
direction.
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Have you told anybody else about this interview?
Oh yes, I’ve told anybody who seemed to be interested. That’s not many.

What’s the general reaction been?
Oh yes, that’s interesting. One particular lady quizzed me carefully and said, ‘Oh why
have they picked on you? What do you know about anything?’ So I said, ‘Well I believe
they’ve picked out 200 people’ and she said, ‘Oh yes?’ So I said, ‘I believe they’re
covering the arts and the sciences’. She said… I think she subsided at that point.

Do you have any other final thoughts you’d like to end before we finish this?
Oh I won’t be able to think of those until a week or so later.

You can pop them in an email to me, I guess.
I could send you an email if I think it’s important, yes.

Well I think we’re finished.
Oh good, well.
[end of track 12 – end of interview]

